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As a worker employed in a varïety of sectors and setthgs within the field of mial services 

over the past thirteen years, the author was consistently sbnick by the contrast between the 

nspnsibi1itie.s tbat workers undeltook and the work that workers wism to undertake. 

Mon specifîdy, many wodrers believed the wodr that they were underraking on ùehaif of 

the people they s c m d  was superfîcial and symptom-focused a i r  wodc did not address 

those conditions which workers felt were creatùag the problems which people were 

experiencing. This fnistration was exacerbated by the workers' perception (rial or 

othemise) that few, if any, individuals or organizaîions withui the field were addressing 

these conditions at a more fitndamental level. Tbis situation, left often Ied to 

feelings of faialism, professional failure and ultimateIy, bumoul among social s e ~ c e  

workers (Cherniss, 1980; Freudenberger, 1974; Maslac h, 1976; Schwartz, 196 1 ; The 

Berkely P l a ~ i n g  Associates, 1977). This state tesuited in negative impacts to the worker, 

her or his organization and ultimateIy, tbe people they served (Chemiss, 1980). 

The practicum intervention endeavoured to address the stated concem through the 

construction of a theoretical fiamework for guiding systems advocacy efforts at the 

intervention site, The Canadian Mental Health Association-Winnipeg Region. Utilizing the 

works of such authors as Black (1987)' Cox (1984), and Brookfield (1985) in the 

development of the Framework, the student worked in conjunction with the agency's 

Systems Advocacy Cornmittee to rehne the Framework and develop a formal process that 

would assist the agency in undertaking systems advocacy efforts in a planneci, objective 

and empowering mamer. This was accomplished by having the student facilitate 

discussion on the Framework h u g h  ten cornmittee meetings and ultimately, through a 

partial simulateci dry-run of the developed pmcess. Dougherty's (1990) Generic Mode1 for 

Consultation was employed by author to assist in the development of skiiis necessary for 

successfbiiy undertaking the consultation process. 

The results of the intervention showed that a number of refinements were needed in the 

Framework. As weil, the intervention process aiso identifid a number of process and 



content issues which were relevant to both the student's leaming, and the agency's future 

advocacy efforts. 

Based on the aforementioned results, the author concluded that the Systems Advocacy 

Framewodc had considerable potential for assisting The Canadian Mental Health 

Association-Winnipeg Region, and other agencies, in successfiiuy m g  out systems 

advocacy efforts. In order to do so however, a number of criticaI issues, such as Ievek of 

consumer involvement, levels of organilationaf cornmitment, organizationai stmcture and 

culture, need to be addressed. 
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1. Bumout: "A pmcess that begins with excessive and prolonged levels of job stress. This 
stress produees strain in the worker (feelings of tension, irritaôility and fatigue). The 
process is completed when w o h  defensively cope withjob stress by psychologidy 
detaching themseIves h m  the job and becomiag apathetic, cynical and rigid". (Cheriss, 
1980). 

2. bdvocaçy: "The act of rejpesenting the interests of an individuai or group of individuais 
on social justice issues in such a waytbat the pnness becoms as emp6we~g as the 
outcome of the advocacy action itseK Ideaüy, that such a pnxxss k undertaken while 
remaining fke h m  any conflict of interest". 

3. 4 4 S v ~ c  ,Y Advocaçy : The B[PEISS by which systems advocacy is undertaken. 

4. " S v s @ m s s  Refers to the f'us of the advocacy efforts. 

5. mpowerment: "An interactive pnncss tbrough which people experience personal and 
social change, enabiing them to take action to achieve innwnce over the organizations and 
institutions which &t their iives and the comrnunities in which they live" (Whitmore & 
Kerans, 1988). 

6. Critical 'Ihuikuig 
. . 

: "A way of understanding why things an the way that they are" 
(Brookfield, 1987). 

7. Issue Gathering and Filter@: The process of compiling "eligible" systems advocacy 
issues. 

8. Issue Selection: The process of determinhg which issues from among a number of 
qudifjrhg issues wiil be selected for action. 

9. Issue: The process of ranking the selected issues on the bais of perceived 
importance. 

10. Jssue Actiog: The pmess of developing and implementiog a plan for the successfbl 
undertaking of previously selected andlor pnorized systems issues. 

1 1. Issue Evaluatioii: "A social process of making judgments about the merit, worth, or 
value of a change. Evaluation makes judgments about those change episode uiputs, 
throughputs, outputs, and outcornes rhat have b e n  monitored" (Kettner, Daley and 
Moroney, 1985). 

12. Consultatiori: "A process in which a human s e ~ c e s  professional assists a consultee 
with a work - related (or caretaking - telated) problem with a client system, with the goal of 
helping both the consultee and @ client system in some specified way". 

13. -tao . . 'a "Organizational consultation is the pnicess in which a 
professional, fuactioning either iniemaliy or externaily to an organhtion, provides 
assistance of a technical, diagnostic/prescriptive, or facilitative nature to an individual 
or group h m  that organization in order to enhance the organhtion's ability to deal with 
change and maintain or enhance its effectiveness in some designated way" (Dougherty, 



14. Svstem "Legislative, policy, service, and other systems levels relating to legal rights 
and thetapeutic and social entiuements of psychiatnc consmer/s~~~ivors. 

15. Proactive advocacs ''Identifjing and codbnting au issue which has yet to become a 
probiem for consumas of mntal heaïth seNices (iejmpending legislaiion, pmposed 
institutionai policies, etc.). or has not yet ma* the its negative effects on consumers 
of mental health seNices (ie. a new, mgative practice is adopteci in response to an 
individual case but is not yet widcspread), or has serious effects on coasumers/suwivors 
but has not yet becorne a public issue". 

16. Reactive advocacy: 'Where advocacy effom respond to an identifiai problem which 
has becorne entrenched, accepted as general policy, or has achieved maximum negative 
impact". 

17. Winnability: 'The relative chance of anaining the identifid goai". 

18. Expertise: 'The knowledge, skius and attitudes requires to successfdiy undertake an 
identified issue". 

19. Poweic: 'The degree of control and autonomy which consumerslsurvivors exercise 
oves their own lives vis-a-vis the mental health system W o r  its allied systems". 

20. Mental Health svsteni: '"lihose laws, policies, institutions, personnel, services and 
products whose primary purpose is to meet the needs of mental health 
c~nsurners/surviv~fS". 

21. Severity of H m :  ''The degree to which a pdcular problem adversely affects 
consumedsurvivors~'. 

22. Number of Peo~Ie Affecte& 'The number of consumerslswvivors adversely aff&ed 
by a paiticular issue". 

23. mency: 'Weed for action is immediate. The issue presenting is extreme, either 
through its time limitations aod/or the potenriai damagdgood that could be generated by 
actinglnot acting on the issue". 

24. v 'The degree of interest and cornmitment that the agency is wiliing to 
demonstrate towards the successful achievement of the identined goai". 

25. Level of enco~ment/su~prt:  "The amount of tangible support that c m  be amassed 
to achieve the identifiai goai". 
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CHAPTER 1 

JNTRODUC'MON 

As a worker employed in a variety of sectors and settings within the field of social 

services over the past thllteen y-, the author has consistentiy been smick by the contrast 

betweui the responsïbilities that workers underth and the wodc that workers wisb to 

undertake. More specifIcally, many workers beiieve the work that they an undertaking on 

bebalf of the people they serve is superficiai and symptom-fmused. Their work does not 

ad* those conditions which wodcers feel are creahg the problems which people are 

expnenciug. This fiutration is exacerbatted by the workers' perception ( r d  or othemise) 

that few, if any, individuais or organizations within the field are addressing these 

conditions at a more fundamentai level. This situation, left unaddressed, ofkn leads to 

feelings of fataiism, professionai failure and ultimately, bumou4 among social service 

workers (Chemiss, 1980; Freudenberger, 1974; Maslach, 1976; Schwartzl 196 1 ; The 

Berkely Plaaoùig Associates. 1977)J This state results in negative impacts to the worker. 

her or his organization and ultimately, the peopie they serve (Chemiss, 1980). 

In a review of relevant literature, support for the author's experiences was identifïed 

in those branches of social work known as "radical" or "structural" social work. Gaiper 

(1980), for example, spoke of the increasing difnculty in believing 

"...that conventional processes of refurm can create conditions in 
which the majority of people can have adequate access to the 
material necessities of life and can have reasonable opporauiities for 
achievemeot, satisfaction and personal growth" (p.3). 

He went on to talk of the "underlying discontent" that social service workers feel as a result 

of their experiences with the traditional interventions of the social service system (p.3). 

These experiences he added were often "...more at an intuitive level than at a fully 

conscious level ...". Moreau (1989). in bis writings on structural social work, attx-ibuted 

these feelings of discontent among social s e ~ c e  workers to the fact that 

- - -- - - - - -- 

1 The tem Sochi service workerS refers to those employed in the social service fkld including. but not 
limited to, individuals with professional degrees. 



"the way social workes most wmmoniy wodr d t s  in clients king 
mystifieci about the helping process and having their power diminished. 
Social workers aiso commoniy help clients to adapt to their situations by 
individualiziog and psychologizing their probIems7' (p.29). 

Another pmpoaent of smictural social wodr, Robert Muiialy (1993). identined the 

increasing frustration that social w o h  expience as a result of, ammg other things, 

being made to pedorm job tasks which aze contmy to the best interests of their cknts. If 

the positions put forward by Gafper, Mullaly and Moreau are valid, then it seems ciear why 

social seNice workers are indeed becoming htrated by their jobs. Many social s e ~ c e  

workers enter the social service field because they wish to help people better their lives. 

Yet many wodrers realize that they are in fact employed in d e s  performing duties which 

are either contrary to the needs of the people they serve. or else paranteehg an endless 

supply of dysbctional situations by faihg to address the problem-generators themselves. 

Moreau bluntly suggested that the choice facing social workers in such a situation is a 

simple one; they can either "reinforce individual and personai responsibility" or they can 

"highlight the inadequacies of the...system and the collective ... expenence" (p.29). 

It was the author's contention that in some situations, workers became aware 

enough and committed enough to attempt some form of action which could be viewed as 

king  more causal-focuseci. Uofortunately, such attempts were usualiy hampered by the 

workers' lack of knowledge about how to successfully undertake such actions (Burghardt, 

1992; Comgan & Leonard, 1978). While these endeavoun may be made with the best of 

intentions, they are oftea uasuccessful as workers becorne overwheimed by issues such as 

where to start, what their goals and objectives should be, what strategies and tactics to use 

and how to evaiuate their efforts. Faüeà attempts at systems changes appears to increase 

the workers' feelings that real change is impossible (Hallsten, 1993). 

As a result of the author's personal experiences within the field of advocacy, he 

was particularly intemted in how the experïences of advocates relateci to social s e ~ c e  

wodrers at large. The nsults of the literature review revealed that little information on this 

topic was available. Cole (1992), in his interviews with local advocates in the City of 

Wipeg ,  found that "advocate bumout" was a motivator for advocacy organizations in the 



shift h m  individual client focused advocacy to something calleci systems advocacy. Th is  

shift was attributed in part to the fact that agency advocates were developiug feelings of 

hopelessness and fatalism by havhg to deal with the same individual issues on a continuai 

basis witiiout king abie to do anything about the situations which were pducing the 

cornplaints2 Chmh's pm&tam development paper for the Psychiatrie Patient Advarte 

Office, (Ontario, 199 1) cleady demonstratecl the increased emphasis that program had 

placed ou "systemic" advocacy but unfortunately, did not cover those events that led to the 

initial establishment of a systems advaacy component for that program- It was clear that 

the Psychiatrie Patient Advocate Office saw the nead to w>ve toward a broadei fkom of 

advocacy. Lord (1987). however, in his evaluation of the same'PsychiatrÏc Patient 

Advocate Office, stated that "systemic issues were usualIy initiateci by the advocates based 

upon a succession of similar individual cases" (p.74). He quoted one of the two program 

advocates as saying: 'YOU get tired of doing individual cases over and over and decide to 

tackle the damn thing' (p.74). Cole (1992). in his i n t e ~ e w s  with local advocates in the 

City of Winnipeg, found that virtudiy al1 program which undertwk advocacy on a broader 

scde did so because they felt that this was necessary in order to bring about real and lasting 

change. The need to move away h m  traditional individual, client-focused advocacy 

toward a broader advocacy approach which includes systems-focused advocacy. was 

recognized by The Canadian Mental Health Association (C.M.H.A.) - Winnipeg Region 

(Newman & Newman. 1990). In fact. the organization had already moved in this 

directionf although no formai pnmss yet existed for undertaking systems advocacy 

issues at the time of the author's intervention. 

While the information on the advocate "expenence" was Limiteci, the materiai that 

existed seemed to indicate that the feelings of and experiences of advocates appeared to 

mirror those of their social service CO-workers with regard to bumout. However, it stiU 

remained unclear to the author what value the field of advocacy had with regard to 
- -  - - - 

2 Of course. the simple adoption of systems advocacy is no cure for al1 buniout. As was rneationed earlia. well 
intentioned but poody done systems advocacy efforts will no doubt bave a profound negativc impact on workers 
undertaking such atternpts. 
3 Twenty five percent of the advocate's t h e  and nsnirces had been allontd for systemic advocacy at the tirne of the 
author's intervention. 



undertaking change of a more hmdamental nature. 

nderstand~u Ad vocacv. 

While the author's literature review did not focus on the different types of 

advocacy, per se., it was felt by him that it was irnpo-t to explore the different forms and 

understandings of the temn "advocacy". Lourie (1975) exploreci the many faces of 

advocacy. He taiked of the comrnon mderstanding of advocacy as 'raising a fuss' in 

behalf of a cause. Lourie noted that advocacy, originally ümited to the field of law, later 

became embraced by consumers and professioaals aiike, as an instrument for iocreasing 

pressure on the social stmcture to achieve social justice. As such, advocacy becarne a 

mechaaism for affecthg how "...social policy values and pnority deusions are mode with 

respect to how resourres are s p d  and managed (p.71)"4 Poslcanler (1972), in bis 

expansion of Bisno's "methods", saw advocacy as a parailel to adversarial strate@. 

Theadversarial role is used in situations in which the 
resolution of Menaces is attempted through efforts 
directed to foster the interests of one party over the interests of the 
other (p. 1). 

For Poskanzer, then, advocacy was a connict-driven mode1 for self-interest issues. 

Greer (1986), in his exploration of hospice advocacy, critiqueci advocacy as a " rhetoric or 

orchestrateci action designed to alter baIances of power for the benefit of a particular group" 

(p.23). Greer argued such methods of advocacy are group-based (the needs of many) and 

have proven to be divisive. Simpson (197%) employed Waiton's definition of advocacy in 

"Advocacy and Social Change", as "serving the inaiticdate and disadvantaged in contact 

with weffkre bureaucracy, or mediator in disputes" (p.54). This dennition, though not 

exclusively conflictdriven, is cleady seen as a mechanism for promoting social justice. As 

weil, Simpson aoted his concerns around the purely 6'professionai" nature of this 

dennition. Sethi's (19î7) work on corporate "advocacy advertking" defined advocacy as 

'Lpresenting facts and arguments that pmject the sponsor in the most positive light and 

opponent's arguments in the worst (p.8)". WoIfensberger (1977), in lamenting the wide 

array of daims to the term advocacy, proposed a list of elements that he believes must be 

4 ltalics are theahor's. 



fond in order for an action to qdi@ as true advocacy. These elements hcluded '%gour 

and vehemence" on the part of the advocate, "a distinct cost to the advocate'" and 

maximally, "to be free from confiict of interest" (p.19-20). 

The overwheiming number of types and definitions of advocacy was most 

succinctiy dealt with by Milmr (1986). Milner was stfuck by his advocacy experiences 

within in the mental health field He was CO- by how two diameaidy opposed 

groups (medical staff and consumer groups) could both be "advocating'' on behalf of the 

"best interests" of psychiatrie patients. He attriibuted this phenomenon to the symbolic 

value of the term advocacy, which suggested a higher order of commitment, mandate and 

social justice on the part of those acting as advocates. Milner argued that d advocacy had 

become perverted by those who were seeking to mask both professional control and 

politicai dissensus. He went on to suggest that confict was an essential component of reai 

advocacy, which pmfessionals. their organizations and coalitions, sought to minimize. 

It was the author's belief that none of these definitions. on their own, presented an 

acceptable defhition of the tenn "advocacy." They did however, raise a number of 

elements which shouid be found in a definition. However, none of these elements could be 

found in entirety within one all-encompassing definition. As such, the author proposed for 

the purposes of this practicum report, the foilowing definition of the term "advocacy". 

The act of representings thc interests of an individual or 
group of individuals on social justice issues in such a way that the 
pcocess becornes as empowering as the outcome of the advocacy 
action itseif. 

In addition to containing many of the important elemeats mentioncd by other authors, 

this definition estabiished a clear commitment towards advoacy as a process and as a 

tool for undertaking social justice issues. 

~vstemidSpstems Advocacv. 

The oniy fonp of advocacy that was identifid as an appropriate to the type of action 

that the author wished to undertake was Systems lsystemic Advocacy. ln his interviews 

5 'representing? Minimaily, the type &d nature of the representation(s) io done h such a manner as to give Vie 
individuals(s) being represented (or their agents'), the greatest degree of control possible.'"agent": refers to a duly 
appointed substitute decision-maker. 



with local advocates, Cole (1992) fomd thaî the terms most wmmonly used to describe 

broad, issue-based advocacy efforts: systemic advocacy and systems advocacy, were often 

used interchangeabIy. This fact, coupled with the la& of working definitions for such 

terms in most of the agencies, suggested that advocates &or theu organkations often 

viewed these terms as M g  one in the same. The Iittle information which was available 

through the iiteratwe however, made clear that the distinction between these two tenns was 

a significant one. 

In his evaluation of the Psychiatrie Patient Advoçate Office (P.P.A.O.), Lord 

(1990) defhed wstemic advocacy as a "...p mcess addressing rights and issues that affect 

patients in general as opposed to a single patient" (p.74). Valenthe (199 l), in her preface 

to Church's (1991) program development papa for the P.P.A.O., related the "directional 

statement" of systemic advocacy as it is found in the P.PA.O.'s strategic plan as: 

To develop policy and procedural guidelines, improve skiUs and 
increase resources of the P.P-A-0. to more consistently and 
effectively impact upon systems changes at legislative, poiicy and 
other systems levels relating to legal rights and therapeutic and social 
entitlements of psychiaoic patients. 

The National Association of Protection and Advocacy Services (1991). in its 

document on "Standards for Advocacy Programs Serving People with Developmentai 

Disabilities and People with Mental Iilnesses", used the ternis "systems" and 66systemic" 

interchangeably. Dubick (199 1). referred to systemic advocacy as "..a process in which 

general issues or concems affecting a nwnber of [individuals] are addresseci" (p.17). Such 

dennitions as these suggested that the term 66sy~temic'' referred to the pmcess of 

undertaking systems changes. This distinction was made more clear by Black, (1985) who 

argued that systems work is b a t  understood as a method, not as a statement about the 

nature of a case. He argued that the focus shouid be on the pracess. "a systemic approach 

to advocacy". not on the mget of the advocacy effom "systems advocacy". Black's 

argument is based on the concept that the critical decision is with "how the case can be dealt 

with systemically," not whether the case is systemic or aot Black suggested that by 

adopting such a .  approach, cnteria could be developed which wodd determine whether or 

not a case was a systems case, thereby relieving the advocate/organization of the decision to 



determine whether a case "is or isn't". Tnis view was a useM one, although it was unclear 

to tbis author whether or not there was a need to emphasise the process at the expense of 

the target of the advoaxy efforts. For the purpose of this report then. "systemic" refers to 

the process of undertaking "systems" advocacy. "Systems" refers to the focus of the 

advocacy efforts. That is, intementions which occur agaiast "generators" of individuai 

problems i.e. policies. Iepislation, etc. These problem generators may occur at any and a i l  

levels of society i c .  intexpersonal, organizationai, institutionai, municipal, provinciai, 

federai, etc, 

Identification of ExiLnine Mdels for Svstems Advocacv. 

The Iiterature searcwreview camied out by the author was unsuccessful in locating 

any existing models for knowledge-based systems advocacy. In fact, Cole (1992) in his 

interviews with local advocates showed that virtually aii organïzations undertaking systems 

advocacy, (however it was defined by these organizations), did so without a formal 

framework. Many advocates felt that the lack of a formal framework needed to be 

addressed within their organizatioas. In addition, most of these organizations relied on 

specific individuals to intemally coordinate advocacy activities. These individuals appeared 

to enjoy considerable autonomy withui their organizations. This was attniuted by some of 

the advocates to the f a  that they were deemed to have the most knowkdge about 

underiaking advocacy. Given the lack of formai processes within these organizations, 

however. it appears that organizations tend to rely on the "naturai" abiiities of advocates. 

Without diminishing the importance of personal skih and knowledge to a particular 

position. even these advocates suggested that the creation of a formal knowledge-based 

framework within their organizations would make the organization more effective 

advocates tbtough increased accountability and enswing a g i t e r  degree of organizational 

consistency and continuity. 

The iiteniture review also reveaied a lack of information on the general topic of 

systems advocacy. The review di& however. identify a wide range of themes relevant to 

the construction of a process for successfdiy undertaking systems advocacy. These 



themes, as identiflied through various sources, could be generalised into the foilowing 

categories: 

1. The need for a f o d  fkamework wbich incocporated a strong theoretical 
foundation (Cole, 1992; Black, 1985; Human Services Research 

- Institute, 1991) . 
2. The need to constxuct a formal framewotk that was both 

knowledge-based and Imowleâge-creating (Cole, 1992; Black, 1985; 
Newman, 1990; BmoffieIâ, 1987; Chuch, 1991). 

3. The need to develop a k e w o r k  which moved workedorganizations 
h m  the simple definition and selection of issues to the successful 
undertaking of the issues identined (Cole, 1992; Black, 1987; Church, 
199 1). 

4. Given that advocacy had a strong "empowermenZ' focus, there was a 
need to build a strong "empowement" focus into the mode1 
(WoLfensberger, 1977; Black. 1987; Church, 199 1 ; Cole, 1992; 
Whittmore and Keran, 1988). 

FoUowing the identification of the aforementioned themes, the author focused on 

the development of the Framework per se. This development, reaiized primarily through 

the works of such authors as Wolfensberger (1977). Black (1985), Rose (1985). Church 

(199 L) and Whitmore and Kerans (1988) estabiished a strong rationale for the fact that 

advocacy is ultimately about empowerment More specincaiiy, that sys temidsys tems 

advocacy is about empowerment through system change. This realization led to a fùrther 

analysis regarding the components of empowerment It was assumed that if systems 

advocacy was to be successfiù, then it had to encorporate those elements which together 

comprised empowerment. 

Three distinct elements of empowerment were identified. These wexe Participation, 

Leamhg and Productivity. As identifieci by such authors as Amstein (1 969). The 

Aboriginal Advisory Group (1992). Gruber and Tnckett (1987) and Cole (1992), 

participation spoke strongiy to the need to include mental health system 

consumers/s~~~ivours within the advocacy process, but in a substantive and meaningful 

way. 
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Leaming. as identifieci by The Corneil Empowenwnt Gmup (1989), Alinsky 

(1971) and Bmffield (1987). was seen as vital in cceating awareness ammg those 

involveci in advocacy efforts. Fwther to this was that awarwess was best achieved 

through mastery of critical thinking (Bmffield, 1987). 

The final element of empowerment relateci to pmd~ctivity~ Authors such as 

Whitmore and Kerans (1988) and Asch (1986) substaatiated the need for advocacy efforts 

to resuit in meaoiogful outcornes. Furthes to this. authors such as Cole (1992). Black 

(1987) and Chwch (1991) noted the need fot the process (means) to also be productive for 

those involved- 

These elements of empowerment sened as the basis for the construction of a 

theoretical foundation for the Framework This theoretical foundation was also influenceci 

by the recognition of various philosophical and practice dilemmas (see '%sues for 

Consideration") that existed with ~ g a r d  to advocacy and systems/systemic advocacy. 

As a nsult of the author's work, a four stage model was developed for undertaking 

systems advocacy. The tirst stage, Issue GotheMg Md Filtering, referred to the process 

of collecting and sorthg thrwgh issues ''eIigib1e9' for consideration for action. This stage 

relied heavily on the works of Cole (1992). Warheit, Bell & Schwab (1977). Kome (1989) 

and Arrow and Renaud (1986) for guidance. 

The second stage. Issue Selection, dealt with the step of determinhg which issues 

would be selected for action out of the many "eligibleT' issues. This stage died heavily on 

Black's (1985) employment equaiity selection critena as a method for undeaaking such a 

selection. 

The third stage, Issue Priorricltion. referred to the process of priorizing selected 

systems issues on the basis of perceived importance. This stage also drew fiom Black's 

(1985) employment equity work 

The h a 1  stage, entitled Issue Action and Evalwtion, proposecl a hmework for 

succwsfiùiy undeaakllig those issues selected for action. This stage utiüzed Cox's model 

for community problem solving (1987) and supplemented it with the works of such 

author's as Hasenfeld (1983). Poskanzer (1982). Fisher and Ury (1971) and Bobo, 



Kendai and Max (199 1). among others. The evaluation component employed Kettner, 

Daly and Nichols' (1985) guidelines for evaluation as a general methodology for evaluating 

system advocacy efforts. This stage was M e r  supplemented by Haie aud Wtlliam's 

work in the area of organilah'onal change (1989). 

FoiIowing the development of the theoretical model, the author undertook to 

identify a model or modeIs for engaging in a consultation pcocess with membas of the 

organization acting as the site of the practicum intervention (The Caaadian Mental Health 

Association - Winnipeg Region). The consultation process was viewed by the author as 

instrumentai in testing the vaiidity of the Framework withio an actual work envifonment. 

As was the case in his research with advocacy. the author set out to determine what 

the meaning of the term (consulting) was. Through Dougherty (1990). Gaiiesich (1982). 

Mannino and Shore (1986). and others, the author was able to identify the general purpose 

of coosultatîon. Further to this was the identification of organizatioaal consulting, and its 

unique attributes and &man& vis - a - vis consuiting in general. 

Following a review of consuitaiion and organizationai consultation material. the 

author selected Dougherty's Generic Mode1 of Consultation (1990) as the model best suited 

to the intervention pnress. Beyond Dougherty's (1990) four phase mode1 for undertaking 

organizational consultation. he gdso identifieci attributes of the consultation process that 

were usehil in developing and evaluating the author's wodc. Examples of such attributes 

included, but were not limited to, generai consultation skills, consultation mies and 

consultation interventions. 

Foilowing the completion of the theoretical foundation for the Framework and the 

consultation process, negotiation were initiated regarding the intervention agreement. 

These negotiations wexe complicated by the fact that the author had unilaterally changeci the 

originai practicum agreement and developed the theoretical model without agency input- 

The negotiations carried out in meetings between the author, the Agency's-Executive 

Director and Advocacy Program Manager, were successN in addressing outstanding 

issues reiated to the the author's atbitrary chaage in the practicum intervention agreement 

and the details related to the actual consultation process. This included closure related to 



the issues of establishment of the coosultation vehicle (Systems Advocacy Woriuag 

Cornmittee), deveIopment of Te= of Reference for the cornmittee. the d e  of the author, 

and a decision to have the author cievelop an abridged version of the Frarnework for 

Committee members. As well, an analysis of the Agency and the Advocacy Program was 

jointiy carried out using Hasenfeld's (1983) mode1 for analyzing the organbatioaal 

environment. 

The practicum intervention entailed using the Framework to construct a formal 

systerns advocacy process within the organization. The author acted as consultant to an 

agency cornmittee comprised of management SM and one consumer/survivour commuuity 

member. As weU, a dry - nin of the cornpieteci systems advocacy processa was undataken 

to m e r  refine the modei. The development and dry - nui of the mode1 took place during 

the ten cornmittee meetings held over a five month period 

The author employed an evaluation design comprised of both formative and 

summative evaluation methodoIogy. This evaiuation design had three distinct, 

complementary components. The fîrst part entaileci the use of Refktive Thinking 

techniques, as outüned by Schon (1987). for bot& formative and surnmative evaluation. 

This was the primary methodology utiiized by the author. This was complemented by the 

use of Performance Feedback sheets (formatve) that were completed by Committee 

members at the end of each meeting. The final compownt of the evaluation related to 

individual face-to-face interviews that the author carrieci out with eacb Committee member 

at the end of the consultation pfocess (summative). 

The consultation process was evaluated on two levels; content and process. Within 

each of these contexts. the author endeavoured to evaluate his personal performance (as 

manifesteci through the stated Ieaming goals) and the overall validity of the Systems 

Advocacy Framework. 

The final £indings and conclusions of the author demonstrateci achicvement of the 

established goals . While areas for irnprovement were noted with regard to the author's 

performance and his role as consultant, overall performance was seen as comptent. The 

6 In as much as it was completed ta that point in time. 



vaüdity of the modd, within the context of The Canadian Mental Heaith Association - 
Winnipeg Region, was supporteci through the Agency's decision to conthe to employ the 

Frarnewodr and to hire the author on a contractual bais to develop a wodong manual for 

the agency. It is the author's belief that the Framework, whiie reqwriag ongoing 

modification, holds considerable promise for the field in faciltating the undertaking of 

meanin@ social justice w o k  

Due to time limitations. the modei ti;unewoLk was only tested through a partiai in- 

house simulation involving members of the 0rgani;ration's Systems Advocacy Working 

Commiüee. Whiie this process provideci a useful fïrst step in testing the working validity 

of the Framework. the actud undertaking of a real-iüe issue would have, in the author's 

opinion, fiuthet tested the viability of the modeL 

Again, because of thne constraints, the Framework was tested only within the 

mental health con- It is the author's belief that, however, with some modification, the 

Framewodc could be adapted to fit a wide range of setthgs. social service or othemise. 

The Framework is designed primarily for groups who aot oniy wish to undertake 

some fiiadamentai action, but are also facing multiple choices with regard to which action 

should be undertaken. Groups which have selected an issue, or have had an issue selected 

for them, need only concern themselves with those sections of the Framework which deai 

specificaiiy with Issue Action and Evaluation. 

Cimitatiodsl 

Within the context of the practicuxn intervention, iimitations were normally 

identitied as questions which would have to be adàressed in the haire by the Canadian 

Mental Health Association - Winnipeg Region. These limitations were largeiy as a result of 

the scope of the undeitaking exceeding the time parameters of the practicum process. One 

ümitation/unanswered question identifieci through the intervention proass was how much 

time should be given to anaiyzing potential advocacy issues pnpE to selection. It was felt 

by the author and other cornmittee members that a ceitaui amount of analysis would have to 

be undertaken on each issue. However, it clearly did not make sense to spend much of the 



organization's time anaiyzing issues that wouid never be undertaken. 

Another Limitation encomtemi by the author was related to research. W e  an 

intensive üteratut'e search faüad to Iocate signifiant bodies of material related to 

systems/systemic advocacy, it shouid be noted that the author did not undertake such a 

search on the Internet. It is the author's belief that more material might have been identifieci 

had the author possessed the know1edge to unde* such a search. 

A finai limitation related to the "dry-running" of the Framework. Because no actual 

issues were undertaken, it was impossLble to test the nnal component of the fhmework, 

Issue Evaiuation. 

Learninn goals. 

As a result of the author's research, a primary goal was established to this end. 

The realization of this goal, however, was contingent upon the author developing 

substantial skills and knowledge in four distinct areas tbat were seen as critical to the 

achievement of the Primary Goal. 

1. P r i m e  ~ o d :  '% develop a knowledge-guided, knowledge-creating framework for 

systems advocacy". 

Rationale: If successful. such a framework had the potentiai to greatiy assist the author in 

successfidiy tackling issueslproblems of a more fundamenial nature. As opposed to 

developing a personai knowledge and skill around a particdar model, a systems framework 

reaily develops a dinerent way of ihinking and processing information. In this sense. it is 

far more valuable than a simpIe intemention model because it aiiows the author to see and 

act on the "big picture" in every aspect of Me, professional or othenvise. 

2. le am in^ obiectives: Learning objectives related to components of the successfd 

achievement of the primary goal. 

a) Advocacv/Systems advocacv: In order to successfully develop a formal 
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framework for systems advocacy it became necessary for the author to gain knowledge 

about advocacy itself. This knowledge was necessary in determinhg whether or not 

advocacy was an appropriate vehicle for large-de  change. If it was, what were the 

elements of advocacy thai made it usefd, and how wodd these elements be incolporated in 

the Framework. 

b) -ce of knowlcdge: Given the apparent shortcomings of 

dcveloping a framework bat was iaformai aad(or unsüuctured, it became important to 

understand how the Frameworic couid not only increase hiowledge and awareness, but 

aiso be guided by it. Again, such kuowledge has wide applicabiiity, aithough it is 

particularly valuable for those undertaking community development, consumer 

e m p o w e m t  and advocacy. 

c) Consultatiorl: Development of kwwledge and skills became important as the 

vehicle for refining the Framework and making it acceptable to the organhtion. W e  

tailored to meet the specific needs of the practicum intemention, the general consultation 

skiils developed by the author are appiïcable to variety of settings. 

d) Evaluation: The h a 1  learning objective related to the development of knowledge 

and skiils in the area of evaiuation. The knowledge and SWS required were not limited to 

simple one-method outcome evaluation, but to both formative and summative evaiuation 

techniques that-used different fanas of evaluation. Because of the varieci and general 

nature of the author's needs, such knowledge and ski11 had the potentid to develop skiUs 

applicable to program andlor personal evaluation in a wide variety of settings. 



The author's work with regard to establishg a theoretical fomdation for a systems 

advocacy hmework can be divided into to two sections. The first section deals 

specificaiiy with the Fnunewodr itself. The second section deds with the consultation 

model used and the consultation process. Prior to this however, other issues related to the 

theoretical foundation of the Framework were identifsed as being worthy of discussion (see 

foilowing). 

Develo~inn a Theoretical Framework for Svstems Advocacv. 

In developing a theoreticai bais for the Framework, the author asked two 

questions; Why were we undertaking Systems Advocacy and what is it that we hoped to 

accornplish for the people we endeavour to serve. In addition to the worh of 

Wolfensberger (1977), authors such as Black and Rose (1985). Church (199 1) and 

Whiûnoie and Kerans (1988) estabfished a strong foundation for the argument that systems 

advocacy was ultimately about empowerment Fuaher to this, if a model for undertaking 

systems advocacy was to be successful, it m u t  incorporate the elements which were 

essential to empowerment; Participation, Leaming and Productivity. 

With regard to meaniDgful participation, Arnstein (1969) in bis trend-setting work, 

identified that 'participation without redistribution of power is an empty and ktrating 

process for the powerless" (p. 216 - 224). In other words, that the process of systems 

aàvucacy shuulii be as empowering tu UidividrcaWgroups as the successful outcome of the 

initiative itserf (Abonginal Advisory Group, 1992, p. 1 - 2). This position was aiso 

echoed by Gruber and Trickett (1987). As weii, Cole (1992) in his research with local 

advocacy organizations, found that many organizations provideci advocacy services 

tbrough one or two individuals. Yet other members of the organization, without sigaificant 

input into the advocacy process, were expected to "empowef' the individuals who were the 



focus of the advocacy actions(s). It seenicd ihconceivabie to the author then, that st@ 

members who thenselves hud mt k e n  empwere<l coukü reaiisticaiiy be qected to 

empower others. It seemed that if advocacy organizations wished to successfirlly 

unàertake systems advocacy they must create a climaîe of intemal change and 

empowerment. BluntLy put, it seemd thot empowerment must start at home (Fieire, 1990, 

P* 56)- 

The second signifiant wmponent identîfied was leamitlg. niat is to Say. that the 

framewodr must be both knowledge gui& and knowledge creating. The Corneii 

Empowerment Group (1989). beiieved that this aspect of empowenmnt was more 

important than ever given thaî our society has become iacreasing cornplex and that 

instruments of oppression have become increasingiy covert. The disempowered then, must 

develop skills that ailow them to gain an awareness of what they are striving for and how 

the correspondhg action should be camed out To this end, a strong criticai thinking 

component needed to be inclucied. 

Authors such as Aüasky (1971) and Bmffield (1987) provided compelling 

arguments for the inclusion of critical ihinking in a systems advocacy process. 

Bmkfield's work in critical thinking proved particularly useful because it cleady identified 

wbat Brooffield felt were the nine "themes" or components of critical thinking (p.5 - p.9). 

'%ritical thinking is a positive and productive activity. 

"Critical thinking is a process, not an outcorne". 

'TMaLllfestatiom of critical thinking vary accordhg to the contexts in which they 
occur". 

"Critical thlliking is triggered by positive as weil as negative events". 

"Criticai thinking is emotive as weii as rationai". 

'ldeatifying and chaüenging assumptions is central to critical thinking". 

"Chaiienging the importance of context is crucial to critical thinking". 

"Criticai thinken &y to imagine and explore akmatives". 

"kmgining and exploring alternatives le& to reflective criticism". 



These components became an integral part of the h e w o r k  by prompthg agency staff to 

constantly ratio- their decisions regarding the construction of 1 aspects of the 

Framework. 

The final component of empowement nlated to the issue of productivity. In 

underialring actions, advocacy organizations must k able to demonstrate to their 

participants a d and taugi'ble 6 6 ~ t u m  on their investment", through materiai improvexnents 

or improved stahis resulting h m  participation (Whitmore and Kerans, 1988). niis 

"payback" becoms especiaüy important for individuais who iikely have deepseateà 

doubts about their ability to actuaily realize a return (Asch, 1986). As such, the issue of 

'%vwinoability" seems to be an important factor when cornidering what issues to uncknake 

during the early systems advocacy efforts as this is the time when those involved in the 

advocacy efforts wiU be most hgiie. It should be noted that these feelings of 

powerlessness are not exclusive to consumers. As show earlier, these same feelings 

apply to sucial service workers (Cheriss. 1980). By producing tangible benefits for the 

people they serve, workers are able to afnrm their hopes and beliefs that they have 

something substantive to offer. When advocacy efforts are undertaken in conjunction with 

consumers and/or other elements of the organization (Le. Board members, line staff), they 

help produce a seme of camaraderie, thereby faciiïtating an increased sense of the value of 

collective action. 

Theoretical Foundation - Summarv. 

With regard to a theoretical foundation for a systems advocacy h e w o r k ,  the 

fiterature reviewed revealed a number of elements which a p p d  fiindamental to the 

author in construction of the model. These elements were; 

-a) Systems advocacy is about empowerment. 

b) Empowerment occurs when people take attain there desireci goais. 

C) H o w  advocacy is camed out is as important as reaching the desimi goal. 



d) Successful action canntot occur without awareness.7 

e) Awareness occurs through critical thinking. 

The author's review of relevant rradings also identified a number of important 

philosophicai and smicturai considerations. These consi&rations could be generallled as 

king related to issues of "tension" between difterent philosophicd and structurai modeis of 

advocacy. These issue were raised as considerations (directly and indirectly) during the 

intervention process and kcam fidamental issues in the construction and revision of the 

Framework. 

Ex t ern al Advocacv versas Internai Advocacv. 

The vast majority of authors read were opposed to the notion of "in-house" 

advocacys. Authors such as Horowitz (1982), Kniger (1991), Galper (1980) Meyers- 

Chandler (1990) and Wolfensberger (1977) al1 rejected the notion of in-house advocacy as 

no more than a m p t  by institutions by institutions to mollify the effects of cornplaints by 

by mental health patients and extemal advocates. Even those who believed that in-house 

advocacy had a real and legitimate role to play within institutions, endorsed such models 

with caution (Rogers, 1986). In most f o m ,  in-house advocates are limited to making 

recommndatioas and referrais. In such cases they are viewed more accurately as 

Ombudsman pmgrams (Wolfemberger, p.24; The Ombudsman [The University of 

Manitoba], 1992). 

While there was much legitimacy to these arguments, it seemed that these views 

should be reexamined when viewed in different contexts. For example, if a government- 

funded, non-profit agency were advocating against social taboos or govemment dùectly, it 

7 uAwarenessn refers to more that the simple identification of one's state. It also refers to the development 
of the knowledge and skills that corne with being able to think critiically i.e. strategizing, analyzing, 
evaluating, etc. 
8 Wolfensberger defined 7n-housen advocacy as =...intemal safeguards designed [by institutions] to 
protect the indMduality of a consumer, to prevent a client fmm 'getting lost" in the system or to give 
consumers an easier intemal route for voicing a gnevancen (p. 18). 



was in essence operating within a "in-house" environment, We had to then a&, if this 

organizaîïon had been operathg effectively to this point in rime, couid such 

accomplishments not be duplicated by an in-house advocate within a hospitai sctting? 

Cooversely, what efforts had so d e d  'Tnâependent" advocates undertaken to ennue that 

the quality of their service had not been compmmised9. Zïie notion of in-buse advocacy 

appeured to be rekaive to the system wirhm whidr the &mate was operatarg anà the 

system whkh the &mate was targeting for action. h large masure then, the distinction 

between intemai and extemal advocacy appeared to be a one of semantics. While funding 

sources, target systems and the advocate's operating system wem ail variab1es. it seemed 

that most advocacy organizations, at least locally (Cole, 1992), operated as bot .  intemal 

and extemal aâvocates. The challenge then, was to determine what measures would be 

takea to ensure that services were not compromised when a potentid conflict-off-iterest 

arose- 

Proactive Advocacv versus Reactive Advocacv. 

Ow potential problem with relyïng solely on individual. consumer-compiaint cases 

as a source for systems issues was that consumer cornplaints were generalIy reactive in 

nature. Black (1985) suggested that such cases traditiody responded to those barriers 

which were already in place. This meant that ody actual problems were dedt with, not 

ptential problems. Since one of the primary reasons for establishing a systemk 

framework was to stop the seemingly endless cycle of crisis inienientioas, steps had to be 

taken to develop a system whose task was to ident* and intervene oa issues which had the 

potentiai to be pmbIematic for consumers, such as government legislation, institutioaal 

policies. The development of a proactive component to the framework had the potentid to 

present particular problems to a organization operating without f o d  input into such 

bureaucraties and institutions. The nemi to be proactive codd challenge pmgrams that have 

traditionally reliecl on reacting to govermmnt or institutional policy afkr the fact, to develop 

relationships with other systems if they are to be successfiil in identifyiog potentid 

problems. 

9 Wolfensberger proposeci the use of volunteer advocates in such situations in order to guarantee that no 
conflict of interest exists. 



ected Advocacv versus Non-Dinctd Advocacv. 

Fmm a professionai perspective, the "consumer-directed" mode1 of advocacy 

seemed a relatively e m p o w e ~ g  methodology for consumers because it placed advocates 

under the direction of consumers. Consumers were able to direct the advocate to undertake 

efforts which reflected their wishes. Uafortunately, such models, when employed alone, 

faüed to recognize and protect the Deeds of those who were among the most vulnerable 

members of the mental health community (Chuch, 1991), such as the profoundly iil and 

non-Engiish speakers. In other words. direction was contingent on the patticular 

consumer(s) ability to initiate and follow through with these directions. Consideration had 

to be given as to how concems afkcting such populations would be accounted for when 

decisions were k i n g  held as to which systems issues wodd be undertaken. Again, such 

concems had the potential to present considerable pmblems for orgaoizations operating 

without some degree of legislated input.10 Such status is usefbi bezause it essentialiy 

eashriaes the abiüty to have early access to potentidy problematic issues. This in tum can 

assist in proactive, early responses to these potentially problematic issues. Given that 

certain sub - groups of consumers andfor their concems are more difncult to access, how 

would the agency consider dealing with this issue? 

Levels of Consumer I n ~ u t  and Control. 

As was stated eariier, consumer participation in advocacy efforts is a cornerstone of 

empowerment (Whitmore and Kerans, 1980). With this in mina consideration had to be 

given to what role consumers wiii play within systems advocacy efforts. More 

specincally, the organization had to determine how much ownership the consumer 

cornmunity would have and at what points it would be involved. For example, would the 

consumer community have input into which issues are chosen or would they becorne 

directly involved only when specific actions were being undertaken? Cole's (1992) 

research identihi considerabIe concern to the notion of extensive considerable 

involvement during his interviews of local advocates. This concem was almost exclusive 

to those organizagons whose mandate and philosophy spoke to the need for consumer 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

10 In Ontario for example. advocates can initiate action in such cases. Lord (1 990) cited reviews of daily 
ward reports as the primary source for such cases. 



empowerment but in practice. appeared to involve consumers in only limited roles. Some 

of the rationaies provideci in defense of limiting consumer involvunent were "lack of 

consumer knowiedge", "political divisions within the consumer c~mmunity", and "not 

involving comumrs in the process until the agency itselfknew what it was doing". 

Perhaps the mst sisnifiant consideration in detennining what type of advocacy 

would be done was the cietenninarion of the type of cases which the advocate/orga&ation 

would involve itseK Organizations may h d  thaî they are content to 'Yine tune" the 

existing system by Iimiting themselves to issues which foais on 'Caccessing" the system but 

do not &y address fiindamental change. For some authors, such as Haverna (1988) 

and Speck (1989)' programs of this nature represented a CO-optation by the governing 

system and only served to perpetuate people's oppression. Conversely, other 

organizatioas may be interesteci in more hindamental changes and find themselves deaihg 

with issues which are more cornplex. ciBicuit to innuence d o r  contentious in nature 

such as poverty. Such organizations may find that by takuig on such issues, they must give 

consideration to alternative f o m  of staffing and fÙnding.11 Such programs nui the 

possibility of not meeting the short-terni needs of their clients by negîecting such issues as 

"right to treatment" or "shorter waits in emergency wards." The question arose as to how 

the orgaaization wouid endeavour to balance these issues. and more importantly, ensure 

that the issues of a more fundamentai nature be addressed, especiaiiy since a significant 

part of its curent program budget relied on govenunent funding (Newman, 1990). 

S i. O tan i 

Considerable debate has occurred among advocates in the field of social seMces as 

to the vaiidity of knowledge-puided systems. Many change agents seemed to feel that the 

process of change was one which relieci heavily on spontaneity and flexibiiity and as such, 

required "special people" for such undertakiogs. 

An issue actualiy becoxnes systemic through a process of subjective 
decision-making by advocates in which their training, experience, 
sensitivïty and 'suspicions' are key factors. The capacity to decide 

11 For example. The Pghiatric Patient Advacate Onice. Ontario, now manages itseîf with only 20% of its 
funding corning from public funding (Church, 1991 ). 



which cases should become an issue within a system develops with 
practice. Thus, a systemic issue is not so much bom as it is created 
by people who leam to use s p S c  cases to reveal more generaï 
pmblems 
(Church, p. 11). 

In this author's estimation, such a view had senous implications for the successful 

undertaking of positive social change and systems advocacy. W e  it was important to 

acknowledge the value of experience, personal skills and knowledge in any job, such 

attitudes toward "natutal" change agents can undemine the efforts of organizations to 

successfidiy undertaLe change. In interviews with I d  advocates, this author found that 

many organizations relied on the "agency advocate" for much of their advocacy 

undertakings. Such individuah often admitted to not having forma1 criteria, definitions or 

guidelines for such undertakiags, although many fek that this was something that their 

program oeeded (Cole, 1992). Cole also found that even those organkations which spoke 

of collective decisionmaking processes, were ofkn unable to state what formal criteria the 

collective used to identify and select issues. Although no f~iiow-up questions were asked 

with ~ g a r d  to this issue, this author draws on his own experience to speculate as to why 

this might be. Individual advocates, knowing that many of their accomplishments were 

achieved on the strength of their penonality and personal skills, realized that their 

achievements wiil be short-lived if the organization cannot carry on the initiatives started by 

the advocate. For these individuais then, the importance of a formal system for advocacy 

becornes more apparent. What was unclear was why such advocates did not develop such 

cntena if they felt it was usefûi (lack of knowledge, lack of tirne). 

The common reliance on individual advocates created a number of potential barriers 

to systemic advocacy efforts. As was just hypothesized, failure to provide documented 

systems and processes meant that other workers in the organïzation do not leam the skills 

and knowledge that th+ advocate possesses. This can have traumatic  percussions should 

this individual leave the organization. A vacuuni is created which no one is able to 

individuaiiy or coiiectively. Another problem can be encountered when the personality of 

the advocate is aliowed to operate in an unstmctured manner. The position of the advocate 

can become highly p e r s o n a m  with the advocate determuiing the prionties and methods 



of the program. Lf this person leaves the organization and is replaced by amther individual 

who is aliowed to operate in the same mamer as the previous advocate? mafusion may 

mur in the organization and in the cornmunity as to the priorities of  the 

organizationlprogram/advocate. h other words. the style and prionties of the agency's 

advocacy efforts are determineci by the individuai style and priorities of the advocate. Even 

in those settings when coIIective and suppsediy consemual decision-making fonnats are 

employed, the lack of clear and articuiated criteria can d o w  situations to develop where 

decisions are made by dominant personalities.12 Such advocacy models also can be in 

opposition to the empowering nature of advocacy efforts. LE advocacy must be undertaken 

by an "expert," this can hinder the development of empowew SWS in other staff and 

consumers if the advocate chooses not to work in a coilepial manner. 

It is recognized that change does not occur in a static world Advocates must be 

adaptable to changing circumstances. especially as they occw in the middle of actions. 

However, the ability of an organization to properly plan and document its change efforts 

improves accountability. It also improves the keühood of success in funire undertakings 

by providing a system which can assess and evaluate initiatives undeaaken and h d y ,  

reduces the need to be a "naturai" advocate by reducing the margin of the unknown. 

Conversely, overplanning c m  impede successfùl initiatives by stiûing initiative and 

reducing the organization's ability to respond to rapidly changing circumstances.The 

question facing the organization then, is at what level does the balance mur between 

overplanning and underplanning. 

tems Advocacv versus Individual Advocacv. 

A final point of consideration was the of balance betsveen systems advocacy and 

individual advocacy (Church, 1991). Despite ncognizing the value of systems advocacy. 

this type of advocacy has been signiricantly under-utilized by advocatesT even when their 

program mandate aiiowed for such (Newman, 1990). The research suggested that this 

couid be amibutecl to two primary factors: a) Lack of time in the advocate's &y for 

12 TWO of the agencies that espoused a commitmnt to consensual and egalitarian decision - making 
processes expressed concerns regarding their decision - making processes, such as dominant 
personalities, varying levels of skills, awareness and competence among decision - makers. 



undertaking such issues (Cole, 1992; Newman, 1990; The Human S e ~ c e s  Research 

htitute, 1992) and b) Lack of lmowledge on the part of the advocate andlor the 

organization about undertaking systems advocacy (Centre for Rescarch Education in 

Human Services, 1987; Cole, 1992). 

These factors raised important considerations relevant to coasmicting a fkamwodc 

for systems advocacy. Fit, these fiadiags suggested thai the advocate's thne designateci 

to be spent on systems advocacy be protected so that the advocate is not overwhelmed by 

other job duties (i.e individual case wodc). Advocates. ovenuhelmd by the need to help 

people on a more individual Ievel, found it difncult to make time for systems work. 

Secondly, the lack of existing sküls (or the perception of a lack of skills) relateci to systems 

advocacy work suggested a need for stafT development and trainhg. 1t aiso maffirmed the 

value of a formal process which was knowledge-creathg. 

THE SYSTEMS ADVOCACY FRAIME:WORK. 

In giving consideration to the factors identifieci as beiig pxthent'to a formai 

systems advocacy pnness (empowement, critical t . g ,  productivity, etc), the author 

developed a Framework which couid be identified as baving five separate components (see 

Appendix B). These components have ken  identified by the author in the following 

marner: 

Issue Gathering and Fitering. 

Issue Selection. 

Issue Priorization. 

Issue Action. 

Issue Evaluation. 

These components were identifieci primarily through the experiences and research 

of the author and the hcüngs of the existing fiterature in the field. Overd, the iiterahire 

was useful in idenMyhg and elaborating on the fial  four stages. as was demonstrated 

through such models found in The Active Living AUiance (1990). Aiinsky (197 l), Bobo, 

KendaU Br Max (199 1), Chapin and Stirling (1977), Cole (1992), Cox (1984), Kome 



(1989), among others. The k t  stage was identifred primarily through the experiences and 

research of the author. This was Largely a result of the fact that much of the material used 

was h m  the Comrnunity Development field, whic h assumed ihat problematic issues had 

been identifieci by the community. 

In totai, these components allow the Framework's use&) to start at a point where 

they kww nothing, except that they want to take more fundamental action, and move h m  

identifying and gathering of ptential issues, to selecting and prioriwng issues, culminating 

in the successfirl conclusion of selected issues. 

The Framewodc itseif can be divided into two datively distinct sections, Pre- 

Action (Issues Gathering and Fiiteriog, Issue Selection and ksue Priorization), and Issue 

Action (and Evaiuation). It should be noted that, in the author's e-rience (Cole, 1992). 

the first section (Pre-Action) reprrsents the most difficult aspect of the systerns advocacy 

process for organizations. This is because organizations seem to 

undervalue/misunderstand the importance of preliminary work prior to actuaiIy undertaking 

an action. 

Issue Catherine and Filtering. 

Issue Gathering and Filtering (see Appendix B, p. 1 - 6) refers to the process of 

compiling "eligible" systems advocacy issues. Very iittle Literahice existed that was usehil 

to the author in developing a process that helped with the onerous task of demibing the 

factors relevant for determinhg what a systems issue was, how these issues would be 

coiiected and what additional criteria, if any, needed to be developed to assist in reducing 

the number of issues upon which the organizatiou might consider. 

One aspect of the Framework which was of particuiar concem to the author was 

how Brookfielà's (1987) criticai thinking componeat couid be incorporateci within the 

model. More speci6idy, the author's personal experience was that organizations have a 

tendency to avoid, ostensibly because of time constraiats, prouidhg written material 

mund why decisions were made in certain ways and by whom This became a major 

concem to the author because it was felt that internai vigilance around the cntical thinking 



process was primary to the success of the Frarnewodt To this end, the author attempted to 

employ Brooffield's work in two ways. Fim. each aspect of the Franiework was formed 

as a question to whieh the organization had to respond. It was hoped that such a fomüit 

wouid prove effective in pmviding an atmosphere where orgaaïzaîïoaal staff could think 

and act in a critical marner. The other way in which the author attempted to provoke 

discussion and accountability was thtough the hclusion of specifîc questions which 

directiy confhnted the Frarnework's user(s) to respond (ex. "Who wili decide and why"). 

These questions or similar ones, were included in aü components of the Framework. 

With ngard to how issues are gathereâ, Warheit, Bell and Schwab (1977) 

produced the only matenai relevant to the Framework. They identified five different 

approaches to gatheriag information (Key Informant, Community Fonim. Rates - Under - 
Treatment, Social Indicators, and Survey), as weli as the advantages and disadvantages of 

each approach (p. 19 - 48). Kome (1989) identified the need for o r g ~ o n s  to let people 

idente their issues as problems13. On the topic of establishing criteria to assist in 

determining what coastitutes an eligible issue. Anow and Renaud (1986) stated the need 

for criteria to be specific to individuai organizations because whüe some general criteria 

would iikely exist between al i  organizations, each organization was an individual entity 

with its own priorities. This spoke to the need for the agency involved in the intervention 

to develop criteria unique to itself. Beyond this, this only literature available was the 

author's personal research. In his work interviewing local advocacy organizations (1 992). 

Cole identitid a number of sub-issues that appeand relevant to hclusion in the Issue 

Gathering and Filtering section of the Framework , such as the need for a woricing 

defintion on an advocacy "issue". wbo wiü (and won?) make decisions regarding the 

advocacy process and when issues wiii be "gathered". 

13 lt is important to understand the meaning of pmblmn vis-auis %suen. For example. consumers may 
identify the high cost of medication and th& inabiiii to afford it as %e problem". In fact, the issue may be 
govemment legislation which provides pharma~e~cal companies with exclusive patents for extended 
periods of time whih serve to inflate dnig costs. This is not to say that these problems are not valid. It just 
means that the agency must be vigilant to ensure that their efforts are dealing with the real problem and 
not simply some symptom. 



Issue Selectiom. 

Issue selection refened to the stage of determining which issues h m  among the 

many 'WgiMe" issues wouid be seIected at a given point in tune for action. 

As was the case in the Issue gathering and filtering stage, little information was 

located in the enisting fiterature. Fortunately, the fiterature which was located was 

extremely useful. Black (1985). in his wodr on emplopnt  equity? argued forcefidiy for 

the inclusion of formai? agnad - upon criteria as a mchanism for deciding which issues 

shouid be selected h m  among many. This viewpoint was echoed by Bobo, Kendall and 

Max (1991). Unlike Black, who wmes h an employment equity perspective. Bobo. 

Kendall and Max foaised on process-reiated criteria (see appendix B. p. ???). These 

authors spoke to the need to incorporate aiteria that validated the empowemnt value of a 

particular issue, as opposed to its hancial cost, etc. This suggested thaf if Arrow and 

Renaud (1986) were correct, criteria must be developed which consider a wide range of 

types of consideratiom. 

Whüe idenHeci criteria formeci an important part of selectïng issues. it must be said 

that the provision of such aiteria, without some form of quantitative rating system, really 

was no more than a subjective ranking on a higher Ievel. That is to Say, that while a given 

organization had to articulate aiteria, how these miteria were weightedlscored relative to 

each other was stiii open to many of the same subjective, Socmal decision - making 

processes that would have otherwise occurred. UltirnateLy then. scoring systems must be 

based wherever possible on valid data Black questions how such criteria can be quantined 

(p. 170). but the need to attempt to create some form of quaniifying mechanism was 

included in both the Issue Seleetion and Issue Riorization sections (see Appendix B). 

While such a system cm seem ciifficuit to implemeat, ultimately it makes for more effective 

planning and evaluation of advocacy efforts. 



Issue Priorization. 

The need to priorize (The ranlring of selected systems issues on the basis of 

perceived imprtance.14 ) seiected issues was also put forward by Black (1985). Black 

saw the need to establish criteria (new or se1ected h m  previously developed criteria) to 

avoid potentiai coaaict among seïected issues (see Appendix B). Thse potential conflicts, 

which could arur any thne the organization9s changing environment calls for a 

reassessmnt of the otganïzation's priorities, had the potential to negatively &ect the 

organization's advocacy efforts. Such incidents w e s  i&ntiEied by Colt (1992) duriag his 

resemh. These included such events as changes in persomel. the f a  of a govemment, 

changes in fuading, etc. Fwther to Us, Black identified conflicts which could possibly 

occur between criteria, such as "the cases with the gnatest potential benefit are oftcn the 

most costly" and 'Yainiess to protected groups and the Lücelihood of success". These 

"criteria dilemmas" represented some of the decisions that any organization could anticipate 

stnigghg with as they endeavour to develop criteria for priorizing selected issues. 

Issue Action and Evaluation, 

"The process of developing and implementing a plan for the successful undertaking 

of previously selected and/or priorized systems issues". 

Relative to the &Action stage, Issue action revealed a relatively large amount of 

materiai. This material was almost exclusive to the field of community development. 

Authors such as Kome (1989); The Active Living AUiance (1990); Gera (1983) and 

Thomas (1976) di pmvided models for undertaking action However, these models were 

found to be t w  not sophisticated enough for the purposes of the Framework. They were 

adequate on a more introductory level of detail required for the author's needs. Other 

modeis, such as those developed by Bobo, Kendall & Max (1991) and Coover, Deacon, 

Esset & Moore (1977) were designeci primarily for citizen coalitions and not totally 

applicable for organi7irtional-basxi change. This was because they paid no attention to the 

difficult process of identifying and g a t h e ~ g  issues. These models were constructed on the 

14 'Importance" is defined through the criteria developed by the agency. 



assumption that a problem had previously k a  identified. Consideration was also given to 

models designed by Bmten, Hayman & Taylor (1988). The Manitoba League of the 

P h y s i d y  Handicapped (undated) and Maukscb & Milier (1981). While these rnodels 

were not without ment, they were designed for use withui ce- specïfic contexts 

(nursing, rural areas. etc.) and as such, requited to much modification. Based on the 

author's desire to find a detailed model which pmccsscd an issue fiom beginning to end, it 

was Cox's model for cornmunity ppoblem solving (1987) that was most appropriate. 

Cox's model encompassed nine stages ia developing a plan for action (see 

Appendùc B). Tbese stages were Prelhinary considemti~ns~ Problans, Sociol context of 

the Problem nie client, GwLI, Strategy, Toctes, Evaluation and Mod@cation. Of 

particular note was Cox's section of PreIiminary Consideratiom. which dealt with the issue 

of organizational self-assessrnent (see Appendix B). While Cox's model was the oniy 

model which identified the importance of an organïzation stracegicaiiy anaiyzing itseif, it did 

not, in the author's estimation, go far enough in assisting the user(s) in undeaaking this 

assessment. As a result, the author employed Haseafeld's (1983) model for interna1 and 

externd organizational anaiysis (see Appendix B). 

A similar shortcoming was identified by the author in Cox's section on Strategy and 

Tactics. Cox provides no definition of the t e m  "strategy" and %WS"t This was seen by 

the author as especiaiiy problematic because like the terms "goals" and "'objectives", people 

often seem unclear as to the ciifference between the two- As we& most individuals, even 

where an understanding has been reached regarding the differences between the tenns 

"'strategies" and "'tactics" (see 'I)efinitions"), are unaware of the divemity that exists within 

these two areas. To this end, the author supplemented Cox's work on Strategies with 

Poskanzer's (1972) "Expansion of Bisno's Methods". This work outlined various 

strategies and the cïrcumstances in which one or more of them might be used. Further to 

this, it seemed equaily important to provide the same guidance with regard to tactics, 

especiaiiy in Light of the works of Behn (1980); Bowe and Williams (1979); Tefft 

(undaîed); Holley and Pela (1986); Yuan (199 1); Cume (199 1) and The Social Action 

Cornmittee, Archdiocese of Charlottetown (1987). which touched on tactics in a variety of 



forms* Unfortunately, these works gave littie indication as to when such tactics might be 

used. 

The number of tactics available un&r each strategy seemed aimost as diverse as 

one's imagination. Dear And Patti (1984) provideci some examples mgarding legislative 

advocacy, as did Fisher and Ury (1971) with regard to negotiating. Whüt wanting to 

avoid the identification of aii foans of tactics. it was felt necessary by the author to paovide 

an exampk of some tactics. As such, the author utüïzed Aünsky's (1971) famous d e s  

goveniiag adversarial tactics It was hoped these would serve as a usehi exampie in 

helping organi7nti&s develop their own lists under each strategy. 

1) Power is ~ l ~ l  only what you have but whut the cnemy thinkE you have. 

2. Nèver go outside the experience of your people. 

3. Wltenever possible go outside the experience of The enemy. 

4. Make the enerny live up to their own book of nrles. 

5. Ridicule is. ..the most important weupon. 

6. A good tactic is one thar your people enjoy. 

7. A tactic that drags on tm long becontes a drag. 
8. Keep the pressure on. 

9. The threat is usually more ferrjiing than the thing itself: 

10. nie mtjor premise for tuctics is the deveIopmnt of operutions that 
will muintaih a constuntpressure on the opposition. 

11. Ifyou push a negative hard anddeep enough it will break through 
hto ifs counterside. 

12. nte price of a succes.@d aîtack b a constructive altentative. 
13. Pick the target, ,freeze if, personaiize if, a d  polarize it. 

Another area not directly addressed by Cox was the Media This was an area that 

the author felt descrved speci£ic attention. given the power and potentiai impact of the 

media on actions. The Ontario Human Rights Commission (undateci); Chapin and Stirling 

(1977) and Bobo, Kendall and Max (199 1) not only provideci considerable rationale for 

inclusion of such a section, but also guideiines for using the media to one's advantage. 
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These included such headings as "develop ~Iationships", "develop a media list", "think 

pichues", 4'maü paess (news) releases", Woiiow up press releases with caiis" and 

"'recognk who controis the media". 

For the purposes of the Framework, Cox's section also was kadequate in its level 

of detail around action evaluation. One of the author's basic assumptions regardhg his 

work was that the user@) of the Framework may not be expeuend  with such topics as 

selecting strategies. undertaking evaiuation, etc. As a nsult, it was deemed necessary by 

the author to provide guidelines without budenhg the user@) with inordinate amounts of 

detail. 

With regard to evaluation, Legge (1984) and Kettner, Martin & Momney (1990) 

provided the author with the information to d e h e  different types of evaluation and the 

circumstances under which they might be used Kettner, Daiey and Nichols (1985) defmed 

evaluation as " a social process of making judgments about the ment, worth, or value of a 

change. Evaluation makes judgments about those change episode inputs. throughputs, 

outputs and outcornes that have been monitored" (p.259). The ability to rec0gn.k 

strengths and weaknesses (evaluation) in a campaign is essential if the orgmkation hopes 

to adapt to the rapidly changing circumstances of the advocacy campaign. Evaiuation then, 

represents the first step in demonstrating the ability to leam from one's successes and 

mis t akes. 

Many different types of evaiuations exist, each with a specific purpose. While 

noting the importance of evaluation, Cox's guide fails to provide the detail necessary for 

determining which type of evaluation shouià be used at any given the. Foctunately, such 

information is provided by Legge (1984) and Kettner, Moroney and Martin (1990). These 

evaluation types c m  roughly be categorized in the foiiowing way: 

Evaluation tygg 

Effort Examines quantity of activity 

Examines results of services as they 
affected clients. 

3. Adequacy of Performance Examines extent to which the program 
has met community need. 



4. Cost-Effectiveness Examines ratio of resources to 
outcome, 

Examines ratio of resoutces to services 
pmvided. 

The different types of evaiuatiom just mentioned can be divided into two different 

categories of evaluation methodoiogies, formative and summative. These two categories 

correspond with Cox's two types of goais, process and tusk Formative evaluation relates 

to the monitoring of, in this case. the process of the advocacy efforts (during intemention), 

so ihat the intervention process fan be improvd Summative focuses on the outcome of the 

intervention so that outcome can be con6.rmed and if need be, improved, Formative and 

summative evaluation then, serve a distinct but complementary fiiaction. It seems clear that 

both will have a place for the advocate in designhg an evaiuation mechanism. 

Further to this, Kettner, Daley and Nichols (1985) outiined a model for undertaking 

evaluation which met the author's aforementioned requirements. This model, The Change 

Episode Evaiuation Model, will be outlined for the consideration of the advocacy 

organization. 

1) Identifi Key Becisions: The h t  step in is to idenllfy key decisions in the change 

episode (advocacy campaiga). This inchdes decisions made before, during and after the 

change episode. Key decisions couid include such factors as goals (task and process), 

selection of personnel, selection of strategies and tactics.etc.15 

2) Iden- the Decision Makers: Whether individuais or groups, the 

organbation needs to be aware of who is responsible for the decisions king made. This is 

important because it dows the organization to identify potentid trends with regard to 

failures in the process that might be attributed to individual andlor group performances. 

This can enable the organization to make such decisions as providing new or additional 

training for decision maken or adjust decision making roIes. Attention m u t  dso be paid to 

who wiU be responsible for providing required information to the evaluation team. 

3) Jdentify the Time Frame: This stage is the "deadLine examination stage". The 

15 Ideally, all significant compwients of the Systems advocacy framework would be included for 
evaluation- 
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organkzation is asked to ensure that deadünes bave been established for key decisions. This 

allows the evaluation team to determine what time lines were established and which ones 

have been met As well, time fimes must be established for the evaluation team so that 

evaiuation d t s  cm be given to the advocacy team as quicitiy as possible. 

4) Identifv the a n ~ o u n t s  of -n Neede& A dension must be 

made as to what type of idormation is needed by the advocacy team in order to make 

positive changes to their efforts. Kettner, Daley & Nichols suggest that the best way is to 

ask the advocacy team what they need. This author suggests tbat . done in conjunction 

with the evaluation team, this provides the best in determiniug the type of questions and 

amwers that will be needed. 

5) Desu and Fxecute an Evaluation Plan; This stage sees the selection and 

construction of o w  of the aforemeatiooed evaluation methodoIogies. In doing so, Kettner. 

Daley & Nichols suggest that the decision on the type of methcxiology shouid be guided by 

the foilowing questions: 

- What is the intended use of the information that is to be generated? 

- What are the reaiities (limitations) of the change episode? 

6) Communicate the Monnation: The k a 1  step of the evaiuation process involves 

getting the results of the evduation to the key decision rnakers by the agreed upon time 

fmes  and in a form that is the most usefiil to the Avocates. 

Kettner. Daley and Nichols (1985) also outlined some guidelines for assisting with 

the evaluation process (p. 282). 

1) "Recognïze the Limits of the evaluation process." 

2) "Speci@ the purpose and objectives of the evaluation process." 

3) "Spezify who wili use the the evaluation hdings,  for whieh decision, at which 
time." 

4) "Involve [advocacy team] collaboratively in the pmcess." 

5) "Stress positive as weU as negative resuits." 

6) "Ensure effective communication to decision makers." 

7) 'Tie the evaluation process to ongoing organïzational or community 



structures and prcxesses." 

The finai "guideline" relateci to tying the evaluation p~ocess into ongoing 

orgsnilational structures and processes (p. 282). This comment identifiai the important 

need for an organization to realize that undertaking systems advocacy wouid likely require 

at least a minimal degree of orgaaizational change. W e  the limitations of the practicum 

process eliminated any chance of deaiïng with otganhtionai change withh the 

intervention, it stïli became necessary to identify the issue and provide some guidance in 

this area 

Organizational change, or what Harrison (1987) caiIed "system fitting", had the 

poteatiai to undermine the agency's advocacy efforts if not properly undertaken. Issues 

such as staff amiety, trepidation, fear, resistance might be encountered, especiaiiy if the 

organization had made dateral  decisions around systems advocacy without the 

participation of al i  of its members. Hale and Williams (1989) suggested that those 

considering organizationd change mut  consider three fundamental issues (p. 10): 

'What does the organization change"? 

"How does the orgaLLization effectively put the chaage into place"? 

'Who will manage the change"? 

A number of types of models exist for organizing internai change. Some models, 

such as Greiner and Schein's (1988), were quite power oriented and designed more for 

organizational "gueda warfm" than for collective, CO-operative change. Others, such as 

Harrison's (1987) were uonecessady elaborate, at least for the ppurpses of this paper. 

Models such as the one proposed by Christian, Hannah and Glahn (1984) were designed 

with a specific type of orght ion  in minci (institutions). The nine-step process proposed 

by Hale and Williams (1989) however, was attractive for many of the same rasons that the 

author employed Kettner, Daly and Nichois' (1985) model for evaluation. This mode1 

appeared easy to use, both in terms of volume and feadability. It was basic in nature -and 

focuseci on key points. It is for these reasons that the author proposeci using it as the bais  

for organizational change, although with some modification. 



No matter what methodology is employed, the formai provision of written 

rationaies throughout the process WU make the job of the evaluators and the advocates 

much easier. Evaluators wiil have a clear and articulated point against which they wiU be 

abIe to measure, 

Blmm (1975) defineci consultation as a 'process of i n k t  services in which the 

consultant works with a consulter or gmup of consuiters who pmvide direct service to 

clients'. Parson and Meyers (1984, p. 5 - 6) viewed consuithg as somewhat more 

diverse. They saw consulting as having a number of possibie leveis. That is to Say, that 

consulting was not necessarily a process of indirect semices, but might be a direct service 

to a client (consultant works directly with the client), a direct seNice to a consultee 

(consultant wodrs diractiy with the consuitee for its benefit, not the client's), an indirect 

service to a client (consultant works for the benenwnt of the client, but tbrough the 

agency), or a seMce to a system (consultant w o k  directly with clients and consultee to 

improve orgmkational funftioaing for ail parties). Other definitions, such as those by 

Schmidt and Osborne (198 l), saw consultation and counselling as king one in the same. 

While there appeareâ to be agreement on consultation as a problem-solving process 

(Brown, Pryzwansky & Schulte, 1987; Gailesich, 1982), there was no clear consensus on 

what constituted a "'probIem". 

Another aspect of consultation that was generauy agreed upon was that consultation 

was tripartite in its fom (Mannino and Shore, 1986). It appeared that consultation was 

usuaiiy deiivered to a consultee (professional) on behalfof a client population. Such a 

view was consistent with the arrangement tbat was negotiated with the author's intervention 

parnier, although not entinly consistent with empowennent - based processes. 

The final ana of agreement a p m  to be that codtation was meant to improve 

(in m e  way) the consuitee and the client system @oughertyl 1990). 

For the purposes of the Practicum, the author employed Dougherty's gened 

definition on consultation (see 'Definitions"). It should be noted however, that the 



dennition was acceptai recognizing Iimitatiom around the concept of not consuiting with 

clients in a more direct rnanner. In this regard, Parson and Meyers' (1984) view of 

codta t ion is more accommodattog. It should &O be noted that in addition to those 

characteristics of coIlSUltation identined, Dougherty (1990) also identifieci a number of 

other cornmon characteristics of consultation (p. 9). 

A numba of interpntations existed of what organizationai consultation was. These 

perspectives were defined h m  the perspective of what the consultant does (Sinha, 1979), 

as weil as h m  other perspectives (Schein. 1969; Goodstein, 1978). 'ïhese views were 

convenientiy amalgamateci hto a dehnition brought forward by Dougherty (p. 187): 

Organizational consultation is the process in which a 
professonai, functioning either intemaliy or extemaiiy to an 
organization, provides assistance of a technical, 
diagnostic/prescriptive, or facilitative nature to an individuai 
or group from that organization in order to enhance the 
orgaaization's abiiity to deai with change and maintain or 
enhance its effectiveness in some designated way (p. 187). 

Dougherty also clarified his earlier cornments on one of the hallmarks of 

consultation. At uiis tirne, Dougherty referred to the tripartite relationship between 

consultant, consultee and client. Within the organizational context, Dougherty sees the . - 
consuitee as those people from the organization who are directiy involved with the 

consuitation process. The clients king the remaining aspect of the orgaaization. 

Consultation Skills. 

The most extensive documentation of skills required by a successfid consultant was 

produced by Dougherty (1990). He identifieci five basic skiU a ~ a s  (p. 20 - 25). These 

areas were Attitudes; Interpersonal Skiiis; Roblem - Solving Sküls; Ethical aud 

Professional Behaviow Skills, and Skills in Working with ûrganizations (see foliowing 

heading). Under &ch heading, Dougherty (1990) identifieci a number of individual sküis 

under each s k ü l  area. This work provideci the most exhaustive listing of individuai skius 

needed to become a successfui consultant. While the skiils themselves were to numerous 



to Est individuaiiy, an exception was made for the area of "Sküls in Working with 

O r g ~ t i o n s ~ '  because it was more wodrable based on the more LUnited number of 

elements. 

in his skiil profile. Dougherty (1990) identifieci nine specific sLills or behaviours 

which he felt were instrumental in workiag su~cessfidiy withh the organkational context 

(p. 23 - 24). 

1) Becoming accepted by the members of the orgmization in which consulting is to 
OCCUT. 

2) Using organizational analysis . 
3) Providing feedback. 

4) Gathering information. 

5) Using a repertoire of organization-wide interventions (see 'The Consultation 
Process"). 

6) Determinhg the climate of the organization. 

7) Determinhg the culture of the organization. 

8) Using program planning. 

9) Determinhg how to utilize human resources within the organization. 

Following the identification of these skilis, it became incumbent on the author to 

identa more specihc methods for developing these skills. as such detail was not provided 

in Dougherty's works. To this end, the following models were identified to assist the 

author in developing the appropriate skills: 

a) Beco~e:w4Gaa& bv org8nizahonal memhuS 
C .  

: The author employed two 

works in assisting him to becorne accepted by the organization. The h t  work was 

Argyris' (1990 ) matenal on "Ovemming Orgarhtional Defensesy'. This wodc was 

selected primacily as a precautionary measure as the author felt that, as an individual who 

had traditionaliy enjoyed a strong, working relationship with the organization, he had 



achieved some measure of acceptance prior to the intervention. Whik it seemed apparent 

that specific issues amund acceptance would need to be dealt with when they were 

identifid during the assessrnent p e n d  it wmed necessary to identw some general 

mechaniSm for how to appmach the situation, The author identifieci Eïher and UV's 

(198 1) work on non-positional negotiating as a usehil tool and one that appeand more 

consistent with the phüosophicai base behg utilized by the author. It was felt that such a 

mode1 might be particulariy useful duruig the negotiation of the intervention contract. 

b) 9 t -  

* : As part of the Fnunework proper, Hasenfeld's 

model(L983) for organizational analysis was previously &epted as the mode1 for 

Hasenfeld's mode1 examineci the organization on two levels. the Intemal and the 

Extemal. The Interna1 environment was made up of eleven. distinct elements which 

Hasenfeld identifiecl as king cntical for examination. These were the Authority Structure, 

Accountability to Consumers, Rules, Decision - Makùtg, Personnel (Puid mtd Vulmtary), 

Division of Labour, Interpersonal Relationships, Job Dulies, Nature of Service, Depth und 

Breadth of Mandate and Coll~tl~tution and Goal Orientation, 

The Extemal component of the organizational ~e~analysis  referred to those 

structures and dynamics which Hasenfeld (1983) identifies as the "Organization- 

Environment Relationship". This relationship is viewed as existing on two levels. The 

Generai and The Task. Hasenfeld defined the general environment as "...those conditions 

in the environment (ecouomic, socio-demogmphic, culturai, technological, and political- 

legal) that affkct ali organizations and must be assumed as given" (p.51). The task 

environment is "...a specihc set of organizatiom and groups with which the organization 

exchanges resources and services and with whom it establishes specific modes of 

interaction" (p.51). The task environment is furiher defined as being made up of six 

distinct parts. These are Providers of Fbcal Resources [Fumiers], Providers of 

Legitimation and Authority, Providers of Clients, Prouiders of Complementary Services, 

Cornpethg Organi.zations, md finally, Consumers and Recipien~ of the Organization's 

Products. 



c) P r o v i w  Feeaback: This was viewed by the author as occuniog in two ways. 

First. an information system wouid be developed thaî wouid provide formal, written 

feedback to the organization (ex. meeting minutes). This would also be achieved verbally 

tbrough the author's development in personai communication skilis, such as paraphrasing, 

s m m a r k b g ,  providing orai feedback, etc. 

d) MethdoIogies for gathering information would be 

specific to the type of information being sought. With regard to formai aspects of the 

agency's hctiooing, i&ormation couid be readiiy obtained through agency documents 

(Newman. 1990). With regard to other, potentidy more deiicate aspects of the 

organization, efforts wouid be made to solicit such information tbrough staff surveys, 

pending the approval of the organization. 

e) Usine a remrtoire of O - i :  see 'The Organjzational 

Consultation Rocess: Types of Interventions (p. 192-194)". 

ways. First, the organization's repose to some of the author's proposais would provide 

kuight into the degree to which the organhtion was prepared to take on more progressive 

work. Second, a staff survey would likely be successful in i d e n t w g  the nature of the 

organizational climate. 

a) Btenmm!? 
. . the culture of the oroanization: This would be identified through a 

review of agency documents. As weii. it was hoped that personai surveys and/or 

interviews wouid be usefd in determinhg the "informai" issues that might be at work. 

Points H (Using program planning) and I @etemiining how to utilize human 

resources within the organhtion), were not pursued until it became clear whether or not 

these aspects of the consultation process would be deait with. 

Consultation Roles. 

According to Dougherty (1990). the skills required of a successfbl consultant are 

generic; but the d e s  they play are quite different. During the consultation process, the 

consultant may be required to adopt one or more particular roles depending on the 



circumstances of the paaicular consultation intervention. Dougherty identifieci six different 

roles which he considemi rdatively commoa to consultation. 

a) ''Attempts to persuade the consuitee to do something the consultant 
deems highiy desirable" (p. 27). 

b) 'The comuitee needs some howledge, advice, or s e ~ c e  that the 
consukant can provide upon request" (p. 27). 

C) Trainer/Educator: 'The coa~ultant has both the expertise in certain skik and the 
ability to -te the conditions under which consultees cm acquire those skilis. 
The role of the educator Mplies that the consultant possesses a body of 
knowledge that consuitees desire and has the ability to tcach them that 
knowledge" (p. 28). 

d) Collaboratoc The consultant engages the consultee in a joint endeavour to 
accomplish a particular task at a particular time" (p. 29). 

e) Fact Findec: "The consultant gathers idonnation, analyzes it, and feeds it back 
to the consultee" (p. 29). 

f) Rocess Spezialist: ' m e n  the consultant focuses on the pcoblem - solving 
process itself and not the content" (p. 30). 

In addition to the d e s  previously identif~ed, Dougherty went on to fiuther tackle 

the notion of inteml and externul consultants (p. 3 1). interna1 consultants were dehed 

as individuals who were already part of the organization in which the consultation was 

o c c ~ g .  Extemal consultants were individuals who were not already a part of the 

organization but consuking with it on a temporary basis. 

Some authors, such as Alpert and Silverstein (1985). recommend that the concepts 

of interna1 ami extemal coosulting be viewed on a continuum rather than as discrete entities 

(Dougherty, p. 3 1). This paaicuiar view seems especiaüy vaiid in the author's case. 

While not an employee of the organization. the author had an established working 

relatiomhip with the agency, much of it as an employee. It seemed that the author's 

position incorporateci elemnts of both the intemal and externai consultant. 

Of particular interest to the author was what bearing the intedexternal d e  wouid 

have on the consultation process. According to Brown (et al., 1987), tbe Little empirical 



evidence that exists shows no ciifference in the value of the internai consultant over the 

extemal consultant Dwgherty (p. 3 1) hypothesizes that the effedveness of the consultant 

is a far greater detemihant in the codtation process that whether or not the consultant is 

an employee of the organhtion. Whüe no doubt mie, it is the author's contention that the 

nature of the codtat ion assignmnt wïli also have considerabIe bearing on which d e  

rnight be more effkctive during the intervention. It is not clear to the author what his statu 

is in the eyes of the agency in question. While not cuaentiy employed by the agency, the 

author bas a long and positive history with the organizatïon which may give him de facto 

status. This stanis m y  indeed be important to the agency. 

Based on the author's lack of experience in undertaking formai consultation, the 

author sought a model that was fairly simple in its structure and which provided some 

measure of detail regarchg ie different stages. 

The author's review identifieci a number of modeîs for undertaking consultation. 

Much of the fiterature reviewed was not appropnate for the m o n  that it was to field 

specific. such as Smyer, Cohn and Braunon's work on consultation in Nursing (1988); 

ülschak And Snowantle's 'CConsuitation for Health Care Professionais" (1990) and 

O'Neill and Trickett's wodc in community-based consultation. Another problem 

encountered was that much of the existing consultation material was based in the field of 

Management Studies. The author found much of this materiai to be too "business-focused" 

or at least, not as compatiie with the author's consultee empowennent philosophy as 

desired Examples of such work were Dahiel and Scboonover (1988) and the Manitoba 

Institute of Management's work on "Culture and Strategy" (undateci). Other models, such 

as Parson and Meyers' guidelines for consultation (1987). lacked the detail that the author 

feit he requireâ in guiding his work . It shotdd be noted however. jhat the leaming 

exercises in the Parson and Meyers framework made it an excellent teaching manual. 

One mode1 which did meet the author needs was Dougherty's Generic model of 

Consultation (1990, p. 38 - 133). This model identified itself as having four distinct 



phases; Entry; Diagnosis; Impiemeatation and Disengagement. Dougherty chose the term 

phase because he saw the consultation process as a process that was far f h n  static @. 39)' 

an assessrnent that the author agreed with. In other words, Dougherty (1990) advised that 

coosultation did na occur in neat littie boxes, with one phase beiig tomy cotnpleted and 

then moving on to the next phase. 

m* 
Phase one, the Entry phase, denotes the consultants "startiag up" pmcess. hning 

this stage the consultant estabiisûes entxy into the organizatim andlor establishes 

relationsbips with the consultees. Four fuadamental components are dealt with: 

relationship building, parameters of the problem are estabiished, a (practicum) contract is 

agreed upon. and contact is made with consultees within the organization (p. 38). 

Dougherty (1990) identifieci four components to the Entry stage. The fint of these 

four components was "exp lo~g  organizational needs". This referred to the process of the 

consultant, the consultee and other relevant parties meeting to discuss concems and 

determine whether or not consultation should pmceed (p. 40). The second component was 

referred to as "contracting". Contracthg denoted the process of formaüzing the (practcum 

intervention) agreement between the consultant and the consultee (p. 40). The third 

component was "physically entering the system". This component referred to the process 

of establishuig relationships. obtaining a work site. studying the organization and 

impiementhg forma1 contact with the consultee @. 40). The final component, 

"Psychologically entering the system", demarks the consultant achieving statu as a 

member of the organization (p. 40). 

Diagosis. 

Phase two of Dougherty's mode1 is the refemd to as the diagnosis phase because 

this was when the consultant's assessrnent occurreâ. Like the Entry phase. the Diagnosis 

phase was made up of four components; Gathering information; Defining the Problem; 

Setting Goals and Generating Possible Intementions. 

"Gathe~g inforniaton" marked the stage where the consultant and the consuitee 

attempt to increase the chances of understanding the problem by isolating factors which are 



precipitaîîng it (p. 41). hiRng "denning the problem" the consultant and the consultee 

analyzed and interpreted the data that was gathered (p. 41). "Setting goals" meant 

establishiag goals based on problem defiaition (p. 4 1). This carrieci directly into 

"generating posioe ïntewentions" for the beneficiai redution of the identified problems 

(P. 41)- 

This phase refened to the process of implementing the deve10ped interventions. 

Like the previous phases. phase tke also had four components; Chmsing an intavention; 

Fomulating a plan; Implementing a plan. and Evaluating a pian. 

"Chwsing an intervention" denoted the process of the consultant and the consultee 

selecting an intervention or intervention which they believe will deal most effectively with 

the problem (p. 42). Following this, ''Formulating a plan" is ïncorporated. The consultant 

and consultee developed a plan that encompassed these interventions (p. 42). 

'Imp1ementation of the plan" then occumxi, and the consultant's d e  was to monitor the 

pmgress of the intervention (p. 42). This was halized by '%vaIuation of the plan". 

Depending on the outcome of the evaluation, the consultant and the consultee may choose 

to move back or proceed to phase four (p. 42). 

Phase four, ccdisengagement", referreà to the k p p i n g  up" of the consultation 

process. The four components of this phase, as identified by Dougherty (1990). were; 

Evaluating the consultation process; planning post-consultation mattes; Reducing 

involvernent and following up, and termïnating. 

According to Dougherty, c'evaiuating the consultation process" couid range nom 

h m  assessing consultee satisfaction to to masurement of the intervention system - wide. 

Evaiuation must be a p i a ~ e d  event so that both the consultant and consultee will know 

who is being evaluated, in what way, etc., (p. 43). ''Planning pst-consultation matten" 

identified the pnicess of daidhg how the effects of the consultation were going to be 

maintaineci by the consultee andlor the organization (p. 43). 'Reduchg involvement and 

foUow up" marks the stage wherc the consultant decreases contact with the consultee and 



marks the pend where the consultee takes over respo~1sLbîity for the ongoing efforts (p. 

43). Fmally, 'Termination" repreprets the f o d  end of the consuitati0~1 process (p. 43). 

Ih his work, Dougherty identifieci four concepts which he viewed as king 

especially important to those undenaking otganhtional consultation. 

a) The-on=a 
. . w~th regard to Dougherty's eadier comments of 

orgaaizational employees as clients (non - consultees), he emphasizes the need for the 

consultant to recognize the significant impact of the consultation process on the whole of 

the organization. In dohg so, the consultant WU gain a greater appxeciation for the 

compleuty of hider task, and the potential ramincations of oversimplified consultation 

interventions. 

b) The Cyclical Nahue of Behaviow Behaviour becomes cyclical when "...a 

sequence of behaviow repeats its main features within specinc time periods or within 

specifïable settings" (Blake and Mouton, 1976, p. 2). In essence, when behaviourat 

patterns become dysfunctional (not aii pattern are dysfullctional). In such cases, it 

becomes necessary for the consultant to identiQ and remove the blockages to healthy 

behaviour. Such blockages couid be poor communication or low morale (Dougherty. p. 

188). ù should be noted that this behaviour might weii be supported or sanctioned by the 

organization, thus making the consultant's job more ciifficuit. Organizational support 

however, does not median the behaviour is a healthy one. 

C) Process is as important as content: As was i d e n a d  by the author in his 

discussions on advocacy, process is as important, if not more important, than content 

andor outcorne. Advocacy efforts which faii to involve consumers in meanin@ ways 

only continue to perpetuate reiiance on pmfessionais and f d  to make 

consumers/s~~ivours seif-reliant. This view was echoed by Dougherty (p. 188). From a 

more pragrnatic perspective, the consultant had to be clear wbether the issues facing 

h e r h  were of a pnntss nature or a stnichual n a m .  Failure to identify the former had 

the potential to seriously undennine the effectiveness of the consultant's work. The mode1 



itself could be fiawless, yet could become inoperabIe ifconcems regarding the process 

were not addrrssed This couid include such concerns as consumer involvement, intra- 

agency mistance, among others. 

a S a t i s n e d m t i  (%gwwmu 
* - 

ve : As was identifieci in 

the author's earlier work on empwennent, staffwho themselves have not k e n  

empowered axe U-prepared to empower othecs. By the same toicea. staff who are 

ei;minated b r n  having input into a wnsuïtation process are iike1y to feel unsatisfied, 

marginalized and threatened by the consultation pmcess. Organizational consultation 

should help organintions to develop skills and climates necessary for a healthy 

sr;if%/organization (Dougherty, p. 189). 

he Or~nazational C . onsultation Process. 

The organizational consultation process referred to the process of selecting 

intervention sûategies used in attempts to break cycles. Blake and Mouton (1978) 

suggestexi that one of the most significant shortcomings of consultants was that they 

selected intervention strategies that they felt cornfortable with, not necessarily those that 

were appropriate to the situation. To be effkctive, a consultant must become competent in a 

broad repertoire of intervention strategies. Dougherty outlined fivt intervention strategies 

that he felt were important for the consultant to master. 

a) Acceptant Intementions: Acceptant intementions were used when the consultant 

identifid that the intervention problem was relatecl to the consuitee's level of cornfort with 

regard to the the consultation process aadlor the coasultant/consuitee relationship. Such an 

intemention is most appropriate when the consuitee is experiencing exnotionai tension that 

is h i n d e ~ g  the consultation process (Blake & Mouton, 1976). The Acceptant Intervention 

endeavours to d o w  the the consultee to fael safe, acceptexi and validated through provision 

of supportive techniques fioxn the consultant. For example, if a person was voicing a 

minority opinion, the consultant might state "that is an important observation. Lets spend 

some the taiking about it". 



b) Catalvtic Interventions: Catalytic interventions are used when the consultant is 

trying to help the consultee buter understaml wodc - telateci experience either by 

corroborating andlor by gathering information (Goodstein, 1978). According to 

Dougherty, such intewentions are best used when the consultee is experiencing an 

information deficit andlor a need to speed up the consultation process. For example, if the 

consuitee was making a decision without the neceSSaLy infoxmation. such a decision could 

undermine the validity of the Framewodc's construction. The role of the consultant would 

be to gather or facilitate the ga the~g  of the information nquind to make that decision. 

c) C O Ç Q t e m n t i -  Confrontation interventions challenge consuitees to 

examine the values that underlie thek thoughts and actions. Dougherty states that 

"Confn,ntation intementions are most effective when (used to address) discrepmcies 

between a consuitee's stated values and those that actuaiiy detennine the consultee's 

behaviour reduce effectiveness in consultation'' (p. 192). An example of such a situation 

might be where the consultant skills points out discnpancies between an organization's 

practices and its stated goals, objectives, mission statement, etc. 

tive Interventions: Prescriptive interventions are used when the 

consultant's expertise is used in diagnosing problems and identifjing potentiai solutions to 

those problems (Blake & Mouton. 1976). Commody known as the 'Poctor - Patient" 

intervention. this intervention is best used when the consultee perceives that eveqthing bat 

can be done to solve a problem has been done. and that the consultant's expertise is 

required to progress any fûrther. 
. . e) Theorv and Princip-S: In this interventive technique. the 

consultant provides the consultee with theories and/or priaciples tbat are pertinent to the 

consuitee's problems (Dougherty, p. 193). This strategy bas special ment where the 

consuitee might be operating on an issue where they might not possess theoretical 

knowledge. This is a likely intervention style during the early aspects of the author's 

intervention regarding the topic of Systems Advocacy. 

With regard to the identification of Dougherty's intervention strategies. and his 



previously mentioned point that successful consultants have command of a broad repertoire 

of intervention skills, one intervention strategy caused the author specific concern. This 

was the acceptant intemention. Because this intervention enwmpiissed such issues as 

conaict, fear, and similar emotions, this intervention was viewed as the one that was often 

used in the most volatile situations. As a result, the author pursiad additional sources to 

supplement this intervention style, shodd the need to utilize this intervention style arise. 

The first source identined was Ellis & Fisher's generaï wodc on s d  group 

decision maLùig (1994). This work identifiai many of the same issues previous1y noted 

by Dougherty in his consultation mode1 ie., structural elemnts, group communication, 

d e s  and nom,  etc. Lii this sense, the= appeareà to be an excellent fit between the two. 

Uniike Dougherty's material however, Ellis and Fisher went into far gnater detail in the 

aforementioned areas. 

Final sources utilivd by the author was Fisher and Ury's (198 1) material on non- 

positionai negotiating, and Argyris (1990) work on deaiing with organizationd defenses 

Because it was anticipateci that considerable negotiation would likely occur, and 

given that negotiations by nahue involve people with differing opinions a d  positions, the 

author felt it was appropriate to £hd some methoci for dealings with Negotiations as 

humanely as possible Fisher and Ury ' s (198 1) work on non-positional negotiatùig was 

seen as important because it identifieci many of the author's concem's regarding typical 

negotiation proceeduigs. These author's nghtfdiy identifid that arguing over positions 

produces unwise agreements. that arguing over positions is inefficient, that arguiog 

endangers ongoing relationships, and that this situation worsens when multiple parties are 

involved (p. 1 - 8). 

Fisher and Ury detail a four - point mode1 for dealing with such negotiations in a 

mofe effective manner; 

a) Separate the people h m  the problem. 

b) Focus on interests, not positions. 

c) Invent options, for mutual gain. 

d) Insist on objective criteria 



This method010gy, botb s tructdy  and pbilosophically, represented a strong fit with that 

of the Framework. 

Ar@ (1.990) detailed his relatively simpIe, if not techaical, plan for duc ing  

organizational defeme patterns (p. 91 - 117). This model was simply a candid statement of 

appmaching management and line staff and identifjhg the barriers. and i d e n m g  what 

caused staff to "adhere to, maintain, and proMerate actions...". KnowIedge of such a 

model was seen as necesmry in the event that the Consuitant encountered resistance to the 

initiative within the organiration. It shouid be noted however that the mode1 was not 

without its limitations, primariy lack of detail and the corporate context upon which it 

focused. 



The intervention phase of the practicum report bas beea divided iato two distinct 

parts. the negotiation phase and the intervention phase proper. The need to distinguish 

between the rwo was necessary as a resuit of the protractecl negotiations which occurred 

around the author's practicum agreement with CMH-A. - Winnipeg Region. Phase 1 

deals with the negotiation which ounnred between the author and the agency regarding the 

"shape" of the intervention pnness. As weii, this section provides a description of both the 

host agency and the host program. Phase Iï deais with the intemention pmper. This 

section presents a summary of each of the ten meetings which together comprised the 

intervention process pmper. Each meeting has ban examined on the bais  of content, 

process. outcorne and evaluation. The onginai, expaaded documentation fiom each 

meeting was attacheci as appendices. 

Phase 1: Nemtiation. 

Foiiowing the author's recognition of systems advocacy as a mode1 for substantive 

change, negotiations were initiateci with The Canadian Mental Hedth Association 

(C.M.H.A.) - W i p e g  Region to arrange for the development of a framework in a 

practice setting. As was earlier identified, C.M.H.A. - Wpg. Region had expressed an 

interest in expanding its traditionai individual - focused advocacy service to include systems 

advocacy services. A preliminary contract was agreed to in luly, 1992 between the author 

and the organization (see Appendix A) to develop a framework which would allow the 

agency to undertake systems advocacy in a Iogical and hopefidiy, rational marner. 

During the S p ~ g  of 1994, it became necessaiy for the author to renegotiate the 

original practicum contract. Due to the fact that two years had passed since the onginai 

contractual agreement without the agreemnt being implemented (author uabîe to attend 

due to other cornmitments). and the fact that the organization had experiend the 

appointment of a new Executive Director. During this meeting, a verbal "renewai" of the 



original contract occureci, with an understanding that the organjzation and the author 

would engage in a procw by which the Framework would be mutually developed (this 

relationship was undefined in the original agreement). with the author takulg on a 

leadership de. 

Foliowing the verbal agreement between the author and the organization, the author 

started to encornter difficuities in carrying out the agreement The tim of year resulted in a 

slowdown at the agency in the pmcticum proas .  As weii, it became more apparent that 

the organization's woddoad, coupled with the Iack of knowledge among agency staff with 

regard to systems advocacy, wodd maLe mutual chelopment of a systems advocacy 

framework unlikely. In response, an arbitrary decision was made by the author to develop 

a preliminary frameworic which wodd serve as a starthg-off point for the organization. It 

was felt by the author that it wouid be fa. more practical to jointly rnodifjr an existing 

framework than to engage in building a practice fiamework h m  the ground up. The 

author believed that, given his increaing insight into agency dealings and their level of 

readiness and knowledge regarding systems advocacy, that it would be far easier fiom the 

agency to have a ''sartiag point". UafortunateIy, the author decided to proceed with the 

cirafting of a practice framework without the approval of the organization. This essentially 

resulted in a breach of the intervention contract by the author. When the author's work was 

eventuaüy presented to the organization, the agency, quite rightfdiy, was forced uito a 

period of "reflection" regarding the practicum agreement. Eventuaiiy, the agency responded 

with a request for additional clarification on a number of the logisticai issues and concem 

regarding the proposed intervention format Of particular note was the organization's 

desire for a reduced t h e  cornmitment in the intervention and a CO - facilitator. Xn respome 

to this. the author presented the organization and Practicum Steering Committee Meeting 

with a brief intervention proposai (see Appendix C) which was to have aaed as a catalyst 

for a more detailed intervention proposal. The result was a response from the organization 

that consideration shouid be given to termiLlating the intemention contract, in apparent 

reference to their displeasure with how the intervention was proceeding. 

In nsponse to the organization's position, the author and the Practicum Steeriag 
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Committee met in December, 1994. The purpose of this meeting was to have the 

Committee identify and remove, directly or indirectly, barriers to the continuation of the 

practicum agreement. Miscommuaications and positions were addressed and agreement 

was mched on ways to impove communication between the agency and the author 

(formai, reguiar meetings and documnted meeting minutes). As a mult of this meeting, a 

decision was made by the organization to meet with thc author and aüempt to renegotiate a 

mutuaiiy agreeable intavention format 

In reflecaig on Dougherty's materiai regardhg entry in<o the organaation, this 

meeting represented the stage of eqdorrirg organiiatioll~ll neeh (p.40). UnfortunateIy. 

the author's decision to move forward unilateraüy had appeared to very much jeopardize 

the entry process. The author's unilateral action appeared to exclude the agency. This 

reduced the level of trust between the two parties and as a result, hampered the author's 

ability to gain access and have tbe agency share in a mily coiiegial rnanner. To this end, it 

was deemed appropriate by the author to utilùe an Acceptame intervention strategy. It was 

hoped that such a strategy would assist the author in regaining the confidence of the 

organization. To this end, Fiher and Ury's work on non - positional bargainhg was aIso 

consulted with the h o p  tbat this would assist the author in finding common ground 

This approach was largely successful in meeting the author's goals (see Appuidix 

FI). Agreement was reached around changes in wording, restrucniring of the intervention 

process and completing an aaalysis of the organization. As weil, initial discussioos were 

held around some of the more substantive issues arouad "who was to blame" for the 

current situation (see Appendix FI). During tbis the. the author accepteci responsibility 

for placing unnasonable &man& tirne wise on the agency. As a result of his own 

anxieties regardhg the need to complete his wodc, the author was forcing the agency to 

adopt his timeline. This admission seemed to satisfy the agency representatives, who then 

identified that they couid also improve with mgad to communication. Uitimately. the 

meeting was successfid in leading to a second meeting. 

On January 19, 1995 another meeting was held between the author. the Executive 

Director and the Advocacy Program Manager (see AppendVc G). The purpose of this 



meeting was to furthet cf- the intervention agreement and poteatially, &O collaborate on 

areas of interest, Through the successflll impIementation of Fisher and Ury's work, 

settlement was reaüzed on both personal issues and issues related to the final consmiction 

of the consultation pmcess (see Appendix H). Most importantly were the foLiowing points: 

a) Agreement on the establishment of a Systems Advocacy Advisory Cornmittee. 

b) Agreement on Tenns of Reference for the Cornmittee (see AppendiK I). 

c) Agreement on the role of the author. 

d) Development of an abridged version of the systems advocacy fhmewodc (see 
Appendix J). 

a) A major factor in deteminhg the "shape" of the intervention was to utilize a mode1 that 

seemed congruent with the agency's method's and yet compahiIe with the Framework. A 

decision was reached to employ a staff committee, with some consumer representation. 

b) The Terms of Reference were negotiated at this tirne. Closure was reached on the 

makeup of the Committee (agency to decide), the d e  of the author, the Committee's goals, 

and the power of the Committee (recommend to the Executive Director). 

C) It was decided that the author would be a full member of the Committee. The author 

would be responsible for ail  research related to the Committee and would act as facilitator 

during the process. 

d) The author was to develop an abridged version of the Framework and provide it to the 

Committee members for review pnor to the nrSt Committee meeting. 

By the end of these meetings, the author identifiai himseif as having successfiiuy 

completed stages one (exploring organizational a&) and two (contracting) of the Entry 

phase and achieving partial closure on the third stage (physicaiiy entering the system). As 

outheci by Dougherty (1990). the stage of "explorhg organizational ne& is achieved 



when the consultant and the consultee agree that a consultation should proceed afkr 

discussion of mutual ne&. Successhil cotnpIetioa of the contract stage is achieved when 

the two parties f o d y  agree on the nature of the consultation (iitervention ionagreement). 

The Set- The C.ardi.n MeptaI -0coigtjQp - WjlllljDeP -. 
As part of the negotiation proces, a profïie of the agency was developed in 

conjuaction with the consuitees Executîve Director and ibe Advocacy Program 

Manager). This profle was completed using Hasenfeld's (1983) mode1 for identifying the 

intemal and external environment of the organization. The purpose of the profile was 

twofold. Fit, the author wished to formaily establish a rationale for why the agency 

seemed parücularly weli placed to test such a fiamewodc, as demonstrated through its 

services and cornmitment to consumer empowerment Second, as identifid by Cox 

(1984), it was important for the agency to have a i bn  understanding of itseif for purposes 

of undertaking actions, as such a profile can help ident- organizatond strengths and 

weaknesses. 

The agency profile was based on Newman and Newman's Advocacy Program 

Evaluation report (1990), various agency documents, and the opinions and statements of 

the agency's Executive Director and Advocacy Program Manager. Consultation did not 

occur with consumer groups or agency line staff regarding this profile. 

The Canadian Mental Health Association-Winnipeg Region was home to the office 

of the Mental Health Advocacy Program, only one of two programs (the other being the 

Ombudsmaa at The Canadian Mental Health Association - Manitoba Division) in Winnipeg 

that was providing advocacy seNices specincally for individuals with serious mental health 

issues. This program had traditiondy provided individual, cl ient-bd advocacy s e ~ c e s .  

However, in 1992, the organization received a mandate from its Board of Directors to 

move towards incorporating a systems advocacy approach, hence the desire to participate 

a mutual exploration of the pmposed fiamework. The other factor which was prominent in 

selecting C.M.H.A. as the site of the practicum intervention was the organization's strong 

formai conmitment to consumer empowerment. 



1. "Sewices should be onented to integration and independence" (C-M.H.A. - 
W i p e g  Region. 1990). 

2. "Senrices shodd recognize the rights of individuals to define their own needs" 
(C.M.H.A. - Winnipeg Region, 1990). 

3. 'Trognuas shouid iocrease an individuais capabiiïties and competencies" 
(C.M.H.A. - W i p e g  Region. 1990). 

4. "SeNices shouid ensure and fafitate effitive consumer participation in 
planning and design" (CMBAc - Wpg. Region,1990). 

5. "CXl3.A. advocates, in fidi partnership with consumers. for 
coasumers' rights to totai participation in society. This includes advocating for 
provision of consuners' basic needs, their special needs relateci to their disabiiity, 
the recognition of their abilities and their right to participate in decisions about their 
own lives" (C.M.H. A. National, 1992). 

It was felt by the autàor that because C.M.H.A. presented a strong consumer 

empowement philosophy. that it wouid be compatille with the i&ological foundations of 

the systems advocacy fiamework. 

e SettingCI'he O 0 reanization. 

Brief Historical Overview : 

The Canadian Mental Heaith Association-Winnipeg Region was created in 1983. 

The organization was founded out of the recognition that there was a need within the City 

of Winnipeg for mentai health services, both in ternis of numbers but additionaliy, and 

pexhaps most importantiy, an iocrease in mental heath seMces that were more consumer- 

onented. At this the, the organbition identiEied two objectives of primary concem: 

a) To redress the imbalance in institutionaUcommunity based mental heaith 
services. 

b) To establish a mental heaith advocacy program (Newman and Newman, 1990). 

The second objective was rralized in 1987 when fiinding was acquired for the 

estabtishment of the Mental HeaIth Advocate Program (Newman and Newman. p. 10). 

m Analpsi$. 

As was discussed earlier in the practicum report, it was imperative that the organization 



undertaking the change efforts have a clear understandhg of itseif. Such an analysis was 

necessary in deteminkg such factors as what tesources the organhation possessed (or did 

not possess), what strategies and tactics it would condone, under what ckumstances it 

hctioned the best, etc. For this reason, an maiysis of both the interna1 and extemal 

environment of the organizatioo and the mental health advocacy pmgrarn were undertaken, 

The d y s i s  was used to gain a better undetstanding of the organization's and the 

program's structures and dynamics (both formai and i n f o d ) ,  for the purpose of 

detennining those factors which might be deemed devant when considering what 

straîegies wouid be acceptable as part of the advocacy process. The analysis was completed 

using the organizatonai assessrnent component h m  within a systems advocacy framework 

(Issue Action). 16 

JNTJZRNAL 

1) AUTHORITY: Formal stnicture-Hierarchical, uiformal stmcture-Co1legial. 

Backmund: CMXA-Winnipeg Region employed a typical structure for a non-profit 

organization ie. standard hierarchicai pyramid (See appendix a: "Organizational Structure"). 

However, it wouid appear that current persona1 management styles were far more collegiai 

in manner thea impiied by the srnichire of the organization. 

C.M.H.A.-Winnipeg Region had been headed by a volunteer board of directors with a 

composition wbich "rdected the diverse nature of the general community". The board 

played a fairly active rde in the day-to-day affiiirs of the organization ihrough the many 

cornmittees and subcommittees which were established between the board level and the 

program level. This situation created a number of problems: 

a) Board members did not always possess a value base consistent with that of the 

organization. Many initiatives were slowed by fundamentai value ciifferences within the 

board. 

16 For the purposes of this practicurn. an indepth analysis is being cornpleted only of the advocacy 
program. In the event that the organizational change may impact on or involve other agency programs, 
then a similar analysis should also be undertaken on those programs. 



b) Roles and responsibilities (board members vis - a - vis staff) were not clearly 

delineated. Staff o k n  waited for guidance h m  board and or codt tees  whiie board ofken 

waited for guidance h m  staff. 

c) Some board members were reiaîively active in the &y to day affairs of the 

organization, dthough not always productively. Some board members beaune enveloped in 

staniog issues. many of which were of a more mundaue matter. No ckar parameters for 

board involvement in the day-to-day functioning of the otgaiaization existed. 

As a result of these issues, the organktion made a decision in 1992 to undertake the 

foiiowing changes: 

a) The cCCawet Mode1 of Board Govemance" (Carver, 1990) was adopted. This 

mode1 was estabiished to clearly delineate the d e  of staf f  and board members. Board 

members concemed themselves with "ends'ie. ocgarhtional goals and objectives, 

mandates, etc., while staff concemed themselves with ''means'' ie. day to day activities 

related to the Mfihent of the above. As such, board members were no longer 

inappropriateiy involved with day-to-day operatiom. 

b) Iodividuals had to have a value base consistent with that of the organization (see 

organization's statemeat of philosophy) in order to be eligible to sit on the Board of 

Directors. 

c) Most committees, given their relation to pmess issues, were now offshoots of 

the organization's various pmgrams. Board members who sat on these cornmittees did so 

as private iiidividuals, not as board representatives. The board currently had but two 

cornmittees. The No minating Cornmittee, whose sole purpose was the recruitment of board 

members, and the Steering Cornmittee. This was a psuedo-executive cornmittee whose job 

it was to act as primary advisors to the Board at large by prepariag agenda material for 

discussion and analysis. This differed h m  the previous Steering Committee, which ~ a l l y  



was a power clique within the Bo& that essentidy made aü aitical decisions. Under the 

current structure, this group was l e s  powerfiil and critical decision-making has been 

retumed to the Board at large. jt was. the- a t t e m ~ m  . . ve or~t ioggLpui&mce  b~ 
9 9 

system rather t 'an bv donu~a-n - 
The relationship between the Board and the Executive D i t o r  was an employer - 

employee one. The Executive Director was hind to ru the organi7ation and was 

responsible for the h i ~ g  and supervision of other agency persorne1 both administration 

and service program staff. Each pmgram area was supe~sed by a Program Manager. 

These individu& acted as liaisons between their programs and the Executive Director. 

They were directiy nspoasible for the performance of their paaicular pmgmm. This 

reIationship was unchanged h m  the modd used prior to the Carver mode1 but it clarified 

this relationship. 

Essentiaiiy, tbese changes made clear distinctions between Board duties (Ends) and 

staff duties (Means), and ameliorated the often misplacesi personal power of Board 

members. This mode1 of Board govemance then, gave the agency power to develop the 

Board's rnandated goal of systems advocacy as they saw fit (within established boundaries 

set by the agency). 

2) PRODUCT fSERVTCES1: In its current form, C.M.H.A.-Wipeg Region. provided 

services through three different programsi7 other than the Advocacy program. 

a) Options in Support and Housing: Assisted "...adults with psychiatrie disabiiïties 

to become satisfied and successful in their chosen homes and communities through the 

development of skiiis and supports" (C.MH.A. Annual Report-1992). The program 

provided such seNices as assishg in the development of skills needed to iive in a 

particular environme~t, assisting in the locating of safe and af5ordable housing and 

assisting people in developing relationships with their community. 

b) Emplopent Di-- A"-- supported employment seNice for persons who 

have experienced mental health problems to chwse, get and keep' employment in the 

17 It should be mentioned that at the time Mis report was wrinen, C.M.HA-Winnipeg. Region had just 
received funding ta establish a consumer-controlled safe house for mental health consumeis. Analysis of 
the Mental Health Advocacy Program will be detailed separately. 



cornpetitive workplaoe" (C.M.H.A. Annual Report-1992). nK program povided 

assistance in the areas of needs assessment, caner counselhg, employment searches and 

on-site employment suppor~ As weil, the program has nxentiy taken on the nsponsibility 

of pnvate fundraising for the organization. 

C) PUl?u i s sQ~-oas  
. .  : The Public Education program "promotes positive 

images of individuais with mentai health pmblems, to infonn the public about mental health 

issues and to reduce the stigma associateci with senous mental health problems" (C.M.H.A. 

Annual Report-1992). The program achieved this goal through distniution of information, 

speaking engagements, participation in police =mit training and the spoasorship of the 

Winnipeg Mental Hedth Network. 

3) ACCOUNTABItITY TO CONSUMERS: No clearly dehed roIe/process for consumer 

accountability. 

-tien: The organization had a (formal) philosophy which was based on a 

consurner/client dkected mode1 of service. This philosophy appeared to be iimited almost 

exclusively to individuai case situations, as identified by the services provided by the 

organization (Cole, 1992). 

With regard to hiring, pan of the formai criteria gave additionai weight to those 

individuals who identified themselves as consumen- However, no fomd affirmative 

action recruïtment program was in place. 

Board: CM.H.A.-W'ipeg Re* has always welcomed and endeavoured to 

recniit self - identifying consumen. No specific number of seats were set aside on the 

Board for consumer representatives. At the t h e  of the practicum intemention, there was 

one identified consumer sitting on the Board 

The "'Options in Support and Housing" program operated two consumer 

committees, both of which were more of a recreationai nature. However, the pmgram was 

estabiïshing a 'Tarticipant Advisory cornmittee'' which would facilitate consumer input iato 

more hdarnental issues. The "Employment Dimensions" project also had established a 

"Paaicipant support group" which provided consumers with input into the program As 

weil, The Mental Health Advocacy Rogram was in the process of estabiishing a "Peer 



Advocacy Cornmittee", which wodd provide individual coasumers with formai advocacy 

training. 

While consumers appeared to enjoy a certain Ievel of input into the organization and 

its programs, there appeand to be liale in the way of formai accou11tability to, and control 

by, consumers. Given the strong empowerment component attached to the Framework, 

the author wondered bow this aspect of the mode1 might be rea5ved by the agency. 

4) R m  Staff had formal input into procedures and policies related to "means". 18 

5) J X C B I O N - ~ G :  Fornial: relatively centralized, Iiifod: reIativeIy coiiegial. 

Decision-mahg power was vested in a few key individuals (executive diRctor and 

program managers). Staff have formai input hto but not control over, the decision-making 

process. 

6) PERSONNEL (Paid and Volunteer): The staff of C.M.H.A. could be generally be 

categonZed as Caucasian, and female. 

Arnong the paid staff, twenty five of the twenty six staff could be labelled as 

"Caucasian". Twenty of the twenty six staff were fernaie. Half the staff possessed social 

work degrees. Four of the paid staff were self-identifjing consumers. 

7) DMSION OF LABOUR: Can genemlly be categorized as "'specialist" (skilis are non- 

transferable within the organization),but degree of "generalization" (transferable skiils 

within the organization) among staf f  varied within the organization. 

Generally, staff were hired for speciaüzed skilis. Staff hued for one program 

would not necessarily be appropriate for another program. This was less true of the more 

senior staff, who enjoyed more generaüst d e s  within the organïzation at d e r  dates. 

Staff in the Employment and Houshg programs &ad some trmsferable skiils kcause both 

were rehabilitation-based programs. As well, ail staff had been hire!d in part for their 

perceiveci cornmitment to the organization's value base. Also, ai i  positions within the 

organization that d d  with consumes had an active advocacy component to the job. This 

advocacy was largely case specific and individuai in nature. Stan then, appeared to have a 

shared value base, if not always transferable skilis. 

18 Carver (1 990) defines urneans* as items related to Wow to get the job donen. 



8) INTERPERSONAL~JATIONS: Relatiomhips among SM could generaily be 

categorized as infozmal, both wit&in and between authority leveis. 

A number of factors corne into play when examuiing tbe nature of relationships 

among employees. Whiie factors such as Wüviduai pemnality traits, vdant groupings. 

etc. all played mies, two of the most signi£ïcant factors for C.M..HA-w~~~peg. appeared 

to be the of work" and "physical proximity ofprogramsn. The two programs that 

were seen as being the most isolated were the Mental Heaith Advocacy Phgram and the 

hbl i c  Communications Aograsn- These two programs were physicaiiy the most removed 

withui the organization's building. As well, both involveci a coosiderable amount of "out 

of officey* wodc.19 The other two programs &O had a certain degree of commonaiity and 

thus, had more opportunity for interplay. Relationships were informal, then, but tended to 

be stronger among pmgrams that consistentiy inter-related. The organizatioa was 

attempting to increase communication among pmgirams by having staff make mtating 

presentations to other agency staff oa a topic in their area. As well. the organization had an 

active social committee. The agency &O had monthly generai staff meetings and Program 

Manager meetings. 

9) JOB DUTIES: Job postings were based on a number of formal criteria, such as value 

base, consumer expenence, appropriate skilis, etc. Job duties were determined by formal 

job description, aithough a number of positions needed revised descnptioos. Delegatioa of 

duties may also be cietennitleci by senior@ and other (unspecified) Sonna1 factors. Job 

performance evaluations were stiU largely informal and needed to be made more fo&ed 

as the agency felt that formai job descriptions that accurately reflected the wock done in 

individuai positions were importarit. This issue was cumntly a pnonty for the 

organization. 

IO) )ATION: Organizational and program goals 

were formaiiy aaiculated and to which it was believed to be iargeIy adhered. 

Constitution and goals were aii  f o d y  articuiated, although the recent adoption of the 

19 The one pemn from the advo&y program who is hi the o f f i  al1 &y also has her ability to establish 
relationships curtailed by the fact that, as the information referral person, she is on the phone most of the 
day and is relatively isolated from interacting with co-workers. 



"Carver Mode1 of Board Oovernance" has resulted in changes. some of which were in the 

transition phase. For example, some of the "ends" statements were still in process, as were 

as- of the Public Communications Rogram, which had incorporatecl fundraising into 

its program respomib'ities. 

1 1) NATURE O F -  The s e ~ c e s  of the agency were p r h d y  change-oriented 

ie., advocacy, consumer safe house, etc. Much of the change action appeared to be 

iadividudiy based. AU a g e q  programs espoused some degree of client duoctiveness. 

12) DEITH AND B w  OF MANnAm The geographic mandate of the 

o r g h t i o n  was limited to the City of Winnipeg. However, the Advocacy Rogram 

included the Selkirk Mental Health Centre within its informal operathg boundaries. As 

weil, the Advocacy Program had deait with cases in 0th- anas of Manitoba, primarily 

because no formal advocacy services existed for consumers in these areas. 

The only limiting aspect of the organizatiou's mandate was that seMces appiied to 

individuais with  riou us mental health issues. While the organhation theoreticaiiy would 

undertake any case within this mandate, it has no red capacity for dealing with the issues 

and concems of maay non - mainstream consumer groups ie. immigrant, refugee, 

Aboriginal, mental health capacity. This was viewed by the agency as an area of concern 

given the ethnic diversity of the City of Wipeg.  

Extemal (General) 

1) Factors in the lareer environrnenc 

a) National: The primary factor appeared to be the current national economic and 

fiscal situations. The stress caused by the ncession (unempIoyment, poverty, family 

stress, health cutbacks) caused an kcrease in the incidence of mental h d t h  problems 

(C.M.H.A. internai documents, undated). This situation was exacerbated by current 

revamping of the Canadian social safety net, the nature of which threatened matai health 

consumers and other vuinerable people through potential reductions in funding and- 

services. 

b) Provincial: The Provincial govemment's mental health reform had created the 

most positive atmosphere for community mental health in receat memory. There appeaced 



to be aspects of the health refonn movement which threatened ihis change, however. For 

example, the= appared to be an imbdance in tem of the over-representation of memben 

of Manitoba's medicd community on the hvincial Advisory Cornmittee on Mental Heaith 

Refona As weii, it was not clear how committed the govemment was be to implementing 

this reform and the coacem was that the "refonnTT was simply an attempt to reduœ fiincihg 

to institutiondy-based senrices under the guise of health refona 

c) Municipal: Wide the municipaî govemment nmained a relatively minor player in 

the Ilocal mental health field, it had the potentiai to play a grcatcr role through its provision 

of public health nurses. At this time however, the public hedth program was relatively 

unstructureci and, according to the agency, public heaith nurses do not play a prominent 

role in providhg mental healih services. - 
1) Providers of Fiscal Resourmq Provincial Govement-66%. United Way-30%. 

Fundraising-4%. 

The organization had oniy recentiy undertaken active fiuidraising efforts. Until 

recently, funciraishg was a relatively informal process which was the responsibiiity of a 

Board cornmittee. This area was now a program hnction. This move was made in 

recognition by the agency of the fact that the agency mclst develop a more concerted 

approach to fundraising, given the cunient economic ciimate. As weli, based on the cuis to 

programs pmviding advocacy services in the last provincial budget, independent fiincihg 

would be n& to support advocacy campaigns that involved the govenunent as a target. 

This suggested a very real need for the ageacy to h d  alternative sources of revenue or 

potentially jeopanb its hinding to the Advocacy Program, as weU as others. 

base. C.M.H.A.-Winnipeg Region saw itself as closest to those with similar value bases 

(Community-based service system, consumer control, choice and empowennent, and 

haUy integration), even if they were outside the field of menial health. This would include 

such organizations as Association for Community Living, the Independent Living 



Resource Centre, etc. Other pmviders of legitimation and authonty were individual 

consumers, families and fnends, divisional and national office of C.M.H.A., individual 

professionais, board members, the pmvincial govenunent, various laws and acts, any 

orgaaizatiom and institutions which employed its senrices, and fundem. 

3) -den of Cli- As above, aIthough many clients were "provideci" involuntarily by 

institutions ie. human nghts violations. 

4) p e w  The mental health 'bmmunity" was informaliy defineci by the agency "as 

the congiomeration of al i  stakehdders ie. individuals, self-help groups, families, 

professionais, etc." Within each subcommunity then- were supporteis and detractors, 

although relatively few supporters within the medical community. 

5) Pmviders of Com~lementay Semc-: prirnarily affiliations were based on advocacy 

and social justice. 

6) competinn - . . 
: Positive "cornpetition" with seEhelp groups. The agency 

was not interesteci in maintainhg ownership, but more concemed with winning "value 

banles" with those organizatioos seen as less supportive of consumer controiled 

philosophies, such as the medical system. In other words, the agency may lose clients to 

more philosophicdy aligned groups, such as self - help groups and disability 

organizations. T b  was seen as positive if a progressive (consumer empowennent model) 

agency or group was the recipient of clients. The concem was losing consumen to less 

empowement focused groups, such as hospitals, and other medical model groups. 

7) Consumers and Recioients of Or~anization's hoducts: Primarily individuals with 

serious meatal hedth problems. Other parties benefiting included aU previously mentioned 

stakeholders. 

In order to determine what signincance the results of the organizational anaiysis 

might have had to the construction of the actual practicum interveotion, the author niticaily 

exaaiined the nsults of the analysis. A number of (potential) issues were identined as 

being relevant for discussion with agency representatives during the consultation process. 



a) Authoriw Despite C.M.H.A.'s rather formal hierazchicai stnicture. the day-to- 

&y wodcings of the organization were quite informal. Ttus suggesteù that management 

staff had a relativeIy high de- of ùiformal accountability to staff, as weii as indicating 

that staff have a fair de- of input into the daily decision-making pnioess. Such a 

situation seemed to lend itseif weU to an intervention which Haie & Wiiliams (1989) 

descrî'bed as having a strong "bottom-up" approach, that was, an intervention that provided 

aiI staff with input into the process. 

The orgaaization's decision to adopt the Carver Modd of Board Govemance also 

provided some indicators that the organization itseif was moving towards greater 

cornpetence in deaüng with issues in a more systemic manner. The Carver model moved 

away from the more traditional modeis of govemance by personality and ad hoc 

management The adoption of a process which used system-based management was 

viewed as positive in belping to develop an organi7iitional miadset that would generally be 

more attuned to approaching issues in a more systemic way. 

b) Product: C.M.H.A. - W'ipeg currentiy provided services through its four 

programs, each dealing with specific aspects of the consumer community ie. housing, 

employment, advocacy, etc. As it was iikely that al1 programs wouid be involved in 

systems advocacy efforts in some way, shape or form, it seemed appropriate that each 

program has some formai representation within the change process. What was unclear was 

which staf f  would be involved and in what way. 

C) Consumer Accountability: C.M.H.A. - Winnipeg had made a strong formal 

cornmitment to the concept of consumer empowerment, as established in the agency's 

mission statement and goals. This commitment helped establish a theoretical founâation for 

the involvement of consumers in the advocacy process. Despite this strong theoretical 

cornmitment. CMKA. - Winnipeg acknowledged that there was considerable m m  in the 

organization for improvement in the anas of consumer contro1 and accountability. The 

author felt that identification of those baniers (lack of consumer knowledge around certain 

areas, politicai divisions within the consumer community, etc), if any, which might have 

led to the current situation, might be central to deteminhg the levels of consumer 
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involvement in the pmcess. 

d) R u i a  Under the Carver mode1 "ends" were detexminecl by the organization's 

Board This suggested that advocacy efforts, whüe undertaken by agency staff, were 

shaped in some degree by a framework determined by the Board. This framework could 

include such issues as codes of conduct (which types of actions would be condonad). 

types of issues selected for systems advocacy, etc. This suggested that greater informacion 

was eeeded on the Framework and the mie of the Board in the practicum process. 

e)Pecis ipn-W 
. * . The decision-making process mirrored the authority structure 

of the organization. Powers were vested in the han& of a few key individuals. but 

decisions were normaUy made only after consultation had occurred with staff. This again 

wouid suggest that even if only a smaii group of people were responsible for working 

directly with the author, that ail staff  should have some degree of input into the pnmss. 

f )  Personnel: The v a t  majoniy of the organization's stafîcouid be categorized as 

Cauwian and fende. While this in and of itseif does not raise any particuiar concerns, it 

was the author's opinion that those developing the advocacy process shouid be 

representative as the community they serve. In this way, there would seem to be less 

Likelihood of a bias developing against a particular segment of the consumer community. 

g) Division of Labour. Two significant issues could be identifiai when examining 

the division of labour within the organization. First, staff had fairly speciaiized skilis. This 

would again suggest the need to involve individuals h m  all agency pro- in order to 

ensure that the wealth of ai i  of the different skill bases were involved. Second, aii staff had 

k e n  identifiexi by the agency's Executive Director as sharing a common value and skU 

base with regard to consumer empowerment and individuai advocacy. This should be 

conducive to the support and establishment of an agency-wide systems advocacy program, 

although the focus on individual advocacy wiii likeiy resuit in the need for additional ski11 

development. As weii, it was possible that some workers who had espouseci consumer 

empowerment on an individuaï level, might feel diaerently towards a systems approach to 

empowerment. This p m s  had the potential to identify h u g h  action, staff people who 

paid lip service to the agency's goals and those who actively embraced them. 



h) hteracrsmal ReIatiow As previously mention& the workplace environment of 

CMHA-Winnipeg hl been identifieci as beimg relatively informai and collegial, even 

between h e  staff and management This reiterated once again the need for a formal 

proces that was largely inclusive of the staff population. Another observation worthy of 

note was the reference to the relative Isolation of the Advocacy and Public Communication 

pmgrams. These programs were numeridy smaiier (total of ttme SM in the two 

programs), were geographidy isolated fmm the liuger programs, tended to work 

individuaüy (especially the Program Managers? wtio ofkn wodred out of the offia9 ) and 

do not often need to work in close conjunction wiih the other pro&rams. With regard to the 

systems advocacy process. this might have suggested a need to provide the staff h m  

outside the Program with some additional insight into the workings of the Advocacy 

Program. More Mportantly, however, the development of an intervention which included 

members h m  throughout the organization, had the potentiai to form a much greater 

working bond betwten the Advocacy Program and the other programs. This was 

particularly true if it wouid UltimateIy increase the organizatioa's efficiency within the reaim 

of systems advocacy king developed by the whole agency. 

i) lob hities: No doubt one of the most significant questions that would be asked 

by staff was 'How wiii the move to systems advocacy affect my job duties"? 'Wii these 

changes increase my workload"? 'Wi 1 be forced to undertake duties that 1 don? 

understand or do not wish to do"? As Hale and Wiliiams (1989) observed, failure to 

involve staff in a meaningful way in the change process could Iead to feelings of fear and 

vuinerabïiity among staff members. The organization had identifieci the n a d  to make the 

performance evaluation procas more formai. This process could have acted as a catalyst 

for that process, as the organization examined the possibility of role and procas changes. 

j) Services: Services provideci by C.M.H.A. - W M p e g  had been identifieci as 

king change-oriented in nature. In this sense, the move towards systems advocacy couid 

be viewed as a simple extension of existing seNices. Again. most of this change was 

individudy-based and the movement toward system advocacy might present problems to 

20 The author is reminded of many of his informal conversations with agency staff re: the program manager 
of the advocacy program, She's a damn hard wotker. I just don? know what she's working on!". 



some staff who had become accustomeci or supportive of a specinc type of change focus. 

The Mental 6[erlth Advocacp Pro-. 

At the tirne of the anaiysis the Mental health Advocacy Program employed two fuil-time 

staff- SeNices provideù by the program were reflective of the five pro- goals: 

1. To advance the human rmd legai nghts ofpsychiiztrkpar2cllls k hospi& 

and consumers of comrmou*ty-hbasrd maital hrolth servi-; 

2. To i n f m  connancrs, fmilies. instituîio~l onal cormtumity-hed 

service pmvicters, a d  the comrmmîty at hrge ahut psychiatrie services and hcmum 

mtd legai r igh ;  

3. To receive mid investigate the complaints of consianers, both in 

institutiom and in the communrœty, ami to negotiate or assikt with negottation of 

solutions based on the consloner's insmu:tions; 

4. To refr constntters, w b  necessary, fo other commmity advocacy 

resources. s u d  as hhwys,  physicians, and community-based heip 

organizations and 

5. To munitor existing legislutive-based pracîices with a view fo 

ident&tng areas for iaw refom eidier through proposed law mnenrUnenr~ or 

class action litigatim (C.M.H.A. program outline, p. 1). 

Wlde both program members were involveci in undertaking the program goals, 

goals three and five were handled primady by the Program Manager, while goal number 

four was dealt with largely by the other program staff person, the Information Coordinator. 

With regard to program goal t l ,  the focus of the program's worL had traditionaily 

focused on issues relating to rights violations idby institutional settings- According to the 

Program Manager, this institutional focus has deaeased. While it was not totally clear why 

the number of complaints involving hospital senings has dropped signincaatiy, it was the 

Program Manager's belief that this could be attnbuted to three factors. Fit, Legal Aid 



access has greaîiy improved for consumers with complaints. Whereas the Advocate's 

Ofnce would have been previousiy involveci in onler to gain legal npresentation. many 

people were now able to go k d y  to the Legal Aid offices and be h d  Second, a 

greaier numôer of private lawyers seemed prepared to take on casewodr involving the 

menial heaith system or consumefs of mental h d t h  services. Finally, many hospital staff 

appeared to be more forthcoming in advisiag comumrs of k i r  rights and assisting them 

in complethg papemork This seexneci to indicate that the d e  of the advocate w i t b  the 

mental health system was finalfy coming to be accepteci. 

Public education atound the Mental Health Act and the rights of consumers had, 

and continues to be, an integrai part of the advocate's d e .  Public education tendeci to 

focus on various professionai groups ie. aunes, medical students, public health nurses. 

police, social workers, etc., although work was also done with p u p s  such as high school 

students and other citizen groups. 

The majority of the Program Manager's tirne21 was spent dealing with issues of 

advocacy related to individual complaints by consumers of meniai health services. This 

service was a consumer-directeci one, with the advocate acting on the instnictiom of the 

cornplainant or their appointeci designate (public mistee, famiiy member, etc.). issues 

which had been identined as king the most prominent were "review of cornmittai", "access 

to iegai services", "discharge plans", (Newman & Newman, 1990) etc. Issues traditionaiiy 

had been deait with on a ht-corne. first-serve basis, aithough this process was affected by 

many other factors, including the discre$ion of the advocate, who could make dbcisions to 

repriorize as she saw fit, although prjmariiy on the bais  of urgency. 

Another significant service provided by the advocacy program was resource 

referral. This aspect of the program was the primary responsLbility of the Program's 

Information Officer. 

Despite the existence of a program mandate to undertake systems issues through 

legal advocacy mechanisms, few, if any, cases had historically been undertaken. This had 

21 lt should also be noted that under the program structure at that üme, the Mental Health Advocacy 
P rogram staff enjoyed considerable autonomy, especiall y the Program Manager, muc h of whom's work 
occurred outside of the office. 



occuned even though the advocates identi£ied systems advocacy as critical to achieving real 

and Ming change (Newman & Newman. 1990). Unforauiateiy, tirne Iimitations forced 

the pmgram to faus exclusively on areas reiating to individual case wodc, primarily 

amund issues relating to abuses of the provincial Mental Health Act 

In 1992 the Board of C M L A  - Winnipeg Region axde a decision to start the 

development of a systems advocacy component to the existing Advocacy Rogram. As 

estabiished under the Clirver Model for B o a  Govemance, the Board developed a set of 

four primary "enâs"to guide the efforts of the advocacy program. These "ends" were (and 

remain); 

a) Advocacy eEorts must support and promote the concept of consumer 
empowerment. 

b) Advocacy efforts must lead to the creation of a community based 
s e ~ c e  system. 

c) Advocacy efforts must support and promote the philosophy of 
consumer directecl service. 

d) Advocacy efforts must strive to alter existing societai public attitudes 
towards mental ilIness and people with mental illnesses (Agency "end" statements, 
undated). 

Program staff were directed to develop and implement, as they saw fit, a process 

for selecting and undertaking systems advocacy issues.P At fhis time the pmgram staff  

developed an informal procesis for the one - time selection of issues to be undertaken. No 

formal objectives were set and the process was viewed as open-ended. 

Systems issues were M o d y  defined as "any problem which appeared to have a 

root in some larger system", as well as havhg been encountered (the problem) by the 

Advocacy Program in large numbers (Kniger, 1994). 

Selection of systems advocacy issues was undertaken by program staff. Five 

issues were chosen h m  among those that the Advocacy program staff and the Executive 

Director felt were most important. Using infornial concensus, these individuds then 

22 At this tirne. the program manager was Ms. Brenda Siiver and the Assistant Manager was Ms. Ellen 
Kruger, now the Program Manager. 



selezted on the basis of the program SWS past experieaces with client issu es^ . The five 

issues chosen (and which were cumntly king worked on) wete as foiIows: 

a) Increased access to hgal Aid for consumers (campaign successfidiy completed). 

b) Assaults on consumers in institutions. 

c) R e m d  of institutid policies which were viewed as an infiiagemtnt 
of basic human rights.24 

d) Issues affecthg consumers which were related to the social assistance 
s ystem.3 

e) Therapy seMces for low incorne victims of abuse. 

A decision was made between the Advocacy Program Manager and the Executive 

Direaor at this time that 25 percent of the advocate's time wodd be àelegated towards 

work on systems advocacy issues. 

Proeram Analvsis/Summarv. 

The author's cursory analysis of the advocacy program, aided by commentmy from 

the Program Manager. revealed a number of issues worthy of consideration in the 

development of the organization's systems advocacy program. 

The lack of a formal systems advocacy structure, combineci with the lack of existing 

advocacy supports for consumers, had made it extrexneIy difficult for the advocate to 

ensure that 25 per cent of her work t h e  was indeed spent on systems advocacy. This 

w d d  seem to indicate the need for some form of structure that bbprotects" the program's 

time delegated to this area. 

Another issue related to the above is the general n a d  for structme. Program staff 

23 Upon reflection, the Pmgram Manger was able to identify a nurnber of infornial criteria that had been 
used in selecting issues. These included "severity of hami", "ethical obligationn, mexisting community 
linkages (for support)", and "quantity (of problem)". 
24 AS manifested through efforts to remove hospital vyjama policiesm. 
25 As manifested through efforts to have the costs of telephones and bus passes included in social 
assistance payrnents. 



were essentidy placed in a position where work had staned before a plamed method for 

undertaking such action was put in place for dealing with the concept of systems advocacy. 

The possible ramifications of undertaking such initiatives in this fashion were discussed 

earlier in the report (see Introduction). The cunwt Advocacy Program Manager, as well as 

her preàecessor, both relateci their concems about this, especiaiiy in light of what they felt 

was their lack of expexïewe with undertaking formai systems advocacy w g e r ,  1993 & 

Siiver, 1992). This would seem to hïghlight the need for a formal structure, as well as 

underluiiag the potential med for detamuun . .  g the level of stan  cornfort, given their cumnt  

skiii base. with undertaking systems advocacy. The intervention, then, may also serve as a 

training mechanism for staff to gain a greatet understanding and cornfort Ievel with systems 

advocacy. Further to this, the author speculated as to whether or not the systems advocacy 

initiative would result in a grrater need for agency programs to work together, and what 

impact tbis might have on a program that had traditionaliy operated in a very autonomous 

fashion. 

The Consultation Intervention. 

The Cornmittee: As was agreed on in the intervention negotiation, a Systems 

Advocacy Advisory Cornmittee26 was estabhshed within the agency. The specinc 

composition of the Committee was to be determined by the agency, but there was 

agreement that there would be representation h m  the consumer community. In the end. 

the Cornmittee's composition was developed by the organization in a manner that they felt 

best fit with the the agency's methods, i.e. working cornmittee. 

a) Executive Director. 

b) Program Manager (Advocacy). 

c) Program Manager (Employment Dimensions). 

d) Program Manager (Options in Support and Housing). 

e) Member (Consumer community). 

f )  Board member. 

26 AS clarified later, the Committee made its tecornmendations to the Executive Director. 



The S e m  It was also estabLished that meetings wouid be beid in the Boardmm 

of C.M.H.A. - Wpg. Region. 

m e  Cons- The d e  of the consultaot/author was recast by the organization to 

take on more of a facilitatodresource role, and plamxi the consultant more in the position of 

an intemal consultant. This was most consistent with those coasuitation roks identified by 

Dougherty as king the "wiiaborator" and the 'Yfact finder". 

Dougherty rightfiilly pointeci out that the effective consultant is the one who can 

deal with a wide range of situations, and their corresponding intervention styIes. Based on 

the context of the actuai consultation and, the heormation gathered on the agency it was 

anticipated that aii of the aforementioned interventions wouid be employed at one stage or 

another. 

It was anticipated that the Acceptant style would generaiiy be employed given the 

need for the consultant to demonstrate that he was sensitive to the needs and directions of 

the agency. As weU, withia the Cornmittee itself, it was anticipated that there rnight be 

dissenting opinions and varying degrees of support for the systems advocacy program, and 

that these positions must be heard. 

The Cataiytic Intervention styie was ako seen as another style which would likely 

be employed on a fairly reguiar basis. This projection stemmed fkom the author's feelings 

that the nature of the model. combineci with the Advocacy Program's relatively iimited 

expenence in using data to guide its advocacy efforts, suggested that some time wodd be 

needed to coiiect and provide such information to the Committee 

The Theory and Principles Intervention was seen as the intemention style that 

would be k t  employed during the author's coverage of the theoretical foudation of the 

model. It was anticipated that this intervention wouid be used on an as - needed bais 

whenever discussion amse about the theoretical aspects of the model. 

1t was ho@ that the Prescriptive Intervention would not be used except where 

deemed truiy necessary. The Consultant desired to employ a consultation process that was 



as egaiitarian and "accessible" as possible. As weii, there was an idenWied need to develop 

an egalitarian context with the hope that thïs might help facilitate a miadset for putthg the 

agency at ease as to consumer involvement. It was recognized, however, that the complex 

nature of the topic, combineci with the Cornmittee's relative lack of experienœ with 

Systerns Advocacy, wodd necessitate the use ofthis intervention on more than one 

occasion. 

The greatest COB was with the Confjcontation Intemention strategy. The 

conceni centered amund the fact ttiat the state of trust thaî existed betweea consultant and 

the agency was relatively nagile. The fear was that the employment of the Cohntational 

intervention wouid be interpreted as an assauit on the agency and lead to a m e r  

deterioration in the level of trust Because the Consultant was Ioathe for this to happen, 

there was a fear that this wouid impair his abiiity to employ the Conf'rontational intervention 

style in situations when it was deemed appropriate. 

Phase II. The Intervention. 

In the intervention contract it was agreed that a series of committee meetings would 

be held to meet the Terms of Reference of the Cornmittee (see Appendix H). Infoxmai 

agreement was reached between the organization and the consultant that the process wouid 

terminate in approximately June of 1995, or slightly later if the Cornmittee was close to 

completing one of its objectives. 

Wbile goals were established with regard to what the anticipated outcomes of the 

Cornmittee's work, these goals were not brolcen down on a meeting - by - meeting basis. 

t was decided that this would be left to the discretion of the authorlfacilitator to develop on 

an ongoing basis. It was estabiished that the author would lead the Committee meetings, 

although it was expected that other members could assist if there was an identifieci need by 

the agency or the author. 

Pnor to each meeting, an assessrnent was undertaken by the consultant to determine 

issues andlor problems with which the consultant might deal. As part of the intervention 

process, committee members were asked to sign an "Agreement on Participation in 



Advisory Committee" (see Appendix D). This agreement requested the Committee 

member's voluntary involvement in the practicum intemention pnocess by outünùig their 

involvement in the process, the inforniaton required by the author, and how the 

information would be used and pmtected. Foiiowing the meeting, the consultant then 

analyzcd the content, proas  and outcorne of each meeting in preparation for the next 

meeting. This WBS done thmugh the review of the meetings using audio iecordings. 

Following each meeting, feedback forms were given to Commitke mm- and 

were nIled out at the end of each meeting (see Appendùr E). These fonns were used to 

assess the performance of the author and the perceiveci value of the particular meeting with 

regard to systems advocacy. 

The Meetings of the Svstems Advocacv Workinn Committee 

The inteut of these meetings, from the author's perspective, was to assess the 

validity of the Systems Advocacy Framework, in as much as this codd be accomplished 

withh the tirne hunes estabJished by the practicum process and the intervention agreement 

This was &O a goal of the agency, although additiondy the intemention process provided 

the agency the opportunity to act as a catalyst for their long terni systems advocacy plans. 

i.e. establishment of a working committee, consultation with the consumer community, and 

SO on. 

Pre~aration 

Considerable attention was paid by the author to the preparing for the consultation 

process. This preparation was undertaken in a number of ways: 

Development of an abridged version of the Framework for ease of understanding. 

Creation of a "Guide for Considering Changes" that identifieci questions the 

committee might ask, and specinc factors that members might watch for. 

A review of Dougherty's (1990) sections on Consultation skills and intervention 

styles. 

Prior to the first meeting modest attempts were made to pnpare Comniittee 

members as much as possible for the intervention process. This proved somewhat Wicuit 
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given that lack of lead time that was involved (two weels). Chiginally, the author had 

ho@ to spend sometime focusïng on teamwork exercises that would assist in developing 

a "team" focus for the Cornmittee. This idea was not approved by tbe agency, who felt that 

this was w w a s a q  given that ail membeis of the cornmittee, Save one, were CO-workers. 

In the end, ammittee m o n  was limiteci to cornmittee mmbas reoeiving an 

abridgeâ version of the Systems Advocacy Fnuricwork (see Appendix I) one week pnor to 

the initial meeting. It was uaclear to the author how many ofthe committee mmbers had 

time to read the document pria to the fint meeting, but it cleady was not di members. 

a) Conte* Based on the consultantTs understanding of the arrangement (sa 

"Appendix G"), the meeting was intended to provide a general o v e ~ e w  of the Systems 

Advocacy Framework pnor to taking on more detailed work Of parîicuiar concem to the 

consultant was the section relating to the philosophical and theoreticai underpllinings of the 

Systems Advocacy Framework. Understanding ihis component of the Framework was 

considered critical to understanding the fuoctioning of the model. given its somewhat 

"radicai" premises. 

b) Proeesg: Given the aforemeotioned concerns, the Consultant planned on 

using two iniuvention styles during the meeting- The fbst role wodd be that of the 

"expert" (hugherty, p. 26). It was anticipated that the committee members might interpret 

the Framework as somewhat "ivory tower", given the theoreticai nature of the Framework . 
and its dative size. As such, it was felt that the meeting would generaiiy be a presentation 

format, with the consultant reviewing the modei. The Consultant was ais0 aware of the 

aeed to establish working relationships with other Cornmittee members and anticipated 

using an acceptant - style intervention if problems mse regadhg acceptance. 

c) Qutc- As a result of a miscommunication between the Executive Director 

and the Consultant, the agenda was not initially approved. The generai review of the 

Framework was comidered too tune consuming- Instead, the Executive Director asked that 

a general review be made of the theoreticai underpinnings of the Framework and that the 



Committee stan on an active review of the fkst stage of the Framework proper. 

A second issue encountered was that the two of the Committee members were not 

present. The Maoager of the Ernployment Dimension Program could not attend due to a 

crisis, and the Board member had declined the invitation to sit on the Cornmittee due to 

wodr commitments. The Consuitant was unaware that these individuais wodd not be 

present. This resuited in two mmbers being absent h m  the critical initiai meeting, one of 

which declining to participate altogetha. Whüe not f o d y  dealt with, the author noted 

that he needcd to try to wnnect with the misshg cornmittee m e m k  pior to the next 

meeting to advise her of the meetings outcorne and its content 

With regard to the opening for a Board mmber on the Cornmittee, a unilaterai 

decision was made by the Executive Director to invite an e x t e d ,  professional advocate. 

This caused the consultant some concem (see "Appendix K T ) .  The k t  concem was that 

this situation had not been relayed to the authodcoosultant. The icumecüate effect was that a 

Commitiee which in the Consultant's mind might aiready be in danger of king tw 

"narrow" in its makeup was becoming nmwer .  The second concern related to the need 

for a second advocate on the Committee and how this might be interpreted by the agency's 

own advocate. This issue was not addressed fuitber by the Consultant who, quite fiankly, 

was too overwhelmed by the process to adequately respond. With hindsight, both issues 

shouid have been rai& privately with the Executive Director. 

As to the dynamics of the Committee, two issues were identined by the consultant. 

The first issue related to the lack of involvement by the communïty member (see "Appendix 

K2"). This concem was noteci, but was not viewed as a senous concem by the Consultant 

at tbis t h e  unless it started to becorne a trend, 

The second issue relateci to the prominence of the Executive Director within the 

Committee (see "Appendix K2"). During the meeting the Executive Director was very 

forceful in dete-g changes that needed to be made and how they would be made. 

Little response was forthcornhg h m  the Consultant givea his aforementioned 6rame of 

minci. Again, this situation was noted by the Consultant as something to concem himself 

with if it was seen as a trend. 



d) Evaîuaüo~: Despite a considerable change in agenda, it was able to occur 

with relatively little disniption. A review of the phüosopbicai and theoretical base was 

completed, aithough at times it was not clear to what level this was retained (see "Appendix 

K2"). Some changes were identifieci in the nrSt stage of the Framewock (set "Appendix 

KI"). These changes includeâ, ammg others. revision of wording, identifying the need 

for a workhg definition of "systems", general acceptance of those questions whidi dealt 

specincaüy with power decisions (who decides [and doesn't decide], deikitions for the 

terms "proactive" and "reactive", and elimioation oftwo points regarding quaIijZcation 

criteria as being inappropriate because they were viewed as being not applicable. 

With regard to physically entering the system (Dougherty, p. 40). some pmgress 

was made in ternis of king accepteci by the attending cornmittee! members, although the 

progress was limited by the absence of two committee members and the distinct Iack of 

participation by the community committee member. 

A review of the performance feedback from the Committee mmben reveaied a 

strong rating for the consuliant's pedonnance. This was reafficmed by comments made by 

some Cornmittee members following the meeting (see "Appendix K2". p. 6), who 

mentioned king "exciteci" and C'validated" by the Systems Advocacy initiative. In giving 

consideration to the fact that this was the h t  meeting, the Consultant was generally 

pleased with the outcome of the meeting. An overall meeting median score of 1 was 

achieved (see Appendix X). 

Meeting 2: IFebruaw 16. '951. 

a) Content: Three issues were camed over from the previous meeting. The fmt 

issue related to the need for the organhation to develop a working definîtion of the term 

"systems" (see "Appendix L", p. 1). The Consultant provided four difterent working 

definitions of the term: 

a) Oxford reference dictioaary (1991): "a set O ~ C O M ~ C ~ ~  things or parts that 

form a whole or work together". 



b) Psychiatrie Patient Advocate Wce: Y.. legislative. policy and other systems 
ieveis relating to Iegal rights aad therapeutic and social entitlements of psychiatnc patients" 
(Church, 199 1). 

c) National Association of Protection a d  Advocacy SeMces: " ... coacerted action 
to reform the policies or mode of operaiions of a system of services such as the school 
system or the disabilities semice system ... The purpose of systemic advocacy is i) to 
refom the un&riying structure of public and private institutions and systems which serve 
individuah with disabilities, in order to make them more accessible, fiair, and effective; and 
ii) to expand the rights and entitiements of individuais with developmentai disabilities or 
people with mental iIlnesses" (Human Services Research htitute-1991). 

d) Canadian Bar Association, Contiauhg Legal Education materiah: "The 
systemic approach is to &nt@ the sûuchual features of society which exclude cenain 
groups, dismande them and provide a substitute structure, or else to neutralUc them in 
some other way" (Juriaz, 1983). 

In the end, the Committee seleded a slighdy revised definition that was uxd by the 

Psychiatsic Patient Advocate's Office in Ontario (see "Definitions") as the Cornmittee felt 

that this definition came closest to meeting their aeeds. It was also agreed that a preamble 

shouid be added that defined the panmeters of the recognized systems (what is the "mentai 

health system"?). As well, it was agreed that it should include a statement iden-g the 

concept of affecthg the system by creating changes in its sub-systems. 

The second issue also relateci to the development of working definitions, in this 

case for the tenns "proactive" and "reactiveT'. Identification of these, and other terms. were 

seen as necessary so that there was consistency in the interpretation and application of the 

tenns. 

Definitions were developed by the consultant (see "Appendix L'3. Both 

definitions, as foiiows, were accepted, with some revision o c c ~ g  to the dennition of 

"proactive". 

Poaftive advocacy: 'Tdentifyiag and confionting an issue which has yet to becorne 
a problem for consumers of mental health services (ie.impending Iegislation, proposed . C institutional policies, etc.), or has not yet maxunized the its negative effects on consumers 
of mental health seNices (ie. a new, negative practice is adopted in response to an 
individual case but is not yet widespread), or has serious effects on consumers/survivors 
but has not yet becorne a public issue'T. 

eactive advocacy: 'Where advocacy efforts respond to an identified problem 
which has becorne entrenched, accepted as generai policy, or has achieved maximum 
negative impact". 



The nnal issue relateci to elaboration on different methods for iaformation gathering 

(see "Appendut L"). Warheit, Bell and Schwab's (1984) elaboration on five diairent 

methods (key informant; communüy fonim; rates-under treatment; social indicators and 

field survey) was used. AU mthods were seen as potentiaiiy acceptable. As weii, it was 

noted that such methoch wodd also be useful as guidelines for coUecting iaformation with 

regard to h u e  Action (see "Appendix LI"). 

The last two points of the Fkamework's fïrst stage were aiso covered. With regard 

to when issues sbuid be gathered, the Committee determitleci that it was importaat to 

idente  factors that might be of impomce in detennining when to coiiect potential 

issues(see "Appendix LI"). Ultimattly. it was decided that the question woald have to be 

answered at a later time. after other questions had k e n  answereû. 

The finai question nlated to what happened to issues afier they had k e n  gathered. 

This was identified as an important concem by Cornmittee rnembers, especialiy with regard 

to providing feedback to extemal individuals andlor groups (see ''Appendix LI" ). The 

Cornmittee noted the need for the organization to develop some fonn of iaformation system 

for the overail processing of issue and information gathering. 

b) hocess: With ngard to content, three issues of interest were noted. During 

the f h t  Committee meeting the author raised his concems regarding the need to pursue at 

least a cursory review of the Framework before starhg detailed examination (see 

"Appendix KY). At that tirne, the Exenitive D k t o r  had felt such a review would be 

unnecessary. During this meeting, however, one of the Committee members stated her 

concern that many of the questions asked by the consultant were not king amwered (see 

"Appendix L2"). The Executive Director tesponded that these wouid be answered after the 

entire Framework had been reviewed. The fact was that the member was nght in her or bis 

observation, as was the Executive Director, who realized that some questions could not be 

answered until the entire Framework had been reviewed. 

The second issue related to the ovemll sûucnire of the intervention process. During 

the original intervention piopasal in the Faii of 1994, the consultant proposed a number of 

components to the intervention process (focus on aii  stages the Framework equaiiy. use of 



a workshop format, committee made up of commufulty rnembers and line staff) that were 

rejected by the organization (see "Appendu L2'3. By the end of the second Cornmittee 

meeting then, aii of the previously rejected structurai aspects of the original proposal 

(workshop - type format and agency committee) seemed to be alive and weîl in the 

intervention process. 

The naal issue relatai to Committee composition. The agency was sta 

unsuccessfd to this point in time in attracting an examal advocate to the Cornmittee. This 

situation was m e d  by the fact that the agency's own advocate was on holidays and 

unable to attend the February 16, '95 meeting. This was of some concem to the Consultant 

in light of the critical nature of the material king covered, and the important role that the 

Advocate wodd Uely be expected to play w i t .  the systems advocacy process. To deal 

with this, the Consultant plmeci to meet with the Advocate pnor to the next meeting to 

review the matenaï on an individual basis. 

With regard to non - structurai process matters, a number of issues were identifieci 

(see "Appendix L2", p. 1 & 2). Primary to this was the issue of control. To this point in 

Ume the Executive Director was a prominent force in the Cornmittee's operation. In fact, 

this dominance becarne so significant that at one point, after directhg a question to the 

Cornmittee, the consultant found himseif huning directly to the Executive Director for the 

answer. In the Consultant's view, this situation related to two factors. The fmt had to do 

with the Executive Director's genuine Ievel of enthusiasm for the process. Unfortunately, 

she often seemed unaware how ber comments canied more weight as a a R t  of her 

position. It was the author's opinion that these comments might be interpreted as 

"messages" by other Committee rnembers. The second factor appeared to be one of trust. 

There st i l i  appeared a need on the pm of the Executive Director to &tain control over the 

intervention process. 

To arnelioraie this situation, steps were taken to baiance the viewpoints of 

Committee memben. Because the Consultant was concemeci about directly conhnting the 

issue for fear of provoking fears around being too insemitive to agency concems, he chose 

to indirectly respond tbis situation by focusing on supporthg the views of other Committee 



members . The Consultant d e d  techniques employed in his medjation training, such as 

asking to hear other opinions and maintainhg eye contact and congrnent body position with 

others, as a way of saying that al1 woufd have a Say, even when the discussion was deemed 

closed. 

c) Outforne: The Cornmittee was successful in meeting aii  agenda items 

identifid for discussion. Ciosure was reached on the Issue Gathering and Fitering stage 

of the Framewok The Committee demonstrated more o v e r .  discussion and o t k  

Committee members were more involveci. The Consultant attri'buted this to his change in 

hmdling committee discussion. The isme of the Executive Ditor's  prominenoe was 

identifieci as an issue of potential coacern for fear that she might ovemhadow other 

cornmittee members. 

d) Evduati09: While the review of the Framework sometimes seemed slow to 

Committee members, the overall pmgress was deemed satisfactory by the Consultant. 

Closure was reached on the first stage of the Framework, with increased input and insight 

h m  Committee members. As weU, while concems were noted ngarding power 

imbalauces withiu the group, the Consultant noted an overaU increase in bis abilities with 

regard to identifying issues dwing the meeting and not waiting until the next meeting. As 

well, some persona1 manaerisms, such as the repetitive use of certain words, were reduced 

or eliaiuiated. 

Feedback from Committee members indicated a high level of satisfaction with the 

consultation process and the consultant's performance. An overall median score of 1 was 

attained. As well, comrnents made by Committee rnembea informally aiso spoke to 

positive progress in both the process and the Consultant's performance 

In the ConsuftantTs estimation. closure was achieved by the end of tbis meeting 

regarding the Entry phase, as identifieci by Dougherty (1990, p. 40). Every indication was 

that the Consultant had been accepteci as an equal member of the committee and agency. 

Any outstanding concems which might have existed could be attributed to the Framework 

itself and not the Consultant. With regard to the second coosuitation phase, Diagnosis, the 

stages of gathering information, definhg the problem sening goals and generating possible 



interventions were seen as specific to each step of the Framework review and as such. were 

constantly "in prooess" during the FramewoaE review. An overall meeting median score of 

1 was recognizeâ (see Appendix X). 

ch 8. ç952 

a) The first sixteen "consideratioas" related to the stage of h e  

Selection were rcviewed. Wbile a number of factors were identifieci during tbis meeting 

(see "Appendix Ll"). five in penicular were of note. One such b u e  relateci to the 

introduction of some type of aumerical d e  to weight andlar score issues. While this 

suggestion was origiaally limitecl to the issues of how to assess the graity of h m  and 

faimess to protected groups , it was particulady notewoahy because it was the first tangible 

example of Conmittee members assessing and processing issues in a rationai, logifal, 

systemic marner. This "growth" was m e r  identifieci in Committee members during the 

discussion regarding the meaning of issues king "selected" (Point T") for system 

advocacy, when Committee mmbers identifleci the need to create some type of formal 

information system to provide ongoing information. 

The third issue identi£ied pertained to the need to provide dehnitions (see 

66Definitions") for some of the te- (winnability, expertise. power) identifieci within the 

components (see "Appendix Ml"). Again, this identification by Committee members 

demonstrated a recognition of the need to "concretize" the systems advocacy pcocess. 

The fourth matter related to the issue selection components themselves. The 

Committee identifieci those components (GNe people a senre of their own power, Alter the 

relations of power. Be easy to understîu& Be non - divisive, mrd Must build leactership) 

utilized by Bobo? Kendall & Max (1991) as king important consideratiom. but not w i t h  

the stage of Issue Selection (see "Appuidix Ml"). Instead, these considerations were 

placeci within the stage of Issue Action, where their placement was deemd more 

appropriate. 

The haal issue ~lated to content involveci the Cornmittee's recognition of the value 

of the listed components. Even those considerations moved to a different section were 



identifieci as valuable factors- Considedon of how issues were seIected was seen as 

important, aithough the need to physicaîiy include it seexneci redundant to Cornmittee 

members. 

b) m. A number of issues were identifiecl regarding the consulting 

process, 

The first relateci to the Cornmittee's attempts to grasp the notion of using some fonn 

of numerical d e s  to rate issues Members were cleariy having trouble visualiung the 

vaiudpotentiai value ofthis concept, In order to help Committiee rnembus explore the 

viability of this concept, the Consultant assumed a traiaer/educator role and had mmbers 

go through a mock scoring execcise. 

Another issue of note reiated to comments by the Manager of the Employment 

Program regardhg the value of a component because it couid be useful in helping the 

agency's efforts to rernain consistent with its f'. This was penonaily validating for the 

Consultant, in that it showed that the individual rnember saw value in the notion of internai 

accountability. What was of real interest to the Consultant, however, was how this 

comment might be received by others on the committee (see "AppendUr M2'3. In the end, 

this comment was met by silence and seemed to indicate that there were some concems 

existing regardhg active consumer participation. This might have afforded the Consultant 

and the Committee an excellent opportunity to explore this issue, especially since the 

community member was not pzesent; but this opportunity was not utiIized as the event itself 

was enough for the committee to process at that time. 

The prominence of the Executive Director continuai to be the primary issue facing 

the Consultant with regard to the Cornmittee's dynamics. An Attentive Intervention was 

applied by the Consultant with regard to the community member and the Employment 

Manager in the hopes of providing them with some support for their perspectives, which 

seemed more akin to the notion of consumer involvement and accountability. The 

Consultant attempted to support these individuais by specificaiiy asking h m  for their 

opinions, even when discussion was declared c l o e  and by making direct eye contact 

with them. This seemed to assist in promoting discussion by othen. 



A final issue related to the physical environment of the meetings. Because of a need 

to restructure staff, the agency was forced to use a new boaniroom for the intemention 

meetings. This m m  was l e s  spacious, had fa .  worse air circulation, and had no 

windows. The combineci negative effects of these f ~ r s  were increased lethargy ihat 

impacted greatly on the cornmittee (and the consultant to a Iesser degne), and steps were 

taken to offset these fwtors. These steps included fanniag the m m  with the dwr to 

promote au circulation and provision of food to promote energy (and carnaTaderie). 

c) ûutcow: By the end of the meeting, the Committee had managed to review 

vihiaîiy all of the Issue Selection stage. The meeting saw the introduction of the need to 

test the use of numerical scales and the continued employment of working definitions. The 

use of a dry-run exercise was successflll in helping Committee rnembers deal with 

decision-making around construction of numerically weighted d e s .  

d) Evalastio~: In generd, it can be said that the meeting represented a 

significant step fornard in the student's abilities. The dry-run exercise was an important 

example of such growth because it signifieci the use of alternative techniques (exercise 

using audio - visual aids). More importantly, the spontaneous decision to utilize such a 

technique successfully, helped to establish in the Committee's eyes, some degree of 

leadership and expertise. 

The recognition of the impact of the setting on the performance of Committee 

memben, and the consultant's attempts to deal with these factors also represented a 

demonstration of increased cornpetence. In particda,, the provision of food was very 

successfûl with regard to both increasing the Committee's energy levels and sense of 

informality and equality among members. 

Whüe viewed as a long - term process, the employment of EUis and Fisher's (1994) 

techniques for ofktting power imbalauce were quite helpful. The decision to make eye 

contact with individual memben and solicit theV opinion after issues appeared closed 

helped provide, in the author's opinion, certain members with increased input in the 

process. 

With regard to the Cornmittee's work, the virtual completion of the Issue Selection 



stage review identifid very good progress the - WW. Introductioa by the Committee 

members of the need to employ numer idy  weighted scaies demonstrateci iac-d 

recognition and cornpetence with regard to formaüzed advocacy wo& 

With respect to the Dougherty (1990) consultation mode& consultation is viewed as 

a somewhat chronologicai process. rnoving h m  entry to diagnosis to implementation to 

disengagement At this point in time. the Consultant's view was somewhat different with 

regard to the intervention pnxws. As opposed to making single decisions regardhg 

problems. goals. interventions and plans (Dougherty. p. 41 - 43). the consultant was 

employing this process on a meeting - by meeting basis. In other words, the intervention 

was almost a series of consultation processes. 

ûverall, the meeting and the consuItantTs performance were viewed as positive by 

the Committee members. An overall median score of 1 was attained (see Appendix X), 

with favourable commentmy again received h m  Cornmittee rnembers 

Meeting 4 (March 20. '95) 

a) Content: The review of meeting content can be divided into two sections (see 

Appendix N); review of work carried over h m  the previous meeting and the continuhg 

work on the Issue Selection stage. 

During the previous meetings. the Committee had requested that the Consultant 

develop worhg dennitions for the terms "wînnability", "expertise" and "powei' and 

"Severity of Harm" (see '?>efinitionsT'). As weU, because there had been some initiai 

confusion mund who would develop the preamble for the section on Systems advocacy 

and the definition of the term "Mental Health System", these issues were ail addressed in 

the meeting (see Appendix 'Nl"). 

The second and more substantial part of the meeting focused on the ongoing review 

of the Issue Selection stage. This involved establishing a working definition and the 

attributes of the critenon "Severity of H m . "  

The majority of the Committee's time was then spent determining how issues 

would be weighted/scored. Matters addressed included how issues wouid be weighted and 



differentiation of criterion with varying levels of pnority. The Consultant utilized a scoring 

exercise to assess the range of opinions regarding priorization of issue Selection criterion 

(see Lists of TabIedCbarts: 'Issue Seleaion - Criterion scores: Raw). This was attempted 

because the Consultant felt that a ''bands - on" exercise might k more effcdive in assisting 

committee members to understand the s c o ~ g  process. Foiiowing this, a Cornmittee 

Concensus approach was utiiized to detennine f i a l  ranlMgs (see '%sue Selection - 
Criterion scores: Modified). This process was selected by the Committee as being 

expedient and relatively h p t i a l  in tmns of amelioratitlg any ptentid oonflicts around 

dinerent priorities. 

b) Sppaa: The March 20 meeting proved to be the most liifficult to that point in 

time as it was the most tedious and arduous. As weU, much of the work was of a more 

tec~cal/rnathematical nature and this pmved chaiienging for a couple of the Committee 

members. Attempts were made to Lighten this burden by pleseniing the materiai in as 

concise, simple a manner as possible. An extra coff' bnak was also utilized. FmaUy, 

Committee members were addressed by the Consultant as to the importance of this tedious 

process. This mode speech was secondcd by the Executive Director. 

The ongoing issue of power imbalances took on a new and more complicated twist 

in this meeting- During the pst meetings, the Consultant had encountexed a certain level of 

personal frustration with the Executive Director's prominent role in the process, although 

the Consultant3 Enrstration was as much with his own inability to deai effectively with the 

situation as it was the Executive Director's position. However, in this meeting the 

Consultant was placed in a dilemma. The Advocacy Program Manager, a person who had 

traditionally undertaken individual advocacy in a latgely informai mamer. cleady was 

ambivalent about the worth of a forznai Framewodc. These doubts manifested themselves 

in a very strong way during this meeting with a number of "doubting" comments king 

made by her (see "Appendix N2"). These comments wen especiaiiy proyunced during 

the Cornmittee's wodr on the more technical aspects of the modeL While wishing to 

validate aU members and provide an atmosphere that was cornfortable for aU members to 

speak in, the Consultant found this situation quite difncult. The h t  concem was the 



Consultant's own disapment with Advocaie's position. These feelings should not have 

been unexpected given that the Consultant was the creator of the model. They were, 

however, not acceptable in deaüng with the consultation process. In the end, the 

Consultant simply strove to be as objective as possible. The Consultant believed however, 

that it was important to continue e employ an Acceptant Intemention over the long run 

because he felt t&at the Advocate's f e h g s  could only k addressexi with her active 

participation. 

The greater dilemma anise when the Ekecutive Diriector rose to support the 

consultation pmcess. Her responses were slightiy more directeci with regard to the 

Advocate's comments, and appearrd to have the effect of silencing the Advocate. While 

relieved to see the Executive Director iwponding in such a positive manner to the process 

and the Consultant's work, the Consultant was very womed about the Advocate going 

"underground" with her feelings. As the person who would uitimately be responsible for 

leading the systems advocacy effom, it was imperative the the Advocate feel comfortabIe in 

tabling ber true feelings so that the Consultant couid address any misgivings she might 

have. The Consultant attempted to address some of these concems as "good points" that 

could be answered. In this sense, the Consultant confronted the advocate's comments, but 

in a way that gave her permission to express them. Again, the Acceptant Intervention style 

was seen as the best approach to this situation, but it was recognized by the Consultaat that 

it might ody work over the long - t e m  

It shouid be noted that the cornmittee, with the exception of the cornmittee member, 

has a historical working re1ationship. The author had concerns that perhaps too much was 

king read into these dynamics and that in fact, this was simply an example of people 

operating h l y  and feeling comfortab1e with the p u p  dynamics. Unfortunateiy. no 

formal evaluation of the group dynamics was undertaken. 

An observation noted by the Consuipint during the meeting was that since his 

spontaneous decision to use the wallboard to undertake a dry-nui of thc use of numencal 

scales, he was no longer siniog at the table with the other Cornmittee members. The 

Consultant was now assuming a greater leadership role and this was manifested in part by 



the more technicd aspects of the Framewok This work required the Consultant to 

constantly use visual aids to assist in explaining the process to the membus. As welI, the 

process seemed to require the Consultant to take on moxe of an ''Expert" intemention style. 

This style seemed desirrd by Committee members. not completely because bey had trouble 

understanding the matenal, but more because they were tirrd of trying to understand it, and 

simply wanted to answers brought fornard. This situation was especiaiiy difficult because 

of the Consuitant's earlier observations related to the Systems Advocacy prorzss. In 

response to this situation, the Comdtant persevered in not answering problems. and 

instead helping to faciltate the Committee to find its own solutions. 

Prior to the time of this meeting, it becarne apparent that consideration must be 

given ta initiating the disengagement pmcess. This concem was prompted not so much by 

the Consultant's need to complete the intervention, but by his concern about shouldering 

fidi responsibility for the agency's advocacy pro ces^. To this point in time, the agency's 

involvement had been limited to attendance at the meetings. The concem centered around 

the agency's persorne1 not developing the expertise to continue their work on the systems 

advocacy initiative (see "Appendur N2"). While having the Consultant handle aIi duties 

was beneficial in the shoa-nin, it codd have grave consequences in the future. To this 

end, the Consultant employed a Process Intervention style with the hopes of making the 

Cornmittee hande more of the mental work during the meetings. Again, the Consultant 

attempted to resist the urge to answer for the Committee and instead attempted to help them 

to find answen. Examples of how this was done initiaily was by guiding members with 

questions which helped Iead them towards answers, and by asking provocative questions 

to stimulate discussion. 

c) Outcorne: The definition section was completed quickly. With the exception of 

the definition of 'Zxpertise", ai i  definitions were accepteci without modification, although 

the definition of 'Mental Health system" required clarScation regarding the tum 

"products" (see "Appendur Nl"). The tenn "attitude" was added to the definition of 

expertise. 

The discussion on "Severity of hatm" produced a consensus on the proposed 
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def~tion (see "Appendur NI"), as well as a request for the Consultant to pmduce a 

definition for "l3readt.h of Harm", aithough the Committee found this title wordy and 

retitled it to 'Nmbers of People Affected". 

Aftet considerable discussion, the Committee d e d  on three attniutes for 

"Severity of Harm". These were Physicai hum, EmotionaVPsychological harm, and 

Financial h a m ~  

The Committee had previously determinecl that a scaie would be usehil in assessing 

this critenon. While the cornmittee had previously agreed on the use of a closed, five - 
point scaie (one king  low, five being high), no tenainology had been developed to match 

these scores. The Cornmittee evenWy pcoduced five te= to match the scale points. 

These were 'Discornfort" (score of 1). "'HamfW (score of 2), "Traumatic" (score of 3), 

"Dangerous" (score of 4), aud 'We - Threatening" (score of 5). While not undertaken at 

this meeting, it was also aclmowledged that definitions shouid be developed for these 

terms. 

The Cornmittee's work regarding how criteria would be weighted pduced a 

decision that ail criterion should be scored on a closed five - point scaie, with the resuit that 

the issues producing the highest score(s) wouid be selected for M e r  work. Further to 

this, it was decideci that the attributes of 'Severity of Harm" would simply be amalgamated 

and that oae scale would be used for this criterion. 

The Committee also agreed that some method must be found to distinguish between 

criteria of varying levels of importance. The Consuitant suggested each Committee 

member rating the individual criterion with a score of one (low pnonty)). two (Medium 

priority)). or three mgh pnonty). Members then ranked the individual criteria (see "List of 

TableslCharts, Issue Selection - Critenon rating: Raw scom"). The results of tbis exercise 

showed relative agreement on the criteria rankings. However. as total agreement was 

necessary, the Committee agreed that at the next meeting some method mut  be found to 

reconcile the different ratings. Consideration might have been given to how the Consultant 

would pmeed if this kcame pmblematic at the foliowing meeting. Littie attention was 

paid to this, however, as the Consultant attributed this situation primariiy to fatigue. 



With regard to establishing a method of priorizuig sekction criteria, the Consultant 

suggested a numerical multiplier ihat couid be used against the raw score to weight the 

score of selected criterion. This was suggested by the Consultant as a nlatively simple and 

rational method for disaiminatllig between such criteria This concept was difflcult for 

some Committee membas to PLLdentand so a dry-nui exercise was undertaken, with a 

muitipiier of one (low priority), two (Medium pnority), or three (hi@ priority) appîied. 

This exercise greatiy assisted Committee members in understanding these concepts. 

With regard to praxss issues, the Consultant's attempts seemed to have positive 

results. The addition of food at the table clearly chaaged the atmosphere of the meeting to 

the better, and in some way, pmvided a more egalitarian setting as people shared food 

The 'Wk" by the Consultant and Executive Director seemed to also have a positive effect 

W e  the Consultant was originaily concemed about waning cornmitment on the part of 

Committee members, it appeared that this was not an issue. The d issue was simply 

exhaustion. As demonstrateci on the feedback forms for the meeting, members were not 

discouraged by the process, simply tired at the end of a long work day. 

As previously identifleci, the one exception to this seemed to be the Advocacy 

Program Manager. This individual did not appear to be as invested in the process as did 

the other Cornmittee members. The Consultant's approach to identifjing the Advocate's 

concerns as " g d  points for discussion" seemed relativeiy successful. The Advocate 

seemed open io discussion, if not totaiiy convinced by the Consultant's responses. WhiIe 

the Executive Dinctor's assertiveness still left the Consultant concernai, it was massuring 

to see it used to defend the process. In fact, it could be noted that the Executive Director 

seemed to be taking a more relaxed d e  oved.  In the Consultant's view, this codd be 

attributed to a pa ter  trust king developed regarding, the Consultant, the Cornmittee, and 

the process at large. 

The Consultant's attempts amund initiating the disengagement process met with 

interesthg resuits, especidy given the comp1exity of the meeting. The Consultant 

encountered considerable resistance (silence) whenever he refused to solve a problem for 

the Committee and instead tried to restructure an issue to help the Committee dong. This 



resistance was viewed by the Cornuitant as king attnautabie to two f;sctoa. Fit, their 

was a certain amount of dependency which had been created and perbaps, this change 

should have been starteci eadier. Second, this aew approach was rausing the Chunittee to 

"work barder'' which, without being a comment on the perceived value of the Frarnework, 

may not have necessarily e m M  by the members Whiie this process did work on many 

occasions, it seemed tbat the p u p ' s  o v e d  lack of energy was a primaiy factor in the 

resuits. The message to the Consultant was that ownership for the process wiü vary 

&pendhg on the type of &y individuais have had. This situation, especially in light of 
& 

people not w a n ~ g  additional work to do (a nahuai reaction), cbsed the Consdtant some 

concem about the agency's cornmitment to the process, or at least, an undetestimation of 

the amount of time and energy that would be required to make make pmject wodc 

d) Evaiuation: Despite aU the issues coufkonted during the meeting (member 

resistance, exhaustion, etc.), the Consultant regardeci the day as a success. The material 

dealt with was cleady the most technical and compiex yet and despite tbis. the Committee 

made excellent progress. This progress was could be measured not only in terms of tirne, 

but by the quality of their work There appeared to be an increasing techaical 

understanding of the Framework, and an overaii cornmitment to the entire concept While 

issues of power imbdance stiU remiiined between group members, there appeared to be a 

more relaxed atmosphere among Cornmittee members. 

The Consultant's view of the &y suggested continued personal growth. The 

Consultant found that he was more readily idenafying issues and developing spontaneous 

strategies to deal with these issues. although this may be attributed in part to the 

Consultant's decision to emotionaily and inteiiectuaiiy "resign" h m  the Cornmittee to 

concentrate hùly on the Consultant role. As weli, the intervention choices selected by the 

Consultant seemed to be bearing fruit ie. the Rocess Intervention. This again suggested 

some &gree of cornpetence on the part of the Consultant 

The feedback h m  the Committee rnembers suggested a stioag recognition of the 

consultation process aad the performance of the Consultant overaü. One exception 

however was a slight dmp in the Consultant's personal knowledge rating (see Lists of 
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Tables/Charts, "Performance FeedbwK' graph: Overd performance rating"). This 

occurred at a t h e  when the Consuitant felt his skiil and lmowledge level was at its highest. 

The Consultant interp~ted this drop to the change fiom a expert d e  to that of a process 

d e .  By refiising to provide al l  the m e r s  for the Cornmittee, some members may have 

interpreted this as a drop in skïll because they waoad the expert role to continue. An 

overall median meeting score of 1 was attained (se Appendix X). 

5 (&di 10. 4951. 
a) Conte*. The agenda for the Apd 10, '95 meeting was divided into three 

sections (see "Appendix 02") of substance. The h t  section deait with the nquest for a 

worbg definition of ''Numben of People Anected" (see 'Pefhîtions"). The second 

section dedt with the completion of the section on issue weighting. This included final 

determination of how various selection criterion wodd be priorized In addition, the 

Committee needed to grapple with the task of operationalizing the pnorized criteria 

Following this, the Committee needed to cornpiete the section relateci to the aitachment of a 

numerical weighting system to the individud criterion, incluàing cozresponding dennitions. 

The third task related to review of the three b a l  issues within the ksue Selection stage. 

b) Process: Major issues identified within Meeting Five were threefold. 

The fmt issue encountered was the Consultant's inexplicable decision to alter the agenda at 

the 1st minute to discuss the value of the critexion multiplierprhr to resolving the actuai 

pnorization process. For some m o n  the Consultant felt that this wodd be something 

"easy to do" and could be quickly done. This proved disastrous (see "Appendix 02") for 

two reasons. The &t, and most obvious reason, was that the Consultant had disrupted 

the natural flow of the process. The second and more probletnatic issue, was that some 

Committee members were a c a y  opposed to this component now and actualfy felt that it 

should be eIiminated. The correspondiag chaos of this situation temporady iaimob'ii&d 

the Consultant, who was caught offparci by the situation he had helped to create. 

Attempts were made by the Consultant to end the ongoing debate and get the Committee 

back on track by refocusing the Committee to the tasks outlùied in the original agenda. 



The second issue related to the original agenda item, determination of the fiaal 

rankings of the Issue Selection criteria This section, which ongïnally was viewed by the 

Consultant as one that was relativeiy open and shut, also becam a cornplex and 

contentious matter. The Executive m t o r  suggested that the Cornmittee simply review the 

criteria one at a time and ciebate tbem individuaiiy. This pmcess revealed consi&rable 

variation among mmbers in aiteria they felt weit important, morr so tban their original 

scons had iadicated. As well, the corxesponding conversation iadicated that many 

rnembas had misinterpreted and forgotten the wodring definitions of the aiteria. At tbis 

point, the meeting becam mdderless. Eventuaüy, the Executive Director suggested that 

the final rankings be detennined by priorizing on the basis of most votes cast for a 

particular criterion. 

In hindsight, what might have helped to ded with this situation was simply to stop 

the meeting and have the Consultant share his feelings and ask the Cornmittee to take a step 

backward and re appmach the situation. 

The final major issue identified related to the Advocacy bgram Manager's 

ongoing concems regarding the validity of the entire intervention process. During this 

meeting, the Advocacy Program Manager was quite vocal regafding her concems about the 

process and her desire to focus efforts on the Issue Action stage. In response, the 

Consultant pursued his approach of validating the Advocate's concems and using them as 

an opportunity to convince her as to the validity of the model, although at the time it was 

not clear how successful these endeavours were. The unfortmate situation caused by the 

Consultant was ceitauily ammunition for the Advocate's concerns regardhg the process 

c) Outcorne: The proposed definition for "Number of People Affécted" was 

adopted with a slight modification (see 'r)efhitions")- 

While the Coasultant was successfiil in having the Cornmittee agree to ending their 

premature conversation on the Issue Selection criteri~n multiplier, he was unaware of the 

level of confusion that would continue to exist. The Executive Director's decision to 

determine how the criteria would be priorized met with almost instant approval, despite the 

passionate debate which had b a n  in process only moments before. It seemed that 



everyone was prepared to exchange their interests in exchange for a solution with which all 

couid live. This suggestion was approved and the previous scores were quickiy reviewed 

to determine how the criteria would M y  place (see 'Zists of TabIdCharts, Issue 

Selection - Criterion rating: MModed scores"). The most surprising aspect of this was that 

some members bad a@ to this process even though they endad up losiag thW positional 

baities around pitrticular aiteria. Unfortwiately, this seseed es anothtr example of the 

Consultant's shortcomings in this meeting. as efforts shouid have k e n  made to have 

members focus on common interem, and not personal positions. In fan. it seemed that 

most agreed without having any idea how it wouid affect theïr personal position on the 

issue. In short, it appeared that this mectianism was accepted because Committee rnembers 

were exasperated and may not have understood the impact Haviag said that, the solution 

reached represented an excellent compromise and, in the Consultant's view, a perfdy  

viable mettiod for determining how to pnotize criterion. 

Haviag agned on the relative priority of the Issue Selection criteria, the neet task 

was to determine some numerid method for assessing the value of these critena A 

proposai was tabled by the Consultant to attach a numerical weight which would be 

multiplieci against the score given to an individual issue (x3 if a high priority cnterion, x2 if 

medium priority cntenon, and xl if low ptionty criterion). For example, an issue which 

scored tbree on a one - to - five scale would be multiplieci by the three if the individual 

cnterion was viewed as one being a high priority. This concept met with the approval of 

the Committee, even though it was clear that not dl members fbiiy grasped the concept. To 

assist in this regard, the Consultant undertook a mock scoring of two issues. This p a t l y  

assisted members in understanding it, especialiy those who previously had encountered 

problems with the concept. 

The discussion regarding how individual cnterion wodd be weighted was solved 

rather quickly. The emmittee agned to utiîize a Leikert scale (five point sale with a 

neutrai midpoiot) for a i i  criterion (see "Appendix 01"). It was agreed that this wwld make 

for a simple, consistent method for scoring issues for selectioa. Again, a dry-nui exercise 

was held to go through the process of scoring three issues and determining their b a l  



scores, with the howledge that the highest scores would be select&. Again, a haads-on 

exercise was successful in takiog what was l q e l y  abstract work and making it concrete for 

Committee membezs. It shouid be noted that the discussion around individual criteria led to 

a modification of four of the criteria tities (see "Appendix 01") as me- identifid 

perceived weaknesses in some of the previously agreed upon &finitions. 

It seemed clear that the Colisuitant's approach to the Advocacy Program Manager's 

concems was having ody modest effect This was not surprising, given the Consuitant's 

performance during the meeting, as dis wouid ody add to the doubts of anyone involved. 

The Consultant's opinion was that the Advocacy Wgram Manager seemed very much to 

be an experientiai leamer and as a nsuit, probably would need to utiiize the mode1 in a 

practice setting before feeling more comfortabIe with the pcocess. Io the meantime, the 

Consultant continued his response style to assure the Advocacy Program hbnager that her 

input, concems and questions includeà, were badly aeeded if the Framework was to be 

successful. 

What was interesting was the momentun that appeared to be building in support of 

the Framework. The previous meeting had seen the Executive Director rise in response to 

criticisms of the process. In this meeting, both the Housing and Employment Managers 

responded in a similar fashion. 

As a resuit of the time spent on the noted issues. the Committee was unable to 

complete the remaihg work on the Issue Selection stage. 

d) Evaluation: Whiie the Cornmittee's work was often tedious and slow, the 

Consultant's view is that their overail pedomiance and levels of cornmitment to the 

intervention process were excelient given the difficulty of the meeting- It was anticipated 

that the fourth and nfth meetings would be the most difficuit for the Cornmittee. These 

meetings were inàeed cificuit. However, by the end of the £ifth meeting, apparent closure 

had been reached on how Issue Selection criteria would be dehed and how issues would 

be scored and selected. Whiie more work remainesi for the Commitke, par&icdarly in the 

area of denniag the scales and Issue Morization, it was felt by the Consultant that much of 

the groundwork for this section had been covered during the work on Issue Selection. 



As was identifleci by the Committee members during their evaluation of the 

Consultant, the Cornultant's performance was seen as king worse than in previous 

meetings (see '2ists of TablrdlChans, Charts 1 - 3"). The daxease was not unexpected 

givcn the fact that the Conunittee was deaüng with the most difficuit section of the 

consuitation proces. What was surprising to the Consultant was that h* pedorrnance as 

seen by Cornmittee members as being only marginally worse. 

The Comuitant's la& of refenal to Dougherty's and Fisher and Ury's material was 

indicative of his w o k  The Cornultant seemed to abandon any thought of particuiar 

intervention styles during the first haif of the meeting, the amount of time it seemed to take 

him to regain his composure. The Consultant% arbitrary decision to change the sequence of 

the agenda was a considerable mistake. This situation reminded the Consultant of a 

previous unüateral decision he made regarding bis agreement with the agency about the 

intervention process. It s e e d  that the Consultant had much to Iearn in this area 

The Consultant's initial decision to retum to the original agenda appears to have 

been a good one* although it was too late in coming to avoid considerable confusion. 

Initially. the Consultant was surpriseci by how many Committee members had forgotten or 

"shterpreted previously agreed upon points. However, upon ceflection, this was not 

surprising. Given the complexity of the issues and the t h e  existing between meetings, it 

was surprising that Committttee rnembers remembered as much as they did. To this end, the 

Consultant identifieci the need to provide Committee members with a glossary of developed 

definitions so that members had an up - to - date compendium of temu to which to refer. 

On a more positive note was the Consultant's use of exercises to assist mernbers in 

deaiing with complicated decisions and his suggestion amund a method for weighting 

issues. The Consultant also felt that oagoing group dynamic issues were beiig dealt with 

as weil as possible, although the need to review Fisher and &y's work (198 1) on non - 
positional negotiating was identifieci by the Consultant. As weii, while the Executive 

Director still played a dominant rde in the group, other members were becoming 

increasingly involved and cornfortable in chdenging her. Perhaps more importantly, the 

nature of the Executive Director's prominence a p p e a d  to be changing h m  one of initial 



mistrust to one of exuberance, An overall median score of 1.5 was attained for this 

meeting (see Appendix X). 

'9!Q. 

a) Qntem In zesponse to the identifiai need for something to assist members in 

recalling work h m  past meetings, the Consuitant developed a Glossary of Definitions (see 

"Appendix P3") that provided members with a cumnt synopsis of definitions developed by 

the Cornmittee to that point in time. 

Foliowiag the review of that document, the Consultant engagecl the Cornmittee 

members in the process of establishîng dates for the final Committee meetings and 

individual member interviews. This was done for two reasons, Fit, as summertime 

approached, it becarne important to establish dates when Committee rnembers would be 

available. Second, and most importantly, the meeting dates became a comrnitment to the 

process of disengagement Dugherty, p. 43). It was felt that by having the Committee 

agree to final dates, this would help to establish a sense of fbaiity to the consultation 

process and help the agency make the shift to preparing for the continuation of the systems 

advocacy process after the completion of the intervention process. 

Discussion also occurred regadhg whether or not f o d  requests for action h m  

external organizations should be considered as a formai criterion with regard to Issue 

Selection. 

Attention was also paid to the canyover issues of establishing minimum scores with 

regard to issue selection s c o ~ g ,  and how the agency would choose between two, closely 

scored issues. 

The most signincaot aspect of the meeting related to the development of 

standardized de6nitions for the attachecl numerid d e s .  

The final scheduled component of the meeting was the completion of the last t h e  

components of the stage of Issue Selection. 

b) Process: With regard to process, it was noted during the previous cornmittee 

meeting that members were finding it incxeasingly difncult to absorb a i i  of the work they 



had accomplished. in addition to provision of a "Glossary of definitiom", more time was 

spent reviewing the meting minutes h m  past meetings, as opposed to simply asking 

members if they "haci any questions or concerns". 

With ngard to the d e  of the Consultant, efforts were continued h m  the last 

meeting toward a strong Process role @wgherty, p.30). This approach was coosidered 

integrai in having members rely l e s  on the provision of s01utions from th "expert?. 

Failure to make this role change was seen as detrimentai in implementing the 

Disengagernent process. 

The Consultant's efforts to address the perceived power issue within the Committee 

were deiayed through the absence of the Executive Director and the cornmunity member. 

This resulted in the meeting beiog held with only the Coasultant and the Program Managers 

in attendance. The Consultant did not perceive the need to make any signincant changes in 

mie or intemention stratepies as a result of this situation. although one unique exception 

was made. This exception was to meet individually with the Community member, who 

had missed two meetings to this point in the.  As a tesdt of these absences. and the 

member's often iixnited involvement, the Consultant attempted to have a discussion outside 

of the meeting to determine which issues. if any, were impacting on the member. An 

acceptant - style ingrvention was seen as most appropriate in this situation (Dougherty. 

p. 192). 

c) Outcomg: Initiai feedback fiom Committee members indicated that the 

Glossary of Definitions (see "Appendix P3") was rnuch appreciated Memben felt that 

such a document wouid make it much easier for them to stay informed throughout the 

process. 

The Consultant was successfui in having the Committee appmximate the amount of 

the needed to complete the review process and establish the remainiog cornmittee meeting 

dates (see "Appendix Pl''). It was felt by the Consultant that this would assist the 

Committee in stanuig to make the emotional transition to Life after the consultation pnxess. 

Initial discussion regarding the inclusion of formal requests for action nom outside 

agencieslgroups/iidividuals as an Issue Selection cnterion had met with a mixed response 



at the end of the last Committee meeting- There were concems that such a criterion would 

iead to the agency king coerced andfor forced înto selacting issues However, afkr some 

dûcussion, it was agrred ihat üUs con- could be effectMly dealt with through a proper 

definition of the term "request". The Commi'ttee decided mat this task wouid be completed 

at a later date (see "Appendix PZ", p. 3). WMe ultimately accepting this consideration as a 

criterion, the Committee agned that it shouid be coastnicted such that bot& intemai 

(organizationai) and externai requests could be considered. 

The Consuitant hed originaUy expected the need to establish a minimum score in 

considering the selection of issues to be a relatively simple one. However. the debate 

became quite involved as the ments and demerits of different pemntages were discussed 

Eventudy, the Committee decideci to use the amount of66% of the total possible score as a 

benchmark This was a benchmark currentiy employed by the Options in Support and 

Housing Program. W e  it was agreed that any benchmark chosen wouid simply be 

viewed as a temporary one, the Committee agreed to apply the benchmark to the two 

previous issues which had been scored. The resuit of this process was that neither issue 

met the required minimum. Because both of the exampie issues were viewed as king of 

considerable importance to the agency, this caused an unexpected negative reaction as 

cornmittee members immediately questioned the validity of the model The Consultant 

aitempted to rrframe the process and attempted to have Committee members understand that 

a low score was not a reflection of the importance of an issue. Instead, it was measurement 

for deteminhg if the issue would be better worked on at a Iater date. This was an 

important distinction and one which the members were able to appreciate. 

With regard to issues which were scoreci closely together, the Cornmittee 

determineci tbat a tie - breaking mechankm would be wd when two issues were withui 

five points of one another. h such a situation, it was felt that the tie wouid be broken by 

scoruig the issues exclusiveiy on those criteria iâentified as king of high priority to the 

agency. Again, achievement of this matter was reaiched through consensual discussion. 

With regard to the decision on such matters as what percentage of a total score an 

issue would be considered for action (66%). or what value should be used to discern 



between closely scored issues, the= was a feeling on the Committee that on some level the 

actual scores were not totally relevant untü tested in a reai Iife situation and at that point 

would need to be adjusteci. 

The final signifiant issue dedt with the difficult task of developing meaningfd 

definitions for the terms utilized on the criteria scaies. The Cornmittee's wodc in this area 

c ulminated in a determination thaf among other things, each issue mut be looked at 

individuaiIy , its k t  and worst scenarios ideniined, and then scored relative to those 

benchmarks (see "Appendix P3", p. 3). 

The need to assist the Committee in proceshg the large amount of informaiion 

developed was achieved in part by the Consultant's d o n  of a Glossary of definitions. 

However, tbis alone was deemed insufficient. As a resuit, the Consultant implemented a 

mandatory review of past meeting minutes. W e  this pmcess did not uncover any 

significant issues. it dîd allow members to clarify a variety of topics. 

The absence of the Executive Director and the Comrnunity member had a significant 

impact on this meeting. With regard to the Executive Director, this impact was twofold. 

%y dowing the meeting to occur in her absence, the Executive Director demonstrateci a 

signincant degree of tnist in both the process and the Committee members. This was 

viewed as an important moment for the Consultant in tenns of the validity of the 

consultation process. The second impact related to the uninhibited dyuamics among 

Cornmittee members. The group dynamics appeared much more egalitarian in nature. This 

might be attributed to the fact that the cornmittee members had now spent considerable the 

together and were starting to functioa as a unit on the project. 

The final concem relateci to the lack of involvement by the community member, 

both in tems of attendance and participation. In order to assess where the member was at 

with regard to the consultation proass, a meeting was heid between the coosultaut and the 

member . The outcorn of this meeting wq that the member felt involved and colllIlZitted to 

the process and that his attendance was not a reflection of dissatisfaction with the pmess. 

However, he did admit to being disappointed in the lack of meaningfd consumerlsurvivour 

input. especidy given the philosophical basis of the Framework. He also noted that on 



more than one occasion, comments by individual members had kft him concerned about 

the agency's cornmitment to the process. It was agred that these issues wouM be 

addressed in the h a 1  evaluation and witbin the prazss w h e ~  relevant This meeting was 

especidly important h m  the Consultant's perspective because it ais0 revealed to the 

Consultant that the Fnunewodr had worth in the Community rnember's eyes. 

In considering the results ofthis meeting, the Consultant wished that he had 

arranged to have such a meeting at en eariier date, as some of these concem wuld have 

been addressed sooner in the intervention pn>cess. 

d) B v s l e  This meeting was very significant because it represented closure 

of the stage of Issue Selection. It was anticipateci by the Consultant that this stage would 

be the most problematic. This was because the Issue Selection stage was the most 

complex, and was the Cornmittee's h t  attempt at formaking aspects of the agency's 

systems advocacy pnness and while it did present many challenges, it couid be said that 

the Committee was very successfd in developing a meaninghil process. 

The Consultant was able to identify the need to assist members in dealiog with the 

increasiogly complex issues king confironted. Responses were developed that met with 

the satisfaction of the members. 

The employment of an acceptance intervention was successful in identify'mg the 

Community member's position with regard to the consultation pmoess and solidifjing his 

ongoing support. 

The Consultant's increased emphasis on a process intervention style versus an 

expert intervention style continued to be successful in the Consulbnt7s eyes in forcing ' 

members to take increased cespomibility for developing the Framework. As was the case 

in the previous meeting, however, Cornmittee mernbers reacted by l o w e ~ g  their 

assessrnent of the Coasultant*~ laiowledge in this area ('Terformance Feedback" graph: 

Questions 5). This served to signal two things. Fht, the author speculated that the 

evaluation mechanism might be flawed as he felt that his pgformance had not deteriorated. 

Second, it seemed to demonstrate continued reluctance h m  Committee members to the 

notion of accepting more responsibility for the Cornmittee' work Overall however, the 



Consultant's feedback fiom the members indicated a hi@ level of satisfaction with the 

process and the CollSUItantTs performance. (Performance Feedback?' graph: Overail rating 

per meeting). A median meethg score of 1 was attained (see Appendix X). 

t b  7: Wv 8. 69n. 

a) CA)- As identified in the agenda for the May 8. W meeting (see 

"Appendix Q'3, three issues were slated for discussion. 

The h t  issue covend related to the review of the past meeting minutes. This 

review led to concems king bmught forward by the Executive Director regarding the need 

for standardized definitions on the Issue Selection ctiterion scales. Instead of intervening 

in this process, the Consultant aiiowed the Cornmittee to stmggle with this issue and played 

a more facilitative role by clarifjhg and recapping positions. 

Another issue dealt with was the nxently added Issue Selection cnterioa of 

"Requests for Action". In the Cornmittee's haste during the previous meeting, the 

Cornmittee had failed to ident. whether the cnterion was of a low, medium or high 

priority. As weil, the Committee detennined that there was a need to attach some form of 

numerical value to the attached definition scale in order to properly score issues against this 

cnterion. 

As was previously mentioned, the Consultant was concerned about the absence of 

the Community member. Unfotnuiately, the Consultant was not able to connect with the 

member pnor to the meeting. 

The final point of discussion related to the review of the third stage of the 

Framework; Issue Priorïzatioa. To this end, the Committee discusseâ factors relating to 

the various components of this stage. 

b) mess: Two issues of substance were identified as king relevant for 

discussion. The first related to a by - product of the re - opened discussion on dehitions 

for criterion scales. At this time, it was reveded by two of the Program Managers that the 

two issues being used as examples during the pmcess were the two issues that the Program 

Managers hoped would be seiected by the Framework for action. This caused some 



concem to the Consultant who specuiated thai these wishes migbt resuit in some form of 

structural bias being inco'porated into the Framework. In msponse to tbese comments, the 

Consultant endeavoured to have the mm& openly discuss their wishes. This led to a 

successfiil -on of t&e need for an objective process and clanfication that the issues 

king used were only examples. 

The second, and more senous issue, related to the ongoing lack of involvement by 

the Communiîy mmber. The CotlSUttant again attempted to employ an acceptant - styk 
intervention, as this had shown some success in the pst.  

c) Outcom~ The rieintroduction of the discussion on the need to develop 

standardized definitions led to a compromise sale defînition (see "Appendur Q". p. 1). 

This compromise was marked by a decision to allow a simple rnajority vote determine how 

partïcular SC& would be prïorïzed. Tùe Consultant had concems that the compromise 

was agreed to by many members simply to appease the Executive Director, aithough the 

group my have simply a@. The Consultant did not re - open this issue, however, 

because bis feeling was that members were not cornmitted to re - examining it and simply 

wished to move on. The Consultant was successfiil, however, in having the Committee 

 commit itself to the p ~ c i p l e  of using hard data to define scales whenever possible. This 

was done by discussiog, in general ternis, the notion of that simply escalating individual 

decisions to a group level, without any sound basisldata for those decision would undercut 

the Framework's effectiveness- 

The Cornmittee agreed quickly that the '*equests for Action" criterion should be 

raîed as a high priority. As weii numericd scores were developed, ushg group concensus 

- making, for the attached scale (see "Appendix QI", p. 2). 

The Committee was successhil in complethg the stage of Issue Ekiorization within 

tbis meeting. This stemmed h m  the Committee's decision for the need to develop scales 

and criteria that were consistent with those developed in the h u e  Selection stage. To this 

end, the Committee decided that those criteria earlier identifid as being of "high" pnority 

would by the ones used to determine how selected issues would be pnorized More 

specificaily, that the "High" priority criteria would be used as tiebreakers. These criteria 



were supplemented by the aeed to add additionai aiteria deaiing with tbe topics of 

'Wrgency", "Motivation" anâ'Uveis of encouragement/suppoa"'. Thest were the criteria 

that the Commîttee identiiïed as king mat  aitical to the agency. 

The situation which caused the Cornmittee mrnbers to reveal thek private 

aspirations with regard to the Framework was dealt with in a surprking mamer when the 

Executive Director M y  noted that the purpose of the Framewodc was not to provide a 

vehicle for the private interests of each program. This directive acOually auised the 

members responsible to apologize. It marked an important moment where privaîe issues 

were tabled and the need for an objective system was pnorized While there was origuialiy 

some concem on the Consultaat's part tbat this rebuke might force the member's 

underground. In the Consultant's opinion, however, the member's were not affécted in 

this manner and if anything, felt the mention was deserved. 

The Consultant felt thaî his work in assiskg the Community member to become 

more involved was of marginal use. Of note was that many of the members seemed to 

become aware of the situation and appeared to be soliciting his input- This situation caused 

such concern that the Consultant met with the Executive Director foliowing the meeting to 

discuss this issue (see "Appendix QY, p. 3). This resulted in an agreement that as much 

was king done as possible and that such an intervention style should continue. 

d) Evaluation: With regard to output, this meeting codd be viewed as the most 

successful to this point in time. Closure was reached on the stage of Issue SeIection and 

pending the approval of the new Priorization criteria, the Issue Priorization stage was &O 

compteted. From the Consultant's perspective, this represented the lest  stressfùi meeting 

overail when considering content. This was because much of the work amund criteria 

development had been completed. This meant no signifïcant new criteria development had 

to occur. 

The Consultant's performance was sornewhat laid back in that many of the 

interventions planneci wexe not utilized because the Cornmittee was able to &ai with the 

issues themselves. More importantiy, they appeand comfortable doing so. Ironically, this 

comfort level appearrd responsible for the Consultant's improved score in the area of 



personal knowledge (see '2 is ts  of Tables and Charts, Performance Feedback graph: 

Question ##: Knowledge"). In the Consultant's opinion, he did not especiaüy exhibit 

increaseû rnastexy; but mmbers were simply more confident in their d e .  If true, then this 

fact marked an issue of systemahmahc emr and a iïmitatioa in the validity of the evaluation 

vehicle useci. It shouid be mentioned, however, that the Consultant's conmoution by 

continuhg to apply the Process Intervention over the long - nui, even when it appeared 

ineffective in the short temi, was a fador in this development. This nalization, if could be 

said, matked the suswressN imp1ementation of the CoIlSUltant's pmcess of transferring 

power h m  bim to the Cornmittee. Tbis also indicated the begianings of a successful 

transition to the disengagernent phase. It did, however, raise another significant question 

regarding the validity of the scaie, which appeared uaable to capture the remn for this 

change in rating. 

The Consultant endeavoured to accommodate the Community member's 

participation with Limited success. Meeting with the Executive Director was seen as an 

attempt to alea the Executive Director to the situation and employ a more collaborative 

approach to the problem. It was ako an attempt by the Consultant to "pass the baton" in 

temis of having the Executive Director start to assume a more active role in actual working 

tasks related to the systems advocacy initiative. 

Written feedback from Cornmittee members indicated considerable satisfaction with 

the Consultant's performance and the worth of the meeting (see '2ist of Tables and Charts, 

Performance Feedback graph: Ovedi rating per meeting''). An overail meeting median 

score of 1 was achieved (see Appendix X). 

eetine 8: (Mav 15. L95). 

a) Content: As identified by the Agenda (see "Appendix R''), four issues re1ati.g 

to the Framework were dealt with during this meeting. The kt, review of past meeting 

minutes, led to a decision to increase numerical amounts attached to each point of the scaie 

regarding 'Requests for Action". 

The second issue related to the attached definitions for the new Issue Priorization 



criteria. Whiie these were approved with minor modification (see "Appendix Rl"). this 

topic led to discussion of whether or not actuai s m ~ g  wouid occur again within the Issue 

Priorization pmess. 

Another issue d e d  over also rrlated to Issue Riorization. The question was 

asked as to what constitutes a crisis for the purposes of detennining when the agency 

should decide whether or not the issues might be repriorized. In other words, how does 

the agency h o w  when to invoke the section on Issue Priorization. 

The final work relatai to the Cornmittee's review of the stage of Issue Action. 

b) Mess: Two issues of signincance were identified during this meeting. The 

first issue related to the Consultant's ongoing struggie to support the Advocacy Program 

Manager within the consultation process while simultaneously addmsing her apparent 

reservatiom regardhg the Framework The Consultant continued to employ an acceptant 

intervention style while supplemwting this with a Cataiytic intervention for ducationai 

purposes (Dougherty, p. 192). The Catalytic Intervention was employed by the Consultant 

providing evidence or data that helped aiieviate concems the advocacy program manager 

had during the process. 

The second issue related to the Consultant's apparent lack of preparation for the 

meeting. A number of question posed by the Committee went unanswered by the 

Consultant. m e  a variety of factors attrïi'buted to this situation (see "Appendix Q2. 

Anaiysis: May 15, '95''). it appears that comp1acency on the part of the Consultant greatiy 

contnbuted to this situation. There was a misguided sense on the part of the Consultant thar 

his skiils were now developed enough that he might be able to 'king it" through the 

meeting. although this might have simply been a rationabation for the fact that the 

Consultant was tireci end had Little time to p r e p  for the meeting. 

c) A decision was made by the Cornmittee apt to rescore issues that 

might need to be prioriad Committee members felt that it was important for the systems 

to be stantiixdhd because this wouid facilitate ease of use. While the original scoring 

would be a factor for the (mspecified) decision - makers, that some guiding questions 

would be usehi to assist these individuals in coming to a decision. To this end, the 



Cornmittee requested that the ConsuItant prepare some guiding questions. 

Uniike previous meetings. when the need for an operational definition was 

identifled and was developed by the Consultant, the Committee chos a different route with 

regard to defhing a "crisis". with regard to " R q ~ e ~ t s  for Action". it was fek that it wouid 

be appropriate to albw the individuai agency progams to d e t e d e  what constituted a 

crisis and when the Issue priorUation process should be mobilized. UnfortunateLy, the 

Committee and the Consuitant negIected to identify what impact might occur with regard to 

extemai identificatioa 

The stage of Issue Action was reviewed in its entirety, with only cosmetic changes 

made at this point (see ''Appendix RI, p. 2"). However, as previously noteci, this process 

was plagued by the Consultant's iaability to answet a number of questions put forward by 

the Committee. Upon review, it appeared that the Consultant's performance had little 

negative impact on the validity of the process, primarily because of the depth of &tail 

related to fhis section. hnicaiiy, the Coosuitaut believes that his struggles continued to 

force the Committee to make decisions exclusive of the Consultant and m e r  aided in the 

transition to disengagement This was a fortunate, if unaaticipated windfaii, given the 

circumstances. 

The final issue related to the paradoxicai situation facing the Consultant regarding 

the involvement of the Advocacy Program Manager. While the Consultant observed a 

number of situations that he responded to regarding support of the aforementioned 

individual. he continued to note other opportunities for support that were missed. These 

missed oppoRunities continued to reduce the input that the author felt the Advocacy 

Program Manager had to contribute. These opportunities were missxi because the 

Consultant was not always able to respond at the exact moment needed, eiiber because of 

other ciemands on him, or because he simply failed to cespond quickly enough. Other 

variables may &O have been at work that the author was not aware of. 

d) Evaluation: Closure was achieved on the stage of issue Riorization, pending 

review of guiding question for priorizùig issues. An overview analysis of the Issue Action 

stage was completed with relative ease. 



Despite the aforementioned achievements, it can be said that this was Iargely 

achieved in spite of the CoIlSUlta~t's prrsumed knowkdge reIating to the Fnunewodc The 

Consultant's performance was duiy noted by Cornmittee members. who rrsponded with 

Iower ratings in those questions regarding the Consuitaiit's performance (see 'Zist of 

Tables and Charts, Performance Fecdback graph: Questions 5"). This d t e d  in the 

Consultant's worst overali rathg to this point in time (see 'Zists of Tables and Chaas, 

“Performance FeedbacIr" graph: Overail rating pet meeting"). An ovedi meeting median 

score of 2 was attained (see Appendut X). 

9 

e t i u  9: (June 5. '9a9 
a) Content: Discussion of the meeting agenda (see "Appendix S'3 revealed two 

issues of significmce. The fint of these two issues relateci to the development of guiding 

questions for detennining issue pfiorization (see "Appendix S'). The Consultant 

developed relatively few questions for discussion. Again, conscious attempts were made 

to Iimit the "expert" intervention style. Instead, the few questions were designed to act as a 

catalyst for the Cornmittee to forrn additional questions on th& own. 

The second, and more important issue, related to a review of those aspects of the 

Framework which were Ieft unanswerd pendhg a complete review. These questions were 

compiied into a single paper for ease of discussion (see "Appendix S"). These unanswered 

aspects of the Framework could be divided into three sections; 'What bodyfies will be 

responsible for the tasks related to the ptocess''; "How will the information andlor issues be 

gathered and processed?'' and mat changes wiii need to be made within the organization 

if systems advocacy is to be successhilly undertaken?' eg. job ro1es. education, 
. . admtnrstration, etc. Again, the completion of these tasks relateci strongly to Dougherty's 

phase of reducing invalvenient and following up (p. 43) through detemination of who 

was going to assume what responsibilities in the post - consultation process. 

b) mess: The ody issue concerning the Cornultant at this stage was the 

ongoing issue rdated to dyoamics w i t h  the group. Given the stage of the consultation 

process. it was considered somewhat irrelevant to take on some of the existing power 





continued to marghalize the impact/wntribution of coasumersls~~~ivos. The Consuitant 

was greatiy interested in what the position of Committee members might be on this topic 

after the process was completed 

It was hoped that many of the issues relateci to issue g a t h e ~ g  and pmcessing could 

be answend et tbis meeting; but the Committee u ~ u s l y  decided that there weie still 

too many unanswend question left remaining to continue. htead, these issues were 

delegateà the Advocacy Program Manager for continued w o k  Such tasks iacluded 

selection. recruitment and orientation of rnembers; development and implementation of key 

informant s w e y  with regard to collection of issues; development of a permanent, intemal 

coordinathg mechaniSm that would allow for the flow of information among prognims; 

collection of potential advocacy issues; development of a w o h g  agency systems 

advocacy manual and orientation of staff to systems advocacyy However, after some 

discussion, it was proposed that the Consultant be retained to develop the wodang manuai. 

This was because the Consultant was the individual with the most know1edge of the 

Committee's work to that point in tirne- 

In response to the question of organhational change, the Executive Director and the 

Advocacy Program Manager had decided that 40% of her time would now be spent on 

systems advocacy work, and that the role of the other program staff  person had been 

altered to move away h m  resource referral and into individual advocacy. 

This work culminat& in considerable closuce of the consultation process. While 

many of the outstanding issues were resoLved, direcdy or indirectly, it was noted that much 

of it was ultimately the responsibility of the Advocacy Program Manager. This was of 

concem because of the Advocate's apparent mked feelings about the process. This 

viewpoint was nut substantiateâ, although there had been indirect comments supporting 

this point of view in conversations between the C.onsultant and the Advocacy Rograrn 

Manager. To assist in reducing the potential negative impact of this factor, the Consultant 

offered to remain "on board" to assist the Advocate wheaever she felt it was appropriate. 

This offer, coupled with the decision to have the Consultant develop the systems advocacy 



manual, appeared to met  with much agreement among Committee members. 

The m e h g  was typified by considerabie exchange. m e  the Exeaiove Director 

remained promùient, especidy with negd to her feelings regardhg the advisory stanis of 

the Systems Advocacy Committee, discussion remained pcimarily active and equal (see 

Appendix S2). 

d) EvslplfiPII: The meeting madced the closure of the review of the Framework. 

The decisions reached in the meeting were nsponsiile for agreement around *al 

compIetion of the disengagement phase. The Committee stated that a dry-cw1 pnxxss to 

culminate their work would be usefbi in a final assessrnent of the Framewok This was 

agreed to by the Consultant. 

The Consultant noted his inability to totally deai with the issue of Executive 

Director's prominence within the consultation process. It should be noted, however, that 

this prominence was often to the benefit of the comdtation process because it defended the 

work. As weil, the nature of the control changed h m  the beginnuig, which was marked 

by a la& of trust (not unàeserved) to simple enthusiasm and apparent lack of 

understanding regarding the weight of her comments. This change was identifïed by the 

nature of her involvement Whereas early involvement was often marked by M y  

suggesthg how the process should be hancilecl, such suggestions became less frequent as 

the consultation prwess went on. In this sense, the more senous concern around imposed 

limitations did work itseifout as had been hoped by patientiy convincing the Executive 

Director of the intent, skilis and viability of the Consultant and the Framework. 

Written feedback from the members demomtrated support for the Consultant and 

the consultation process overaii (see '%kt of Tables and Charts; Performance Feedback 

graph: Questions 5 & overall rathg pet meeting**). An overall meeting median score of 1 

was achieved (see Appendix X). 

Or (June 12. '95). 

a) Content: The sole purpose of this h a 1  meeting was to undertake a "second 

lever' of analysis by working through the revised Framework with two mock issues. The 
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issues chosen were the oncs earlier used for some of the exercises telating to determining 

aiteria scoring (Board and Care homes. Social Assistance rates). The idea was to identify 

issues a d o r  revisions that might othrwise go unnoticeci in a pwly theoretical review. 

As weli, it was iotended to provide the Cornmittee rnembers with some hands-on 

experience in utilizllig the qstems advocacy proass, as it existed to that point in tirne. 

b) mess: The role of the Consultant in this meeting was entirely that of a 

facilitator. In order to assist the me- in this process, three documents were developed 

by the Consultant. The fint document was a systwis advocacy ''wotksheet" (see 

"Appendix T3"). This document was created to provide a comprehensive, organized way 

of allowiag the members to work through each stage of the process and retain the 

information. The second was a final version of the Issue Seiection critena, complete with 

scales (see "Appendix T4"). This document was to be used for the actual scoring process 

and collection of scores. The final document was an abridged version of the Issue Action 

stage. This document was producecl to assist the members in working thmugh this stage in 

a pragnatic manner, although it must be recognized that the Cornmittee did not review this 

crucial piece. 

c) Outcorne: The dry-run process resulted in a number of revisions to the 

Framework (see Appendix Tl). These changes were numerous and relevant, but none of 

them could be viewed as sipoincant in the sense that they revealed problems of a prixnary 

nature. 

The nature of the meeting was relatively egalitanan and tended, for the h t  time, to 

be inily collaborative. This was no doubt due to the fact that the construction was 

completed and the Fnunework was simply Wing given a test. 

d) Jhaluatiori: Based on the written feedback h m  members, the Consultant 

and the consultation process were very successN (see 'Zists of Tables and Ch-: 

Performance Feedbaclr' graph: Questions 5 & overaii rating per meeting"). This couid be 

attribua to the relative ease of the task laid out, the degree of coilaborative workmanship 

and ultimately, to the Cornmittee's exhilaration of completing the consultation process. The 

dry-run pnxxss was invaluable in M e r  defiaiag the Framework, largely because of its 



han& - on nature. 

The completion of thÛ meeting marked the end of the collsultation process proper. 

Evaluc~turg the consultution process was achieved foiiowing this meeting îhrough 

compilatio~~ and aaalysis of feedback fomis and individual. tapeci h t e ~ e w s  with 

Cornmittee mmben (see foiiowing chapter). Phnnmg postco~tation -ers was 

deteLmiLled in the second Iast meeting where duties were discussed and ~esponsibilities 

delegated ReducUg involvement anà following up was achieved thraugh the graduai 

process of shifting from an Expert intemention style to that of a p r o e s  intervention styfe- 

As weU, the decision to employ the Consultant to deveiop a working systems advocacy 

maaual (see "Appendix U") also marked a m e t  of power to agency staff and ultimately, 

the tennination of the consultation piocess. An overail meeting mdian score of 1 was 

attained (see Appendix X). 

Siimmarv 
The practicum intervention revealed a number of important themes regarding both 

content and process. 

Process 

a) In the Consultant's mincl, the Framework process may have been stunted by the 

lack of consumer/survivor representation and participation. Active participation from the 

consumer perspective likely would have e ~ c h e d  the model and made it more sensitive to 

the needs of the people who wen to be served, not just the agency's needs. The same 

might be said of the lack of lioe staff involvement in the process. Even miniad 

representation might have brought different petspectives h m  different levels of the agency 

thereby making the Framework richer. The nature of this representation, however, would 

have had to recognized both the agency's nlationship with the cornmunity and its standing 

in it. 

b) With hindsight, the agency should have been more formally involveci in sharing 

responsibiüty for the development of the advocacy process. This was especiaiiy tme of the 

agency Advocate. MeaningN involvement in nxearch, development of definitions and 



scdes, etc., would have been an opportunity for increased understatiding and ownership of 

the modei. 

c) The board m m  used was inadequate for the Commt'ttee meetings. While the= 

were no alternative sights available for the intervention pzocess, the Consdtaat would give 

considerabIe location to the environment shouid he undertake another coDSUItation . 
d) The Advocacy Program Manager needed to be provideci with an oprtunity to 

"field test" the model. This presented a signifiant issue for the agency given that she 

wouid be the individual primanry responsii'ble for undertaking systems advocacy within the 

agency. It was the Consultant's belief that aven the opportunity to fry out the process with 

a real issue would provide the memôer with the opportunity to make a naal decision 

regarding the viability of the model. 

e) The Coasultant's original decision to arbitrarily start developrnent of the mode1 

without the sanction of the agency was pmblematic and hindered his ability to perform 

during the entire procesS. although it can be said that at times the Consultant iikely was 

more affécted by the issue than he needed to be. Such an example was the Consultant's 

inabiiïty to approach the Executive Director and opedy discuss issues. Somewhat 

ironically, the Consultant's inability to perform appears to have been the greatest 

contributor to those areas that he identified as king most problematic. 

f) The decision to have the Consultaat be an active Committee member and 

facilitator simultanwusly was problematic. This situation originally caused the C o n s u i ~ t  

not to succeed at either role and eventuaüy he was forced to &op his position of Committee 

member i a f o d y .  

g) The Consultant demmtrated considerable growth relative to the previously 

identifieci Ieaming goals. This was particuiarly true regarding consultation skius (Mer 

analysis in Chapter 4). The Consultant learned to hctioa using a number of intervention 

styles and roIes and if this was not always done successfixlly, he was able to identify 

reasons for this pedormance. Examples of this would be noting of difficulties in 

discussing with the Executive Director her rde in the consultation pmoess, developing a 

process that met the learning needs of aü members, and others. 



h) Overall, the performianice of the Consultant and the Cornmittee members was 

positive, with considerable personai and agency growth occUmng, and mucb work on a 

difncult topic beiag accomplished. 

CQmzll 
a) Greater attention needed to be paid to the theoreticai and philosophical 

foundations of the model. Failure to understand andlor agree with thse foundations has 

the ability to seriwly iïupair any fiiturie developmnt Having said that however, it seems 

clear that this wouid have to be presented in a way that made sense for Cornmittee members 

in a more practical way. 

b) Based on the system being developed by the agency, there was a coasiderabIe 

need for sound, rational data. In order to facilitate this, some form of centralized, 

computerized Uiformation system was needed by the agency to assist in assessing trends in 

advocacy cases. 

C) Additional exploration of the mode1 was required before its value could be M y  

assessed This included a pilot pmject utiliUig the modei in a d - iife situation. As weU, 

attention must be paÏd to the section on organizational change, both in terms of theory and 

the real impact of undertaking the work within the agency (resmcturing, changing job 

roles, training, etc) 

d) OveralI, the model developed was seen as havhg uolity. This was indicated by 

the agency's sponsorship of the corresponding development of a w o h g  manual to assist 

further efforts in the agency. The Framework provided members with a greater 

understanding of systems advocacy, and the need to carry out such work in a thoughtful 

and planned way. 



The linal chapter of the practicum report is divided ïnto two sections. Th h t  part 

wül dimiss the evaluation process relative to the author's learning goals. The second part 

wiU discuss the evaluation pnicess as it relatecl to the intervention. Each of the two parts 

has been divided into four sections. The f b t  section discusses the evaluation design 

employed to assess the outcome of the established goals. The second section descrii the 

measurement toois and data gathering techniques. The third section covers the student's 

fïndings based on the data gathered. The finai section discusses the author's conclusions 

based on the findings, and their implications. These sections are then summarizd by the 

author. The chapter is then compkted through an examination of the author's primary 

goal. 

Section 1: Evalu.@on Des&. 

As the author employed the same evaluation appmach and tods for both leaming 

goals and intervention goals, these are Fust described prior to deiailed review of 

methodology and findings related to each set of goals. 

The author employed both formative and summative evaluation techniques with the 

evaluation design. The need for formative (process) evduation techniques was primarily 

related to the author's wish to employ a more developmental assessrnent of his work. 

The evaluation design was comprised of three distinct components. The k t  

component involved self - analysis through the use of reflective thinking techniques. The 

author employed Schon's (1987) guidelines for successful reflective thinking. Unlike 

traditional teaching methods, which rely on instructors to decipher the student's leaming 

patterns and outcomes, refîective thinking encourages the use of critical thinking skills 

(Brooffielâ, 1987) and experiential learning. The student is encouraged to test aud explore 

him or herself, with the instnictor acting as a coach (Schon, p. 12 - 43). This form of 

evaluation, which was used for both formative and summative evaluation purposes, was 



the primary component utilized in the author's evaluation design. The advantage of this 

method was that it placed sipoincant empbasis on the student's abilities and the 

developmnt of critical thinking skills, which, as outhed eariier in the report, were 

fundamental to the success of the Framework. 

The second compouent employed was the use of solicited, written fesdback 

(Cornmittee Feedback form) h m  Committee members regarding both the Consultaat*~ 

performance and the value of the consuitation process to the members themselves. As the 

cousuitees, the Committee members were tùose individuals best suited to comment on the 

effectiveness of the Consultant's work. The solicited fadback was used as a formative 

evduation methodology to assist the author in gaining information h m  the member's on a 

meeting - by - meeting basis. This information aiiowed the author to weigh his findings 

against those of Cornmittee members and idenw areas in the intervention that needed to be 

addressed pnor to the next meeting. A brief statistical analysis of key segments of the 

idormation gained h m  cornmittee members was also employed. 

The final component u t i k d  for both learniag and intervention goals was again the 

use of solicited feedback h m  Committee members utilking audio - taped intenkws. 

Unlike the other aspect of the evaluation design. however, this component pertained 

exclusively to summative evaiuation of the intervention prooess and the Consultant's 

performance. These tapes provided cntical insight into the Consultant's performance, as 

related by the Cornmittee members. Skopec's (1986) guidelines for situational 

interviewing were utilized as a basis for assisting the author in this process. These 

guideLiaes helped provide specific information regarding Information Gathering 

interviewing (P. 17 - 46), such as the need for CO - operation, a supportive climate and 

constrauits. As weii, details were provideci regarding the role of both the interviewer and 

the interviewee. With regard to the inte~ewer 's  role. Skopec (1986) identifiai such 

relevant considerations as selecting appropdàre quesîtons, m a ~ g u t g  verbal ami non - 
verbal behaviour, preparing annvers to anticipated questions, und conîrolling yourself 

during the interview. 



Refiective thinkiag techniques were ernployed through the use of audio - taping of 

Cornmittee meetings and note - takuig during the Conmittee meetings. FoUowing the 

meeting, the audio - tapes were reviewed by the author and assessed for issues relatiag to 

process and content. These observations were then documented. Foliowing this process, 

the tapes and anaiysis (see analysis of various meetings in the attacheci appendices) were 

reviewed by the author's coach and academic advisor. This individual then met with the 

author to discuss his observatioas and interpretations These meetings assisted the author 

in i d e n m g  missing aspects of bis work and ren;iming other aspects. Note - taking was 

utilized in situations where the author felt a particular aspect of the intervention process was 

noteworthy, but could not be capturecl on audio - tape because it was visuai. This process, 

while secondary in nature, became an important supplement to the author's w o k  

With regard to formative evaluation, member feedback was soiicited at the end of 

each meeting through the use of h t t e n  'Te~omiance Appraisal" forms (see Appendix E). 

The bulk of the questions (seven out of ten) focused on the performance of the 

Consultant, but questions were also included regarding the worth of the process to the 

Cornmittee members. The feedback form was comprised primarily of specinc, close - 
ended questions. Members were asked to respond to the questions by providing a 

numencd rating in response to the individual question. This was achieved through the use 

of five - point Liekert scales (see Appendur E). The various item scores wen then summed 

to yield a total score. This feedback mode1 was developed by the author and then pre - 
tested on the Consultant% coach., Results of the pre - test did not reveal any concerns 

regarding the mode1 scoring ernployed The rating form represents an attempt to directly 

mesure aspects of the consultation process. However, the validity of the scaie couid not 

be assessed. 

In addition to this, some open - ended questions were also used to ailow members 

to M y  express their feelings as it related to the Consultant's performance and the 

consultation process itself (see Appendk V). 

Surnmative evaluation of the intervention process was undertaken through the use 



of audio - taped interviews with individual cornmittee members. Skopec's (1986) 

guidelines for information gathering interviews (p. 17 - 46) were employed in constructing 

the semi - stnictured i n t e ~ e w  sch& used by the author (see Appendut V). Questions 

were of an open - ended nature in order to provide both the author and the in te~ewee with 

as much fleùbility as possible. The merits of using such question have been demonsfrated 

by Patton (1980). These type of questions provideci some measure of security to the author 

in the event that an important issue had gone unrrcognized during the consmiction of the 

interview prooess. Note - taking during the interview also became an important supplement 

to the author's review of the audio - tapes foiiowing the interview. The responses were 

then reviewed to iden- trends among the answers andlor individual comments of 

particuiar note. As a result of time restrictions. the Consultant was unable to pre - test the 

interview questions. 

rt 1. Evalugbon of Goals. 

In the initial chapter, four specifk leaming goals ( see p. 13 - 14) were identified. 

These goals have been examine& and the f111dings noted, on the basis of the three 

previously outheci data coiiection tools. 

Finms:  Reflective -vsis of Goal A (Advocacv and Svstems Advocafv). 

Much of the author's knowledge gained in this area, especidiy with regard to 

advocacy, in general, was gained through his review of advocacy Literature. This review 

led to a greater understanding of the m&g of advocacy and to a lesser extent, the various 

f o m  of advocacy. The identification of advocacy as a vehicle for social justice aiiowed 

for a comesponding identification of the elements of empowerment (critical thinking, 

participation and productivity). Because the author's vision of a systems advocacy 

framework was to promote social justice, he was able to verify the worth of advocacy as a 

mechanism for promothg social justice. and also identify those elements that would need to 

be incorporated into a systems advocacy fhmework, if it was to be successful in achieving 

the author's goal. 

The same reaâings identifïed in the preceding paragraph were also usefûi in 

providing the author with the motivation for. and elements of. a systems advocacy 



framework W e  the Iiteratwe was able to do liale in terms of demonstrating existing 

frameworks, it was able to identify the need for such a mechanism, as weil as elements that 

wouid need to be in any successful model (such as criteria the need t o j î d  some way to 

process a great ntmtber ofissues, clarij%cation ufwhat constituted an issue). This research 

endeavour also allowed the author to gain a -ter apprsciation for a number of theoretical 

and philosophical issues which needed to be considered in the construction of the model for 

systems advocacy (see Chapter 1). 

The author's undexstanding of systems advocacy was p u y  enhanced through the 

intervention as he was able to move beyond a theoreticai lmowledge of the issue. The 

intervention provided cousiderabIe insight into operationaüzing the systems advocacy 

framework. This entailed development of skiUs in such areas as group work, 

organizational change. consultation, advocacy, evaluation and theory and practice. Within 

each of these areas, the author was able to identify more specific skUs related to each of the 

aforementioned areas. 

With regard to group work, the author identified increasingly levels of comfoa and 

competence with such matters as coaflict resolution, and identification of group dynamics. 

W e  scant attention was paid to the topic oforganizational change within the 

intervention process, the author identined the importance of this area in the shifi to system 

advocacy, and how such issues as job d e  competence, job security and changhg agency 

structures can impact on the successful implementation of the Framework itself. 

Consultation skilis were acquired in a range of areas. These included intervention 

aad role styles, an undesstanding of the importance of the physical environment on the 

co~sultatîon process, understanding of the different phases of consultation (as identined by 

Dougherty [199û] ) and the atbn'butes niateci to them. The author also gained considerable 

kuowledge related to the field of advocacy and especiaiiy. systems advocacy. This 

personal growth was noted through identification of such items as awareness of different 

forms of advocacy, the meaning of advocacy and elements related to undertakiog systems 

advocac y. 

Considerable knowledge and skills were developed relative to the field of 



evaluation. A greaier understanding and cornpetence was seen regacding dinerent f o m  of 

evaluation. development of tools related to undertaking evaluation, and finaüy, growth in 

skilis nhtai to undertaking qualitative and quantitative evaluation. 

Fiaiiy, the author realized that the development of such a Framework and its 

implemntation in a practice setting, a~ two related but distinct issues. More specificaiiy, 

the author gained a greater appreciation for the "gap" which can exût between the 

theoretical and the practical and a recognition that slalls need to bridge the two. 

The intervention also helped identify skiils and knowledge that the Consultant 

needed to continue to develop. First, it must be said that, despite the skills that the author 

previously identifieci as being gained duridg the intervention process, continueci growth 

could be realized in aii of the aforementioned areas. 

With regard to specifîc areas that the author identified a number as king in need of 

more attention. One area previously identified was that of organizatioad change. This was 

not seen as an area where the author's his skills ancilor knowledge were weak, but it was 

simply seen as an area that wouid likely be critical to the successN development and 

implementation of a systems advocacy h e w o r k  and one that the intervention process had 

not been able to aciequately explore this ma 

Another area for improvement was related to the topic of these areas. Greater efforts 

should have initially been made to gain a better understanding of evaluation theory and 

methodology. Unfortunately, the author felt his level of skilis and knowledge were 

sufficient but during the evaluation process, felt that there were aspects that could have 

been improved, such as quantitative analysis. 

-s: Formative a v s i s  of Goal A (Advocacv and S stems Advocacv). - 

With regard to the members' perspective of the consultant's level of knowledge as it 

appiied to advocacy and systems advocacy, they indicated a shpng recognition for their 

perception of the consultant's abilities in this area (see Lists of Tables and Charts: 

"Performance Feedback" graph: Questions 3a & 3b). While members' ratings for the 

consultant's abilities were among the lowest in the area of personal knowledge, the overd 

grade was still very high. As weU, it was hypothesized by the author that those 



areadmeetings where the author sored lower appeared may have been. in part, a nsult of 

his attempts to have members assume responsi'bility for decision - maklllg related to the 

process instead of providing direction himself (process versus expert). The resistance to 

this change may have strengthened the view that the author had a stmng grasp of the 

material, as this is why members did not wish for a shift in intervention styles. 

These findings, and the author's hypothesis, raise the issue of the relationship 

among the questions and of the validity of atotal score. To this end, a Spearman Rank 

Order Correiatïon test was undertaken on one of the meetings to tty and detennine if ai l  

items were rate4 and thus measuring aspects of the same phenornenon. Of particuiar note 

was to detemine if the= was a negative relationship between the questions which dealt 

with the author's leaming versus those involving the cornmittee members. In order to 

improve the chances of gainiog the most accurate and diable results, Meeting Five was 

US& because it presenwl the greatest spread in rankiogs, both in ternis of individuals 

scores and the number of scores involved (six). 

The resuits of this test (see Appendix Y) were largely positive. With regard to the 

individual items, the findings suggested a strong CO-relationship, with nothing to suggest 

that Question Five should be separated h m  Question Four. 

In considering the results versus the total score. the rank correlation test seemed to 

determine that the individual scores correlate weil with the total score. Question 3d 

(Facilitator stayed mie to the agenda) cm be viewed as having the lowest rating, more so 

than the other questions. However, it should be noted that it still retains a positive value. 

This might suggest that adberence to the agenda was interprted poorly by the cornmittee as 

a sign of hfiexibility and an inability to adapt to changing circumstances. 

In reflecting on the ~ d t s  of the rank conelation test, however, the author 

questions these rrsuits. W e  these resuits do not demonstrate any reason to disprove the 

author's hypotheses, the s d  group size, combined with a aumber of fïaws in the 

evaluation mechanism (identined more M y  Iater in the chapter), give pause to consider the 

validity of these findings. 



of Goal A (Advoc 

During the author's interviews with members, they wlicated strong support for the 

author's level of knowledge in the areas of advocacy and systems advocacy. Ofparticuiar 

note was mention of the author's Imowledge in the areas of advocacy/systems advocacy 

theory and philosophy. As weil, some rnembers expressed a M e r  acknowledgement of 

the author's knowledge in this ana by i d e n m g  how surprised they were regarding the 

"level of complexity'm of a formai, systems advocacy h e w o r k  and "how difncult the 

work must have been to master", 

sis of Goal B ce of Knowled. .  

During the author's review of Literature on empowerment, it became clear that one 

of the most fundamental aspects was awareness of one's situation. To this end, it became 

necessary to provide some mechanism for creating awanness in people involved in 

systems advocacy work. This fact turned the author's attention to criticai thinking as a 

means for developing suc h awareness. 

The author's wodc with regard to awareness and critical thinking c m  be noted in a 

number of areas. The research related to the intervention process did, in the author's 

estimation, enhance the author's level of howledge in the area of criticai thinkiag. This 

knowledge was perhaps most obviously demonstrateci during the theoreticai construction of 

the systems advocacy ~ e w o r k .  Overt prompting within each stage of the Framework 

through the use of questions was designed to stimulate thought and challenge Committee 

members to think and rationalize their work. 

Another example of the author's growth in this area was through the successfd 

implementation of process intemention styles during the consultation process. Originaily 

prompted by the author's need to move the Committee into the Disengagement phase of the 

consultation process, the use of process intervention styles forced the author/consuitant to 

develop criticai thinking skilis in cornmittee rnembers by coaching them to come up with 

solutions, Uistead of relying on the consultant for such solutions. 

Another example of the author's abiiity to create and be guided by knowledge can 

28 The statement also mised possible issues around the mode1 itself being too complex. ie. to diicult for 
the agency to use. 



be found in the author's wodc in analyzing cornmittee meetings. The meethg minutes and 

corresponding analysis demonstrated an increasing level of sophistication, not only in 

ternis of the content, but also in ternis of the consultation process. The author became 

increasingly adept at deciphering issues relateci to the consultation process. One example of 

this was that during some of the eariier meetings, the Consuliant o h n  responded with 

blamhg when faced with resistance. By Iater in the pmcess, the Consultant was able to 

resist personalizing such issues and instead seek out motivation for why Committee 

members might be feeling the way tbat they were. In this sense, the author's ability to use 

Reflective Thinking techniques was greatly enhanced by pmgress made in the area of 

critical tbinkix~g. 

Another example of the author's increased abiiïty in this area related to the analysis 

of three moments during the practicum proces which were bighly problernatic. The event 

when the author decided to dateraliy develop the Framework was attributed to a lack of 

ability in discussïng the issue face - to - fa~e with the agency as a result of a fear that thk 

wodd lead to M e r  delays in the process, or perhaps even scuttle it. Another example 

occurred when the author was able to determine that the reason for a sudden and 

spontaneous change to the meeting agenda was because the Consultant felt that this wodd 

expedite the consultation process. F i y ,  the lack of readiness in preparing for one 

meeting was attriiuted to simple exhaustion on the part of the Consultant, who simply had 

not left himself enough time to prepa for the meeting. 

Of concem, however, was the fact t h  this achievement of this learning goal was 

somewhat limited within the intervention process. The Consultant was unsuccessful in 

having the agency commit to, in a tangible way, the notion of empowennent through 

involvement of consumers/survivours and non - management staff. Greater emphasis 

might have been made by the Consultant once the intervention was started to raise the issue 

of empowerment in the pmcess, although there was recognition in the end by some 

Committee members of the need to revisit this area 

Based on the feedback received h m  Committee members (see "Lists of Tables and 



Chm: "Performance Feedback" graph: Questions Y), the consultatiotl process was 

identifid as being usefd in helping people understand systuns advocacy. This conclusion 

was fuaher supportai by feedback received on the open - ended question regarding the 

value of the process h m  a loiowledge perspective (see Appmdù E, Performance 

Feedback sheet, Question 5a). 

Of note was the fact that the Consultant's worst individual criterion rating was 

related to Question #5 ('Wow useful was this review in increasing your understanding of 

systems advocacy") on the Performance FeedbacK' sheet (see "Appendix E, Performance 

Feedback graph: Overail rating per meeting"). The author atmiutes this rating to two 

factors. Fi- that the consultant's change in intervention style forced Committee 

members to provide their own mswers and when they had trouble aaiomplishing this, felt 

that they had learned iess. The second issue may have been tbat the material covered was 

scored by members relative to tbeir own levels of personai knowledge. If members had an 

understanding of systems advocacy, or elemeats of if then they would nanirally l e m  less. 

This would result in a lower rathg. 

In reviewing the Performance Feedback forms and and the author's analysis h m  

individual meetings, it appears that the his performance and/or intervention styles were not 

necessarily the most significant factors in determinhg how much members leamed 

regardhg systems advocacy. it appeared that the topics of discussion during the actual 

meetings was a primary determinant in how members rated their leaming experience. More 

specincally, the more complex the topic, the more people felt they leamed. In the areas that 

people felt they already possessed some knowledge, the process was not as enlightening. 

Resuits of the final interviews with Committee members revealed a number of 

signincant findings relating to the achievement of Learniag Goal B. For example, one 

trend in the answers showed that many members felt ''validated" by the pmcess. These 

statements referred to the fact that many members felt that they actuaiiy possessed skills or 

knowledge related to aspects of the Framework. Because they felt that the Framework and 

Systems Advocacy were vaiuable. this helped them feel that they were progressive and 



competent workers. One member remarked how "great it felt to be finaily working on 

systems changing". 

Despite the possession of the aforementioned knowledge, the Cornmittee 

overwhelmingiy identiiied that they had leamed dot duniig the consukation process 

regafding Systems A~VOC~CY- S o m  members mentioned that this was especiaüy tme 

~garding the initial stages of the Framewoxk While mentionhg that the pmcess codd feel 

overwhelming at times, members felt that, in the nnal anaiysis, they were able to '%ee" the 

woah of a Systems Advocacy Framework. Further, some members admitted to feeling 

somewhat important in gaining this new and complex "kno~iedge'~. One member 

mentioned how she saw this as "an important new SU in my repertoire". 

Another factor iàentified relating to the Framework and kwwledge was that 

members voiced their understanding regarding the value of the model as a logid, objective 

model for identifying and selecting issues. W e  acknowledging that everythiug has some 

form of bias, this process endeavoured to put the biases "Up fiont" so that they could be 

accounted for and dealt with as needed One example where this worth was cited related to 

the value of the Framework in helping to keep the agency on the "straight and narrow" by 

making them accountable to their mission statement One member mentioned how the 

Framework would make the agency in practice more accountable to the agency in 

philosophy. 

For ease of examination, the author broke analysis into four distinct sections, as 

they related to Dougherty's consultation model(1990). These four areas were Attributes, 

Organizational skills, Roles and Interventions. It was these four areas wbich together 

Dougherty identined as comprising the skiUs of a mie consultant. 

4?Lmhm* 
Dougherty outlined seven attributes which he felt epitomized the successful 

consultant (p. 19 - 25). 

a) The first of these attributes related to the consultant's am'tude. This included 

such attiiudinal behaviours as open - muidedness, patience, etc. It could be said by the 



author/coosultant going into the consultation process that this amibute was the one issue in 

which the author felt secure. However, the manifistation of these attitudes in the 

cowiltation process was amther matter. On reflection, the author felt that he was 

successful in maintaining his positive attitude thioughout the process. This was 

demonstrated in different areas. For example, the author strove to develop the process into 

one that was as egalitarian as possible. This was done because such a structure related to 

the need for dinerent parties to operate a equals within the process. Every effort was made 

to iden- issues relating to imbalance withui in the group and to address them accordingiy, 

Le. ensuring that a l i  members participated equaüy. However, it can be ais0 said that the 

author was able to become increasingiy less judgmentai throughout the process with regard 

to those in positions of power within the group, i.e. the Executive Director. Every attempt 

was made to "wak in her shœs" and appRciate her position and correspondiog 

responsibilities. This often resulted in the Consultant employing intervention styles which 

otherwise might have been more coafi.Ontational. 

Perhaps the best example of the author's attitude was his ability to encourage and 

protect discussion that was critical of the Framework and the Systems Advocacy process. 

W e  this often proved stressfd, the author believes that overall, he was successful in 

validating those who demonstrated alternative feelings towards elements of the model, and 

the mode1 itseif. 

b) The author also beiieved that considerable knowledge was gained in the area of 

inter-perso~l communication skilik. For example, within the confines of the consultation 

process. the author felt that he was successful in creating an amiosphere that was coîlegial 

and non - threateniag. The author was clear about the parameters of the pmess, as 

identifieci through the meeting agendas, and was able to successfùliy employ conflict 

resolution skills on many occasions, and idem* and respond to non - verbal f o m  of 

communication. Of particuiar note was the author's ability to use humour as a method for 

reducing tension and demonstrating personai openness (laughed at own mistakes). 

Some areas for improvement were also noted. For example, while noting the real 

Limitations faciag the author, more consideration shouid have been given to the actual 



physical environment. The m m  used was m p e d  and often suffered h m  p r  air 

circulation, a fatal combination when dealing with a complex issue and o h  tired staff. 

Further, more attention should have been paid to other aspects of the physical environment, 

such as seating patterns, lighting, etc. 

Oa a number of occasions the author felt that he couid have been b e r  with 

cornmittee members engaging in imlevant discussion, although it shouid be noted that 

aliowing for these types of discussions might have helped to produce a more informai and 

relaxed atmosphere. 

C) Considerable growth ais0 seemed to occur within the area of comunication . 
Attention was, in the author's opinion, paid to such issues as body posture, empathy, 

questionhg ( as also demonstrated in the construction of the Mode1 ), self - sharing, and 

information giving. However, there were areas identiiïed by the author that were initiaily 

problematic, but successfully dealt with during the course of the consultation pmcess. One 

example of this was listening skills. During the initial two meetings the author found 

himself dorninating conversation somewhat in an attempt to demonstrate his level of 

expertise (gain credïiility). It was possible that th& might have impacted on the low 

participation rates of members at this tirne. Once recognued, the author was able to 

eliminate this issue. 

Another area that was of some concem dealt with the need to have members gain 

consensus on issues king discussed. This origindy presented some fnistratioa to the 

author. but this issue was eliminated when the author made greater attempts to focus on 

cl~inglparaphtasing and summariPag. This was because many of the problems 

encountered were aot as a result of ideological differences, but simply communication 

issues. 

One area that the author was very conscious of during the process was avoiding 

jargon and technicd language that would alienate members. This was dealt with in one 

way by constantly having the Cornmittee develop understandings (definitions) of various 

terminologies. While this was very successfbl in helphg people, the author failed to 

account for the cumulative impact of this work. This resulted in members becoming 



overwhelmed by the model. In response, the author developed a sumrnmy list of 

dekitions (see Appendix P3) which proved helpful to Cornmittee members, but shouid 

have been developed eatlier. 

One area of coacun identifid regardhg communication was the o h  mentioned 

incident wbere the author arbittarily moved to develop the Framework without consul~g 

with the agency. Had the author communicated his assessrnent of the situation and sought 

theV approval, this incident might have been avoided 

d) Prob1em - solving skills were anotber area outlined as critical by Dougherty (p. 

22 - 23)- WWe the construction of the Framework itself demonstrated cousiderable 

growth relative to problem - solvhg skills, the consultation process itself provided 

opportunity to fiirther develop knowledge and skilis in this area The author identified 

problem - solving as one area where considerable competence was demonstrated. With 

regard to preparation, considerable effort was made to "prevent" problems h m  occurring, 

through the development and use of such items as agendas, process tools (Summary of 

Definitions. Abridged versions, etc), meeting minutes, etc. Where problems did arise 

duriag the consultation process, the author was able to incceasiagiy demonstrate knowledge 

and skül acquisition through such vehicles as development of spontaneous, hands - on 

exercises, conflict resolution skills and reEraming contentious issues. Overali, the author 

considered this area to be one of his strongest in tenns of competence demonstrated. 

Dougherty's version of skills amibutable to success in tenns of working with 

organizations had only limited applicability (p. 23 - 24). Much of this section related to a 

much broder consultation process. in other words, it related to a consultation pmess 

whereby aü members of the organization had input into the process. This was not the case 

duriDg this consultation. There were however, areas of considerable importance that dealt 

with this issue. 

The k t ,  and most important demonstration, occurred wben the author made an 

arbiaary decision to change the consultation amangement made with the agency. This was 

a demonstration of a lack of ski11 in dealing with organizations. Whiie the decision to 



undertake the consultation pmess  as the author decided was technicaUy the right one, it 

most certainly was the wrong one with regard to pnress. In other words, the author 

believes that his assessment of the situation was correct in that it was unredistic for the 

author and the agency to jointiy develop the Framework as a resuit of time constraints on 

the agency. However, had the author simply chosen to identify this assessment to the 

agency, th agency WGely wodd have simply endorsed the change and no damage wouid 

have been ïncurred to the author's celationship with the agency. The ramifications of this 

decision stayed with the author for much of the consultation process, especiaüy with regard 

to the Advocacy Program Manager and the Executive Director. This failure was manifesteci 

primariiy thmugh the inczea~ed time it twk to gain misted entry into the organization. 

W e  the author was able to eventually demonstrate the usefiilness and weii - meaning 

intent of his arbitrary decision, it was clear that the situation could have been handled 

differently. On the other han& wben one coasidered the situation that the author had 

created, the fx t  that the process was able to end with the organization pleased with the 

Consultant's performance and the consultation process itself, tbis also demonstrates in the 

broadest sense that the author was able to deal efkctively within the organizationd context. 

The fnal attribute mentioned by Dougherty was that of Ethical and Professional 

Behaviour S u s  (p. 24 - 25). While it can be said that the author did not? to the best of his 

knowledge, encounter any ethical or professionai dilemmas or breaches (save the 

aforementioned arbitrary decision to change the consultation agreement), the author felt that 

the process was able to demonstrate considecable integrity in this regard. 

One m a  that was identified as being of potentid coucem were comments that were 

of a potentiaiiy sensitive nature on the audio - tapes. Such comments were either irrelevant 

(persmal) or of a potentially provocative nature and had to be censored, often before being 

reviewed by the author's coach. 

Roles- 
As earlier mentioned, Dougherty identified six primary roles that consultant's play 

(p. 26 - 3 1) and that the ability of the consultant to master these roles does, in large part, 

determine the consultant's effectiveness. 



a) Based on Dougherty's understanding of amtocacy (p. 27), the author felt that 

his ability to utilize this role had been hampered sornewhat as a d t  of the initial mistrust 

c a d  by the author's misguideci, arbitrary Qcision to alter the practicum a&reement, The 

author was leery to advocate on behalf of positions (empowerment) or individuals 

(coasumers/survïvours and staff) for fear of provoking a backlash to the consultation 

process. This unfortunate situation had the fortunate impact of causing the author to be 

more creative in his approach to advocacy. Subtler fomis of advocacy had to be developed 

in order to assist disadvantaged individuals. groups or platforms. For example, if a 

decision appeared that it might marginaiize the role of comumers/swivours within the 

process (a constant issue), the author would advocate by asking members to cornider how 

they might react to a given situation if they were individuals with serious mental health 

issues. Such methods proved quite successhil in bringing about change. As weii, the 

decision to not utilize more codiontationai f o m  of advocacy proved wise given the 

enjoyed outcome. 

b) During the initial stages of the proces, the primary role utilized was that of the 

expen (Dougherty, p.27). Given the initiai leveis of understanding on the topic, even on 

the part of the Advocacy Program Manager, it was clear this rok would have to initialiy be 

used. The author's role in this regard was successhil in developing a level of knowledge 

arnong members that eventuaily facilitateci cbanges to other d e s  that placed more 

respoosibiiity on the Cornmittee members. Concern was noted on the part of the author 

that the expert role might have been camed on too long and impaired the transition process. 

While the author does believe that such a change might have occurreci earlier, it dîd not, in 

the h a 1  analysis, negatively impact on the final outcome. 

c) The T r ~ i n e r = c t o r  d e  was one that was seldom ubüized within the process, 

although it can be nghtly said tbat the consultation pfocess was an exercise in training 

agency SM to constnict and implement the systems advocacy process. 

With regard to this role, one area where it shodd have been implemented in a more 

direct m e r  was to encourage the Advocacy Program Manager to take a more active role 

in the process. As she was to be the penon who would ultimately be responsible for the 



agency's advocacy effom, it seemed appropriate that she take a moxe active role in 

assisting with the consultation process. Unforturiately, for reasons unknown, this issue 

was not originaiiy seen as importaat to the agency. It might have stemmd h m  a 

reluctance to take the Advocacy Program Manager away from her duties and have her 

spend tirne on this work. However, it was evenniaily identifieci as unfortunate thaî such an 

arrangement had noi occuned. as this would have k e n  an exoellent opportunity for this 

individual to becorne more acquainted with the prccess. 

d) In his role as a faciIitator, the author generally attempted to use a more 

collaborative approach to the proces. This was in part faciiitated by the fact that the 

author was himseff a cornmittee member, a duai role that was later identified as king 

inconsistent with the d e  of the consultant. As weU, for structurai purposes, the use of a 

collaborative style helped in maintaining a alatively egalitarian structure and developing a 

sense of mist among members that the author was working with them, and not against 

them, 

e) The role offacfinder was utilized during the entire consultation process. This 

was necessary as a result f the fact that this role had been designated as part of the 

practicum agreement (see Appendix H). The author felt that this role was carried out 

competently and that no pmblems were encounted The mie itself provideci the author 

with increased understanding of advocacy and the advocacy process as the person 

respoasible for researching definitions, etc. As previously mentioned however, it would 

likely have served the agency's purposes better had this role been shared, especiaiiy with 

the Advocacy Program Manager. 

f )  Another role identined by Dougherty (p. 30)' and one utilized by the author, was 

that of the process specialkt . This role was viewed by the author as the least directive and 

most appropriate in having members staa to assume responsibility for the advocacy 

process. To this end, this particular d e  was best suited to facilitating the disengagement 

phase of the consultation model. In the author's opinion, this role required the greatest 

level of ski11 because it demanded the highest level of "people" skills. The author identified 

bis performance in this area as strong, as evidenced through the use of reflective 



questioning, "intentional amnesia" (forcing members to aaswer instead of solving problems 

himself). and qwstioning. While the shift to this role did initially result in some resistaace 

fiom committee members (not unexpectedly), it did in the end result in a successful 

conclusion to the intemention pmess. 

terventmns, 

a) The author's use of the acceptmit intemention styie was extensive and occurred 

on two levels. As a resuit of the author's original decision to uniiaterdy make changes to 

the Practicum Agreement, a seme of mistrust was developed. This resdted in the author 

having to pursue a styie which, on a macro level, he1ped demonstrate that the author would 

act in a supportive and objective manner, one without ulterior motive. This intervention 

was particularly important during the initiai meetings with the Advocacy Program manager 

and the Executive Director, as weU as during the early committee meetings. On a micro 

level, the acceptant strategy was utilized in those situations where the author felt that 

individual committee members taking miaority positions needed validation (Advocacy 

Program Manager and the Community member). From the author's position, this strategy, 

while not wholiy successful, achieved as much as could be expected given certain structural 

limitations. The author believes that it was ultimately successN in regaining a seme of 

trust between himself and the agency and facilitahg the transition to having the agency 

assume responsibiiity for the pmcess. Having said that, however, it is iikely that the 

author could have sti i l  maintained a supportive atmosphere while gently challenging the 

cornmittee in certain armas. 

b) The cataiytic intervention style was seldom used, largely because the 

consultation did not dictate such a proceu. Where this style was used was on a more 

theoretical level The agency, iike rnany. often acted on feling and impulse as opposed to 

theory and hard information. Much of the Consultant's work focused on having the 

agency, on a more theoretical level, start to grasp the cornation between a formal 

framework and the need to base decisions, wherever possible, on hard data. This need 

was highlighted padcularly during the last meeting when members were scoring issues 

during the diy - rua process. While members were struggiing with which scores to give 



issues, the Consultant was continuaily emphasizing that members should be thinking of 

what information they would need in order to score an issue in a more objective manner 

than a concensus of "gut feelings*'. 

C) The confrontation intervention style was not used during the consultation 

pmess, except in its most subtle fomis. As a resuit of the author's earlier. dortunate 

decision, the agency had accumulated a sense of mistrust based on the assessrnent that, 

arnong other tbings. that the author might be too radiai and insensitive in his approach to 

understanding agency needs. To this end. the use of the intervention styie was viewed as 

potentiaiiy provocative. In the author's estirnation the decision to focus on other styles was 

seen as more productive. This view was bom out in the author's h a i  analysis (see Goal 5: 

Summative Analysis). 

d) The prescnptive intervention style was not utiiized except in the most global 

sense. More specincaiiy, the consultation pmess was in many ways a prescriptive 

response to the agency's need for help in their stmgglïng efforts in the m a  of systems 

advocacy. Beyond this however. there was littie use of this style formally. 

e) The theory and pratciples intervention was u t i k d  exclusively in the f h t  

meeting of the Committee where emphasis was placed on expiaining the theoreticai 

foundation of the author's work. It was identined by the author that there seemed to be a 

greater aeed for this approach tbroughout the process as the Committee members were 

often gwlty of deaihg with issues on a purely pragmatic level. However, there did not 

seem to be a great expressed need on the part of the agency to focus on this situation. 

vsis of Goal C (Consul 

Based on the responses garnered h m  the Performance Feedback sheet (see Lists 

of Tables and Charts: Charts 1.2 &3), it can be said that Committee members rated the 

p e r f o m c e  of the Consultant highly. The author ranked particuiarly weli in the areas of 

knowledge, inclusiveness, and organizational abilities (see Lists of Tables and Charts: 

Questions 3% 3c, 3d & 3e). Ratings in the area of presentation skills were also high 

overaii (overaii median score of 1.31, with oniy average scores in two meetings (see Lists 

of Tables and Charts: Question 3b). The overall rating for the Consultant was good (see 



Lists of Tables and Chm: Question 4). with average ratings in meeting one, eight and 

nine). 

In order to gain some understanding regardhg the possible relationship between the 

author's scores dative to his assesseà Level of lmowledge and ihe corresponding scores in 

other areas, a Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Signed Ranks test was c d d  out between Question 

3a and and 3c. The hypothesis of the author king that a change in the author's role would 

be reflected in this ratiag, without necessarily effectiag other rathgs. The results of this 

test showed a Z rating of - 1.6036. k.05 14. This seemed to substantiatethe author' s 

hypothesis. 

In ail it cm be said that the consultative performance by the author was an overaii 

success based in the hdings h m  individual meetings. 

S-ve -sis of Goal C ( C m .  

The h a 1  interviews reiafozced the finàings h m  the Performance feedback sheee 

and the author's own findings. Trends noted witbin the aaswers were the Consultant's 

high level of Imowledge, ability to validate people, and generai levels of organization. This 

was substantiated through such comments as "iacluded aii p u p  members", "encouraged 

input", "listened", and 'kas knowledgeable around subject materiai". 

The ody potentialiy negative fhding was that the author was "very thomugh and 

detailed". It seemed during the interview process that this was a fiiendly way of telling the 

author that some members felt too much time was spent on detail issues. This was stated 

most clearly by the Executive Director who stated that "less attention could have been 

provided to detail on many occasions". This concern was identifieci at various tirnes by the 

Consultant but was wt seen as a concern. In the Consultant's view, agency members were 

often guilty of trying to rush matters and not paying attention to detail. This couid be 

attributed, in the author's estimation, to the fact that worker's must often deal with day to 

day mattea which had a priority for them. As well, some members did not appreciate how 

seemingly smali item could have rather profound effects on the construction of the 

Framework. In short, the author had to ensure that the Conmittee, given its composition. 

did not lapse into a reactive mamer that cnsis work ofien entails. Mer ail, it is this very 



thing that underlines the value of a formai, systems advocacy process. 

Reflective w v s i s  of Go& D Eval-. 

The k t  component utilued within the evaluation design was ihat of reflective 

thinking. The use of tbis evaluation methodoIogy pmved to be particuiarly valuabie 

because of its highly complementary nature to the theoreticai foudation of the Framework, 

i.e. critical thinking. 

As demonstrated during the analysis of the meetings, the author's ability to 

effectively utiüze reflective thlliling techniques impmved throughout the process. This 

growth was marked by an i n c ~ a s e  in the &pth and range of the aoalysis. Of paaicular 

note was the author's ability to àecipher and adjust to situations within the meeting context 

with increasing speed. This ailowed the Consultant to operate in a much more timely, and 

thus effective, mannet. 

The utilization of the ''coaching" aspect of reflective thinking was extremely useful 

to the author. This process allowed the author to identify many issues and sub - issue 

which otherwise might have gone umoticed Such an example was the coach's notations 

around some of the author's more judgmental aspects of his analysis. These observations, 

and corresponding adjustmnts, facilitated an impmved "professional" approach to the 

consultation process. These lessons have served to encourage and teach the author to be 

more thorough and less judgmentai in practice, and to seek out the underiyhg reasons for 

peoples' actions and bebaviours . 
One area of concem noted related to the logistical end of reflative thinking. In this 

case, the use of audio - tapes as a method for data gathering was not without its problems. 

In one meeting the author was caught without batteries when the batteries died in the micro 

- cassette recorder which resulted in extensive note keeping for the rest of the meeting. 

This made proper facilitation difficult as the author often had to chwse between proper 

recording and proper facilitation. On two other occasions the debate was so lively that no 

one noticed that the tape had ended This resulted in minor loss of meeting discussion. 

Fially, some members spoke in a very quiet manner which at times made it ciifncult for the 

author to recount their contributions within the consultation process. Clearly, greater 



attention needed to be made regarding the tecbwlogy utiijzed 

SIS of Goal D 

The use of Performance Feedback s k i s  was a particularly usefbl evaluation 

methodology. As the individual comments were kept anonymous, the sheets provided a 

safe way for members to p l M y  point out areas for improvement in the consultation 

process and the Consultant's pertomiance. These sheets facilitated the ongoing feelings of 

the members on a meeting to meeting basis, allowing for rapid adjustment to issues 

encountered that might be problematic. 

The use of feedback sheets were also helpful in providing the author with some 

feedback on his performance. This gxeatly assisted the author in measuring his 

performance and demonstrating in a taagile way, the attainment of bis estabiished goals. 

Two flaws were identifid within the Performance Feedback process, however. 

The first, and more minor of the two, was the inclusion of Question 2 and 2a ( See 

Appendix E). This question was only relevant for the k t  meeting and should have been 

excluded M m  all foiiowing meetings. As weii, the Iateness of utilizing the "Guide for 

Considering Changes" meant tbat members couid not even score it in the original meeting 

The second. and more serious issues related to interventionlrole styles and scoring. 

As previously noteci, the change fiom an "expert" intervention style to a "process" 

intervention style may have resulted in resistance fkom some members of the Cornmittee. 

One consideration is that this might have been caused by resistance by cornmittee rnembers 

to assuming a greater level of respons11,iiity. This might have resulted in lower SCORS in 

the ana of personal knowledge even if the author felt his performance was good. This 

situation revealed to the author the dangers of utilizing purely quantitative evaluation 

format, at least where vaîidity had not been estabiïshed. 

This situation. among others, raised for the author the issue of the importance to 

ensure that mechanisms are employed that aiiow the miearcher to assess degees of 

validity. As a result of the author's failure to employ a validated instrument, it is fair to say 

that much of the author's conclusions have beea based on conjecture. With hindsight, 

greater efforts should have been made in selecting and testing the instruments. 



The use of personal inte~ews semai as a perfect amplement to the other 

methodoiogies chosen. This process d o w d  the author to undertake a more direct 

exploration of the consultation in coiiaboration with the inte~ewee. 

This process was particulady usefbi in revealing opinions that members felt were 

under - representeà or for personal or political reasoas, could not pubücly be bmught 

fornard- Such issues included individual staff capabilities, Ieveïs of agency skiU and 

cornmitment, personal insecurities related to the systems advocacy process, etc. 

The nature of the interviews also had another benefit Given the £ h i c  and open 

nature of the discussions, the interviews also helped the author gauge the level of CO& 

that he enjoyed with committee members. On the basis of these interviews then, the author 

felt cornfortable in making a determination that the level of comfort was hi&. It must be 

ackuowledged however, that inte~ewing does have its limitations. Despite the author's 

personal feelings on the outcome of the i n d e w s ,  it is possible that intewiewees did not 

raise concerns that were of a sensitive nature, such as crïticism of the author andor co- 

workers. 

Findiaes: - Analvsis of Goal E (To develob a knowled~e - wided. knowledee - 

creatine framework for svstems advocacvL 

The achievement of the primary Ieaming goal can be examineci in a number of 

ways. F i t  and foremost is the acbievement of the primary goal as accomplished through 

the achievement of the other four personal learning goals. As a resuit of the author's 

determination regardhg the successful achievement of these goals, Iargely sub - goals of 

primary goal, he believed that de facto, success was also realized with regard to the primary 

goal. 

Another indication of the realization of the aforementiotled goal related to the 

feedback of Cornmittee members, both within the Participant Feedback sheets and in the 

final interviews. One committee member stated that this was useful simply because they 

had "no real pnor knowledge". Another stated that it ''bmught dot of pieces together" for 

her. One member even stated that hdshe increased their knowledge h m  "observing the 



faci1itatof7. During the interviews, two members spoke of 'Teeiing that this wouid present 

real opportunities for real and lasting chaoge". These findings indicated sirwg support for 

the validity and continuation of the Framework and the systems advocacy pmcess. 

The final indicator related to the achievement of the primary goal was tbe decision 

by the agency to continue to utilize the Framework. This was manifésiteci through an 

employment contract to the autbor to develop a working manual for the agency (see 

Appendix U). 

art 1. Conclusions. 

The findings of the author, through pre - practicum work. reviews of existing 

literahire, and the consultation process itself, have aiiowed him to draw the foliowing 

conclusion and correspondiog recommendations. These conclusions and reco~lll~lendations 

serve to demonstrate in part the achievement of the identifiai learning goals. 

/ldvocacv and Svstems Advacafy. 

Advocacy was identifieci as an important vehicle for social change (Newman, '90; 

Cole, '9 1; Freddoiino, '87; Church, '9 1; etc.). 

Re-practicum research and reviews of existing literature seemed to indicate that 

whüe much potential exists for systems advocacy, much of the focus of current advocacy 

work is of an individual focus. The argument could be made that h large part, individual 

advocacy nuiforces the notion of individual pathology by itseif failing to address larger 

systems change. 

Whüe many advocates and advocacy organizations recognize the need for 

undefiaking systems advocacy, and doing so in a formal manner, few such efforts seem to 

exist. 

Because advocacy is about empowement, the process of undertaking advocacy 

is as important as the outcorne. As a result, the process must involve 

consumerslsurvivours in a significant way at al1 of its levels of the process. 

Formal systems advocacy is a process which requires certain levels of 



cooperation, organization, critical thinkùig, formalization and information gathering. These 

elements are ona  often not found in niainStream social agencies, where the organizational 

environment is individuaiized, uncoordinatai, routinized and hiemaical way. This meam 

that, despite an agency's ideatif3cation of the need to undertalce such systemic action, it is 

iikely that this process WU challenge existing organi7atioaal cultures for carrying out 

change. 

Considerable recognition has occurred regarding the need for systems advocacy. 

M a t  is clear however. is chat the relatively complexity of a formai systems advocacy 

fbmework is a double - edged swod While the formai process is invaluable in helping 

organizations logically pmess the large range of complex issues facing them with regard to 

systems advocacy, the relative complexity (and lack of organizational experience) of the 

Framework makes construction of such a process difncult. The production of prototype 

models should greatiy assist other organizations who need only mod@ existing 

frameworks to suit their needs, unless some factor(s) varies sufïicientiy to require 

reformulation* 

Systems advocacy is dangerous to those benefiting from the current statu quo. 

Given the current political and economic cümate, this likely means that systems advocacy, 

if properly undertaken, may cause the organization undertaking action to encounter some 

considerable resistance. Serious consideration must be given to developing secure forms 

of independent fiinding that allow systems advocacy to occur in relative safety and security. 

Because advocacy is about empowerment, and knowledge is one of the prirnary 

components of empowerment, the ability to create knowledge becarne instnunental for the 

development of a successfùl mode1 for systems advocacy. As was demonstrated, 

knowledge is best attained through critical thinking- This c m  create problems however. 

Social service organizations, busiaess, schools and govemment ofien talk of the need for 

workers/students who possess critical thinking abilities. This appears to be a falsebood 



What such places d y  seem to want are limited aitical thinkers. That is to Say, they want 

workers/students who thiak Cnticdly on the organization's behalf, but not against them. 

This is of course, an irnpossibility. To this end, the author suggests that only 

orgaaizaton's which truiy encourage cornmitment and accountability to stated philosophies 

and mission statements of empowerment engage in a formal systems advocacy process. 

Based on the feedback received, it seems that the Framework greatly assists 

individuais involved in the systems advocacy process to gain knowledge and efficiently 

utilize it. Cornmittee members spoke of king able to "see" the value of the Framework, in 

reference to king able to overcome previously overwhelming process issues and undertake 

change of a more fuadamental nature. 

The knowledge created is not reiated solely to systems advocacy, but takes in a 

wide range of areas, such as cntical thinking, orgauizational analysis, research. program 

development, evaluation and staffing, etc. 

One of the traditional problems encountered when undertaking action that is 

related to larger, more complex issues is that it is has a greater iikelihood of failure as a 

resuit of the dorementioned factors. It seems that the Frarnework will increase the 

Likelihood of an action king successful because it addresses these issues. 

The consultation process was as Unportant to the h a 1  product as the Framework 

itself. This was because the consultation pmcess moved the Framework from the realm of 

theory to the realm of practice. The consultation process then, is integral to the successful 

development of a systems advocacy h e w o r k  

The decision to daterally change the practicum agreement seriously jeoparàized 

the successful outcorne of the consultation process. While not a factor in the mal analysis, 

this act had implicatioas throughout the consultation process, particularly in temis of how 

confrontational the author could be. 



While somewhat iimited in options, the autbor became aware of the importance of 

the physical environment to the successfûi outcome of the consultation process. In hiture 

consultations, greater aîtention would have been paid to this aspect of the consultation 

process. 

On a personal level, the author àemonstrated many of the attriiutes that 

Dougherty (1990) identified as important in an effective consultant. Problems aad 

shortcomings in the consultant's performance were readily identifieci and there were no 

ongoing, problematic issues ( h m  the author's perspective). The author demonstrated an 

ability to idente  and perform competently in a vaOety of consultation mies and 

intervention styles. 

Overall, the evaluation design employed by the author worked well. The three 

components were highly complementary and together provided a balanced view of the 

consultation process and the Consultant's performance. 

The Reflective Thinking component of the evaluation design was particuiarly 

effective for two reasons. Fust, The author had the lwury of utilizing a performance 

coach. This arrangement, especiaily early in the consultation pmcess, was extremely 

useful to the author in identifying areas of note that might otherwise have been missed. It 

seerns that the old adage "two heads are better than one" is cextainiy a valid one. The 

second issue related to the naaual "fit'' that existed b e m n  reflective thinking and the 

Framework itself. As well, the process of leamhg ~flective thinking techniques through 

dialogue and reflection on proceedings helped in realizing growth in this area. From the 

author's perspective, reflective thinking very much enhanceci his ability to utilize critical 

thinking techniques, which were a hindamental aspect of the Framework. 

While the Performance Feedback sheets were aa extrernely useful component in 

the evaluation design, they were, in the author's estimation, the "weak WC". With 

hindsight, more questions should have been included in the sheet regarding the 



performance of the Consultant, in order to give a broader and more detailed view of his 

work In addition, far greater attention should have been given to the factors of reliability 

and validity. The author's failure to utilize statisticdy fiinctionai instruments radteci in 

conclusions that were far les  powemil than they might have been. 

On a few occasions, due to tirne constraiats, Cornmittee members were not able to 

complete their feedback sheets immediately, these sheets were often filleci out just prior to 

the next Cornmittee meeting. It was clear that the validity of such information had 

diminisbed at a correspondhg nüe to the member's ability to actu@ly recaU events b m  the 

meeting in question. Members often stated that they "couldn't rernember" while fdbg out 

the sheet in the committee mm. 

Ftuther examination of the sales themselves showed that the author had failed to 

space equaiiy between the points on the feedback fom. This Iikely created a bias in how 

people scored issues. 

The scale itseïfprovided an apparently unrealisticaiiy fuii spectrum of choices for 

committee mernbers. In fact, no individual score was ever garnered over 2.5. As a result, 

the scores were tightly compressed, with vexy littie variation among them. This fact, 

coupled with the srnail group sizes, made it extrernely diffïcult to gain usefül and diable 

information. 

Codification of the Performance Feedback sheets would have allowed for individual 

cornparisons and greater statistical rigor. 

As pointed out earlier, a signincant flaw was identified in the Performance 

Feedback sheet rdating to the change h m  an expert intervention style to aprocess 

intervention style. Given this occurrence, considerable thought would be given by the 

author to restructuring the feedback sheet to eIiminate such a situation. 

The only ongoing area of concem identified related to the logistical pieces related 

to the audio - tapings. The author encountered a number of problems related to audio - 
tapings which could be related to his inexperience in such work. This resuited in several 



pieces, alkit minor ones, of lost idonnation. Preparation in this area was identified as an 

area for improvemnt 

aFurther to the need for greater statistical anaiysis was the need for such 

examination of the p u p  processes. Such data wodd have been usefbi in helping to verify 

the author's reflective findings. 

Based on the author's work at this time, inàications are that the Framework bas 

met aii original expectations and has considerable validity as a tool for social justice work 

The author contends that the Framework has the potential to help professional and self - 
help organizatioas undertake change of a broad, meaningful nature that otherwise might not 

have been possible. It should be noted however, that the Framework has yet to be tested 

on a real M e  issue. This  wiil not doubt result in M e r  modifications to it. Such changes 

however, are simply vie& as part of the naturai evolution of the Framework and not a 

sign of shortcomings. 

Part 1. Evaluation of Worksbo~s. 

The workshops have been evaiuated on a basis consistent with the chapter on 

Intervention (see Chapter 3). The evaluation first examines the content of the workshops 

(the Framework ) and draws conclusions on the workshop prcxess itself. These major 

observalions have been undertaken on a pnerai ievei and not on a meeting - by - meeting 

basis, 

l One shortcoming identined in the mode1 (and the prooess) was the lack of 

attention paid to the theoretical and philosophical foundation of the Framework. This was 

attributable in part to a lack of recognition on the part of the author of the value of this 

section, and the agency's zeal to focus on the more pragmatic aspects of the Framewodc 

This shoricoming was noticed by the author at the end of the hrst full cornmittee meeting, 

but as a resuit of the author's indiscretion involving the practicum agreement, he felt 



somewhat powerless to challenge this situation. This situation was udortwiate. The 

philosophical and theoreticai premises fom the foundation upon which the entire 

Framework is based. Failun to comprehend or agee with this section has significant 

implications for how the Framework is developed, and the understanding with which it is 

u t i l k d .  

Another aspect of the Framework which was undervalued by both the Cornmittee 

and the Consuitant was the brief section in the Framework on Organizational Change. It 

became increasing clear to the author that the implementation of a systems advocacy 

framework does not occur in a vacuum. The introduction of such a mode1 can signai a 

change in both the culture of the organization and job duties. This c m  give rise, if not 

properly undertaken, to such issues as tesistance. apathy, fears of job loss or professionai 

incornpetence, etc. Organizational change therefore, appears to be part and parcel of any 

move towards merriineful systems advocacy. 

The development of numerid scdes with regard to the selection of potential 

systems advocacy issues was one such example of a possible shift in organizational 

culture. Rior to the consultation process, the agency's advocacy efforts, especiaily 

systems advocacy, was based on the experiences of the Advocacy Program Manager and 

the Agency. The adoption of formal. numencal scales was important not just because it 

made seme for the selection of issues, but also because it signded a shift in agency 

thinking h m  the traditional informal method, to a system based on hard data This 

represented, in the author's opinion, an important first development in having the agency 

recognize the need to base situations on, wberever possible. hard data. Once again, 

however, greater consideration should have ken given to developing a system which 

ensuredthe reliability and validity of the data produceci. It now is apparent to the author that 

the move to a more formai system will be quickly undermined if the system is not a reliable 

and valid one. 

One issue that was identined as potentidy probiematic and that was never 



resolved was how much analysis shouid be undertaken on issues prior to issue Selection 

versus the amount of analysis after selection. This was an important issue. In order to 

accurateiy rate a particuiar issue. one must have a certain Ievel of understanding regarding 

the issue. On the other hami, one cannot spend an idhite amount dtime auaIyzing dozens 

of issues. This "chicken and egg" dilemma was left to the organization to estabiish as an 

issue of individual organi7ah'onal '%aiance". 

The method of consmcting the Framework by having Committee rnembers 

answer a series of ihought - provoking questions proved extremdy useful. Cornmittee 

members felt that this was a very "natural" way of approaching the model's development. 

Fin-: Process. 

During the original intervention negotiations, the author had proposed that a group 

of people be selected to go through a series of workshops on the Systems Advofacy 

Framework. The proposed makeup of the workshop group was to have been similar to 

that of the Systems Advocacy Committee, but had greater representatïon fiom 

consumers/survivows and agency h e  staff. This concept was rejected because it did not 

"fit" with the agency's traditional method of doing things. Thus, the Cornmittee was 

established. 

In considering this change in formai, the author identified two issues of note. First, 

that the foiIowing evaluation consultation ideniifed that members felt the pmcess was 

somewhat compromised as a result of an under - representation on the Committee by 

consuners/survivours. The dilemma of course was that, without consumers/survivours 

raising each pertinent to themselves, it would be difficult for other Committee members to 

appreciate what they were missing with regard to construction of the model. Members 

mentioned ihat having one member was tokenism. As weii. that if the member who was 

involved did not participate or was not weil. the entire consumer/survivour perspective was 

lost. This position was in contrast to eadier discussions around the makwp of the 

Cornmittee, where there appeared to be some apprehension around involving 

consumers/survivours in a more substantive way. This might be attributable to a 



recognition among committee members that there should have been pater repcesentation 

consumer reptesentation. or simply that the agency was now in a better position afkr a 

"once through" to more effectively involve consumers. 

The second observation related to the fact that, for ai i  intents and pirposes, the 

Consultant acted as a workshop leader for ali  meetings. In the end, the change in structures 

appeared to be a mmt one. 

Another issue related to the structwe of the group. ic .  committee, was that the 

author was both consultant and committee member. While the status of committee member 

was, in the author's eyes. an important g e s m  by the agency regarding his stahis in the 

group, it proved to be a cumbersome arrangement. Many of the Consultant's problems 

early in the consultation pmxss related to the author trying to Wear two hats. Inevitably, 

when the author eied to contribute to the group as a member, Consultant duties fiagged. 

This resdted in the Consultant forfeiting his rnember status on a practical level, in order to 

concentrate solely on his consultant de. 

Another problematic issue appeared to be the lack of responsibïiity that the agency 

assumed for duties related to the development of the Framework. This was panicularly 

tme with regard to the situation of the Advocacy Program Manager. Whiie the agreed upon 

arrangement was advantageous to the agency in the short term because there was liale work 

stress on the agency. in the long run the relevant agency staff faiied to gain any hands - on 

experience with the process. This issue was raised during mid - prctcess but, for a variety 

of reasons, rejected. In the end, this decision was viewed as unfortunate by the agency. In 

future consultations, the author would have beea more forceful in demonstrating the need 

for the agency to become more involveci by pointing the benefits of participatïng mutuaDy 

through the process ie. avdabiity of the Consultant to assist means graduai development 

of skills and workload. 

As mentioned earlier, the physical surroundings had a significant impact on the 



Cornmittees ability to perforrn- Pwr air circulation, coupled with no naniral Light, resulted 

in decRases cornmittee pedofmance in meetings. 

The Executive Director played a prominent role in the proceedings of the 

Cornmittee- This d e  seemed to have a sipnincant impact on the cornmittee's direction. 

During the initial meetings the Executive Director seerned very concemed regarding the 

direction of the consultation pmcess and took an active role in establishing parameters aud 

direction. The greatest example of this was the fact that she was on the Cornmittee but the 

hal recommeadations of the Cornmittee had to be submitted to her for her approvai- The 

author beiieves that this situation could be attributed largely to his dechion to move 

unilatedy in chaaging the practicum agreement and the resultant concems it created 

around the author's reliability. 

As the consultation process advanced, the Executive Director continued to play an active 

role, but of a much less "concemed" nature. as the author developed a sense of trust with 

her. 

With regard to the h a 1  conclusions related to the evduation of the consultation 

meetings, the author has identified six significant issues; 

Agreement around the theoretical and philosophical foundation of the model is 

cntical to the vaüdity of the Framewok This component appears especialiy important 

when m g  to &velop such a model within the environment of a service organization. 

where there rnay not be a real understanding of the need to examine theory. It is necessary 

for optimal implementation of the Framework. As well, as people who are under 

considerable pressure h m  a service perspective, there inevitably wiii be the need to "get 

on with it" and get to what they might perceive to be the ''&y gritty" of the work, i.e. the 

more tangible aspects of the modd. 

The shift to systems advocacy work wiU very Likely lead to some changes in the 



organizational structure and culture. The impact of these changes should not be 

underestimated, especiaiiy with regad to culture. Based on the mode1 presented, the 

adoption of systems advocacy can iead to considerable organi7ational dismption. as 

rnanifested through logistical problems, philosophical clashes. job and professional 

insecurities, etc. Concurrently, the same risks are posed with regard to the organizational 

structure. The adoption of systems advocacy will no doubt result in staffhg 

modifications, changing job duties, and perhaps, the orgaLLiZatioa1 hierarchy. Failme to 

address this aspect of the adoption of systems advocacy could destmy such an initiative, no 

matter how effective the mode1 per se is. 

Further to the conclusion regardhg a cornmitment to the philosophical foundation 

of the Frameworlc, it is clear that within the mental health context, that agencies and 

organizations must involve consumerslsurvivours in a substantive way. Such a process is 

necessary not only in realising a positive outcome for individual actions, but aiso in ternis 

of helping consumers/sWnvow to develop the knowledge to undede  such action 

themselves. The systems advocacy becomes, in =al terms, a test a of an agency's 

espoused cornmitment to the people they serve. 

The attempts to uadertake the consultation process with the duai role of cornmittee 

member and consultant was extnmely difflcult and where the author attempted to "Wear 

both hats", the consultation process was compromiseci. This arrangement also has the 

potential to set up conflicts of inte~sts depending on the specific coatem of the consultation 

process. It is recommended that consultants concentrate on consulting. 

Assuming that an organilation has no previous expenence with systems 

advocacy, the possible changes in tasks and ways of thinking could be very dificuit. 

Agencies must be willing to assume responsibility for the tasks related to the development 

and refïnement of a Framework and the Framework process or else jeopardize their work 

by failhg to develop the actual knowledge to operate the systems advocacy process 



Spnmlirr* 

The intemention pmcess was originally undertaken in tesponse to the author's 

stated concerns regadhg the plight of disadvantaged people in our society and the apparent 

inability of the socid service profession to do anytbing about this situation in a meaningfd 

way. 

Based initiaiiy on Cole's (1992) research, the author substantiated the validity and 

need for a mechanism for bringing abwt change of a more fundamental nature. Utilizing 

primarily Brooffield' s work in the m a  of critical thinLing (1987)' Black's research related 

to employment equity (1985) and Cox's mode1 for undertaking commULLity action (19&1), 

the author developed a theoreticai framewodr for assisting organizations in d e m g ,  

gathering, selecting, priorizing and acting on issues related to the positive modification of 

sociai systems, and for evaluating that action. 

Utüiulg Dougherty's Generic Mode1 of Consultation (1990). the author guided an 

agency cornmittee through the pmcess of understanding, developing and revising the 

Systems Advocacy Framework in meeting the specinc needs of the agency. 

The consultation process was evaluated using both formative and summative 

evaluation techniques. An evaiuation design which utilized three distinct evaluation 

mechanisms (reflective ihinking, questio~aires and individual interviews) was employed 

The evaluation process demonstrated that the Systems Advocacy Framework had 

considerable validity with regard to undertaking system changing. As weii, the evaluation 

process also helped îdent@ considerable personal p w t h  in the skill and howledge base 

of the author, which fiilfiued the learning goals related to the intervention process, 
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June 22. !99i 

kt. Guttay 
Esecu tive Director 
Canadian Nemal Kealth Associarion 

Winnipeg Region 
Ellice Avenue 
Finnipeg. Manitoba 

Dear Ber. 
Re: DarreU Cole 

C.3f.H.A. as Praaïcu m Sire 

This Wl f0110w up on our conversation OC April 8th. 1992. as weIl as u~dared 
eventa including Brenda s announced resigniiion on lune 22nd. concerning 
our agreement about the perameters. objectives and processes of the 
practicurn. Based your requesr. I have atremgted to outline the practicu m 
process and rhen apply it to DarreKs proposal. 

The MSW practicum io a l;nonfledge guided piece of intervention. It usually 
inwlttec the careful definition of a problem. the application of appropriale 
knourledge and sküio to the groblem, an evaluation.of the application. and a 
report of the resulto in a manner suirable for evaluation by an .éramining 
cornmittee:' In total this involves about 500 hours or about 6 months e 1/2 
time involvement. 

The Practicum Cornmittee oonsists of ûn advisor Imy se$! as chair. Sid 
Franliel as a second faculty person and a member from outside the Facuir). 
! we had agreed thac it be the Executive Director. so Nancy Tesror i ~ .  the 
interimi. The function of the Cornmittee is io assis Darrell in achieving and 
in overseeing rhe progress of the praticu m. 

There are essentially two phases: the Praaicum Proposai and the Practicum 
Report . 

The Proposal is presented to the Cornmittee for apptowi and conraifis: ! f a 
clear starment of objectives and rationale. a liter ilture reviea- prm-idhg the 



T e  have murual& agreed tkéir the genera! ropk sreî ro be aCdresscd $5- 
Darteii is ro derelop a functionai means by n-hich case ach-macy caa be 
translateci into sysremic advcxacy n-fthin a CMI.4 orgrninrional maten. 
Based on literature. the practicum G ~ u  esplore: 1 1 the most effective means 
&y  h hi ch a specific menrai heafrh issue becomes priorked as a systemic 
issue. and i 2  i the proces bv arhich the componenrs of the oqriaïzation can 
explore and analyze the a d k t c y  obiectives and viabilicy of those objecrires 
given the cornmunit>* temion ro the issue and the conrentual environmen: 
within and esternal to the age. The anticipatéd outame ber 4 11 an 
organizationzl gtocess. 2 ) specific age. accppted srrategiec. I 3 1 a genecaliy 
perceil-ed confideilce in rhose srategies for vetting case issues. translariq 
[hem into class action. and 1 4 1 carrykg forn-rrd appropriete clasc action 
decisions. Ac such. the interventive componenr of the practicum will be rhe 
productive engagement of the Agen- to thac end. 

-1s ouch we have mutually agteed rhat 

! 1 i The purpose d DarreU's inwlr-emenr in the Agexy shail bt? clesirly 
stated. 

12 1 He wiil not be required to engage in an). of the normal m r l c  activit:~ 
unless ic c m  cleariy be defined as acheiving the objectives of the practicum. 

i 3 ! Darreîî concurs to rrF this proro type out wiih a care esample gnW to the 
exlent rhat he feelo that ihis care esample can be nppropriately be 
incorporated inro the rime lines of the praaicum. 

4 1 i t  i o  crpected thar the Practicum Proposal will be complcred b y  October 
1992 and the Practicum Report Oy Aprii. 159j 



!bi Day to day supporl and Iacilitation wiil be provideci ùy Xmcy and Een. 
Whik super\-ision in tetms of the practicum. between Advisory meetings. 
wül be pro~ideci by me. 

Fe hereby agree to tbe above and thereby confirm the cornmitment o l  
DmeU Io complete his praciicum os specilied and the Canadian Mental 
Healih _-~,~ociation. Kimipeg Region. IO continue as his pr~t icum placemeor 
unril the complerioa of the practicurn as specified. 

For the Agency For the Practicu n 

ecu cive Directoc Paui R Kewmaa Practum Advisor 
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Systems Advocacy Framework (Prototype) 



Issue Gathering and Fitering 

The stage of "Issue Gathering and Filtering" refers to the pmess of compüing 

"eligible" systems advocacy issues. Once compiled, o r g ~ o n s  can then detennine what 

Lue(s) wiU be selected for action. The process of gathering issues can be proactive or 

reactive. That is to say, the organization can actively solicit issues, or it fan k satisfîed 

with determining the issues i tstt  The organhtion may even choose to incorporate 

elements of both. 

Both proactive and reactive issue gathering have some advantages and 

disadvantages. For example, reactive issue gathering gives the organiîation grrater control 

of the advocacy agenda It also requires less cime and resources because it is a less 

complex process. Proactive issue gathering on the other hand, tends to reveal a greater 

breadth of issues because the issues are not limiteci to a single source (the orgaaization). If 

done pmpery, proactive issue gathering also c m  help to cultivate nlationships with other 

groups by approaching them for their opinions and knowledge. This can lead to extemal 

support for advocacy actions. 

While acknowledging the limitations that face every organization in terms of the 

and resources. it mut be said that the proactive method of issue 

gathering has the potentiai to be far more encornpassing and empowering. The degree to 

which an organization is able to employ this method however. iikely will be determiaed by 

its respooses to the foilowing questions. 

The stage of issue gathering and filtering also includes the most basic elements in 

establishing parameters for gathering issues. F o d  recognition of such factors is 

important to both the organization and potential issue submitters as it helps to d e h e  what 

constitutes an issue. 

A) What is the orgiuiization's definition of a svstems issue bC 9, - 2 The definition 

decided on WU act as a major fïiter in deciding what issues the organization will consider 

for action. For example, the definition may limit the scope of the advocacy efforts to oaly 

certain levels of systems, i.e., medicai institutions. Careful consideration must be given to 

developing a definition which rdects the true intentions of the advocate. 



B) Who decides land doesn't decidel on the d 
. - 

efmbon of "svsteais" issues? Whv? 

In deveioping any fkunework, one must ask "Who" is making these decisions? AIIZ ail the 

major stakeholders gaining input into the process Le. staff, consumers, etc.. or is the 

decision-making process king limited to a cestain, select group of individuals. Again. 

cooperation is a foundation of successfiil empowerment actions. Decisions which are made 

without considering the interests and howledge of certain groups will oniy serve to dilute 

the effactiveness of the organization's advocaçy campaigns. 

It is imponaot to remember that for many decisioas there is no "right" or '9wong" 

answer. Tradeoffs must often be made. In dohg so however, organizations always 

should be conscious of what are the tradeoffs, and exactly what the implications of their 

decisions might be.29 In this way. organizations will gain a more inthnate seK 

understanding. 

C) Does the issue fdl wthm the ohiiosopI~~ mandate. eoais and obecn 
. . . - ves of the 

~fganization a d o r  ~romms? Issues that do not meet this most basic criterion should not 

be pursued. However, if an issue strikes the organization as king important, 

consideration may be given to referring the issue to an appropriate location i.e. another 

group that may be prepared to deal with this issue. As weli, if the issue appears important 

enough. consideration rnay also be given to reexamining the organization's mandate. 

D) How are issues gathered? Whv? Consideration must be given to the 

mechanisnu which will be used to solicit issues h m  different individuals and/or bodies. 

W i  survey f o m  be sent out? Wi a pubiic forum be held? Wili issues be developed 

from the organization's individual casework? Will a combination of ail or some of these 

methods be used? The types and combinations of methods are almost limitless, with each 

having its own inherent advantages and disadvantages. Factors such as avaiiable 

resources, visïbiiity, diability of methodology etc., must a i i  be considered in the nnal 

analy sis. Warheit, Beii & Schwab (1977) list five possible approaches for undertaking 

29 All decisions and accompanying rationale should be made w- f o m  By doing so, the organitation 
increases accountability and its ability to evaluate its efforts. This is not rneant to equate written fom as a 
definition of the terni Yomal" beyond the çcope of this practicum report. Many cultures employ formal 
systems which are oral in nature. This repoit is designed primarily for mainstream social sentice 
organizations and as such, is written for that context. 



needs assessment. Whatever method or methods are chosen, Kome (1989) stresses the 

need of letting people define theh issues as problems, as such a way of expression is most 

naturai for many people.30 From these pmblems the advocacy organïzation can then 

develop the appropriate issue. 

E) Who decides f& daesn't deciw how issues will be mred? W h a  Wii  the 

individuals making this decision represent a bmad cross-section of the stakeholders, or will 

the decision-makers be made up of individuak nwi a relatively m w  groupY1 What are 

the reasons for this decision? 

F) mached. what tvbes of 

issues likelv won't be m? Whv? While such trends shouid becorne clearer a r  the 

issue gathering process. it is important to consider this topic pnor to the actual gathering 

process so that potentiai gaps can be £Xed in. For example, failure to consuit with 

individuals living in group homes may result in the omission of an entire sector of 

community-based issues. 

G) When are issues nathered? Whv? The issue-gathering process may occur at set 

intervals, or it may be implemented on an as-needed basis. One advantage with tirning 

such events at reguiar intervals is that this wiii make it 

easier for supportive individuals and organization to produce submissions. If groups h o w  

that subrnissions a~ taken every May for example, this wiii allow them time to develop 

their own intemal processes accordingiy, thereby ensuring a constant supply of relevant 

issues. On the other han& if the advocacy organization aIready has an ampie supply of 

relevant issues. such regular collections may represent a waste of time and resources for all 

involved. The organization undertaking the advocacy efforts must strike a balance between 

regularly "hearing people" and pmviding a hollow public-relations exetcise. Whether 

issue-gathering events mur regulady or not, the advocacy orgaaization must also consider 

what time is a good time for such an event, both for itself and others. 1s it a good thne to 
- -  -- 

30 lt is criticel to understand the true nature of the ternis broblemw and "issue". For examde. consumes 
may identify the high cost of medication and their inabi~ty- to afforâ it as "the problernw. In iaci, the issue 
rnay be govemment legislation which provides phamiaceutical companies with exclusive patents for 
extended periods of time which serve to Mate  drug costs. 
31 The term 'nanow" refers to an ideological nanowness,not necessarily just a numerical nanowness. 



solicit issues just before the end of a fiscal year. just afw a fiscal year or during a fiscal 

y ear? 

H) What happens to Opthaed i m ?  Whv? As stated earlier, the provision of 

clear outlùies for issue submission to potential submîtters helps to ease any potential 

codbsion or misunderstanding. Certainly, solicited organizations wili be anxious to know 

what happens to issues they subrnit, at Ieast in general terms. Perhaps most Miportantiy, 

outside organizations wiU waat to know how long it will take before a submission is 

accepted or zejected. Such a decision may have a signincant impact on the resource 

ailocation of an orgaoization and they wiil no doubt be anxious to know where they stand 

with regard to their submission. 

Organizations may choose to develop any numùer of criteria to d u c e  the number of issues 

which wiil be comidered for action.32 These criteria WU be specific to the needs and 

goals of the organization (Anwv & Raynaud, 1986). At this stage, the organization must 

consider how many issues shouid "qualify" for consideration for selection, and what the 

merits (and demerits) are in "qualifying" a large number of issues vs. a smaller number of 

issues. For example, accepting an issue for consideration may serve to give the issue some 

legitimization in the eyes of other parties. 1t may also mise f '  expectations on the part of 

others. As well it may be more practicai to screen heavily so that the remaiaing issues c m  

be looked at more intenseiy. These are the type of effects which shouid be considered 

there will be any? Whv? Again, this question challenges the organization to look at who is 

involved in the çonstnictio~ of the process, not just its byprducts (issue actions). By 

sharing in the construction plocess, organization's achieve a greater level of power- 

sharing, thereby facfitating ducation, egalitarianism and empowement. 

K) How will aualitication crmla b€? 
- . . weMted? Whv? Consideration must be 

given not oniy to what criteria will be useci, but also how issues wiil be rated against the 

criteria For example, wiU the developed criteria be ranked equaiiy, or wiii the cnteria have 

32 Types of critena will be examined more closely in the stage of 'Issue Selection". 
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weights aüached so that certain elements cm be given greater preference? Whik such a 

system is Uely more appropriate for '%sue Seleciion", organizatioas may also consider 

implementùig such muwres at this stage. Again, ail decisions should be accompanied 

with a rationaie for the decision. The rationale should explain ail options considered and 

nasons given for not employing these options. 

L) Who decides doesn't decide) how issues are we -2 Again, decisions 

on how criteria are weighted will reflect dit values and priorities of the group attempting 

systems advoeacy. By being aware of such, the organi7ah'on wiii be more effective in its 

advocacy efforts by king able to maintain a balance between its own values and pnonties 

and those other parties who have a stake in the process, especialiy consumes. 

Issue selection refers to the stage ofdeteminhg which issues h m  among the 

many "eligible" issues wiil be selected at a given point in t h e  for action. The proccss of 

selecting an issue(s), can be a daunting one. This is especiaiiy tme when one realues the 

number of important issues that neeà to be addresseci. Feelings of fataiism and 

iBsipnincance are naturai at this point. Undertaking systems advocacy with the limited 

resources available c m  be even more haatuig when one wishes to produce happy 

endings to di the issues. There also cm be a hesitancy in daring to presume that some 

issues are more important than others. What is important to remember however. is that the 

development of a systernic process does not attempt to take the magnitude of crisis as the 

only factor for consideration when choosing an issue. This may be but one of many 

factors used in deteminhg whether or not an issue is appropriate for selection. It is 

important to remember then, the rejection of an issue is not a rejection of its importance! 

Issue selection then, concerns itself with àetermining which issues from among a number 

of qualifying issues wili be selected for action. 

Once again, the exhting literature on selecting issues revealled little in the way of 

usefül Monnation. Virhially ail  relevant literature is developed on the premise that those 

undertaking change/advocacy have aireaciy selmted an issue. Unfortunately, this ignores 

the problems facing organizations pnor to the stage of "issue action". Fortunately, a small 



body of material has acknowledged the need for detennining which issues are selected. 

Kome (1989) states ' m e n  you hear your fiiends and people on the s t n e t  saying, 

'Somebody ought to do somethiag about this; the= ought to be a law', that's an issue" 

(p.I).Unfortunately, such a loose definition does Iittie to assist in selectiag one issue nom 

a multitude. 

Out of the literahue reviewed, ody two authors, Black (1985); Bobo, Kendall and 

Max (199 1). speak to the need of developing criteria for detennining which issue(s) wiu be 

selected. Black argues that the oniy &tic way of doïng so is through the establishment 

of agreed upon criteria. He gas on to propose a number of such cnteria for consideration. 

These include; 

a)the nravitv of the hm: One of the aiteria Black proposes for consideration is the 

depth and breadth of hami that an issue presents. In other words, that which impacts the 

greatest number with the most severity shouid be considemi for selection. Black goes on 

to cite two concerns with this particularcriteria 

Fit, the advocacy organization must detexmine what the balance is between depth 

and breadth of h m  For example, di an issue be selected that is a widespread 

inconvenience to consumers, or will the issue focused on be someihiog that is adversely 

affecthg a srnaiier grwp of individu&? Second, BIack asks how the degree of harm wiil 

be measured [or at Ieast approximaîed]. WiU " h m "  be measured in dollar temis? W i  the 

formula consider emotionai hana? If so, how? Black argues that emotional value should 

be considemi and that the answer probably mts with measuring "harm" in qualitative 

te-, not quantitative tem. 

b)the benefits from mod~fiir2gile m * .  stem: Black suggests ihat consideration also 

be given to selecthg an issue for its long-tem impact on the larger system. While the 

successful resolution of a given issue may have an immediate and positive impact for those 

king advocated, it may not present any long-term betlefits of significance for the system in 

question (refer to "system changing vs. system tuning"). 

c)the &caq ond enforceabilify of a remedv: Black argues that in order to be 

effective, the resolution must be able to be put into effect One time fixes do not represent 



an adequate zesponse to a given situation and as such, shouid be less vaiued. For exampie, 

if the goal of the advocacy effort ïs to crrate jobs for individuais with mental iiinesses, and 

there is no provision for long-tem parantees, then it is W y  that the aiiotted jobs will 

disapar as won as the original job placements Ieave. As weU, the settlement of the issue 

should ensure that suitabie resources axe set aside in order to guarantee fidi effect. 

Winaiag a baîtie that ca~oot be supported is indeed a hoiiow victory! 

d)& usefu&ss Mtbe f-l a9 a d l :  BIadc proposes a fourth criteria for 

consi&ration when selecting issues. He suggests that when seleethg issues, thought 

shouid be given to the potentiai usefiilness for creating positive spinoffs. An issue wbich 

shares many common factors with other issues may provide a highiy convertible modeï for 

the other issues. This means that action can be taken with a relativeiy high chance of 

success and a minimal use of resources. 

e)the rehtive chance for sumess; Another firodamental consideration for seiecting 

issues is how 'bvinnable" the issue is (Black, 1985; Bobo, Kendall and Max. 1991). 

While the choice of such a criterion may appear obvious, the ability to pmperiy mess this 

issue at this stage wiil likely prove more difncult. It is Iikely that an abbreviated form of the 

"issue action" stage will have to be used in order to undertake some form of preliminary 
- 

assessrnent of the issue. 

The tem '6w~able"  is relative to thegoals established by the advocacy team. It 

should be remembered that an issue may not be winnable because the advocates have 

estabiished wvealistic or inappropriate goals. It should be remembered that. in ~eneral. the 

goal of the advocacv effort(s1 should be to remove the barriers. and the ~otential for 

barriers that led to the issue itself. As weli. the advocates shouid not forget that they may 

have a moral andor formal obligation to take action on particular issues (refer to agency 

andlor program mandate, goals and objectives). This could median that an issue must be 

selected for action, even when the= is no h o p  of "winning", because it is 

deemed impoitant that the organization is viewed as taking a stand on the issue. 

f) the cost of the case: While a particular issue may appear quite winnable, 

consideration must be given to the relative cost (not necessariiy fmaacial) of the 



undeaaking. If movement on the issue is going to resuit in a pyrrhic victory33. then it is 

questionable whether or not it is a victory at aii. Black stresses the need for a baIanced 

approach to the issue of cost: 

1 do not median to suggest that... the les t  expensive should 
be given priority- The cost would have to be weighed 
against the anticipated benefits. and acbievement of a 
major change in one large employxnent system might do 
more to achîeve equaiity of opportunity than a dozen 
s d e r  and less costiy investigations (p. 174-175). 

g)the epertiie of the F: W e  an issw may meet di the critena mentioned to 

this point, this does not median that the organization itself bas the ability to achieve 

success, even in coaütion with others. A mental health advocacy program for example, 

may have considerable expertise in dealhg with issues related to institutional issues. but 

less expertise with regard to community issues. On the other band, the organization may 

look towards smaller-scale issues in less familiar areas because it sees a need to cultivate 

knowledge in other areas. 

h)fîairness to protected Prouas and respondents: A final consideration for Black is 

the concem of representing the interests of a i i  constituents. Failure to consider the interests 

of a particular sub-co~~munity within the constituent population may lead to resent and the 

eventual loss of that group. In the event that an organization is unable to address a certain 

type or body of issues, Black suggests the need (as previously mentioned) for clear and 

aniculated outlines andor public explanation of the selection pmcess. He adds however, 

that caution must be exercwd in not having the process degenerate into a pointless political 

debate. 

Bobo, Kendall and Max (1991) also propose a series of cnteria that they believe 

must be met if an issue is to be successfbiiy undertaken. The author's defme these criteria 

as fundamental to any "good issue." W e  not designed for sorting issues per se., they 

raise concepts that the organization rnay want to consider in developing their own criteria 

Many of these concepts are similas to, though expressed more simplisticaüy than, Black's 

cnteria For this reason, ody those cnteria not addressed by Black wili be covered. 
- -  - - - -  

33 Pyrrhus. King of Epinis, defeated Roman invaders in 279 B.C. but in doing so. so exhausted his own 
forces that he doomed his nation to takeover, 



a) /will undertakinn and winnina this issuel Pive oeo~le a sense of th& own 

power;. The Bobo. Kendall and Max criteria pIace strong emphasis on consumer 

empowerment. These authors believe that any issue chosen must be able to be done in 

such a way that the people are the one's who can achieve the victory. mt the experts 

[advocates] and lawyes. They believe that by doing so. consumas gain the confidence to 

take on more andlor larger issues and develop a grrater sense of loyalty to the orgaDization 

undertaking the change efforts. 

b) issue chosen muSr have the -bote& toi altv the reiutiom ofpower: Bobo, 

Kendall and Max argue that issues which do not alter the relations of power (defined as 

"the way other side makes decisions") are issues not worth considering because they do 

nothing to a d h s  the primary goal of empowermeot They also suggest that the mere 

presence of a successfid change [advocacy] organization has the ability to a f k t  the 

relations of power. 

c) [nie îrsue in auestion must 1 .be eag  to rPlderstmuk Because the authors' model 

is based on consumer empowerment and control, they stress the need for consumers to 

have complete understanding of the issue at hand. Any issue which is so complex or 

abstract that it cannot be quickly and easily understood is kely  going to suffer fkom a lack 

of consumer support. People should not have to be " ... convinced that there is a problem, 

that the solution is good and that they want to help solve it" (p. 17). 

d) lThe issue shoukki Z be non-divisive: Selecting issues which seme to divide 

people, especiaily the consumer community, not oniy work against the potential success of 

the issue in question. they thrraten to undermine future efforts as weU. These authors 

suggest that such issue be avoided 

e) [The issue selectedl m u t  build l e d r s h i ~ :  As consumets become empowered 

through the development of their own growth skills. it becornes imperative that they 

assume control for their own actions and initiatives as much as possible. Ln this way they 

develop their own leadership capabilities and become more seif-reliant. Such an emphasis 

may present special concems to organizations who themselves are attempting to take a 

leadership d e  in the community. This however, remaias one of the challenges of 



removing oppression. 

The preceding criteria put forward by Black (1985). and Bobo, Kendall and Max 

(199 1) represent a number of signiticant elements in determinhg which issues out of many 

shouid be selecd Whatcver criteria are adopted b m  the ones alnady mentioned, as weii 

as any additional criteria which might be developed by the organization however, wiJi k 

dependent entiFely on the organization undertaicïng the change and should be consistent 

with its direction and mandate. Befon selecting Cnteria however, the author tecommends 

that the organization once again give consideration to the following questions about the 

selection process itself 

A) frow are issues select- While a strong argument has been put 

forward for the estabiishment offormal criteria in determining the selection of issues. the 

organization may opt for some other process. For example, the organization may decide to 

select issues on an ad hoc basis. Black argues for simply accepting all issues that meet a 

~ ~ O ~ O U S  criteria As such there is no selection pmccss but Ïnstead, emphasis is plaad on 

how issues are prio.tized- Whatever method is chosen however, should be backed with a 

full explmation of the reason for the decision and accompanying rationaie for not pursuing 

other options. 

B) Who decides (and doesn't decidel how issues will be selected? Whv? Wi 

consumers bave direct input into the process of determining how issues are selected? W U  

front-line staff have input into how issues are selected? Board membus? If some or ai i  of 

these groups are excluded (or included), what an the potentiai ramifications of this 

decision? 

C) How will the selection cntena be wemed? Another consideraton is how the 

selected criteria wiil be scod. The organization rnay decide that ai l  criteria wiU be 

weighed equaliy, or it may decide that some criteria are more important than others. In such 

a case, "weights" or numerical values can be attached to each aiterion. Higher values then 

can be attached to the priorized criteria. A decision also should be made as to whether or 

not a selected issue must contain al l  of the listed miteria, or if it only has to meet most of the 

criteria, especialiy if it appears to have considerable strength in one or two of the criteria- 



For example, an issue may not rank well against some of the criteria but failure to address 

the issue may result in the loss of a portion of the organization's fûnding. This could result 

in the 10s of some advocacy services. It might be argued that this issue would score high 

under potential "magnitude of hami". How wiii situations such as these be deait with? 

D) de&es (or da%n't dtxide) ho . * .  W t h c . n i t e n a w i l l b e ?  Whvz 

Decisions mmd the weighting mecbukm wiU have signiûcant impact on which issues 

rn chosen. If stakeholders are going to be aleaningfully involved in the selection process, 

it is important that participants feel tbet the mechanism for making a decision fair. Again, 

no matter what decision is reached with regard to who gains input into choosing the 

weighting process, Wntten rationale should be provided, 

El What does b e w  6s Other parties who may also have a stake in 

a particular issue wiil be anxious to know what the term "selected" means (1s there a need 

for a dennition or explmation of this ierm?). More importantiy. other parties will want to 

know what the implications andhor fesponsibilities are with regard to having an issue(s) 

selected Wi such parties be expected to openiy collaborate with the advocate? WiU there 

be an expectation of resources being contributed? These are questions which the advocate 

wiU have to consider or respond to when selecting issues. Of no Iess importance will be 

the implications and corresponding responsibilities for the advocate in accepting an issue. 

What obligations will the advocate have to the accepted organization? WU there be any 

negative implications for accepting a particular issw Le. political fdout? These and other 

factors must be considered in developing the selection process. 

Not to be forgotten, as so often happens, are the implications of accepting an 

issue. Wiil others interpmt this as a statemnt that the advocate dœsn't believe that the 

issue is an important one? WU not accepting an issue jeopardize relations with another 

group? Factors such as diese seem to reiterate the need for clear and indepth guidelines on 

issue selection and acceptancehon-acceptame. 

F) 3 7 Prior to selecting 
issues. it is important to consider this question. Are there issues which do not meet the 

cnteria as currently established and yet the organization f d s  compelled to underiake it? if 



so, why? Are critical cnteria missing? Conversely, are there issues which meet ail the 

estabiished cgtena yet the organizstion is reluctant/refiises to accept the issue for action? If 

so, why? Are there c o n c ~ s  about the submitting organization? Are critical criteria 

missing? Are there conœms about the validity of the critena? It is imperative that the 

criteria be adjusted to reflect these consideratiom. Failme to do so wiil strongly 

compromise the ïntegrity and validity of the sekction process. 

While aiiaiysis of issues is important in each individual selection process. it is 

equaüy important to anaiyze the type of issues which are king selected over a longer te= 

This wiii assist the organuation in identifying trends and pattern in their selection process. 

For example, the organi7;ition may find itself not accepting large-scale issues, or perhaps it 

is not accepting issues which might be viewed as "systems changing". Such reviews help 

the organization maintain its perspective and a balanced approach to choosing issues. 

G) How m v  issues will be accepteci? Why this number? It stands to reason that 

the organization will undeaalre only those efforts which it has the resources, direct and 

indirect, to support. This wiii median that some form of resource inventory must be 

undertaken i.e. person-hours available, money, skills available, etc. This may be relatively 

easy to determine during the initiai selection pnress, but it c m  become more convoluteci as 

time passes. As an example, the organization accepts three issues for action during the 

initial selection process. After some time the organization concludes its campaign on one of 

the three original issues and now a new issue may be chosen. The organization must now 

consider whether or not it needs to go through another "issue gathe~g" session or whether 

it can sirnply take an issue fiam its issue "waiting list".w Will the new issue king selected 

be one which requires the same amount of resources as the one which was cecently 

resolved, or WU ali issues now be reexamined? This couid mdian new issues king 

accepteci and old oaes king abandoned. It dso suggests the need for another resource 

inventory in order to determine exactly how many and what type of resources are available. 

- - - - - . - - - - 

34 In doing so. the organization is urged to reassess issues being mnsidered fmm the Waiting IW. 
Changing cireumstances may make an issue less appealing than it was at the tirne of the original 
assessment. Assuming the list is kept updated, consideration should be given to priorizing al1 selected 
issues so that they can quicidy be acted on. 



These reptesent but some of the factors which the organization wiii have to consider 

in establishg its selection process. No matter what process is established, by 

doaunenting and providing rationale for decisions, the organhtïon will place itself in a 

situation where the process can be assessed and evaluated more effixtiveLy, thereby making 

improvements relatively easy. 

Assuming that the orgaoization has chosen mon than one issue to do at a the, it 

wili be fsocd with the need to priorîze acceptai issues35 PrioriPIlg (The raaLing of 

selected systems issues on the bais of perceived importance) is necessary because the 

environment in which an organization operates is coastantly changing. Given the current 

recessionacy period, this is especiaiiy true of the financial environment. Failure to attract 

funding can result in the loss of resources set aside for advocacy. This can result in the 

domgrading or elimination of certain advocacy campaigns. In this case then, it is 

important to know (in advance) what issues wiii be compmmised. Priorizuig issues before 

such a crisis will greatly reduce organizational stress by pmvidiag the organizatioa with an 

already-in-place mechanism for avoiding potential dispute. As such, priorizatïon is a 

mechanism for ensuring that those issues whicb are deanst to the organization, remain so. 

As was the case in the previous sections, consideration rnust be given to a number 

of factors which are cnicial to deteminhg how advocacy issues wiii be processed. Such 

factors include; 

A) How WU selected issues be prïorized Formal vs. Informal)? Whv? BIack 

(1985) recommends that, like the stage of issue-selection, cnteria be estabiished to guide 

the organization's priorization of issues. Again, the organi7ah'on may decide instead that 

formai criteria are not wazranted and the decision will be left to the informal interpnvtation 

of one or more people. Such a situation is dangernus because it presents the opportunity 

for dinering criteria to be at work. This type of situation not only causes confusion about 

the real priorities of the organization (as opposed to the priorities of dominant individuais). 

35 In the case where only a single issue is being chosen, the selection criteria sente the dual rote of being 
selection and pnorization criteria. It is alsa possible mat a sudden crisis may necessitate the use of 
priorization criteria even when only one issue has been chosen. 



it creates an atmosphere for possible conflict as individuals try to have their criteria 

adoptd Assumîng critena were used duriog the stage of issue selection. doing so during 

the issue priorization stage ensures consistency. This consistency facilitates an easier and 

more effective way for undertakulg assessments of the entire systemic advocacy process. 

Whatever the advocacy organization decides to priorize then, famal criteria seem to 

provide the best method for doing so. 

B) Cntena sktion* ~ m ~ d  be pOpnttd 
6 .  . . 

? Whv? Bkck r e c o m n d s  that the 

criteria should priotize cases which ate simüar in nature. This he believes, should be done 

because acting on inter-reiateâ issues can 

provide positive sph-off effects for the individual issues. Another possibility is having the 

criteria based on value-related factors that reflect the advocacy organïzation's own 

philosophical priorities. In this situation, the issue selection process wouid focus on more 

'btechni~ai" factors, i.e., cost, winnability, etc.. while the pnorization criteria wouid focus 

on "value" factors, i.e., who is being affecteci, how they are being affecteci, etc. A third 

possib'ity is that the select criteria nom the issue selection process be reused for 

priorization. In ihis scenario, the organization may choose to make factors such as 

"winnability" and "magnitude of hm' '  as the most important elements in determining how 

issues are priorized. The priorization criteria do not belong to any particular group 

(technical, value, etc.), they are simply those elements that the organization identifies as 

king the most i m p o m t  

There are any number of possibilities in t e m  of what the organization may choose 

to emphasize. The important thing however, is to formaiiy articulate what this emphasis 

will be. In doing so, all involved become clearer on the focus of their work As well, the 

organization can readiiy assess whether or not the critena t d y  reflect those areas they wish 

to pnorize. 

C) Who wts to develo~ (and . .  . who doesn't net to deveiod - the ~nonzation ~rocess? 

Whv? As was the case during earlier stages of the process, ciecisions must be made amund 

who will (and who won't) have input into the development of the process for prïorizing 

issues. As mentioned earlier, retainnient of identical factors (Le. involvement of same 
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individuals throughout the change process) helps ensure a degree a consistency throughout 

the pmoess. This consistency maLes it easier for the organization to evaluate its pmgress 

and ident@ areas within the process which appear to be pmb1ematic. 

One of the challenges facing the organization attempting to undemice advocacy 

efforts will be maintaining a significant de- of consumer input and control (assuming 

that they enjoy some input and conml at this point). As the decision-making process 

becornes "narrower", there will be a temptation to exclude others h m  the process in order 

to guarantee that the organization will retain contrd of the process that it is coordinating. 

Whüe this is a legitimate concem with regard to ensuring that the process is maintaineci and 

stays viable, it is &O important to remain cornmitteci to the concept of empowerment by 

ensuring that consumers are not simply relegated to the generation of issues (see "levels of 

consumer empowerment"). 

For those who endeavour to maintain a significant coasumr presence, they will be 

faced with the reai difnculty of trying to decide how to facilitaie a considerable grassroots 

involvement in such a namw process as determining priorities. One such way might be to 

provide clear guidelines to potential participants about exactiy what the organization needs 

to have iacorporated within its priorities. This not oaly makes it clear what the issues are 

for the organization, but it also clarifies to what degree the ocganization wishes to retain 

"ownership" over the process. It is potentialiy fatal, no matter how honourable the 

intentions, to give the impression that this is an egalitarian coalition when in fact it is a 

process that is owned and operated by the organization. Another consideration is to give 

participants time consult with their mernbership. Such a process helps groups fetl "heard" 

even if they have a lone representative in the process. There WU always be time when 

quick decisions have to be made in order to ensure action and success, but empowerment 

cannot occur without meanin- input h m  ai i  involved, and meaningful input often takes 

time. 

D) What hwpens when a crisis issue develoos? One of the most important reasons 

for priorizing is to prepare for the uaexpected. Inevitably, the organization wïli be faced 

with a situation where they are unexpectedly confronteci by an issue that requires irnmediate 



attention. The existence of a process for ptioruing issues allows the organization to make 

quick and clean decisions about what changes WU have to be made in order to address the 

new issue. Because this is one of the fundamental purposes of priorization then, it is 

important ihat the pnorization process be able to do what is intended The organization 

may wish to dry-nui the pmces by conhnting it with a number of potentiai crisis 

situations Le. withdrawal of signifiant portion of organization's funding, introduction of 

draconian Iegislation, etc. Such dry-runs wül help ensure that the pnxxss wiU function 

during a reai crisis. 

E) Confikt between criteria, Another issue worthy of individuai consideration has 

been r a i d  by Black (1985). This the concem about conflict between critena. While the 

conflict btSWee~ individual criteria wiil vary h m  case to case, Black believes that cemiin 

conflict "themes" cau be anticipated. 

1) Çases with the ~reatest wtential ben&t wiU ofien be the mst  costlv: As was 

eariier aiiuded to, the organization may have to strike some compromise 

between chmatic resuits and cost. This meam that more modest, incrementai changes will 

likely have to made, or else a fewer number of issues addressed at any given time so that 

resowes cm be concentrated on the larger cases. 
. . 

2) Faimess to protectedxroups vs. the likelihood qf success: For a number of 

reasons, some issues will be easier to win tban others. For example, it might be easier to 

win cases involving "right to treamient" than issues of abuse of mental health patients. 

Right to treatment does not uecessarily challenge the d e  of the medical system. In fact, 

depending on the issue, it may actuaiiy have the support of the medical system because it 

might median an iacrease in service provision by the system. Conversely, abuse (sexual, 

physical, emotioad) of individuals within mental health institutioas by institutionai 

persorne1 andlor othet individuals with mental ilinesses, may p r m  more difncuit to win. 

In such a case the institutional system is iikely to put up more mistance. As weii, the 

wtimony of abused individuais okn w3.i be dismissed or discredited because of their 

illness. The organization must be aware that such situations can place them in situations 

whexe cntical issues remain unaddresseci because they are issues which are more difficult to 



win. 

3) Fuimess to consmrs: Another issue wotthy of consideration which is not 

directly addressc?d by Bladc is that of individual rights vs. group rights. Many, if not ail. 

systems issues wiU have their genesis in problems encountered by individual consumers. 

Individuai cases may proide the cataiyst and foudation for certain systems cases. It is 

important however, to tonmeber that the individual pmblems and cases are 440wne!d" by 

those who were at the center of them, the consumer. Organhtiom do not own the 

"copyright " of a case because they have undertaken it. The owfidentiality and rights of the 

individual must be ~spected over the rights of the organizarion to act on systems issues 

(C.A.S.W. Code of Ethics, p.366). It is imperative then that consultation occur with those 

individuals who "own*' cases upon which the organbtion hopes to fouad its campaign so 

as to gain their permission. As was the case with extemal groups during the gathering and 

selection process. consumes must be advised of the possible intentions and impiications of 

their involvement. Failure to do so can resuit in signiticant professional and moral bnaches 

which can desestroy a campaign. 

In summary, we can see that the issue of case priorization is no less important (or 

cornplex) than the previous stages of the process. The organization attempting such a 

process may wish to employ the sequence suggested, or explore other alternatives. For 

example, the priorization stage could conceivably be combined with the selection process 

by simply attaching weighted percentages to the criteria and giving a higher weighted 

percentage to those criteria which serve "doubleduty" as selection and priorization critena. 

Whatever method is choseu. tbe development of foxmai criteria and rationai remains critical 

to the success of the fiamework, 

sue Action 

Issue action is the stage wbïch many individuals and groups mistakeniy jump to 

before addressing the issues r a i d  in the previous pages. Issue action refers to the profess 

of developing and implementhg a plan for the successfd undertaking of previously 

selected andlor priorized systems issues. Such a plan is imperative to gaining, and acting 

on, the wide array of elements which need to be considered when taking on such 
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initiatives. 

A) Reüminaw Coasiderntions: The &t stage of Cox's h e w o r k  is divided 

into throe sub-sections; Summury of ossignmenc Tlre Agency, and The Practitioner. 

S ~ ~ m a r y  of assignmenf refers primagly to the need to pmvide devant parties with an 

orientation of the issue. This sub-section of the framewodr is included primarily for the 

purposes of formal education. While such a section may provide a useN starting off point 

for advocates, such a step should have l e s  irnportaace for the users of the systems 

advocacy ~ e w o r k  because considerable effort should already have k e n  fionted on the 

issue(s) through the previous steps. The Cox rnodel, iike virtuaüy ali the community 

organization matenal, starts h m  a perspective of the change agent already haWig seleaed 

an issue(s). This step then, should be used at the discretion of the organization. 

nie Agency sub-&on deals with the dynamics and structures related to the 

organization undertaking the change effotts. Cox States that ' l ts primary signincance is in 

the possibiiities it opens and the constraints it places on practice" (p. 1%). This 

explmation, in the estimates of Cox, understates the importance of completing a proper 

analysis of the changdadvocacy organization.36 As was discussed eariier, an 

understanding of organizational dynamics and structures is vital to the success of systems 

advocacy for a number of reasons. First, undertaking such an assessment, as mentioned 

by Cox, provides the organization with an oppominity to assess its own strengths and 

weaknesses. These strengths and weaknesses are important considerations when 

detennining what issue(s) wili be undertaken andlor what strategies and tactics WU be 

employed in a given campaign. This knowledge is useful not only for detennining what 

wiU work best against the focus of the advocacy efforts, it is also critical for anticipating 

where the orgaoization may be vulncrable to counter-efforts. Second, orgaaizational self- 

anaiysis provides the organization's advocacy 'ieam" with an oppohinity to develop their 

analytical skills. which cm later be used to their advantage when anaiyzing other 

organizations, groups or instinitiom. Finaiiy, and perhaps most importmtly, such a 

process c m  teveal intemal inconsistencies between organizaoonal "intent" and 

36 It should be acknowledged thatçox's stages, while underdeveloped, provides more information and 
emphasis than more detailed rnodels, such as Kettner, Daley & Nichols (t 985). 



organizational practice. In doing so, the organization is presented with an oppominity to 

ensure thai its extemal undertakings (systems advocacy/empowennent) are consistent with 

its intemai stnictures and practice (empowermeat the organjzation). 

Cox breaks The Agency sub-section into five components. These are: Type, 

Constitution, Constituerrcy, Intemal Structure ami Programs and Fultcrions of agency and 

rheir relation to workr's assignment. Each of thcse components deais with a certain aspect 

of the organhtional se~anaiysis. Unfortunately, Cox fails to provide definitions for these 

compomnt headings. Point fonn examples are used by this author to illustrate the types of 

factors which should be examiad under each heading- Again, elatmration is limited to 

generai commentary, with no specific details on the points mentiond While rer;iiu'ng the 

value of Cox's identincation of the need for the organization to self-examine, this author 

proposes, for the pucposes of this report, a restrucnuing of how the organization cm 

examine itseif" Instead of using the Cox model, this author wiü employ a simpler process 

of looking at the organization. This wiil be done by looking at the organization on two 

levels, The Intenial and nie Exremal (Hasenfeld, 1983)Y Both sections wiil encompass 

a series of statements andlor questions for the organization to consider. It is hoped that in 

doing so, the organization will gain a better understanding of itseif. These statements wiii 

inchde &iny of those points raised by Cox, but will iaclude other points as weii. 

Orgaaizations employing this fbmework should feel fiee to add to these points as they see 

fit. 

The intemal component of the organization nfers to those elements which can be 

viewed as king ''inside" the organixation Le. authonty structure, personnei, services 

provided, etc. 

1) buthori= 1s the organizaîion stnictured in a wllegial or hierarchical marner? 

The adoption of a nlatively collegial (empowering) framework WU prove more difficult to 

organizatiom working in a hieratchical structure. 

37 It is acknowledged that there may be a certain degree of overiap between these two components. In 
fact, it should be noted that the distinction between "extemal" and "intemal" is being made for ease of 
understanding, and that the two are closely inter-related. 



2) Accountabüitv to Consumers: To what degree does those the 

organuation serves have input and control of the organization's &y-today operatiomi? 

Are seNices provideci with littie input from consumrs? Again, a more empowering m& 

of advocacy WU likely prove more cballenging for organizations which operate without 

consumer input and control. 

3) Are organizational niles predetermined and imposed on staff or are staff 

part of the de-forming proces? Rule piedetermination runs con- to the hctioning of 

a more empowering model for change. 

4) m1ston-M 
- - skieo; Does the organization employ fonnai pmcesses in making 

decisions or are decisions typidy made on an ad hoc basis? If the latter is identifia then 

the adoption of a formai systems hnework may prove cumbersome for the orgmkation. 

WiU the effectiveness of the fiamework be jeopardized because of this? What steps can be 

taken to counteract this h m  happening? 

5)  Personnel (Paid and VoluntaryW Who makes up the staff of the organization? 

Analyze the staff on the basis of social class, gender, ethnicity, education, age, 

organizational position, etc. Are any trends noted with regard to these characteristics? 

What implications might this have for the organization? 

6) Division of Labour Are agency staff"speciaiistdexperts" or do they have 

generalist functions? What are the potential implications for employhg this model in either 

specialist or generalist atmospheres? 

7) Interpersonal Relations: Are relations between staff and staff and consumers 

impersonal in nature. or can they be categorized as being personal 

in nanire? The systems framework is based on participation and cooperation. What 

challenges will this present to an organization where people are not used to functioning in 

such a personal manner? 

8) Job Duties: Are tasks a~sign~ndividuals hired on the basis of ment or on other 

criteria (formai or otherwise) that are irrelevant to the duties? If the latter, how might this 

impact efforts to develop and implement aspects of the action plan? 

38 'Paid and Voluntary" is not limited to front-fine and management staff. lt includes board members, 
consultants, etc. 



mandates. goals and objectives, etc.. formaüy articulateci? If so, to what degree are they 

adhered to? Does the orgaoùation produce progressive statements but deiiver (in tenns of 

process and outfom) semices in a way which are inconsistent with the stated constitution? 

How wiU this effect the orgMon's  dwe to iinplement d and eqwerhg  change? 

10) of SeNices; Are seNices cuarentiy provided change oriented? WiIl the 

establishment of the advocacy framewodr represent a depiimirt h m  cumnt service 

deliveqr? If so. what arr some of the implications of such a move? 

1 1) -geadth of M m :  Whaî is the extent (geographicai and otherwise) 

of the organbation's domain? Is it nauowly defined and specific or broad and general? 

Whaî limitation will this place on the organization's ability to undertake the type of changes 

it desires? 

e Extemal 

The extemai component of the orgaaizational seiGanalysis refers to ihose stnictures 

and dynamics which Hasenfeld (1983) identifies as the "Organization-Environment 

Relationship". This rdatiombip is viewed as existing on two levels, The Generai and The 

Task. Hasenfeld d e h s  the generd environment as "...those conditions in the 

environment (economic, socio-demographic, cultural, techaologicai, and poIitical-legal) 

that affect ail organizations and must be assumed as given" (p.5 1). The task environment is 

" ... a specSc set of orgauizations and groups with which the organization exchanges 

resources and services and with whom it establishes specific modes of interaction" (p.5 1). 

The task environment is M e r  defioed as king made up of six distinct parts. These are 

Provùiets @Fiscal Resources [Funders], Providers of Legitimation and Authoriîyl 

Providers of Clients? Providers of Cumpiementa?y Services, Cornpethg Organiuctions, 

and fïnally. Consumers rmd Reci'ients of the Orgcmization 's Products. Discussion on 

those elements categorued as belonging to the general envimnment wiîi not be discussed in 

great detail here. aithough this author stmngly encourages the organization to consider 

factors in the larger enviro~mnt which may impact on how their systems advocacy process 

will be designeci. For example, in considering the economic category, what are the 



implications of the current national recession for the advocacy organization? Using the 

mental health field example, the political-kgal categoiy rev& information worthy of 

consideration. The last few years has seen the Provincial Govemment of Manitoba ( h p t  

of Health) ma&ing a formai proposa1 to deinstitutionaiize mental heaith services (as stated in 

the White Papers of...). CooverseLy, the 1 s t  provincial budget saw a direct targeting of 

advocacy organhtionst What do events such as these naedian for the establishment of a 

mental bealth systems aàvocacy program in the Rrovince of Manitoba? Staying with the 

mental heaith exampk, another consideration is that of culture- More specincaily, the 

culture of mainstream Canadian society, the culture of people with mental illnesses, and the 

relationship between the two. It can generally be said that people with mental iIlnesses are 

among the most stiptized members of the population (Homitz, 1982). This relationship 

will, on the most generai level, becorne a constant factor for the organization when 

considering how issues wili be undertaken. Public perception and understanding will, 

rightfidly or wrongIy, always be a factor. These examples only serve to touch on a wide 

a m y  of possible factors and concerns that the organization may uncover when deaihg with 

this issue. They do however, provide some insight into the type of issues that the 

organization shouid be examinkg. 

Having touched upon the general enviconment, the author tums his attention to 

providing a more detailed look at that part of the environment which cm be viewed as king 

more specific to the organization. The Task environment. 

1) Providers of Fiscal Resources: This category pertains to the various sources of 

hancial resources for the organïzation. The value of understanding who provides money 

to the organization (and how much) wiii iikely have a signifïcant bearing on how the 

advocacy organization g a s  about its business. Such information dows  the organi7iition 

to identify areas of potential conflict of interest and detemine which issues and campaigns 

may present problems for them. It is also important to remember that during a campaign, 

advocacy efforts wili inevitably cause a defernive response from those who are the focus of 

the campaign. One of those potential responses, depending on the situation, is to sidestep 

the advocacy organization and bring pressure to bear on the funders. This cm result in the 



cessation of money to the campaign, and possibly the organhation. 

groups a d o r  individuais who sanction the organization and its actions. This component is 

not limiteci to. dthough it incluàes. parties who provide iùnding to the organization. It also 

inc1udes those who validate the organùation's usefulness by empfoying its seNices 

(consumrs), those who choose to be associated with the organization (staffand board 

members), those who support the organization by pmviding referrais to it (0- 

professionals and organizations), etc. Being comcious of who or what legitimizes the 

organization helps the organization understand who '%utters its breaû" and who dasn't 

This can be an important process because the organization may have over-estimated the 

importance of some stakeholders and under-estirnated others. Again. such awareness is 

critical when selecting issues and strategis when such factors as supporters and 

vuinerability become issues. 

3) Providers of Clients: This component refers to those individuais andor 

organizations who are responsible for providing the organization with consumers of 

services. These "providers" will Vary h m  organization to organization, but may include 

individual consuners, other advocacy or professional organizations, individuais, f d e s ,  

etc. Not to be overlooked as primary supptiers of clients are those individuals and 

orgaaizations who are the focus of the advocacy effoxts. Using the example of the standard 

mentai health advocacy program, it is Wrely that the single largest provider of clients are 

mental healtb institutions! Provision of clients then, should be analyzed on both a direct 

and indirect level. In doing so the organization wiil gain a greater appreciation for where 

clients [consumers] originate and conversely, what anas or organizations are not consumer 

"suppliers." For example. the orgauization may d e t e d e  that few of their clients have 

been refend by other agencies. Does this median that other organilations are unaware of 

the advocate's services, or are there more sinister reasons for others not utiiizing the 

advocate' s services? 

4) Perçeotion: One area that is not k t l y  dealt with by Hasenfeld but is worthy of 

mention is how the organization is perceiveci by the community at large. Reputation can 



play a very signincant d e  in the outcome of actions. While it is generally fair to Say that 

the perception ( a d  cofcesponding reputation) of the organilation WU Vary h m  pIace to 

place, questions such as these shouid be considemi How many others even have an 

opinion of the organization? Ts the organization weU-reputed but within a very limited 

circle? What are the implications of this in attemptiug broader actions? How many of 

the organiation's "legitimïzers" are doing so because the orgmhtion has a monopoly on 

service? If a similar advocacy program were starteci by sombody else, how many of the 

legîtimizers wouid switch organi7nh'ons? What are the potential impacts of frail loyalties? 

5) M d e r s  of c01iip1emew Services; bviders of complemeniary seNices 

concems those parties who enjoy what can best be descni as a mutuaiiy beneficial 

relationship with the advocacy organization. This couid include any number of other 

organizations, such as other advocacy orghtions,  consumer gmups, etc. Such 

o r g ~ o m  are ofien supporters of the advocacy organization as they benefit directly 

h m  the program's identity andor s e ~ c e s .  Such groups represent potential allies when 

undertaking actions. akhough their support may not always be in direct and material tenns. 

6) Competine Omanizations: Cornpethg organizations can be generaliy categorized 

as other groups andlor organizations which compete with the organization on any number 

of levels. This could include comrnunity and/or institutionai organizations who compete 

with the advocacy organization for research, gant or project money. It can also refer to 

other advocacy/non-advocacy organizations which compte for the same pool of 

consumers i.e. advocates, lawyen, therapists, social workers, etc. The tenn "competing" 

does not necessady denote hostility. ln fact. the advocate may even work with some of 

the competing organizations on particuiar issues. Generally however, many of the same 

organization Iücely wiii maintain a consistently cornpetitive status amund certain areas. An 

analysis of the cornpetition wiil give the organization a quick reference to those competing 

organizations. This wiii prove handy when considering fiinding applications, new 

projects, etc. 

benefactors of an advocacy initiative are those individuals on whose behalf the action is 



king taken. But many other individuals indirectly benefit from the organkation's actions. 

If we continue to use the example of mentai heaith advocacy, we can see that advocacy 

actions produce a number of indirect benefactors (recipients) to the organization' s se~ces .  

If we look at a situation where the orgauization has advocated sucoessfully for the 

establishamt of inczeased ecnployment opportunities for people with mental h d t h  issues, 

we can see that such a program wiii benefit a number of consumers, some of whom may 

have had no contact with agency. As a nsult of this new found employment, the families 

of these iadividuals may-realize a great Rduction in stress as their family member(s) is now 

engaged in work outside of the home. Mental heaith institutions may see tbat these 

individuais, having gained employment and a correspondhg increase in selfcsteem, may 

be subject to fewer bouts of illness as environmental strain is relieved. Let us not forget 

that individuais wili have to be hired to develop and implement the employment program. 

The recipients then, extend far beyond those individuais who wen the direct focus of the 

advocacy efforts. 

Identification of consumers should also extend well beyond the simple  cognition 

of various parties. Every attempt must be made to analyse and icienti@ the various 46cdniral 

attributes" of participatùig parties. For example, the advocacy organization, in undertaking 

a mentd health issue. will need to gain an understanding of those elements which together 

"make up" the particular consumer group. This is necessary not oniy for engaging in 

culturaily sensitive practice, but ais0 for understanding the particuiar strengths and 

weaknesses of a particular group. This helps to avoid the choosing of strategies andlor 

actions which are inconsistent with the groups culturai attributes. 

As mentioned earlier. Cox identifies other factors relating to the orgafllzation which 

have a signincant karing on the agency's abiiity to successflllly undertake systems 

advocacy actions. 

Cox (1987). as will be shown later, mognizes the importance of examinhg the 

history of a particuiar problem and previous atternpts to address it. Unfortunately, this 

point is not applied to the organization. This author believes that an awareness of the 

organization andlor program's history is a vital component to understanding the present. 



An analysis of the organization's evolution also provides enlightenment with regard to the 

organization's failures and successes and the reasws for both. This helps individuais gain 

Som insight into why things are the way that they are. 

The thnd and final part of Cox's organizaîionai seif-assessment is nie Practrioner. 

Practitioner nfers to the individual(s) respousible fbr developing andbor Unplementing the 

action at-large or one or more of the designated responsibilities of the action plan. Cox 

argues that a number of personai and organizational factors devant to the practitioner(s) 

wiU irnpact the outcome of the action king undertaken. 

The fint consideration are those factors which are specfic to the practitioner 

herseWhhseif. This includes the practitioner's personal motivations and capacities to 

undertake and accomplish the delegated task Obviously, the prospect of having a 

respomibility tum out favourably are compromûed considerabiy if the practitioner is 

unwillùig and/or unable to hillil herhis duties. 

The second aspect for consideration relates more to the practitioner's ability to 

perfomi the designated task(s) aciequately due to orgmkational issues. These include such 

t h g s  as work overload, role ambiguity, conflict, discontinuity, suain. etc. Issues such as 

these speak to the need for interna1 changes so that the organization can "fît" with the 

systems advocacy framework being adopted. This WU be dealt with in greater detail in the 

section on "Organizational Change". 

B) Pmblems: As mentioned earlier, Cox identifies the need to elaborate on the 

problem being connOnted by the change agent. Cox proposes that the problem be dealt 

with by examinhg it on tbree leveis; Problem A ~ l y s i s ,  Past Change Efforts, and 

Perceptions of the Problem by Sign@cant Others. 

1) Roblem Anaivsis: Problem analysis refers to the process of defining the 

problem.39 Cox identifies four factors for consideration by the organization. These are; 

Name (What specific kind of problem are you concerned about?), Locotion (Where is the 

asAgain, It is critical to understand the true nature of the tenns "probIemn and "issue". For example, 
consumers rnay identify the high cost of medication and their inability to afford it as IYhe problem". In fact, 
the issue may be govemment legislation which provides pharrnaceutical companies with exclusive patents 
for extended periods of time which serve to inflate drug costs. 



problem lofateci?), Scope (Who is affecteci?), and Degree (How much are they affécted?). 

These elements iikely have been considenxi by the organization during the selection process 

so this may be redundant. If this is the case, then this step may simply be omitted at the 

discretion of the orgaoization. 

2) p a s t o r t s ;  Refennce was made in tbe section on 

organizationai ~e~assessment to the need for the organization to examine its historicai 

evolution. Cox raises this same issue for consideration as part of the prucess for gaining 

insight into the problem confi.onting the advocate. Who wexe the parties involved in past 

change attempts? How effective were the change efforts? What were the reasons for the 

change effort's successes or faiiure? Such analysis becornes critical to avoiding rnistakes 

which doomed past campaigns, even if the contexts may have changed over time. 

3) Percem 
. . Oons of the oroblem bv mficant  others: Comrnentary was made earlier 

on the need to determine how the organhtion was perceiveci by others (reputation) because 

perception can have an impact on the campaign. Again, this same logic applies to the 

issue(s) king confionteci. This step repnsents a sort of ideo1ogica.l ' ' f i i te~g"  with regard 

to how others perceive the problem (and potential solutions). For instance, the contentious 

example of 'the Ongins of Mental Iiiness: Biological or Environmentai'' as a topic for 

discussion, wili quickly find that other members of the consumer cornmunity, the 

profession, society at large, etc., share the view that many ilinesses are environmental in 

nature. Conversely, others wili see the discussion as being nonexistent, insignificant or 

fundamentaUy different (bi010gicai). In doing so, the advocate(s) quickly leam where 

everyone stands on the issue. The value of such an exercise to the advocate is that it helps 

determine the the range and numbers of opinions on a particular issue. These groups could 

represent future allies or agents of opposition to the advocate's efforts. 

C) Social Context of the Pr~bIerir:~ The topic of mental illness 

represents one of the most intrimg examples for the purposes ofexamining the social 

context of a problem. For this nason, it wiU be useci, where appropriate, in exemplmg 

the three components that Cox suggests for analyzing this particular aspect of the problem. 

1) m n s  of the Problem: This component attempts to detennine why and how the 



problem being addressed became a pmbiem. By understanding the historical evolution of 

the problem, the advocate is better able to appreciate those circumstances which worked to 

create the program. The level at which thîs should be done depends on the level at which 

change is being attempted i a  world, national, cultural, etc. 

2) meo~  of & Robleiq; This aspect of the social context analysis endeavours to 

uncover the empirical and ideoIogicai justification for the existence of the problem (For 

example, the need for largeescale institutions to house those with mental illnesses). Such a 

process not only helps explain the slogical" rationaie for the development of the problem., it 

c m  also discover enors that have resulted in long-held historiai assumptiom. 

3) Structural-Functional analvsis of the ProbleJn: The structurai-fiinctiond anaiysis 

is designed to facilitate the advocate gaining insight and knowledge about those social 

structures that maintain, inmase or reduce the problem. The fim piece of this component 

is similar to Hasenfeld's (1983) examination of the social environment, but as it relates to 

the issue, not the organization. Cox's examination provides far less detaii than Hasenfeld's 

mode1 and so the organization is encouraged to use that model. 

The second piece of Cox's component however, relates to understanding who (and 

how) various parties gain and lose ftom the situation as it cturentiy exists. Those who 

consider underiaking change efforts are encouraged to uncover power dynamics so that 

they can understand in which ways the problem is fÙnctional/dysfùnctional for those with 

a stake in the issue. 

D) The Client [The Peo~le W e  are T-DE to A e i ~ k  Ln the eariier 

examination of the task environment, attention was paid to the need to identi@ those 

individualdgroups who can be viewed as consumers andor recipients of the organization's 

product. This same process retains its value on an issue to issue basis. Unlike the earlier 

section however, where consumers and recipients were simply identifie4 Cox stresses the 

need to gain a Mer understanding of "Who" are these individuals andlor groups. To this 

end, Cox suggests a number of factors for achieving a clearer picture of who is the client. 

These factors include, but may not be iimited to, Physicul Location @undaries, size, 

etc.); Sociai, Eonomic, Poiitkai, and Demographic Characteri3ics; F o m t  Organriation 



of the Client,- Divisions and Cleavages (within the ccünt); Signijicant Relations (with other 

parts of the social structure); and finaiiy, Sign@cmt Changes (in the above, over time). 

WhiIe Cox intends this analysis to focus on "the popdation segments or groups that are the 

primary beneficiazy of the practitioner's efforts," (p.152) the author argues that such an 

analysis should be underCaken on aii parties who stand to benefit significantly h m  the 

advocacy efforts. Those who knefit indirectiy have the potential to kcome important 

allies in the change efforts and so a clear understanding of who they 

are shouid be achieved. 

E) Goals; After having N l y  assesseci ai l  the relevant factors, the advocate is now 

ready to start establishing goals for the issue k i n g  considered for actioa Goais represent 

those staternents which specw the advocate's da id  outcome with regard to the issue. 

Goais are fundamental for a number of reasons. F i  goais help the organization stay on 

tmck by ensuring that goal displacement Le., the unintended replacement of goals by new, 

often uorecognized objectives, are avoidedtio Written goals, as shaii be discussed later, 

are also cntical for undertaking proper evaluation of action efforts. Thini, goais r e p e n t  a 

form of cnteria upon which advocacy efforts can be measured They determine if actions 

have been successfiil or faiien short. 

ln those situations where the advocacy organization is involving other parties to a 

significant degree, Cox argues that it is important to have a i i  parties designate and priorize 

their goals. This process ensures that everyone is aware of areas for potentiai conflict and 

helps the advocacy organization be clear on what is required in order to ensure that the 

support of vital parties can be guaranteed. 

Cox aiso suggests differeatiating between %sk goais" (outcome goals) and process 

goals. Task goais relate to those goais defined eariier in the section (see second sentence 

under Yh&". Process goals "affect the maintenance and enhancement of the 

organitation (resolving destructive factional rivaixy or tn&oRning member apathy into 

- - - - - - . -. - -- - 

40 The author is rerninded of a situation at his last place of work where a parücular goal had degenerated 
into a battle of personal values by pmgrarn personnel. The dispute was resolved when a meeting was held 
to review the program's goals. The goal cleariy showed what direction the program staff should be moving 
in and there was no further discussion, 



involvement and cornmitment)" (Cox, p. 163). Both types of goals then, must be defined 

to ensure that d aspects of the change pzocess are met. 

F) One of the pmblems with Cox's section on "strategy" is that he 

provides no real &finition for the term This is Ullfortunate because no explanatioa is 

provided for the tenn "taCticst' eïther. Strategies and tactics? iike goals and objectives, are 

tem that often confuse people because the âiffèrences o k n  appear to be subtle. Despite 

C b f s  clah that "sedtegy ofken shades impezceph'b1y into tactics" (p-164). ihis author 

argues that in foct; the Merence between the two is quite distinct. "Strategy" refers to the 

of action(s) the organhtion wili employ in order to achieve their stated goals. 

Tactics" refers the specific initiatives that the ocganizatiion dl utldertake in order to 

implement the general strategy- For example. the organization may decide that a particular 

campaign wiii nquire a strong, forceful approach. This would median that the organization 

wouid choose an adversarial campaign (strategy). Having done so, the organization wouid 

then choose a number of actions that would bring the strategy to life (tactics). This could 

include a public demonstration campaign, aggressive media attacks, etc. 

Another signifiant probiem with Cox's guide is that it staas on the premise that the 

reader has a clear understandhg of what strategies the organization wüi be using. Cox 

focuses on a number of considerations which foUow the selection of strategies. As s h d  be 

shown. the points raised by Cox are important ones. Unfortunately, they do Liale to assist 

advocates in gainhg an understanding of some of the different types of strategies, and 

when their use might be appropriate. In response to this concem, the author has borrowed 

Poskanzer's 'Tkpansion of BisnoVs Methods" (1972) in an attempt to give the organïzation 

a starting point in determining what strategies they wiil employ when preparing to act on an 

issue. Poskanzer presents ten strategies, complete with definitions and indications for 

usePl These strategies are designed with regard to the practitioner-consumer relationship 

and as such, some changes were made to make the wording more appropriate to the - 

advocate-envimomeat context. Once again, the organization shouid feel fke to redefine or 

41 Originally designed for a direct worker-client relationship, and because certain strategies are not 
applicable to a consumer-driven mode!,only six of these strategies are appropnate for systems advocacy. 



otherwise adapt this work as they see fit92 

P e ~ ' T h e  adversary role is used in situations in which the tesohtion of differences is 
attempted through efforts diracted to foster the interests of one party over another." 
(Poskanzet, p. 1) 

pps for use; 'Then is a connid or contest over issues, resources &or power 
whîch does not lend itseif to solution through cwpetative activity." (Poskanzer, p. 1) 

Jkfinition: 'The conciüatozy d e  is used in situations in which nsolution of diffemnce is 
attempted through efforts directed at foste~g cooperarion and commonality of purpose 
between competing interests." (Poskanw, p.2) 
Indications for use: ''Situations where there is a commonaüty of interest within dZSereaces, 
and nsolution has been thwarted by faulty communication. andlor understanding." 
(Poskanzer. p.2) 

Definition; 'The developmental d e  is used in attempts to maumize social functioning 
through development of capacities, a d o r  capacities andlos resoutce~. andlor through 
prevention of conditions that are iikely to impair those capacities and resources." 
(Poskanzer, p.3) 

Indications for use: "a) A system indicates a desire to ameiiorate its own functioning 
a d o r  prevent possible social breakdowu. 

b) Rofessional laiowledge shows that living situations can be 
improved or sociai impairment lesseneci through the development of appropriate 
resources." (Poskanzer, p.3) 

Definition: "The faciltative-instmctional role is used where there is the giving of new 
laiowledge with su"cient elaboration of underlying premises and general applicability so 
that this inteIIectua1 howledge and emotional understanding can be used in a varïety of 
situations." (Poskaazer, p.4) 

use: "a) There is a need for knowledge in ocder to perform a particular task, 
or function which is cuznently impahed due to Iack of understanding O experience. 

b)There is a need to enhance collaboration by transmission of 
icnowledge.'' (Poskanzer. p.4) 

PMENT AND TESTING 

Definition; 'Xnowledge development and testing is used with the same aims of developing 
an understanding of sociai work practice, and social service systems by expanding the 

42 Whatever strategy(ies) is chosen, the advocate is reminded to provide rationales for those choices 
made. 



elements containeci in actlial practice, making them explicit, and by subjectuig them to 
verincation." (Poskamx, p.6) 

for use; "a) More knowledge is needed in order to lead more appropriate action. 
b) Action is &mg taken, but its basis has not been made explicit, 

and consequentiy it m o t  be trabsmitted to other practitioners. 
c) Action has been taken but bas not been evaluated" (Poskanzer, 

p.6) 

Defuiition: "Restoration is used where efforts are directeci at retuming the client system to 
its previous level of fûnctioning. It is used to identifjr and coatrol andor eliminate those 
factors in the [environment] that have caused a breakdown or impairment of social 
fiuictioning." (Poskanzer, p.7) 

Indications for use: "There is a neai for sustenance and remediation in order to help the 
client system adapt to a trying circumstance of Me experience and/or to prevent 
deterioration in functioning." (Poskanzer, p.7) 

The advocacy organization may, depending on the circumstances and parties 

involved, chwse to employ more than one type of strategy at a given the.  In doing so 

however, consideration should be given to those factors raised by Cox. 

1) The action svstem: This step speaks to the need for the organization to take an 

inventory of d those groups who are seen as king in an ailied role with regard to the 

issue, and the strategies deemed appropriate. What skilis and resources do these parties 

provide to the organization? 

2) Resistance msitionl and Interference (inertia disuaction) Forces: Identify aii 

opposing groups (resistance and interference). Attempt to mess potential sidis and 

resources which can be musterrd and employed against the advocate's efforts. What 

strategies and actions might the opposing groups use against the advocate's campaign? 

How will the strategies selected by the organization counter the actions of the opposition? 

3) Evaluation ofpamoner  s a b W  to UQI= strate= 
.. , .. - .  

: After having selected the 

strategy(ies) that appear the most effective, consideration must be given to the ability of 

staff to carry out the strategy(ies) selected. It should be 

remembered that any "inabilities" may be due to more than just lack of appropriate skills or 

awareness (refer to previous section on 'The Practitioner"). 



G) Tactics: As mentioned earlier, 'Taaics" cefers to the specific initiatives that the 

organization wül undertake in order to implement the gened strategy. As demonstrateci by 

such authors as Behn (1980), Bowe and Wüüams (1979). Tefft (Date Unknown), Holley 

and Peltz (1986). Yuan (1991). Currie (1% 1) and The Social Action Commission, 

Archdiocese of Charlottetown (1987) to name a few, the types of tactics and techniques that 

can be developed for bringing strategies to life is MituaUy limitIess. Because of th&, it is 

impossible to list aii  the possible options which the organïzation can develop. lnstead, the 

author will provide a brief list of example tactics for each of the identifseci strategies, 

(drawn primariiy from Poskanzer) and then concentrate on pmviding some basic d e s  for 

action-taking that the change agents shouid consider when selecting tactics.4-1 

Tactics for holementinn Strate* 

a) Adversarial: civil disobedience, strikes, threats, demoastrations, 

picketing, Lobb ying, etc. 

b) Conci- mediation, provision of information, empathy, etc. 
c) Developmental: conciliation, bargaining, task focces, etc. 

d) Facilitative-Instructional: lectuies, role playing, role modelling. 

Iogical discussion, etc. 

e) Knowledee Develoament and Testing research 

f) Restorative: exploration. support, coiiaboration, etc. 

A number of "do's" and "don'ts" exist for the purposes of undertaking certain 

groups of action techniques i.e. legislative advocacy @car & Patti, 1984), negotiating 

(Fisher and Ury. 198 1). etc. However. the most general "des" for action in 

codkontational settings are outheci by Alinsky (1971). These "des" are certainly not 

intended by this author to be exhaustive. They are certainly most applicable to the 

environment in which they are intended to apply (general community organizing). They do 

however, provide the advocacy organization with some quick and immediate guidelines for 

undertaking successful, community-based actions. Aiinsky's niles include: 

1) Power is not only whut you have but what the enemy thinkr you have. 
43 AS specified at the beginning of the section. TacticSn refers to any and al1 actions developed to 
implement strategies. This includes actions taken on non-confrontational strategies. The niles of action 
on the other hand, refer primarily to confrontational situations. 



As rnentioned eariier, perception can be as important as reality. 

2. Never go outside the experience of your people. 
Unhown territory can lead to coafusion and divisiveness. 

3. tvheneverpossible go outnde the experience of The enemy. 
Always attempt to draw the opposition onto your ground. Use your 
strengths, exploit their weaknesses. 

4. M& the enmy live up zo tMr own book of rules. 
This binds the opposition to standards that they themselves have 
established Le., codes of ethics, etc. 

5. Ridicule Li... the most Unportmit weopon 
Dficult to counter, ridicule inevitably M a t e s  the opposition causing 
them to loose their composure. ûpportunities present themselves when 
the opposition loses its composure. 

6. A good tactic is one thut yout people enjoy. 
Whatever activities are king planned, especiaüy where consumers are 
involveci, people should be enjoying themselves. 

7. A tactic that drags on tm long becomes a drug. 
Anyone familiar with world events will realize that news today is history 
tomomw. Tactics employed over a long period of time quickly lose 
momentum. 

8. Keep the pressure on. 
Even a bnef respite can aUow the opposition to regroup. Seize the 
momentum and do not lose it! 

9. The threut is usuaiiy more tem'iing t h  the thing itsee 
Never play your car& unless you have to. The threat of an action c m  
often be more powerfd thaa the action itself. 

10. rite major premise for tactics is the heelopnient of operations that 
will maintain a constant pressure on the opposition 
Pressure yields reactions and reactions cm be exploiteci. 

Il. Ifyou push a negative hard und deep enough it wiU break thruugh 
into ifs cornterside, 
Based on the principle îhat every negative has a positive. The best 
example is Gaadhi's use of passive mistance. 

12. nie price 4 a  suc ces^ ancick is a constructive altemutive. 
Do not be caught off guard. The advocates must have a 
response/solution to the issue ready in the event that the opposition is 
ready to deal. 

13. Pick the farget, freeze it, persomlize it, and polarize it. 



Picking "the target" becornes increasiagly difncult in a world where 
everything is complex and inter-related. Whîie needing to ensure that the best 
foais has been selected, it is important that the organizers are not throm off by "its 
not our reqxmsibdity." Do not let the target shift nsponsibility ! (p. 126-1 3 1). 

No matter what campaign is king undertaken, the media wili inevitably play some 

d e .  No matter what the organization's position on the d e  of the media in general, it is 

clear that to ignore the media is to do so at one's perïi! The d a  aiIows the organizer to 

take their campaign to the general public. If done pmpedy, a media campaign cm gamer 

considerable support for the initiative king underiaken and put considerable pressure on 

the opposition. For this m o n ,  this authot believes it is important to pay some attention to 

the topic. 

In the case of the mental health example, the use of the media goes beyond the 

simple objectives of a paRicular campaign. As was discusses eariier, individuals with 

mental health issues are arguably the most stigxnatized group within society. As with aU 

things, this stigrna has developed primarily because of ignorance and mîsconceptioos about 

mental illness. These misconceptions are often transported and entrenched by people's on- 

going exposure to faulty media covexage on the subject This is especidy mie of the movie 

and television industry, which portrays people with mental heaith illnesses as psychotic 

killers or sexual deviaots (Liebmatm-Smith & Rosen, 1977). Use of the media then, has 

the potential to educate media representatives, thereby assisthg in the proper dissemination 

of information. 

The media source(s) used by the advocate wiii vary fkom campaign to campaign. 

Whether it be radio. television, p ~ t ,  etc., there are a nurnber of possible avenues for 

media exposure. These include press conferences, features, newsletters. interviewsltalk 

shows. letters to the editor, meetings with editorial boards, and announcements/builetin 

boards. 

The material which talcs about accessing the media for social change is very 

limiteci, but that which exists is useful. The Ontario Human Rights Commission (date 



considerable information on how to effectvely access the media WWe impossible to list 

evexy point, the author has seleaed a few headings which is beiieved to be of the most 

interest 

D e & -  As with most thiDgs in üfe. who you know can be as 

important as what you know. 1t is important to develop a strong wodting relationsbip with 

the individuais responsi'ble for getting your material to the people. Reporters and editors 

wîiI remember people they respect 

Develoo - a Media Irig; Events cm UIIfoId quickiy and dramaticaiiy. It is important 

to have quick and &y access to ali the media sources and the appropriate contact people. 

The iist should be constantly updated so that there is an bbïnstitutional memory for press 

work" (Bobo, Kendall and M a T  199 1). 

c m ;  Whether print or TV, opportwiities for coverage are enhanceà 

when media representatives know that "photo opportunities " wiu be avaiiable. 

Cornideration shouid be given to what people will see. This means paying attention to 

backdrops, etc. Remember, "a picture is wonh a thousand words." 

Mail Press (News) Releases: Press reIeases are designed to catch the interest of the 

media so they will attend whatever event you have scheduled. As such, they should be 

brief presentations of the stoly, not the story. ReIeases shouid give reporters enough tirne 

to prepare for the event 

: Press releases can get lost. Foliow-ups help 

ensure that the information has been received. It can also be 

an opportunity for the reporter to ask the organization questions about the event 

Recpeeize Who ConûoIs the Media- Major players within the media may be allies 

of individuais or groups who are the focus of the advocacy efforts. Attempts should be 

made to identify such relationsbips and a.ancescesso that valuable tirne and resources are not . 

wasted on trying to get certain media outlets to cover certain stories. 

As earlier mention& Cox raises a number of vital points for consideration 

44 Bobo. Kendall and Max include a acheckiist for press (news) releases* which is invaluable (p.123). 



foliowiag the selection of tactics. One such consideration rests with gainhg initial suppon 

Where does one s t a a  and with whom? These ate basic considerations for the 

implemntation of chosn tactics. "Contracts" d to be estabikhed which clarify the 

problem, goals, foles and zesponsibilities, etc. These steps represcnt the h a 1  preparatiom 

before the onset of tacticai activities. 

of 4ÇliPB; lf done pmpedy, the onset of adv- activities shodd 

result in a response h m  the opposition (the fat tbat the= has been no visible respoose 

dasn't d a n  that there has been no impact!). The organization should, as part of its 

preparations? attempt to anticipate how the opposition will mipond45 so that a sezond stage 

of activities can be ready and waiting. Once these actions have been initiated, evaluation of 

efforts become critical to following responses. 

8)  Action Evaluation: Kettner, Daley and Nichols (1985) dehne evaluation as " 

a social process of making judgments about the merit, worth. or value of a change. 

Evaluation makes judgments about those change episode inputs, throughputs, outputs and 

outcornes that have been monitored" (p.259). The ability to recognize strengths and 

weaknesses (evaluation) in a campaign is essential if the organization hopes to adapt to the 

rapidiy changing circumstances of the advocacy campaign. Evaluation then, represents the 

f i t  step in demonstrating the abiiity to leam h m  one's successes and mistakes. 

Many different types of evaluations exist, each with a specific purpose. Whiie 

noting the importance of evaluation, Cox's guide fails to provide the detail necessary for 

detennining which type of evaluaîion should be used at any given tirne. Fominately, such 

information is provided by Legge (1984) and Kettner, Moroney and Martin (1990). These 

evaluation types can roughly be ca tegoM in the foliowing way: 

1. Effort Examines quantity of activity 

Examines resdts of services as they 
affected clients* 

45 Many groups or 06anizations have very traditional responses to attacks or certain types or attacks. Try 
to determine if any trends can be identified in ternis of how the focus of the advocacy efforts might be 
expected to respond. 



3. Adequacy of Performance Examines extent to which the program 
has met community need. 

4. Cost-Effectiveness 

5. Cost-Efficiency 

Examines ratio of  resources to 
outcome. 

Examines ratio of resources to senrias 
providecl. 

The dif5erent types of evaluations just mentioned aui be divided into two different 

categories of evaluation methodoIogies, formative and ~~mm~ltivê. These two categories 

correspond with Cox's two types of goals, process and tosk Formative evaluation relates 

to the monitoring of, in tbis case, the process of the advocacy efforts (during intervention), 

so that the intervention process can be improved Sumative focuses on the outcome of the 

intervention so that outcorne can be c o m e d  and if aeed be, impmved Formative and 

summative evaluation then, serve a distinct but complementary hct ion.  It seems clear that 

both wiIi have a place for the advocate in designing an evaluation mechanism. 

It is impossible, for the purposes of this work, to examine every elemeat of every 

type of evaluation. That would be a thesis topic in itself. As well, the evaluation types 

chosen will depend largely on the type of work king undertaken. Kettner, Daiey and 

Nichols (1985) however, propose a model that is relatively simple and possesses good 

generai applicability. This model, The Change Episode Evaiuation Model, wiii be outlined 

for the consideration of the advocacy organizatioa. 

1) Jdentifv Kev Decisions . . 
: The first step in is to identify key decisions in the change 

episode (advocacy campaigo). This includes decisions made before, during and d e r  the 

change episode. Key decisions couid include such factors as goals (task and process), 

selection of personnel, selec tion of strategies and tactics, timefÎames,etc.~ 

2) Ment- the Decismn Makea 
. . Whether individuals or gmups, the 

organization needs to be aware of who is responsible foc the decisions king made. This is 

important because it allows the .orfankation to i d e n w  potentiai trends with regard to 

failures in the process that might be attributed to individual anNor group performances. 

6 Ideally, ali signifiant components of the Systems advocacy framework would be induded for 
evaluation. 



This cm enable the organization to make such decisions as providing new or additional 

training for decision makers or adj- decision making mies. Attention must also be paid to 

who will be ~sponsible for pmviding requjred information to the evaluation team, 

3) Identifv This stage This the "deadiine examination stagen. The 

o r g ~ o n  is asked to ensure that deadlines have been cstabiished for key decisions. This 

aiiows the evaluation team to determine what time Iines were estabiished and which ones 

have been met, As well, time fr;imes must be established for the evaluation team so that 

evaluation resuits can be given to the advocacy team as q@ckiy as possible. 

4) Jdentift the m d  4aiounts of Iofomiation Needed; A decision must be 

made as to what type of ioformaîion is needed by the advocacy team in orcier to make 

positive changes to their efforts. Kettner, Daley & Nichois suggest that the bcst way is to 

ask the advocacy team what they need This author suggests that , done in conjunction 

with the evaluation team, this provides the bt in determuling the type of questions and 

answers that wdi be needed. 

5) Design and Execute an Evaluation Plan: This stage sees the selection and 

construction of one of the aforementioned evaiuation methodofogies. In dohg so, Kettner, 

Daiey & NichoIs suggest that the decision on the type of 

methodology should be guided by the foilowing questions: 

- What is the ùitended use of the information that is to be generated? 

- What are the realities (limitations) of the change episode? 

6) Cornmunicate the Information: The b a i  step of the evaiuation process involves 

getting the resuits of the evaiuation to the key decision makers by the agreed upon time 

fiames and in a form that is the most useful to the advocates. 

No matter what methodology is employed, the forma1 provision of written 

rationaies throughout the process wiil make the job of the evaluators and the advocates 

much easier. Evaiuators WU have a clear and articulated point against which they wiii be 

able to measure. As weii, Kettner, Daiey and Nichol provide the foliowing points to help 

guide the evaiuation process (p.282). 

1) "Recognize the b i t s  of the evaluation process." 



2) "SpecSy the purpose and objectives of the evaluation process.*' 

3) "Specify who will use the the evaluation findings. for which decision, at which 
tirne.'. 

4) '%volve [advocacy team] coUaboratively in the pmcess." 

5) 'Sîress positive as weii as negative rrsuits." 

6) 'mure effective communication to deciSion malces.'' 

7)  "Tie the evaluation process to ongohg organizationai or community 
structures and processes." (p. 282). 

The h a 1  point raiseci by Kemier, Daly & Nichol in the preceding section about 

tying the evaluation process to organizational structures and process is indeed a timeiy one. 

In developing the systems advocacy framework, it is 

important to reaüze that any new structure. especially one which is a marked depamire fiom 

an organizttion's traditional type of wodr. cannot be developed in a vacuum. The adoption 

of such a mechanism wiU no doubt require some intemal changes within the organization. 

The process of assesshg, developing and imp1ementing intemal change is not dissimilar to 

the extemal process. There are however. a number of unique intemal considerations that 

may not have been dealt with in the earlier process. These changes could be such things as 

revised job roies, policy or program changes. revarnped information systems, etc. The 

process of meshing the new framework with the organizational structure is referred to by 

Harrison (1987) as "systern fittingW- 

There are a number of specinc reasoas for attending to the need for orgauizational 

change. The b t  reason is that the process of change wiil likely produce a number of 

emotions such as staff-amiety, trepidation, fear, resistance, etc. It is imperative that 

individuals have these feeiings addresseci if their participation in the new system is to be 

guaranteed. Another reason for undertaking orght iona l  change is to ensure that the 

organization continues to provide a minimum of services whüe making the shift to a 

different system. The rnove to different system is unlikely if current senrices must be 

suspendeci. Finaliy, it is important to assess the cost to the agency in terms of resources. 

The system king developed may be an irnprovement, but if the cos& of irnplementing it are 



prohibitive, the changes may not be able to be made at this the. 

Hale and Wiams (1989) suggest that those coosidering organizational 

change must confront three fundamental issues (p. 10); 

1) 'Wbat does the otgaaize change?" 

2) Wow does the orgmkation effectively put the change into place?" 

3) Who will manage the change?' 

A considerable range of materid on orgaujzational change existp with countless 

methodologics for undeRaking organizational change. Some moâeis, such as Greiner and 

Schein (1988) are quite power onented and are designeci more for organizational "guerrilia 

warfare" than for collective, coaperative change. Others, such as Hanison (1987) are 

unnecessarily elaborate, at least for the purposes of this paper. Mdeb such as the one 

proposed by Christian, Hannah and Glahn (1984) are designed with a specific type of 

organization in mind (institutions). The nine-step process proposeci by Hale and Williams 

(1989) however. is attractive for many of the same nasons that the author employed 

Kettner, Daly and Nichols (1985) model for evaluation. This model is easy to use, both in 

ternis of volume and readability. It is basic in nature and focuses on key points. It is for 

these reasons that the author proposes using it as  the basis for organizational change, 

although with some modification. Before doing so however, it is imperative tbat the 

organization have a clear understanding of its c m n t  intemal and extemal stmcture and 

dynamics. It is for this m o n  that this author suggests consideration of the following 

point befom entering the formai change process. 

-? CI- and accurate goals mut be established with regard to the 

desired outcorne. These goals wül serve to define and guide the change effort. 

phase S. Detemine and create an awareness for cha- 

Every effort must be made to assess the organizational "mood" for change. not only 

for the issue in question but with change at large. The change km may h d  that while 

many people Say they want change, they only may want it on a philosophical level. Others 

may be genuinely enthusiastic about 

the move but might be worried about their ability to handle new or unexpected tasks. Fear 



of the unknown, unknown in t e m  of what the aew system wili median for workers, can 

be a very significant bamïer. Not oniy must the o r g ~ o n a l  "mood" be asses&, but 

efforts must be made to demonstrate that the pmposed change is a good one for agency 

personnel and the people they seme. Change then, mut  be based on cwperation and 

coflltnunication, 

No matter how good the proposed changes seem Le. adoption of a new guiding 

fkamework, if they are undertaken without considering the internai environment then the 

initiative is Wrely doomed for failure* This is tragic because it not only sees the "death" of a 

good initiative, but it aiso may tesuit in a lashback against change efforts at large. As was 

discussed in the introduction of this paper, a failed attempt at the implementation of a 

systems advocacy fhumwork has additional implications. Fdure to adequately address 

systems issues cm lead to the development a d o r  solidincation of the idea among workers 

that real change (aka systems) is impossible. As was addresseci in the section on 

"buniout", this can result in considerable problems for the organization. As weii, failure to 

achieve such an accurate understanding of organizational structures and dynamics may 

cause the organization to make change decisions which are based on incorrect assumptions. 

Fauity interpretations can senously undermine the potential effectiveness of the 

organizational changes. The assessrnent of the 0rganizationa.i stmc?ure and dynamics cm 

be done by employing the e a r k  section on "Issue Action-The Agency". To ihis end, Haie 

and WiIliams suggest that the initiative, no matter what shape or form it takes, must 

embody the foilowing: 

1) T h e  program must emphasize long-term resuits, not short-term fixes." 

2) ''The people affected by the program [staffl must teceive technical 
assistance and training." 

3) "Budget considerations canwt be a motivatuig factor." 

4) 'The program [should expect to] operate with existing resources." 

5) "The [change] effort must be seen as aa experiment, so that failures 
are viewed as providing insights for future projects." 

6) "Efforts of the program must be highly visible and promoted." 



7) "Program ideas must originate h m  employees [and consumers], not 
nom top management." (p. 13) 

3. Desi0g100 
. . the I-1 Pro- 

For the purpose of this paper, the goal of the organhtional change is to facilitate 

the adoption of the systems advocacy fiamewodc with as little disniption to the organizatioa 

as possib1e. Io order to achieve this goai then, consideration must be given to a number of 

potential implications that the change effort might have. 

a) 
.. . . . What type of impact will the program [fiamewor~ have on 

"office politics"? Will lines of formal and idormal dacision-making be changeci? If so, 

how ? 

b) Social igppli-ons: The adoption of a systems h e w o r k ,  if it involves the 

entire organization, has the potential to change the estabhhed "social order" of the 

organization. New wodcing rdatiomhips may have to be formeci within the organization, 

the nature of the work, both co11ectively and individudiy will be altemi. How will these 

changes be received by staff? 

C) Technicai imdications: The introduction of the systems framework wilI aimost 

surely result in the necessity for technid  changes. Technicai changes do not median that 

the organization wiil need to go out and buy computers. It could median however, change 

in how existing cornputers are useci, or simply spending more (or less) time on the existing 

computers. Technical implications 

may have nothing to do with computers at au. It couici median instead that new 

documentation must be developed, or old documentation will be processed in a different 

way. These and other factors will have to be coasidered. 

d) R-u= Imphcabom 
- .  

; The adoption of a new program may result in 

restmcturing resources that could corne with any restmcturing of priorities. Cohideration 

should be given to the impact of restackiag resources. As weli, every effort should be 

made to make changes w i t h  the existing resource structure. Wrll resources be shifted 

kom one program to another? WiIl resources remain the same but be used differently. 

These are the types of questions that will have to be conûonted. 



In addition to the potential implications listeci, a number of other factors axe relevant 

to the design of the organïzational change pmcess. For exampie, who wiil be responsibie 

for the design of the organizational change process? Wfi. as Haïe and Wfiams suggest, 

line-staff be included in the process? Who won? be included and why? Another 

cornideration is how the chaoge design will be commuaicated. ''Ciosed-door" processes 

lead ta stress and confusion withia the organization as specuiation on changes becorne 

rampant. The communication process, however it is designe should be coilaborative, 

honest, and fiequent. 

Phase 4. Ornanize for ch- 

Haie and Williams believe that one or more people must be respomible for 

Mplementing the change process. They suggest that a Change committee be established. 

This committee would be responsiile for implementing the 

change process (as developed by the larger body). The size and compositioa of the 

committee wouid be dependent upon the organkation in question. but Hale and Wiiiiams 

suggest that the committee be reflective of the the orgmization itseif, i.e., iine staff, board 

memben. management, etc. 

Phase 5. Maintain the momentum 

Hale and Wiliiams suggest that a "honeymoon" period often accompanies the onset 

of organizational change. This period wili pass however, and the organization will be 

faced with the ceality of trying to manage the change process. Hale and Williams suggest 

that this phase of the change process can be managed by responding to the following 

questions: 

a) "How WU the change effort be monitored?' 

b) "How wiii communications be handled behHeen the project group and 
other target populations?" 

C) 'LHOW will changes to the plan be decided [criteria development?] and 
communicated?" 

d) ''How will status be reported, and to whom?" 

e) "How will the lessons be shared with others [retreats, newsletters, 
meetings, reports]?" (p. 19) 



phase 6. Celebrate the ch- 

The identification of "celebration" as a stage may appear almost flippant but the 

author concurs with Hale and Williams that such an addition is worihy of 'phase status". 

This is particularly true when such changes occur within the social services field. Because 

the social s e ~ c e  profession is one which deais with individuai, group and social 

problems, the profession ami its worice~s are beset with a worid of probiems. Victories. 

especiaiiy those with large-de ramifications. are paniculady sweet. These serve to 

inspire people and convince them thu they can make a difference. There WU be no 

shortage of barriers. Enjoy the victories! 

Phase 7. Evahate Cbanpe -ss* 

The evaluatïon phase is identicai to that desmâed in the paraUeI section within the 

systems advocacy framework Haie and Williams raise some very brief points with regard 

to evaluation, ail of which and more are addressed within the evaluation section of the 

framework For this reason, the organization is encouraged to use that information found 

withui the evaluation section of the systems advocacy framework. 



Appendix C 

Intervention Proposal 



INTERVENTION PROPOSAL 

The purpose of tbis intervention is to realize the practicum goais originaily estabLished on 

page 2 of the practicum document, and which were then modifieci on January 13,1995 in a 

meeting with representatives of The Canadian Mentai Heaith Association-Wkpeg Region. 

These goais are as foiiows: 

a) To develop a knowledge-guiding, knowledge-creating framework for guiding 
the organization9s systems advocacy efforts. 

b) To increase participant47 awareness in the area of systems advocacy. 

C) To develop a process for framework implementation within the agency. 

d) To develop the author's laiowledge in the areas of advocacy, program 
development, program evduation, critical thinking, organizational change 
(relative to systems advocacy), facilitation and finally, consultation. 

In preliminary discussions with agency personnela . it was agreed that the intervention 

methodology would be determined in a meeting between agency personnel and the author. 

A meeting agenda (see attached) was drawn up by the author for the purpose of reviewing 

those factors that would intluence the final determination of the intervention methodology. 

These factors included "Considerations for agency and student in detenniaing involvement 

in, and form of, the intervention process", "review of organîzational change outline", 

"review of the systems advocacy framework" and "individual d e s  and responsibilities". 

Each of these sections was deait with individudy. 

Because the negotiation meeting was the primary determinant in selecting the intervention 

methdology, the author's emphasis was focused primarily on selecting an appropriate 

negotiation style and strategy. More specifically, the author felt that a negotiation style and 

strategy that emphasized collaboration and trust was most appropriate given the theoretical 

47 "participant" refeis to those individuale directly invoived in working with the systems advocacy 
intewention ie. members of the systems advocacy cornmittee, etc. 
48 uAgency personnel" refen to Carolyn Strutt and Ellen Kruger. 



basis if the fbmework and concems which hadkisen through previous negotiations. To 

this end, the author selected Fisher and UV's (198 1) approach to p~c ip led  negotiation. 

This particular approach can be summarized as foiiows: 

a) PEOPLE: Separate the people h m  the problem. 

b) LNTERESTS: Focus on intemts. not positions. 

c) OPTiONS: - Genemte a variety ofpossibilities kfwe decidhg what to 
do. 

d) m: Insist that the resplt be baseci on some objective standard. 

The value of this particular approach was primariiy that it removed the adversarial 

d e  between the two parties and instead formed them into a gcoup of mutual problem 

solvers. This approach to problem solving was felt to have particuiar merit, not only 

because it was viewed as significantly removing the potential for disagreement, but also for 

the mimer in which it removed that potential. More specifidy, it engaged a l i  memkrs of 

the negotiaîion as quai members. This particuiar proce!ss then. was seen as a particuiarly 

vaiuable tool in mixed groups where one piuty might traditionally enjoy a power 

advantage, ie., negotiations between varying levels of professionds @ne staff and 

management) and consumers 

In reviewing the identified factors, the following points were raised that were 

relevant to the selection of the methodology: 

a) The methodology must be consistent with those typicdy employed within the 
agency. 

b) The methodology shouId be consistent with the theoreticai foundation of the 
systems advocacy framework 

c) That the methodology used be one which dowed for adequate assessrnent of the 
mode1 on a theoretical Ievel? but also that the mode1 had practicai application in assisting the 
agency in its systems advocacy efforts. 

After identifjhg these points both the author and the agency representatives 

discussed what type of m&hodology wouid best fit this situation. The agency suggested 

that a systerns advocacy wodcing cornmittee be established- It was felt by both parties that 

this particular type of methodology presented a nurnber of advantages regarding the above 
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points. With regard to point (a). cornmittees a& a vehicle which the agency is most familiar 

with and as such, would be the most appropriate method of undertaking the intervention. 

The cnation of a workiag cornmittee is also consistent with Hale and Williams model for 

organizational change. Findy, it was felt that a cornmittee would be able to provide the 

agency with internai momenhim by providing the initiative with a higher profîie withia the 

agency, a tangiiile cornmitment of rcmuces and finally, a body which wodd pmvide 

momentum after the author had wmptcted his intemention. AUof these points an 

consistent with Haie and Wiams rationaie for establishment for such a body. 

After re;u=hing agreement on the basic methodology, attention was tumed to 

deiaiüng the attriiutes and fiiactions of the cornmittee. This included the development of 

terms of reference for the committee, decisions around the composition of the committee 

the role of the author and finaiiy, the scope of the intervention. 

Comfnittee Composition 

In reviewing the previous intervention proposai, concems were identined around 

the number of committee members (too many). and the makeup of the cornmittee members 

(d agency staff). In response to these concems, the number of cornmittee members was 

reduced by 3-4 people. More importantly, the committee was given a broader composition 

by adding consumer representatives and a board member. Such a move was more 

consistent with the framework's position on consumer and board involvement. Cornmittee 

composition can now be summarized as follows: 

a) Framework author 
b) Executive Director, CMHA-Wpg. 
c) Program Managers (3) 
d) Board member 
e) Consumer representative(s) (1-2) 

T e m  of Reference 

Under the cumnt te= of reference, the cornmittee wîlI act as a w o r b g  group 

whose rde WU be to identify and develop recommendations arwnd changes to the 

framework design. consultation with stakeholder groups, and an implementation schedule 

for the systems advocacy pmcess. As weli, the cornmittee wiii act as an advisory group to 

staff in testhg the model on a select issue and finaiiy, to evaluate the process utilized. 
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Role of the Author 

In this intervention proposal the author mle's has changed somewhat h m  the 

previous intervention proposal. Unda te- of the intervention agreement the author wiii 

continue to act, at least initially, as a facilitator. However, this will now be done in a peer 

role as the author is now a fuii member of the cornmittee. As the au- of the fkamework, 

responsibiity will be assurd  for acting as a resource persni to the cornmittee and for 

cootdinating work relating to the theoreticai aspects of the process. 

Facilitation: In determiniag a mthod of facilitation the author nferred to Hema's wodc on 
x= 

facilitation. Heron introduced three primary modes of faciltation; bierarchïcaI, co-operative 

and autonomous. Hierarchicd refers to a facilitation style wbre  the facilitator tales charge 

of aU major decisions of the leaming process. The cwperative approach stresses 

collaboration in devising the leaming process. FïmaUy,in the autonomous mode the 

facilitator creates an atmosphere for seffairected learning. 

While each of these modes WU be used in various points of the intemention, the 

terms of refemce dictates that certain modes be employed overall. As a member of the 

cornmittee, the facilitator WU be employ an approach that is largeiy co-operative. As weil. 

as the committee's work WU continue after the intervention, combiaed with the 

committee's increased IeveIs of knowledge and awareness, the facilitator wiii endeavour to 

SM to a more autonomous mode in order to give the committee at large more responsibility 

and control. 

Sco~e  of the Intervention 

The author's invoivement will be limiteci to to Phase 1 of the committee's work, 

However, many of the details reiating to phase 1 are the responsibility of the Systems 

Advocacy cornmittee and as such have yet to be debed. 

Pole of the Practicum A d v i m  Cornmittee 

a) For individual cornmittee members to act as a resource for the author. 

b) To evaluate the work of the author on an ongoing bais  and to provide relevant 

feedback 



Intervention Format 

As was identifieci above, much of the intervention format rernains undetennineci in a 

detailed sense. At the the of this pmpod however, some determinations have k e n  made 

as to what is to be done and in what mamer. 

PHASE l(0bjective #1): "To review the components of the systems advocacy 

framewodr. to provide nxuinmendations on the system advocacy ftamework design". 

Committce rxynbcm bave been pmvided with teaiis of refecence for 

the cornmittee, a afull copy of the systems advocacy h e w o r k  and an abndgedpedversïon of . . - .-- 
the fkamework (see attachai), 

Time Frame: The agency has set aside two hours for this meeting. 

TOD~C Tirne allotted Facilitateci bv 

Introductions 10 min. Carolyn S tmtt 

Review of fiamework 95 min. Darreii Cole 

Discussion of methodoIogy 
for examining framework 10 min. 
changes. 

Evaiuation questionnaire 5 min- 
(see attacheci) 

Darreii Cole 

DarreU Cole 

Location: Boardroom, CMHA-Wpg. 

Recording: - Written notes. 
Tape-recording. 

Evaluation (Goals): a) To complete a review of the systems advocacy 
fkamework 

b) To increase participant awareness in the area of 
systems advocacy. 

Evaluation (Methdoology): Evaluation questiomaire 
SeIf-analysis 

Evaluation (Critena): Personal judgment 
Practicum Advisory cornmittee feedback 
Cornmittee member feedback 

Phase 1-2 : Intemention and evaluation formats for following phases are as yet 



Detailed Breakdown for Meeting #' 

b) Framework review: 11 Review of meeting agenda 
21 Presentation of objectives for meeting #l. 
31 Rtview of "Guide for cornidering changes". 
41 Review of the ~ w o d c ' s  thtoreticai foundation. 
SJ Review of '%sues for Consideration" 
6] Rnnew of ~woric-Issue  Gathering & Filtering. - h u e  Sefecti0~1. - Issue Priorization. - h e  Action & Evaluation 
7J Review of OrganÏzational Change fkunewoodc 
81 Discussion with cornmittee on preferred 

methods for examinll>g and macing changes to 
hmework 

9 ] Completion of Evaluation questionnaire. 

While changes to the model WU not be discussed at the f h t  meeting the author has 

provided a document entitled "Guide for Considerhg Change" (see attachea. The purpose 

of this document is to assist cornmittee mernbers in identirying areas of potential concem as 

they review the model. As weii, the document wîli serve to record these concem so that 

they can be easily retrieved for the relevant meeting. 



Workshop ~vaIua&n (#I l  

a) Were the goals of the workshop clearïy outIhed by the facilitator? 

b) Was ai i  the &y's material covend ? 

c) Was the the  delegated to each topic adequete? If no, please eiaborate. 

d) Was adequate time given for discussion? 

e) Would you Say that by the end oftoday's workshop you had a greater understanding of 
systems advocacy? Are there aspects of the framework which you are having trouble 
unders tanding? 

f) Was the "Guide for Considering Changes" usehilin assisting you to identify potentiai 
areas of concem anaor comment? 

g) What suggestions, if any, would you have in making the future workshops more 
effective? 

i) Overali, how would you rate the performance of the faciütator? What recommendations, 
if any, wouid you have in assisting the facilitaior in being more effective in his 
perfonnatlce? 



Guide for Considering Changes 

.Theoretical Foundation 

1. Does the theoretical foundation ofthe framework match that of the agency? 

Lf no, what aspects of the mode1 are of wncern and why are they a concem. 

2. Are thae problems with the woikiag definitions provideci by the author? 

Ifso, what are the pmblems and how might the definitions be modified 

fisues for Consideratioq 

1. Are any of the identifieci issues emneous, irrelevant or not fully explored? 

2. What other issues can be identified that would be worthy for inclusion? 

The Svstems Advocacv Ftamework: General Attribu tes- 

1. Does the use of the various stages make seme. Are the stages sequentially correct? 

2. Do the titles of the various stages adequately refiect their contents? 

3. What elements codd be added or deleteci under the individuai headings? 

4. Are any of the elements confushg or improperly worded? 

5. Could the sequence of the elements under the individual headings be changed into a 
more "naturai" order? 

Ornanizational Change (relative to svstems advocacv] 

1. What elements couid be added or deteted under the individuai headings? 

2. Are any of the elements confushg or improperly worded? 

3. Couid the sequence of the elements under the individuai headhgs be changed into a 
more ''natuai" order? 



Appendix D 

Agreement on Participation in Practicum Intervention 



AGFEEMENT ON PARTICIPATION'IN PRACTlCUM INTERVENTION 

As a member of The Canadian Mental Health Association's systems advocacy 

advisory cornmittee, 1 undefitaad that part of my cornmitment involves assiseing one of the 

cornmittee members. a graduate student h m  the Faculty of Social Work at the University 

of Manitoba, in developing his practicum topic: "CRating a knowledge-guided, 

knowledge-creating fiamtwork for systcms advocacy". 

I understand that my involvement will consist primanly of the foUowing: 

1. Participation in a series of audio-taped committee meetings. 

2. Completion of a written pefiormance evduation questiomaire at the end of 
each meeting; and 

3. Participation in a audio-taped performance evaluation interview &ter the 
completion of the student's practicum intervention. 

The performance evaluation questionnaires and performance evaluation interview 
WU relate to the leaming objectives of the student The questionnaires wii l  be completed 
anonymously by each committee membcr. 

The audio-tapes of the meetings and the interview will be heard by the student and 
his advisor solely for the purposes of this project Tapes wili be erased upon completion of 
the project. The confidentiality of the information will be respected at aii times. 

Participation in the intemention procws is voluntary. Individuais who choose not 
to sign WU be free to participate as fidi members in the intervention process. 

1 agree that my participation on the committee may be used as demibed above. 1 
also agree that 1 WU not bring any daim or legai action against the student or the University 
of Manitoba or its servants or agents relating to my participation as described above. 

Cornmittee memb& 

Dated March ,1995 



Appendir E 

Performance Feedback 



1. Were the objectives of the meeting c I d y  defined? YedNo 

2 To what txtent did you find the 'Guide for considcring changes" usefiil? 

1 - 2 2 A 5 
very useh1 somewhat usefiil wsutt not very uscfbl not at al1 usehl 

2a) What factars idiuc~~ccd your ratkg of the the guide? 

3. How would you rate the &ormance of the facilitator in the followiag areas: 

a) The faicilitator was biowlcdgeab1t about the matahi king c o v d  
1 2 3 A 5 

Strongly agrec Agree somewbat unsure Disagrcc somewhat Strongly Disagree 

b) The facilitator presented the matcrial in a clear and concise manner. 

1 2 a A 5 
Strongly agree Agree somewhat unsure Disagree somewhat Strongly Disagree 

c) The facilitator made me feel part of the group. 
1 2 3 A 5 

S trongly agree Agree somewhat unsure Disagree somewhat S trongly Disagree 

d) The facilitator stayed tnie to the agenda. 
1 2 3 A 5 

S trongty agree Agree somewhat unsure Disagree somewhat Strongly Disagree 

e) Given the time allotteci for today's meeting, the facilitator deIegated his tirne appcopriately for each 
section covend, 

1 2 3- A 5 
Strongly agrec Agree somewhat unsuce Disagrcc somewhat S trongly Disagret 

4. Overall, how would you rate the performance of the facilitator? 

1 2 CI A 5 
excellent adequate mcdiocrc Poor 

4a) What factors influenced your rating of the facilitatofs performance? 



5. How usefd was this rcview in increasing your understanding of systcms advocacy? 

1 2 2 A 5  
vcry usehl somcwhat useid unsure not very usefiil not at a11 usefiil 

Sa) What factors lui you to setect this raîing? 



Appendix F 

Meeting Minutes: January 13, 1995 



In Attendance: Darreii Cole, Ellen Kruger and Carolyn Sûutt 

1. Goals of agency and student 

'2. Considerations for agency and sadent in detennining involvement in and 
form of the intervention p-. 

3. Review of a'ûrgani7ah'~nai Change" outhe. - - 
4. Review of "Systems Advocacy" Eramework. 

5. Roles and ~esponsibilities-Darre1I~ CaroIyn, EUen & Cornmittee (?). 

6. Process-future meetings. 

1. That the intervention process provide wncrete benefits for the agency's c m n t  work on 
systems advocacy. 

2. That the intervention deal not only with a review of the process itself, but ais0 with the 
mechanics of implementing the process. 

3. That the intervention ficus on Uiose aspects of the process which are cumnt to the 
agency's work ie. issue gathering, issue selection, issue priorization, etc. 

- - 
GOALS (PRAL'TnIONER): 

1. To develop a knowledge-guided, knowledge creating h e w o r k  for guiding the 
organization's efforts in the area of systems advocacy. 

2. To increase participant awmness in the area of systems advocacy. 

3. To develop a mode1 for organhtional change which wiii facilitate the organization's 
adoption of the systcms advocacy framework 

4. To develop the faciritator's knowledge in the areas of empowerment, advocacy. 
program development, pmgrarn evaiuation, organizatio~~al change and facilitation. 

*It was agreed that these goais wouid be accepted with the caveat that discussion in the 
foiiowing areas may resuit in modifications to the goais. 



CONSIDERATIONS (AGENCY) 

1. TIME- Agreed that tirne couid be examineci on two levels, calendar time and actuai 

intervention time (tiine spent in wodcshops, etc.). With regard to caiendar the, it was felt 

by the agency that the the  needed to explore the fhmewodc in its entirety, especiaiiy if this 

was done in some depth, would take a considerable amount of tirne. More specificaiiy, that 

the arnount of calendar time n d  by the agaicy to adequate1y address the advocscy 

praxss may take longer than was availabIe to the pcactitioner. As for the amount of tim 

that the agency was prepared to invest in the intemntion pu se, it was deemed that the 

amount of person-hoos set aside by the agency in the initial intervention (approximately 

4000 hom in staff tirne) was simply prohibitive. It was hoped that a format that was less 

costiy in person-hom could be found 

2. Given the above-rnentioned concems amund tirne, the agency felt that the original 

intervention which was pmposed was now inappropriate. This was because the original 

intervention was designed to examine aU aspects of the hmework on a theoretical level. In 

accordance with the agency's stated goals, it was decided that it would be far more 

beneficial to the agency to actuaily staa a more intensive examination of the process by 

narrowing the focus of the work to some aspects of the mode1 but exarnining it in more 

detail. As weii, the original intervention proposal's almost exclusive emphasis on 

collaboration with agency staff would now be broadened in order to provide a wider range 

of input from other stakeholders ie. consmrs, the agency's board of directors. etc. 

3. A thûd consideration for the agency in deteminhg the intervention design was the style 

of the intervention. Upon reflection, agency staff felt that a senes of theoretical workshops 

was not conducive to the agencies traditional-style of examining issues. It was detennined 

that a method for examining the systems advocacy process must be found that was more 

pragmatic and more more inclusive. 

4. FinaUy, the agency felt that the intemention should be reffective of the-agency's style of 

govemance. More specincaily, that emphasis be placed on involvement of management 
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staff wtiere direct work on the fiamework was iholved as it was felt that line staff, given 

their current work responsibilities, wodd more appropriately be involved in an indirect 

manner. 

1. me oniy consideration brought forward by the author was that of thne (calendar) and 

the wish to compIete tbe intavention as swn as possible. Wbik acknowledging this. the 

author ais0 staied that the intemention shouid be phned on the asmmption that he was 
.-- 

ruUy available and ihat possible employment conaicts w d d  be worfced mund the 

intervention. 

REVIEW OF THE ORGANIZATION CHANGE FRAMEWORK 

1. The first change made with regard to this aspect of the process was to restate the 

author's third goal. This was done after agreement that the wordiag of the goal left the 

wrongful impression that the model was one with application beyond the systems advocacy 

process. As a result, the goal was reworded to read "To develop a process for fiamework 

implementation within the agency". As weU, aU references to "organizational change' 

would be modified to read "organizationai change in relation to systems advocacy?. 

2- It was also felt that the amount of organizational change would be mïnhnal as it was the 

agency's intent to continue to have iine staff continue to provide direct services and that the 

adoption of the model wouid have iittie if any impact on line staff. It was agreed however, 

that the process may result in minor changes to job d e s  of management staff and 

potentidy siflcant changes to the job duties of staff in the advocacy program. 

3. Agency representatives expresseci the opinion that the model suggested by the author as 

. a framework for organizational change was perhaps more appmpnate for a sethg which 

was more bu~aucratic in nature or bad less of a history of6'change in generai". In 

particular, it was felt tint the first two steps of the model ("determine and create an 

awareness for change" and "assess the work environment before designing the change") 
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were somewhat redundant given the nature of the organization ie. strong emphasis on 

change and advocacy. 

THE SYSTEMS ADVOCACYFRAMEWORK AM> PREVIOUSLY 
PROPQSED-ON. 

1. The fini aspect of the process which was reviewed ttiated more specifically to the thkd 

wncem about the relevance of the orgaoizationai change mo&L A mriew of the previously 

pmposed pre-wodcshop questionnaire was deemed utpendabIe as it covered areas 

considend irrelevant (informatton alnady known). As well. the £inaI two questions of the 

questionnaire were, in the view of the agency*, potentially provocative and infiammatory 

and so it was agreed that it would be dropped h m  the intervention. It was acknowledged 

by aU however that such a format rnigbt be used and even expanded in soliciting staff input 

and opinion throughout the intervention process about specific aspects of the model. This 

however would be determineci on an "as-needed" bais throughout the intewention process. 

2. The previous point gave rise to discussion as to who would make decisions on, among 

other things, inclusion of a questionnaire. 1t was decided that an agency "systems 

advocacy working committee" would be stmck In generai, the role of the committee 

would be work through the advocacy process with the author, who wouid be a member of 

the committee. It was a p d  that the committee would be made up of a smaiier number of 

representatives than had been proposed under the previous intervention proposal. As weii 

that these individuals, in accordance with the agency's structure, would Likely be memben 

of the management team. IT WAS AGREED THAT TKE AGENCY WOULD BE 

RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE COMPOSITION OF THE COMMlTTEE, 

AS WELL AS ï ï S  "TERMS OF REFERENCE". The establishment of such a committee 

was consistent with Haie and Wiams model for orgarùzational change. It pmvided a 

mechanism for agency decision-making and intemal momentun for the agency's move 

towards systems advocacy. 

3. While agreeing that specinc aspects of the intervention process wouid be negotiated 

within the working committee, it was decided that the intervention process would focus on 



consulting with various stakeholder groups (c&sumen, staff.. board members. etc.) as to 

the validity of the pmposed M e w o r k  in paaicular, the intemention wodd focus on the 

stages of '%sue Gathe~g and Filtering", ''Issue Selection" and %sue Priorization". 

Should tirne aiiow consideration would be given to dry-ruIlILing the stage of "'Issue Action" 

with the cornmittee. 

FUTURE- 
In an effort h p v e  communication between the author and the agency. as weU as to 

p d e  impeais for the systems advocacy process. it was agraed tbd repuiar meetings 

wouid k held 

1. D m i i  to record and distribute meeting minutes. Minutes to go to EUen Kruger. Carolyn 
Stmtt, Paul Newman and Sid Fraakel. 

2 Carolyn and Ellen to form systems advocacy working cornmittee and develop terms of 
reference for the cornmittee for discussion next meeting. 

NEXT MEETING: Thursday. January 19.1995 at 9:15 am. at CMHA. 

*"agency" refers to agency representatives Caroiyn Strutt and Eiien Kruger. 



Appendix F1 

Analysis: Meeting of January 13, 1995 



In considering how to approacb this mwting, the primary consideration was 
whethu or not to table a discussion on what had gone wrong in prevÏous negotiatiom. In 
the end 1 decideci that such a move wouid likeIy only serve to in- tension around "Who 
was to bIame" and thus, wouid be counter-productive. 1 thenefore pmposed that we ' M e  
one swp backard and then one step fornard" as a way of starting with a clean slate. I 
also felt that if al1 went well, tbc issue of miscomm\UUcation would eventuaïïy be brought 
up but in a much fiiendlier atmosphere. 

At the onset of the meeting agency xepesentatiives weze quite p d e d  and a@ to 
the pmposed oiitliae withwt much comment. Our initiai coverage of goais was reIativeIy 
straightforward and gave some momentum going hto the 'lTmitations" section. Based 
on the meeting of the advisory cornmittee of January 6,1995.1 was confident that a revised 
inicmntion could be negotiated h m  a logistical point of view. I was concerneci however, 
that other factors were threatening to undermine the process. As a resuit, 1 felt it best to try 
and remove some of the escalated feelings which seemed to exist To this end, 1 decided 
that the offer of some kind of olive branch on my part might help to estabiish an 
atmosphere of trust. 1 starteci with my "limitation" of time (see minutes) and suggested that 
my position of needïng to finish asap was bmught on by panic and had placed the agency 
in a difncuit situation around time fiames. 1 made it clau that my wish was to complete a 
practicum in coUaboration with CMHA and that I would demonstrate more fîexibility in the 
area of tirne. More specificaiiy, that we should procaed with the assumption that 1 wouid 
be available and that any problems could negotiated to aur muhial satisfaction. Thw 
position seemed to have the desired effmt. 1 beiieve it signalleci to the agency that I was 
prepared to accept some nsponsibility for the existing situation. As weU, I believe that it 
helped establish a conciliatory atmosphere. 

As the me@ng progressed and we discussed points two, three and four of the 
agenda, some of the agency's apprehensions becme more apparent. For example, 
comments amund the involvement of line staff and organizational change suggested that 
there was some apprehension that the process would be too "radical". Radical in the sense 
that it might cause unaecessary problems for the agency with iine staff  and coosumers. 
This was most evident when discussion focused on the pre-workshop questionnaire (see 
point #1 of "Review of the systems advocacy hmework and previously proposed 
intervention"). Such discussions provideci the author with an opportunity to reassure the 
agency that the intent of the framework and the intervention was not to cause the agency 
distress and that the point of the intemention was to modify the fkamework to met their 
needs. This &O served to aUay agency apprehensions. 

While a number of details have yet to be finaüzed especiaiiy my specific role vis-a- 
vis the cornmittee have yet to be f inabd,  it is my beiief that the negotiatioas have resuited 
in an intervention which wiil meet the needs of everyone. Perhaps the most significant 
indicator was after the meeting when 1 was able to meet i n f o d y  with the Executive 
Di tor .  W e  discussed the previous events ead agreed that their was some 
miscommuaication on both sides. More importantiy, she indicated that she had not felt 
comfortab1'e with the process previously but now felt cornfortable proceeding. 

Summary: From my perspective this meeting was a success. While closure was 
not obtained regarding the intervention contract, the application of an Acceptaace 



intervention style was very usefid in dealing with the primary issue. reducing the 
consdtee's tension. This was done by accepting respomibiiity for m y  inappropriate 
actions. aiiowing the consuitees to take control over aspects of the intervention process 
(determinhg the most appmpaate vehick for the intemention [cornmittee]), as weU as the 
tenns of referenœ and composition of the CoII1RU.ttee While consideration was given to 
applying a Conbntation intervention regarding the &up of the Cornmittee, it was 
decided that such a move ody would have been counter - productive, and would be dedt 
with over the longer term, if in fm it became an issue. A similar decision was made by 
regarding the inclusion of the piece of the Framtwark on LsOrganüatïond Change". There 
s e e d  to be a d  concem on tk pact of the agctlcy that they had no wntrol over the 
pmcess (not unexpect6d) and that the propoaed intervention process might be viewed as 
beingtoo L'radical". 



Appendix G 

Meeting Minutes: January 19, 1995 



In attendance: Darreil Cole, Carolyn Stnitt, Eiien KNger 

1. Review and acceptance of past meeting minutes. 

2. Review and acceptance of Temis of Reference for Systems Adv~cacy Wodàng Co= 

3. Composition of Cornmittee. 

4. Role of the author. 

5. Status of the mode1 for "Orgaaizationd Change". 

6. "To Do" list 

7. Next meeting. 

1. Reuiew and acce~tance o f  ~ a s t  meeting minutes: 

A) RE. Review of the Organization Change Framework, #2. 

Should be modified to read 'Lpotentially significant changes to the job duties of staff in 
the advocacy program. AS WEL,L, TEIE CHANGES MAY RESULT IN 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE DlRECïOR". 

B) RE. Review of the Systems Advocacy Framework and Previously Proposed 
Intervention, #l . 

The section reading "potentidy provocative and inflafnmatory" shodd be replaced by 
"POTENTIALLY ANMETY RAISIN3 AND COULD CAUSE UNDUE AND 
UNWARRANTED STRESS ABOUT CHANGES IN JOB DUTIES". 

C) RE. Review of the S ystems Advocacy Framework and Previously Proposed 
Intervention, #2. 

The section reading "As weU, that these individuals, in accordance with the agency's 
structure, wodci Iücely be members of the agency's management uam" shodd be replaced 
by "AS WELL, THE COMPûSlTLON OF THE COMMDTEE S H O W  A'ITEMPT TO 
BE REFLECTIVE OF THE VARIOUS STAKEHOLDER GROWPS WHICH MIGHT 
INVOLVED ANDIOR E F F E W  BY SYSTEMS ADVOCAY EFFORTS". 



2. Peujeu, and Accentance o f  Ternis o f  Reference for  Sustems 
Aduocacg Ulorkina Committee (see attached uTerms o f  
Re ference"]. 

A) RE. OBJECIWES, Phase I, #2 

Should be moditied to read " ... re. modification of the systems advocacy fiameworlr". 

B) Re. OBECIIWS, Phasc II, #1 

Shouid specify "This wouid include the stages of h u e  Gathering and Fitering", 'Issue 
Selectio~"~ 'Issue Prioridon" and "Issue Action". 

3. Committee Comnositior(. 

It was reiterated that the agency wouid be responsible for selection of committee meinbers. 
Whiie the only members determined at this point in time are Darreiî Cole, Eiien Kruger and 
Carolyn Strutt, discussion suggested that an additional 4-5 iadividuals wouid be added to 
the committee for the next meeting. As was previously stated, that these individuais wouid 
represent such groups as agency personnel, the agency board of directors and consumer 
groups. 

4. Role o f  the fluthar. 

Discussion was held as to how the author's role in the intervention process might have 
changed from that descn i  in the previous intervention. Agreement was reached on the 
following points: 

a) That the author would be a full member of the committee, with di the rights and 
responsibiiities attached to that position. 

b) That the author would act as a committee resource person. 

c) That the author wouid maintain his role as facilitator with regard to presentation and 
analysis of the theoreticai model. 

Additionai andor more specinc duties may by identifieci throughout the process. 

5. Status o f  the model for UOqanizational Chanae". 

During the previws meeting there had been some discussion as to the vaiidity of the 
proposecl model for assessing and undertaking organizational change related to the agency's 
systems advocacy efforts. The author propose& despite the apparent need for 
modifications, that the modei continue to be used as it stül represented a useful starhg 
point. In this sense, it was no different than using the systems advocacy fraraework as a 
starhg point and then modifying i t  Agreed that we wouid continue to use this model. 



iwb!x 
1. To develop an abridged version of the author's wodr to this point in time and to make 
this document availabk to the organization by Tuesday, Iaauary 24, 1995 so that it can be 
distributeci to cornmittee membm prior to the next meeting. 

2. To attempt to gain access to a conversion program that wouid aiiow the author's wodr to 
become compatible with the agency9s operating systern (WP 5.1 with W m ) .  

3. To provide the agency with tbe most ncuu version of the author's work so that it can 
be d u p l i d  and disüi'buted to commîüee me- for the next meeting. 
4. To develop a detailed intervention fonnat for the next meeting which WU facilitate the 
m e n t  of Phase 1 of the cornmittee's w o k  

Bgencv 
1. To determine the membership of the Systems Advocacy Workuig Coinmittee. 

2. To ensure that the abridged fhmework document is in the hands of cornmittee members 
five days prior to the next meeting. 

3. To photocopy copies of the fidi domment for distribution. 

7. Neat Meetinq 



Appendix G1 

Analysis: January 19, 1995 



ANALYSIS: Januaxy 19.1995 

The meeting started with Executive Director stating that she thought that it wouid be 
beneficial to "ckar the air" before startiog in& the formal agenda. She stated that the= 
apparently was some concem on my part about the agency not meeting h thne fiames with 
regard ta reviewing my work. The E x d v e  D i t o r  stated that she wasn't sure  if she 
was c1ea.r Ui understanding my position, but wanted to say that she found it surprishg that 1 
would be concerneci aven how long the agency had waited for me. It seemed c1ear that this 
was an issue of some concem to the Executive Director and the Advocacy Program 
Manager. They seemed to be be lefi with the doiinct impression that the agency had been 
respomible for "my la& of progres''. 1 I it clear that 1 never had any problem with the 
agency in this ngard. 1 acknowledged and thnnlrcA hem for their patience and made it clear 
that 1 wodd not cdticïze tbem for 'izllÉing too long'. 1 clarifled that my concem relateil only 
to the fact the agency had agreed to a number of~o~eftt deadlines and nsponsibiities (this 
was acknow1edged by both the Executive Director and the Advocacy program Manager) 
and that when these were not met and contact with me had ceased, that I was concemeci that 
the agency had decided to rieconsider their involvement in the process. My feehgs were 
especiaUy acute given the faact that the agency had been given me so much t h e  previously 
and 1 was womed that they bad become fiutrateci with me. 1 ais0 reiterated my 
coatribution to the situation by having established paoic-stricken deadlines which likely 
prompted the agency's earlier decision to have me consider doing a thesis. FiaUy, 1 
apologized to the Advwacy Program Manager for any feelings of '%lame" which may have 
encountered at the advisory cornmittee meeting and reassured her that this was not m y  
intention. 

My explanations seemed to greatly d u c e  tension and both individuais stated that they now 
felt that the issue could be buried The Executive Director stated that the delays could be 
attributed solely to workioad on their part and that in the future 1 should f e l  comfortable 
taiking to her about any concems or issues 1 might have- This was viewed as a positive 
comment regarding her comfort Ievel and willingness to proceed with the relationship. It 
should also be mentioned that there appeared to be some communication problerns existing 
between the two agency employees and that the adoption of forma1 minutes should help in 
this regard. 

There seemed to be a feeling that the agency had been "waiting for me" the last two years 
and that during this time 1 had not done anything- This position is understandable given 
that they have seen no tangible differences at the agency. However. it should be noted that 
considerable research and wnting has occurred and in any event, it seems unlürely that the 
agency would have been ready to move even if the work was done. Raising this as a 
personal issue however, would have been counter-productive to achieving the goals of the 
intervention. 

The actud meeting progressed quickly and cooperatively. The ody point worthy of 
mention king my personai note to the Executive Director with regard to the cornmittee's 
ternis of refe~ence. 1 have asked Executive Director to cl* the wording of the Phase 1 
objectives with regard to " ... to recommend..." 1 bave asked the Executive D i t o r  who the 
cornmittee is recommending to. given ibat she is on the cornmittee. 

Sumrnq: While initiated by the consultee, the application of an Acceptance strategy was 
successfd in gaining the confidence of the consultee by reassuring them of my tme intent. 



Once the personal issues were eliminateci, clos& was obtained relatively quickly regarding 
the intervention con- By the end of the meeting ciosure had been obtained regained 
stage one and two of the Entry phase. As weii partial closure was rraiizecl regarding 
cl?hysicai entry to the system". me on@ issue being that 1 would now have to gain the 
confidence of an expanded "~011~ultee", the members of the Systems Advocacy Advisory 
Cornmittee. 1 was also Iefi with the impression, in reference to Dougherty's ''intemal" and 
"extemai" consultant status that the organizaton very much wished this to be an in - houe 
process, based on how my role was being dehed. 



Ternis of Reference 
S ystems Advocacy Advisory Cornmittee 



Canadian Mental Health Association, Wïpeg  Region 

Systems Advocacy Cornmittee 

Tenns of Reference 

Purpose: To assist the Agency in the development of an hplementation plan for 
sys tem advocacy. 

Objectives: 

Phase 1 

1. To review the components of the systems advocacy m w o r k ,  to provide 
recommendations on the system advocacy Wework design. 

2. To recommend a consultation plan with relevant stakeholders re. systems advocacy. 

3. To recommend an implementation scheduie for the system advoacy hmework. 

1. To act as an advisory group to staff in the testing of the mode1 components utilizing a 
selected advocacy issue 

2. To evaluate the process utilwd. 



Abridged version 
Systems Advocacy Frarnework 



MOVlNG TO WARDS A KNO WLEDGE-GUIDED , 
KNOWLEDGE-CREATiNG FRAMEWORK FOR 

SYSTEMS ADVOCACY: 

AN ABRIDGED VERSION 



K E Y ~ O L O G Y  

During the course of the practicurn report, reference is made to a number of terms 

which are criticai to understanding the practicum report The author provides the reader 

with the following list of definitions for quick reference. 

1. Purnout: "A proccss that begins with excessive and prolonged levels of job 

stress. This stress produces strain in the w o k r  (fwliags of tension. iuitabiiity and 

fatigue). The process is compIeted when woricers defensively cope with job stress by 

psychologically detachhg themselves h m  the job and becoming apathetic, cynical and 

rigid". (Cheriss, 1980). 

2. Advocacy: The act of representing the interests of an individuai or gmup of 

individuais on social justice issues in such a way that the process becornes as empowering 

as the outcome of the advocacy action itseif. Ideally. that such a prooess be undertaken 

whiie remaining n6e from any conflict of interest". 

3. "'Svstemic" Advocacv: The process by which systems advocaey is undertaken. 

4. "Svstems" Advocacv: Refers to the ficus of the advocacy efforts. 

5. Empowennent: "An interactive process through which people experience 

personal and social change, enabhg them to take action to achieve innuence over the 

organizations and institutions which affect tbek lives and the comunities in which they 

live" (Whitmore & Kerans, 1988). 

6. Cnticai Thinkinq: "A way of understanding why things are the way that they are" 

(Brookfield, 1987). 

7. Issue Gatherine and Filtering: The process of cornpihg "eligible" systems 

advocacy issues. 

8. Issue Selection: The process of determining which issues fkom among a number 

of qualifying issues will be selected for action. 

9. Issue Priorization: The proass of ranking the selected issues on the basis of 

perceiveci impoitance. 

10. Issue Actiow The process of developing and implementing a plan for the 

successfùi undertaking of previously selected md/or priorized systems issues. 



1 1. Issue Evaluation: "A social process Of making judgments about the ment, 

worrh, or value of a change. Evaluation makes judgmnts about those change episode 

inputs. throughputs, outputs, and outcornes tbat have been monitored" (kttner, Daiey and 

Moroney, 1985). 

FOUNDATION FOR S Y ~ V O C A C Y  

a) In-reviewing relevant litereture ' s a d v ~ y "  is seen as a mechankm for empowe~g  

members of society who can be identified as beiig 'Sdisadvantaged". 

b) In reviewing nlevant iiteraturt "empowerment" is identifiai as having a number of 

common elements. These include "Participation (collective action)", '2eaming 

(knowkdge)" and ''Pproductivity (tangible results)". If advocacy is about empowerment 

then it stands to m o n  that it wouid be desirable to incorporate the above elements into any 

framework for systems advocacy. 

c) The fkst step in the leaming pn>cess is awareness. Awareness is achieved tbrough 
critical thinking. 

d) On the basis of the above research the author proposes that the following components 
are vital to the establishment to the theoreticai foundation of the systems advocacy 
framework: 

1) Systems advocacy is about empowerment. 

2) Empowerment occurs when people talce successful action. 

3) Successful action cannot occur without awareness. 

4) Awareness without action is presewation of the statu quo. 

5) Awareness occun through critical thinking. 

e) Finaiiy, that there are a number of philosophical questions related to advocacy and that 

the organization's position on these issues wül act as fundamental determinants in how . 

systems advocacy is undertaken. 



ISSUE GATHERING FILTERING 

a) What is the organizaiion's definition of a "systems" issue? 

b) Who decides (and doesn't decide) on the dennition of "systems" issues? Why? 

c) Does the issue f a  within the philosophy. mandate. goais and objectives of the 
organhtion ador pmgrams? 

d) How are issues gathered? #y? 

e) Who decides (and doesn't decide) how issues will be gathered. Why? 

f) Based on the p m s  king used and who is king approached. what types of issues 
likeIy won' t be gathered? Why? 

g) When are issues gathered? Why? 

h) What happetu to gathered issues? Why? 

i) What additional cnteria, if any, wiU the organization develop to scrcen issues? 

j) Who decides (and doesn't decide) on the qualification cnteria, or whether or not there 
wiU be any? Why? 

k) How wiii the qualification cnteria be weighted? Why? 

1) Who decides (and doesn't decide) how issues are weighted? 



a) The gravie of the h a  The depth and breadth of harm that an issue pzesents. 

b) _The benefits h m  rnodiftine * .  
- the m m :  Poteatiai long-tesm benefits of the issue. 

d) The usefitlnâ$ of the rjuel as a glodeb Does ihe issue share common fadors with 
other issues. 

e) The relative chance for su- : How '‘~innabie~~ the issue is. 

f) The cost of the case: How much wili it cost (firianciai and otherwise) to win the case. 

g) The expertise of the aeencv: Does the agency possess the necessary expertise to 
undertake the issue. 

h) Faimess to B: Wi selection of a particdar issue isolate 
sub-groups within the consumer community. - 
i) miîi undertaking and winning üus issue] give people a sense of their own power. 

j) me issue chosen must have the potentiai to] alter the relations of power. 

k) me issue in question must] be easy to understand. 

1) [The issue should] be non-divisive. 

m) Dhe issue selected] must build leadership. 

n) How are issues selected? Why this way? 

O) Who decides (and doesn't decide) how issues will be selected? Why? 

p) What does king "selected" median? 

q) How WU the selection cnteria be weighted? 

r) Who decides (and doesn' t decide) how the cnteria wîli be weighted? Why? 

S) What kinds of i s k s  WU (or wili not). be accepted? Why? 

t) How many issues WU be accepted? Why his number? 



ISSUE PRIORIZATION 

.a) How wiii selected issues be püogzed (Formal vs. Informal)? Why? 

b) Criteria selecrion. What shodd be priorized? Why? 

C) Who gets to develop (and who doesn't get to develop) the priorization process? Why? 

d) What happeas when a cliUs issue deveIops? 

e) Common confiict betwaa Cntcria: 

1) Cases wih the gruitest po<entiai benefit will often be the mobt costiy. 

2) Fairness to protected groups vs. the likeIihood of success. 

3) Fairness ta ConsumetS. 



Intemal Factors 

1) Authoaty 
2) AccountabIüty to masumers 
3) Rules 
4) Decision-eg 
5) Personnel Paid and Voluntaty) 
6) Divisi0n0flabour 
7)  I i i te~~sonaI  relations 
83 Job duties 
9) Constitution and goal orientation 
10) Nature of services 
il) Depth and breacith of mandate 

Externai Factors 

Providers of fiscal resources 
Providers of legitimation and authonty 
Providers of clients 
Perception 
hviders of complementary services 
Competing organbations 
Consumers and recipients of organization's products 

-History of the organization 
-The practi tioner 

b) PROBLEMS 

1) Problem analysis 
2) Past changc efforts 
3) Perceptions of the problem by significant others 

c) SOCLAL CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM 

1) Origins of the problem 
2) Theory of the problem 
3) Structurai-Functional analysis of the problem 

d) THE CLIENT (The people we are üyhg to help) 

1) Phy.sica1 location 
2) Social characteristics 
3) E c o d c  characteristics 
4) Politicai characteristics 
5) Demographic characteristics 
6) Formal organization 
7 )  Divisions and cleavages 



8) Si@cant relations 
9)  SiWcant changes 

1) Task (process) goals 
2) Outcome goals 

1) Advemuy 
2) Conciliatory 
3) Developmentai 

. 4) Facilitative-Iustmctional 
5) Knowledge development and testkig 
6) Restorative 

-The action system 
-Resistance (opposition) and interference (inertia, distraction) forces 
-Evaluation of practitioner's ability to utilize strategy 

1) Adversarial: civil disobedience, sbrikes, threats, demonstrations, 
picketing, lobbying, etc. 

2) Conciiiatorv: mediation, provision of information, empathy. etc. 
3) Developmentai: conciliation, bargainllig, task forces, etc. 
4) Facilitative-Instnictional: lectures, d e  playing, roIe modeIiing. 

logical discussion, etc. 
5) KnowIed~e Deveio~ment and Testinn: research 
6) Restorative: exploration, support, coIiaboration, etc. 

Guideiines for confrontational tactics 

1) Power is not only what you have but what the enemy thinks you have. 
2) Never go outside the experience of your own people. 
3) Whenever possible go outside the experience of the enemy. 
4) Make the enemy Live up to their own book of des. 
5) Ridicule is ... the most important weapon. 
6) A good tactic is one that your people enjoy. 
7) A tactic that drags on too long becornes a drag. 
8) Keep the pressure on. 
9) The threat is usuaily more temfying than the thing itself. 
10) The major premise for tactics is the development of operations that 

wiii maintain a constant pressure on the opposition. 
I l )  If you push a negative hard and deep enough it will break through to 

its counterside. 
12) The price of a successful aîtack is a constructive alternative. 
13) Pick the target, fieeze it. pesonalue if and p o l e  it. 



-Ushg the media 
-ImpIementation of action 

1) Identify key decisions 
2) Ideniify key dacision malrers 
3) Identify the time fhme 
4) Identiry the kinds and amounts of information needed 
5) Design and execute an evduation plan 
6) C o d c a î e  the idonnndon 



What does the organize change? 
How does the organization effectively put the change into place? 
Who wil l  manage the change? 
Whaî do we want (the establishment of goals)? 

1) Determine and create an awareness for change. 

2) Assess the wodc environment before designhg the change. 

3) Designhg the [change] program. 

4) Organize for change. 

5) Maintain the momentum 

6) Celebrate the change. 

7)  Evaiuaîe the change process. 
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Guide for Considering Changes. 



Guide for Considerinn Chan~es 

Theoretical Foundation 

1. Does the theoreticai foundation of the h e w o r k  match that of the ageocy? 

If no. what aspects of the modei are of concern and why are they a concern. 

2. Are the= problems with the w o e g  defiaitions provided by the author? 

If so, what are the problems and how might the definitions be modifled- 

sues for Consideration 

1. Are any of the identifieci issues erroneous, irreIevant or not M y  explored? 

2 What other issues can be identifieci that would be worthy for Ïnclusion? 

The Svstems Advocacv Framework Generd Attnbutes. 

1. Does the use of the various stages make sense. Are the stages sequentiaiiy correct? 

2. Do the titles of the various stag& adequately reflect their contents? 

3. What elements couid be added or deleted under the individual headings? 

4. Are any of the elements confushg or improperly worded? 

5. Could the sequence of the elements under the individual headings be changed into a 
more "natural" order? 

Organîzational Change frelative to svsiems advocacv) 

1. What elements could be added or deleted under the individual headings? 

2. Are any of the elements confushg or impmperiy worded? 

3. Could the sequence of the elements under the individual headings be changed into a 
more "naturai" order? 



Appendix K 

Agenda 
Systerns Advocacy Working Committee 

February 2, 1995 



Meeting Agenda-Thursdav. February 2.1995 

2. Housekeeping and clarifi.cations 

3. Examinhg the theoretical foundations of the fnimework 

4. The Systems Advocacy Fmmework: An ovemew 

5. Examullng the components: hue Gathezhg and Fiidtering 
h u e  Selection 
Issue Priorization 
Issue Action 
Issue Evaluation 
Organizationai Change 

6. Where do we go fmm here? 

7. Completion of Practicum feedtack form. 
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Febrttary 2, 1995 



Systems Advocaw Cornmittee: Meeting Minutes-Febru- 2. 1995 

In Attendance: Louise Maurakis, Carolyn Stnttt, J im Fisher, Eiien Kruger, D m i l  Cole. 

Regrets: Anita Rempel 

1. Review of meeting agenda. 

2. Afkr some discussion on exactïy how to p h  with a rexiew and possible 
modification of the various fiamework stages it was agreed that the individuai stages of the 
ftamewodc wodd be examinad in the O& proposeci. Attention would be paid to each 
individuai component of the nspective stage forpossfile modification. 

3. B u e  Gathe- and Fi- It was by the cornmittee that within ai i  stages of the 
modei, the component questions shouid aii be reviewed and rewritten in future tense ie. 
"How issues ..." instead of 'Xow issu es..." to conectly reflect the organization's 
current position in considering these issues. 

Pt. a49 ) It was identifieci that the organization does not cumntly have a f o d  working 
dehition for "systems", although one does exist for advocacy. In developing a definition, 
it was considemi important that it was broad enough to encompass varying levels of 
systems ie. systems and sub-systems. It was agreed that D m l l  wouid present some 
various definitions of "systems" for the cornmittee's consideration at the next meeting. 

Pt. b) There was agreement on the wording and rationale for including the critical 
rationakation questions ie. 'Who decides (and doesn't decide)...", throughout the ail 
stages of the fhmework Because this represented a standardized question within the 
framework, it was further agreed that there was no need to continuaüy review this 
component. 

Pt. c) It was agreed that this component was valid. but with some slight modification. 
There was some discussion as to the devance of including "mandate" within the ternis 
specified. Afier considering geographical considerations however, the need to clarify this 
point vis-a-vis Manitoba Division was identifïed as many of the likely concems WU involve 
their office. In addition, it was coosidered relevant to include the agency's mission 
statement when £iltering issues, as weli as the boards "ends" statements which relate to 
systems advocacy. 

Pt. d) Discussion focuseci on a variety of possible methods and combinations of methods, 
such as consumer complaints, media stories. networking with other agencies, etc. It was 
agreed that the response to this component warranteci careN consideration. The committee 
requested that Daaeii to compile information on different fomiats and report this to the 
committee at the next meeting. In addition, discussion accumd around the point of certain 
methods of information g a t h e ~ g  king more "proactive" than others. There was concem 
stated that clear defiaitions of "proactive" and "reactive" needed to be developed The 
cornmittee requested that Dam11 corne back to the next meeting with some possible 
definitiom. 

Pt. f )  This component was seen as a valid one. although it was agreed that it may not be 
entirely possible to determine trends until involved in the actual process or until some 

49 The "points" noted each correspond directly with the appropriate stage component. 



systems advocacy work has o c c m d  over a p e n d  of the. 

Pt. g) Agreed that this h u e  component was important both intemdy (when is good for 
CMHA) and extemaiiy (What is good for others). It was M e r  agreed that the response to 
this component may be largely dictated by 4chow" issues are gathered and as a result, should 
be left until that component is clarined, 

R h) Agreed that this issue was a relevant one, but again. was a function of knowing 
exactiy how issues wouîd initiaiiy be gathered. 

Pt. i) It was decideci that with ncgard to "filtering" issues, no 0th~ possible criteria couid 
be se& as relevant. Howeva. in recognition of the possi'b'ility of this happening in the 
friture it was decided that Point c shouid be m&ed totcad 'thaî M e r  aiteria may be 
added to the pfocess". _- 

Pt. j) With regard to the mod3ïcation of point c, that it shouid identify who is making the 
decision and on what basis. 

Pt k & 1) Both points "K and "l" were considend irrelevant by virtue of the fact that 
"tering was regardeci as a 'ves" or "no" process. As such. there would be no need to 
weight the criteria 

'To Da" 
1. Cornmittee members shouid endeavour to read as much of the fiamework as possible. 
In particular, that the sections on theory and "Issue Fitering and Gathering" be;ead 

2. DarreU to provide the foiiowing: - denniuon(s) andlor components for the term 
"systems" . 

- methods of information gathering. 
-defiaition(s) andlor components for the terms 
c6proactive" and "reactive" as they relate to 
differentiating between issues. 
-meeting agenda. 

Next Meeting 
Wednesday, Febmary 15, 1995 
12: 15 p.m. - 2 p.m. 
Boardroom, CMHA-W'ipeg 
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Anal ysis 
S ystems Advocacy Working Committee 

Febmary 2, 1995 



Analvsis-Svstems Advocacv Comminee meetine: Feb3.1995 

1. Originally two hours was aiiotted for the meeting (nwn - 2 p-m.). However, by the 
the the student staaed his presentation î/2 an hour bad aiready elapsed This couid be 
attniuted two three factors; kt, the Executive Director haü to make some introductory 
comments for the initiai meeting. They tumed out to be siightiy longer than pianned. This 
factor shouid not be an issue in foilowing meetings. Second, one of& committee 
membes is not able to meet until12:lS due io wodc cuRUliitments. While following 
meetings have bem adjusted to takc UUs into -mt, the finmhing time for mettings has 
not been extendmi ie.IZ15-2:W. This WU resuit in a deamse in mteiing t h e  of 15 
miautes. The stu&nt will monitor the ~ ~ I C S S  of m#iogs and s W d  time becorne a 
factor, ppose a U minute extension. R i y ,  conmittee mmbets who are also staff 
members ne& a few extra minutes to " wrop up  the^ work". Again, this situation will be 
monitored by the student and shouid it be noteü as an on-going problem, it might be 
suggested that the "officiai" meeting tim be pushed fomatd so that sWcan be on time for 
the actual meeting. 

2. Cornmittee composition: In the previous inte~ention proposai. the proposed committee 
was, at the request of the agency, made up exclusively of staf f  members. This proposai 
was rejected because the makeup of the conunittee was not ~presenbtive enough of the 
agency's stakeholder groups ie. consumers, board members, etc. As a result, the systems 
advocacy wmmittee which was stmck was to be of a more representative nature. To this 
end, the agency hcluded an consumer representative and a board member (who is an 
advocate by profession) on the cornmittee. However, when the student arriveci for the 
meeting, he found that the board membedadvocate had declined the agency's invitation to 
sit on the cornmittee. As well. one ofthe management team was unable to attend due to a 
program crisis. The rejection by the board memberiadvocate to sit on the cornmittee meant 
h t  in its current fonn, the cornmittee was almost identical to the one that had been eariier 
proposed, and had k n  rejected as king too n m w  in scope. The committee discussed 
the need for a possible replacement Names which were submitted were those of advocates 
fkom other organizations (see meethg minutes). This caused some conhision for the 
student who assumed that replacement names would be those of Board members. This 
question was posed to the executive dinctor, who repliad that the Board member had been 
approached primarily for his expertise, not for his association with the Board In fact, a 
review of past minutes shows no discussion of the need to select an individual who bas 
professional expertise. 

The above noted situation has two potentid impiications. Fit, it had d e r  been agrexxi 
that having a board member involveci might have some benefits to the organization. 
However, it would appear that the Executive Director bas some concems about not having 
enough "expertise" present within the committee while reviewing and modifying the 
process. This wncem about "lack of knowledge" within the Cornmittee may or may not 
include herseif. The-second potentiai concem focuses around the need to bring in an 
outside advocate when the agency already has their advocate sitting on the Cornmittee. This 
may serve as an affront to the Advocacy Program Manager. This feeling may be 
exacérbated or p d u c e d  by the Executive Dircctor's suggestion to appmach the Executive 
Director of The Community Unemployed Help Centre as the semices provided by this 
agency are exclusively based on individuai advocacy. not systems advocacy. 

While there seems to be at least tacit recognition of the naed to broaden the horizons of the 
committee it stems unclear what WU be done if the extemal advocate is unable/unwilling to 



sit on the cornmittee. The student will continue. as previously agreed, to remind the 
Executive Director of her eadier decision amund broader involvement and where necessary, 
to points out the benefits of this broader involvement. 

The n d  to involve a C'pmfeSSi~aal" instead of a board mmber may be deemed by the 
Executive Director to be a necessary one. This point wi. be c M e d  privaîeIy betwten the 
student and the Executive Director, although not neccssarily in a direct manner. Utead, 
the student may appmacb the Ekecutive Director and ask ber ifshe sees any potential 
shortcomings in the cornmittee. Her nsponse mny help guide her selection of the wmmittee 
member. If there is stiü an d for a "pmfessionai", the student wül ask the 
executive director ifshe thinks tbpt the advoc8cy progam manager -y wrongl.. intcrpm 
this. Whiie it is unliLely that a negative respoe would be given to the student, it may 
cause the Executive Direc:tor to raoaJider tùe hue or minimally. be conscious of 
supporthg the Advocacy Rogram Manager auniph the pmcess in such a way that 
demonstrates a recognition of the Advocacy Program hilanager's skills and contributons. 
This approach wiU certainiy be one used by the student Conscious aaempts wiii be made to 
solicit the Advocacy Program Manager's opinion and support her commentaxy. 

3. Committee structure and decisioninakirig: Under the committeeTs te- of dereuce. 
the Committee is an advisory one which, among other things. is "to provide 
recommendations on the systems advocacy fhmework design (Temu of Reference)". 
After the lasi meeting, the student requested ehboration h m  the Executive Dicector on who 
the cornmittee was recommendùig to. The Executive D i t o r  clarfied this by stating that 
fînal decisions would k made by herseIf and the Advocacy Program Manager. This would 
might suggest a need on the Executive Director's part for a strong degree of control, given 
that she and the Advocacy Program Manager are on the commitîee Uiat WU rrcommend to 
themselves. Because the Committee was initially seen as k ing  relatively egalitarian on 
paper, special attention was paid to identifying communication networks within the 
Committee in light of the aforernentioned issue. By the end of the meeting two important 
developments seem to have been observed; the existence of power reiationships within the 
Committee and the lack of participation by the one non-agency committee member. 

Ellis and Fisher (pg. 67) describe a number of potential smaii group networks (see 
attached), as weii basic network components (size, reachability, density and centrality), 
which can be found in any of the networks. On a fonnai level. the group most closely 
resembles the "aii-charnel". Cornmittee members are considercd quai with open-dialogue 
occtmhg between members. However, the attached diagram represents a more accuate 
pichue of the groups informa1 relationships. 



Housing 
Manager 

Advocacy Consultant 
Manager 

During the course of the meeting* the consumer representative was almost totaliy silent As 
show in the diagram, the sole connection to the communîty member was the Executive 
Director. who on a couple of occasions vocalued the important role the community member 
would play in the process. The community member's silence could be attributed to one or 
more factors. While the me- is at least aquainted with ai i  of the agency personnel, he 
is the lone non-agency committee membecs. It muid be that the member sexs himseif as a 
"token" consconsumer &or outsider. Another factor may have simply been the nature of the 
discussion, much of which focused on agency mandates, missions, pbilosophy, etc. It is 
also possible that the rnember's own personal level of wehess was a determinant Given 
that this infornation was not at han4 the member may simply have been excluded by the 
nature of the topic. Perhaps provision of the aforementioned to cornmittee members would 
have been helpN. Heron (pg.32) also identifies gender as a possible factor. Other than 
the studeat, di committee members are fernailes who are employees of the agency. 

In the above diagram, the icon representing the Executive Director is larger than the others. 
This was done to represent the relative degrees of power which appear to be operating. 
W e  discussion was fiee and open, the Executive Director (consciously or unconsciously) 
exerted considerable control over the discussion. Whîie control can mmiEést itseif in many 
ways (Ellis and Fisher, pg. 106108) the Executive Director's "contrai" occumd aimost 
exclusive~y through verbal cues about what wouid and wouidn't be acceptable to the 
agency. For example, during a casual discussion on issue selection. the Executive Director 
mentioned that they (the Committee) may not want to pick issues which focused on the 
govemment for fear of losing huiding. This statement registered a very strong, negative, 
non-verbai miction h m  one of the Program Managers. Yet, the statement served as an 
informal "de" for making decisions in this area. While the cornmUILication îs equal in the 
Commîttee, it is clear mat the Executive Director has the power to idonn the commim 
what is possible and not possible. Whiie this is part of what she brings to the Committee as 
the Executive Director, her asides and infornial commentary sem influence the Comnzittee. 
In this sense, the Executive Director possesses an informai veto power within the 
cornmittee. While it may becorne mcessary to use a anhntationai approach at some 
point, the consultant believes that the best approach cuerently is to use an Acceptance 
intervention style. This situation may diminish over time as the Executive Director becomes 

50 Other than the consultant, although the community mernber may have regarded me as such. 



more comfoaable with the process. 

With regard to the comrnunity member' Ellis and Fisher provide guidelines for successful 
committee member involvernent @g. 26-34). Theïr suggestions for creating a group 
'cpersonaIity" seah weIi foudeci. In the original intemention proposai, one of the f b t  
actions of the Committee was to mcipate in an exercise which was designeci to promote 
egalitarianism and a sense of the collective self. This exercise was rejected by the agency as 
king of marginal value. W~th hindsight, it may have boen prudent to include the exercise. 
One pssibe solution is to validate the comraunity member's unique mie by quickiy 
soliciting for the consumer perspective at the next d g .  As weii, attention WU be paid 
on en on-going basis to the issue of genda and wilI bc dealt with as deemcd appropriate- 

It is currently uncIear whether this cuamt decision-making structure is by design or not 
One soIution submitted by Hemn @g. 32) is the institution of democzatic contds ie. one 
persan, one vote. h the cvent that one paay's dominance thrieatens to advedy a&ct the 
process, votes cm 'k used to detemine whether or not the issue is carriecl. This wül add 
integnty to the process without undermining the authority of the agency as the cornmittee's 
report is not binding. As weU, eveq attempt will be made to provide viable alternatives to 
ulnmahims. In the previousiy cited examiple around govemment fiinding and issue 
selection, one alternative to avoidiag government-dated issues might be developing a 
strategy for securing independent hinduig for the advocacy program. 

4. The review process. The ody significant miscommULilcation during the meeting arose 
early in the review prooess. Uafohiaately, both the student and the Executive Director had 
assumed the ceview would be Caraed out in the same way. The student assumed that a 
review of the en& modd would occur first and then the committee wodd start to coasider 
changes. The Executive Director on the other hand, wished to start by examinhg the k t  
component of the f h t  stage and then immediately consider changes to this point. She felt 
this wodd be more thneefficient and effective. While not anticipating such a move, this 
change was not a problem for the student once the process was clarifed as defaiied 
information was at hand for each component There was (and s a  is) a concern on the part 
of the student about making decisions on individual points when committee members have 
no understanding of what is to corne. W e  not problematic, there were numerous 
hstaaces of committee members rnaking commentary that was intended for issues yet to be 
covered ie. discussing the merits of legal advocacy. etc. The student will have to be 
vigilant to ensure that important decisions are not made that might Iater be contradictexi or 
changed by following information. 

5. Critical Thinkinq. J3irEady in the process the student explained to the Committee the 
inclusion of certain questions which were used continually thcoughout the fiamework ie. 
"who decides", "who doesn't decide", "why"?, etc.. In an effort ta speed up riie process 
and to win quick appmval for this concept, the student suggestd that it be examuieci 
initially and should a i i  agree to its value. that there would be no need to continually 
ration* these components. The comniittee unanimously agreed. However, the student 
wiii have to guard agaînst this important component king ignoreci in future stages. 

6. Feedback A review of the 'Terformance Appraisals'' h m  the fmt meeting indicated 
that the strong support generally for the student's performance. One obse~ation made was 
that none of the committee members were able to use the "Guide for c 0 n ~ i d e ~ g  changes" 
for the first meeting as was intended by the student. It shouid be noteci that no one that the 
tool was inappropriate, simply that they did not have time to use it. With hindsight tbis 



would have been most effective had it been maiIed to committee members with the abridged 
version of the framewodS1 . Unfomuiately, the concept of ushg the guide was ody 
developed two days prior to the cornmittee's b t  meeting. 

A second observation made by one committee member was "...to ask people if they need 
more clarification before explainhg something a second time''. In reviewing the tapes there 
were indeed numemus instances ofthe student echoïng a cornmittee members comments, 
dihough the sadeat found these to be more of an elaboraîion than a clarification. Such 
statements may have slso ocnined as the student attempted to establish somc expertise in 
the eyes of the cornmite by &monstrating JcnowIcdge in a variety of areas. The student 
wïii be conscious of not over-eîabomhg in the fiinire. 

Another obsewation was the positive commeataty which came h m  agency staff following 
the meeting. 'Ibere cleady was a sense ofreiief now that the systems advocacy process had 
forxnaiiy staried As weU. two committee members h m  the agency felt a sense of 
empwement simply startuig on the process! 

A final point related to the student's pecformance arose during his review of the taping h m  
the meeting. This point was the student's habit of saying "you know" a few times too 
often. The student will be conscious of this in fiiture meetings. 

7. Or~anizationai c h a n e ~  Duriag discussions with the Executive Director and the 
Advocacy Program Manager prior. concems had baen expressed over the validity of the 
need fodcomponents of the framewok for organizational change. At one point dunng a 
brief digression. the Executive Director specifscaiiy cited the vaiue of the organizationai 
change framework and the particuiar vaiue of one of the components. This wodd suggest 
that the value of such a framework may be startiog to emerge. 

8. Svstemic versus Svstems: A final point occuned when the Advocacy Program Manager 
was commenthg during discussion on the distinction between "systernic advocacy" and 
"systerns advocacy". The Program Manager stated that 'language was not important as 
long as we are clear on what it means". She felt that documenteci definitions were only 
relevant for the purposes of the student's paper. This comment may indicate that the value 
of formalïzing many tbings which uaditionaiiy have been informal may not yet be 
appreciated by the committee member. Conversely, the Program Manager may feel that too 
much formalization is occurring and that this is an undesircd affect of the systcms advocacy 
process. It is &O possible that the Program Manager does not understand the distinction 
between the te- and beiieves the terms should be used interchangeably. 

In response to these comments, the saident during the meeting discussed the importance of 
fonnal documentation with the cornmittee. Points raised included elidnation of 
miscommunications. accountability, etc. Special emphasis was placed on the value of 
formal systems when mcbrtaking evaiuation of the program and specinc systems advocacy 
undertakings. W~th regard to the potential that these comments are being made out of fear 
of potential job-duty and respo~~~ibiiity changes, the saident wiii endeavour to support the 
Program Manager and ensure that ai i  ber coacerns are adequately addresseci when the time 
cornes. 

51 One committee member said that she thought the abridged version was excellent and really helped her 
understand it. 
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kenda-Febniary 16. '96 

1. Approval of meeting minutes for Febmary 2.1995. 

2. Comrnentary on theoreticaï foundation of model. 

3. Review and revision of definition of "systems". 

4. Review and revision of methods for gathering issues. 

5. Review and revision of definitions for "proactive" and s'reactive" advocacy. 

6. Modifications to point g of h u e  Gatheriag and Fdtering: When to gather 
issues. 

7. Modiflcaîions to point h of b u e  G a t h e ~ g  and Filtering: What happens to 
gathered issues. 

8. Issue Selection, 

Definitions of "s~stems" 

a) Oxford leference dictionary (1991): "a set of comected things or par& that 
form a whole or work together". 

b) Psychiaaic Patient Advocate Office: "... legislative, policy and other systems 
levels relating to legal rights and therapeutic and social entitlements of psychiatrie patients" 
(Church, 1991). 

C) National Association of Protection and Advocacy Services: "...concerted action 
to reform the policies or mode of operations of a system of services such as the school 
system or the disabiiities service system ... The purpose of systemic advocacy is i) to 
reform the underIying structure of public and private institutions and systems which serve 
individuals with disabilities, in order to make them more accessible, fair, and effective; and 
ii) to expand the rights and entitlements of individuais with developrnentai disabilities or 
people with mental iluiesses" (Human Services Research hstitute-199 1). 

d) Canadian Bar Association. Continuhg Legal Education materials: "The 
systemic approach is to identify the süuctural feaîures of society which exclude certain 
groups. dismantle them and provide a substitute structure, or else to neutralize them in 
some other way" (Jurianz. 1983). 

Information Gathenng 

The process: static, ongoing or both. 

Kev informant% Securing information from knowledgeable individuals ie. 
mental health worker. leader in the consumer community, govenunent officiai, psychiatrist. 
agency personnel. professors. etc. Information can be both formai and informal. 

52 from Warheit, Bell 8 Schwab "Selecting the needs assessrnent approach". 



advanta~es- simple, easy to acccss, inexpensive. can help build individual alliances, 
can obtain broad range of views. 

-- opinions are subjective, views rnay be inaccurate. 

Communitv Forum: Accessing information h m  general population or sub- 
groups. 

&anta- rdatively inexpensive. not too dinlcult to osganize, can provide 
hcreased pronle for agency, may incriease leveis of consumer parti ci patio^ 

disadvanta-- may heighten expectations, Sormation not neœssady accurate, 
infionnation wiii b l y  be 'teactive", meetings may not nirn out the way they were intended 

.,-* 
(gripe session). 

Rates-under-treatment : Formai examination of data relateci to field. 

advaniam- relatively inexpensive, can produce data which can be used by agency 
and O thers. easily evaiuatd 

disadvantanes- data rnay not reveal ail issues. 

Stock data: a) foimal cornplaints recordeci through mental heaith advocacy 
program- 

b) similar iaformation h m  internai (other pmgrams) and extemai 
(human nghts commission, other advocacy offices. legai aici, 
hospitals, etc.) sources. 

Flow data: a) design of information system which tracks consumers in 
various systems in order to track movement (or lack thereof) in 
systems. 

Audits: a) information collection system for monitoring certain systems 
(hospitals, social assistance, etc-) on an on-going basis. 

Social indicators: inferences drawn from descriptive statistics found in public 
records or reports ie. unemployment levels, poverty levels, etc. 

advantagq: large pool of information to draw from, relatively cheap,easily 
compared to other data. 

disadvantags statistics may be biased and/or not avdable. largely theory based, 
information may be too general. 

Field Survey: combination of openended interviews and observation efforts. 

advanta-: thorough, can help build alliances, c m  be reIatively inexpensive, can 
provide firsthand knowledge of issues 



disadvanta~es: labour intensive, can soiïcit reactive answers. 

a) "Roactive": i d e n m g  and mafionthg an issue wbich has yet to t>ecome a 
problem for consumers of mental heaith services ie. impending IegisIation, proposed 
institutionai policies. etc., or has not yet maximued the its negative effects on consumers of 
mental health services ie. a new negative practice is adopted in response to an individud 
case but is not yet widespread. 

b) "Reactive": wheze advocacy efforts q n d  to an identified problem which has 
k o m  entiencheù, accepted as generai policy or practice, or has achieved maximum 
negatk impact. 

- C : 
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February 16.1995-Meeting minutes 

In attendance: k l y n  Stnitt, Jim =ber, huke Maurakis, Anita Rempel. DamU Cole 

1. Approval of meeting minutes for Febmary 2,1995. 

2. Commentary on theoreticai fondation of m&I. 

3. Rnnew and revision of &finition of "systems". 

4. Review and revision of methods for gathering issues. 

5. Review and revision of definitions for "proactive" and "reactive" advocacy. 

6. Modincations to point g of Issue Gathering and Fitering: When to gather 
issues. 

7. Modifications to point H of Issue Gathering and Filtering: What happeos to 
gathered issues. 

8. Issue Selection. 

Review of ~ a s t  meeting minutes 
No concenk noted with regard to minutes h m  Febmary 3, 1995 meeting. Carolyn stated 
that she had been unable to connect with Neil Cohen of The Community Unemployed Help 
Centre as of Feb. 16, 1995 but wouid continue to try and reach hun. Added that she had 
taiked to Rod Lauder about sitiing on the systems advocacy cornmittee but he was unable to 
participate. 

Theoretical foundation of the frarnework 
Not everyone had an oppominity to nad this aspect of the framework but for those that 
did, no concems were identified. 

Definition of "Svsterns" 
After some discussion it was decided that the dennition used by the Psychiatric Patient 
Advocate Office in Ontario, with a slight modification, was the most appropriate. This 
definition now reads 'Zegislatiw, policy, semice, and other systems leveis relating to le@ 
rights and therapeutic and social entitlements of psychiatrie co~tsumer/survntor~. It was 
also felt that a preamble should be added that defiaes the parameters of cecognized systems 
(what is the "mental health system"), As weli, it should include a statement identifying the 
concept of affecthg "The Systern" by creating changes in its sub-systerns. 

Issue Gathering: 
It was unanimously agned that aii of the identified methods for information gathering had 
merit and as such, a i l  would be adopted for on-going consideration. As weil, that the 
process of gatherïng issues would be both static and on-going, and would occur both 



formaiiy and informaüy. It was also felt that the five gathering methods cited are usefd not 
oniy for gathering issues but also for information gathering reIated to acting on chosen 
issues. In addition. comments were made regardhg the individual points. 
Kev infonnan~ Rimary method currentiy used by agency, although in an informal 
mamer. AgFead that this sedion can be broken into two types; generd and issue-specific. 
"General" represents hdividuals who an consuitad on a wide vazïety of hues  while 
"issue-specific" refers to those who are consuited only for a specific issue. 

Social bdi- &Field Sumev were seen as methods iikely to be uscd ttst least 

F d y .  it was decided that the cornmittee wouict accept aU of th vehicles for issue 
gathering and meLe speciûc decisions around which to use and in what manner afm the 
cornmittee had finished its d e w  and mOdifIcation of the model. 

Definitions of a~mactiveT' and ''reactivel' 
The cornmittee agreed on the foilowiag definitions; 

"Proactive": Identifying and confronting an issue which has yet to become a probIem for 
consumers of mental health services e-go impending legislation. proposai institutional 
policies. etc., or has not yet maximiseci its negative effects on consumers of mental health 
seMces eg. a new negative practice is adopted in respoase to an individual case but is not 
yet widespread, or has serious effects on consumers but has not yet become a public issue 
e.g. board and care homes. 

'%eactive": Where advocacy efforts respond to an identifiai problem which has become 
entrenched, accepted as general plicy or practice, or has achieved maximum negative 
impact 

When to ~ather issues 
The cornmittee agreed that it would be prudent to h t  idenw factors which would be 
relevant in detemiining when issues should be gathered. Factors that were identified were; 

Fits with Board's annual plan, environmental factors (sociopoütical), agency's fiscal year, 
govenunent's fiscal year, schedules of other key organizations and fhally, schedule of 
provincial and National office. 

Suggested by Camlyn that it may be diEcuit to &e dechions around every aspect of 
'3when" at this time but that formalization of some of "whedT will act as  a 'Skeleton" upon 
which the agency can build 

Agreed the agency néeos some machanism that documents issue gathering and selection 
for, among other reasons. to provide individu& and groups with feedback. For example, 
if iss- had been soliciteci at a comrnunity forum, efforts should be made to provide 
participants with some faedtack on the agency's decisiom and its rationaie for these 
decisions. Felt that it was important to utiüz+ idonnation coiiected and not simply c o k t  
for the sake of coiiecting. 



'To do" List 

1. Committee members tu read section on Issue SeIection. 

2. b l y n  to contact Neil Cohen regarding his possible involvement with cornmittee. 

3. Damii to contact Anita and cover pikt meeting material. 



Appendix L2 

Analysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

February 16, 1995 



AnaIvsis-Svsterns Advocacv Colflfnittee mtg: Feb. 16. 1995 

1. The Executive D k t o r  stated that she had coatacted an employee of the LL.R.C. about 
sitting on the cornmittee but he had rrfused She had contacted the Executive Director of 
the Community Unemployed Help Centre but had been unable to talk to him prior to tbis 
meeting. This meam that two meetings into the process the oniy non-agency member is 
our consumer representative. This situation raises a nmber of possibilitiCS/~~nce~~l~. 
Fist, if a new mmber is not found soon, it raises the question as to whethg or not it Ïs 
woah bzinging a new person in. ït is unclear at this point what e&a this might have on 
the Exccutive Diriector. Ha desin to have an- txpeapnxcnt may bc mWcd by the 
fact that the cornmittee sams to bc &hg an adeqmtc job in its preseet fam. This may 
relieve m e  of the seif-imposed pre99uli: on the Executive Director to fïnd another 
advocate. The second possl'bility is t h  a new cornmittee memba will be founa It is yet 
uncIear what sort of impact this might have on the cornmittee in terms of time nameS and 
relationships. 

2. During the student's rriaiysis of the previous meeting, a concem was r a i d  about the 
potential weakness of the method by which the fi.amework was being reviewed, ie. 
examination and changing of points on an individual basis. The conam was that decisions 
made without an understanding of the entire model might be emneous ones. This concern 
had been bmught to the attention of the executive director but after consideration it was felt 
that the current method of review was the most effective. 

As the Committee entered discussion on the topic of issue gathering, the student stated that 
he wouid endeavour to make the cornmittee aware of any factors that were relevant to the 
topic at hand but that had not yet been reviewed. This was done not oniy tu make 
Committee members aware of this possibility but also to S o m  them that the student would 
act as a resource in this mamer- 

Near the end of the discussion on this topic one of the Committee members asked aloud 
when they would make decisions on the specifics of issue gathering. This was done 
because with al l  previous reviews decisions were made on the spot yet there appeared to be 
some hesitation around the topic of issue gathering. The Executive Director responded that 
she felt it wouid be prudent to make such decisions after the entire model had been 
reviewed. This clearly suggested a need on her part to have a better understanding of the 
whole before making a critical decision on a part. 

3. During the course of the intervention prooess it has become clear that the Executive 
Director has seen a need for a considerable degree of control. This has been identified 
through the cornmittee's composition, its te- of reference, as weU as specific 
commentary. One interesthg event o c c d  during the finhhiug convefsation on 
definitions of "systems". m e  Executive Dinctor made pointeci coaunentary about a 
definition that was used by the Canadian Bar Association. ih this commentary, negative 
rem& were made about such infJammatoqr tenns as "dismantle". "neutralize", etc. This 
comment was in and of itself not totally surprîsing given ~~~uzrences relatai to the 
intervention. What was surprising was the student's ConCern about how he was k ing  
perceived by members of the cornmittee who were management staff. For whatever 
reason, the student has felt that one of the points of (possible) distrust betwcen himself and 
the agency has been that he is perceived as king too "radical". As a adt of this, the 
student felt compeiled to make some form of derogatory rexnark ('Tm surprised that they 
didn' t Say terrorist activities") about the Canadian Bar Association's definition even when 



he had no concems with it. This was doae forfear (paranoia?) that another type of 
reaction may have reduced bis trust level with the cornmittee. 

4. Another incident that fiails within the previous discussion around control occucred when 
the consultant had asked the Committee for its position on a point and the student then 
found himseiftuming to the Executive Director for a cesponsease Wbile it û unciear if other 
commîttee members were affected so dramaticaiiy, similar observations were made in the 
previous meeting. in an cffbrt to combat this. the student made a point of looking at other 
cornmittee mcxnbcrs w h  so1iciting fcfdback and Iooked at the Exccutive Director ody 
when she was Spealsng. Iii an attempt to brioaden input and discussion, the stuâent wiU 
make a point of asLiDg individuai CO Iimiiaccmembas forthcirinputonevcrypointsa that 
aU get equal air tirne. As well, the student will also make a point of piaying "devil's 
advocates' with the hope that this w d i  creatëan atmoqhe~ie: of tme diaiogue. 

5. In geaerai then was greater input fiom cornmitte+ members. Committee rnembers 
seuneci to feel more comfortableœ As weU. the sadent made a point of soliciting 
information h m  aii members to enhance involvement. This is demonstrated through the 
attached diagram. Compared to the aetwork h m  the previous meeting. this shows a 
greater equality of discussion, aIthough the Exeauive D k t o r  continues to play a 
prominent role. A fiaal point was the inclusion of a plate of muffins at this meeting. Left 
over fiom a morning meeting the muffins seemed to bring an informal piece to the 
proceediags as people casuaiiy talked and ate. To M e r  test this hypothesis the student 
will purchase a plate of pastries for the upcoming meeting to see if a similar result is 

Housing 
Manager 

Employment Consultant 
Manager 

6. Another point of conceni with regard to the Committee is the fact that the agency's 
Advocacy Program Manager was not in attendance due to previous holiday commitments. 
Given that this person wili iikely be nsponsible for eoordinating systems advocacy efforts 
within the organbtion, her absence it harmful both to herseif and the overall development 
of the Framework 

7. A final point related to the proceeduigs occurred after the meeting was over. One of the 
cornmittee members made a joke (?) about the student's note taking on a s m d  piece of 
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paper during the meeting Whüe perhaps made jest, the comment may aIso have becn 
made to ask the student why this was occurring. Upon reflection, the sight of the student 
scribbling smaii words on small pieces of paper may have appeared somewhat clandestine 
to the committee member(s). In an effort to addnss this possible concem. the student 
considered appzoachg the committee member privately but this appmach may be 
somewhat overstated Instead the student wiii mention the comment at the begllining of the 
next meeting and simply exphin to ail cornmittee members the purpose of the note taking. 

8. In generai the -&nt found his perfo~nanb~, to be improved. He WhiaUy eliminated 
bis habit of saying 'lou know". As we& he seemed more confident and assertive. At the 
same thne, he was abie to take more of a secondary d e  and foais on the expencnces of the 
other cornmittee members and not use bis position to pmject his experienccs onto others. 
This seemed to be rcfiected in an improvement in the ovedi f d a c k  ratings. 

9. The f ia l  point relates to the students comntary on the overall intervention. It should 
be noted that the student's initial intervention proposal was rejeaad by the agency. in part, 
for the ioliowing staîed reasons and finally, that there was no need to focus on the initial 
stages of the framework e.g. issue gathering and h l t e ~ g  & issue sclection as they were 
redundant Upon review it appears that virtuaiiy a i l  the points that were previously rejected 
are now king employed. With the exception of one cornmittee membcr (who has an 
extensive history with the agency) the cornmittee is made up entirely of agency staff. 
Fmally, aii aspects of the mode1 are king reviewed at length despite the agency's insistence 
that some stages were not reIevant. 



Appendix M 

Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

March 8, 1995 



Agenda 

1. Review of p s t  meeting minutes. 

2. kgal waim. 

3. Issue Selection. 

4. Issue Priorization. 

5. Feedback sheets. 



Meeting Minutes 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

March 8, 1995 



March 8.1995-Méetina Minutes 

h attendance: CaroIyn Strutt, Jirn Fisher. Ellen Kruger, Anita Rempel. Darreii 
CoIe 

1. Review of Febmary 16 meeting minutes. 

2. Comments on notetaking and kgal waiver. 

3. Issue selection. 

4. issue Priorizacion. 

5. Next meeting. 

6. Completion of feedback sheets. 

Review of ~ a s t  me et in^ minutes 
In reviewhg the past meeting minutes two points were identifiai for expansion 

a d o r  change. The k t  point nlated to the section dealiag with the definition of 
"systems". The committee requested that Damil provide a p-le that defxned "mental 
health system" and noted that system change couid be accompiished not only by focushg 
on primary systems, but aIso their sub-systems. 

The second point was a matter of clarity. Carolyn requested that brackets be placed 
around the examples cited in the definition of "proactive". Agreed. 

Note-taking 
Darreii clarified his need for taking notes during the committee meetings (back-up in 

case of tape failure and need to remember relevant points for later in the meeting). 

k a a i  Waiver 
DamU requested that a i i  cornmittee members sign a legal waiver with regard to the 

practicum intervention. Darrell elaborated on and attempted to clarify aspects of the waiver 
for conmittee members. Carolyn requested that she be able to return the signed waivers 
next meeting after photocopying them for the agencies records. Agreed to by DarreU. 

Darreil mentioned that he had earlier betn informed that the agency dso had some 
form of waiver for individuais to sign with regard to non-agency personnel canying out 
research at the agency. Carolyn sbted that she would review this document and approach 
Damll for signature if it was warranted. 

Issue selection 
Prior to examining the nrst point, Damii sought agreement about where the 

committee was a t  Mon specifïcaliy, that the section on h u e  Gathering and Filtering was 
completed Save the points on Wow wiii issues be gathered" and 'When wiii issues be 
gathered", wbich wiii be revisited after the entire mode1 has been reviewed 
Agreed by di committee members. 



a) The mviv of the harm: It was a@ that this critenon was one worth keeping. 
However, the conmittee raised a number of points relevant to the issue. First, the tenns 
"depth" and "breadth'' were clarifled. Depth was defined as "seventy of harm" while 
breadth was defined as "the number of people affiited". This Ied to discussion as to what 
the tum "severity" meant. This led to identifilcation of diffemnt areas where harm couid 
oocw (e-g. physicai, hanciai, etc.). Was one type of harm inherentiy worse than another. 
It was agreed that a definition of seventy should be pmvided by the c o d t t e e  and that this 
would be done at the next meeting a&r members had Eakica tune to contemplate the issue. 
As weii. it was decided that some form of d e  (1-5) wouid be usehil in assessing the 
relative d e p  of stvtrity and numbers. 

~ ~ ~ f r a  
* C 

sys= It was agmd aiat this dterion was one 
worth keeping. H m @  that both short and Iong tcnn benefits should be 
identifieci. As we& attention should also be paid to who benefits and in what way. 

a Theefficacv 
. . 

and eriforceabhty of a rem: It was agreed that this crituion was 
one worth keeping- It was mentioncd that this had been issue in Manitoba regarding 
changes to the social assistance system. Elien &O mentioned that that in her opinion. this 
was of particuiar concem with using a straight Iegal advocacy approach to issues (changes 
on paper but no change in practice). 

d) The usehilness of the fissuel as a model: It was agreed that this criterion was 
one worth keephg. However, it was felt that the title of the category wuid be modifieci to 
make it more explicit and accurate. Tbe committee felt that the titie shouid read T h e  
usefiilness of the issudprocess as a mode1 forfivther action ". 

e) The relative chance for success: It was agreed that this critenon was one worth 
keeping, although a point of concem was raiseci. It was felt that "winnability" needed to be 
defined. 1s winnability relative to the goals set? What happens when an issue is not won 
but unexpected positive outcornes occur? To this end the committee asked Daneil to rehim 
to the next meeting with a definition for review. 

f )  The cost of the case: It was agreed that this critenon was one worth keeping. 
The committee did identify two changes however. The hrst refated to changing the title to 
more accurately reflect the meaning of the category. The proposed titie was "The cost of 
underfakikg the issue''. Discussion of the topic identined two types of cost, direct and 
uidirrct. Direct nfemxi to resources that would need to be spent on the issue in order to 
undeaake i t  Indirect referred to costs that the agency may hcur as a resuk of taking on a 
particuIar issue. such as political fdout, potential loss of fiiture funding, etc. 

g) The expertise of the aoencv It was agreed that this cntenon was one woah 
keeping. Again, the cornmittee suggested that the titie be reworked to more accwteLy 
reflect its meaning- To this end, the cornmittee requested that Daaeli develop a definition 
for the term "expertise" and present this for the next meeting. As weii, the committee felt 
that the term "resources" should be added to the titie to as part of inventory consideration. 

h) Fairness to nrotected erouas and responden6: It was agreed that this critenon 
was one worth katping. However, after some discussion it was felt that in fact two 
signifîcant issues were houseci under this titie. The cornmittee agreed that efforts should be 
made to ensure bat a i l  groups are represented so as not to eliminate the needs of certain 
sub-groups. More specificaily, the more inclusive an issue was the more appeal it 



pze~ented~ The other issue identifid was the 1&el of divisiveness the issue presented. 
Was the issue one that kateneci to tum different groups against each other? In this sense 
.it was felt that an issue could be picked which did not isolate sub-communities but yet 
could be extremely divisive. The committee dinçted DarreK ta break this point into two 
separate headings, Fahess and Divisiveness. It was aiso suggested thai a scde similar to 
tbat under heading "a" be used. 

i) IwiiI ~ d e m  e a sense of the= own 
pwet:?: ù was keeping. however, 

there were concem about whether or not this was an issue that was relevant to issue 
selection simply how any issue shouîd be undertaken. This topic &O raised discussion on 
how many aitmon seemed devant but not as relevant as O-. It was agnad that the 
cornmittee wouid examine the vaiïdity of each individual issue and a& having done so. 
would examine the issue of issue weighting. It was decided that this topic should be 
moved into the section on issue action and repIaced by a staternent which outliaes the 
agency's cornmitment to consumer empowement. 

j) m e  issue c h s e n  must have the potentiai tol alter &e relations of mwer. Again, 
while the committee felt this was an important criterion, it also felt that this aiterion was 
more at home in the stage of issue action and as such, shodd be moved into that stage. As 
weii, it was felt that the title shouid be modifieci to make it more accurate. The suggested 
title was "To w h t  extent &es the issue alter the relations of power". EmaUy, the 
committee felt that the tem "powei' was one with different manings for different 
cornmittee members and as such, requested that DarreII provide the committee with a 
definition of the t e m  

k) m e  issue in auestion must be eaml to understand: It was agreed that this 
criterion was one worth keeping, but within the stage of issue action. It was felt that the 
cntenon was not relevant for issue selection but was something that should be integrated 
into any campaign. As weU, the committee felt that the title was not clear and reworked it 
to more accurately reflect its intent ('The issue in question should be easy for 
consumers/survivors to understand"). 

1) JThe issue shouldl be non-divisive: It was agreed that this criterion was one 
worth keeping. However, this criterion was previously dealt with under point "h" and 
appeared more appropnate at that point 

m) me issue selectedl must build leadership: It was agreed that this criterion was 
one worth keeping but within issue action. The committee felt that any issue undertaken 
should actively attempt to develop leadership so in thh sense, was not a factor in 
determining issue selection. 

n) How are issues selected? Whv this wa~?:  This point was considered redundant 
at this point in time, although the aspect of written rationalizaton- for adopting forma1 
criteria was endorseci by the committee. 

O) Who decides land doesn't decidel how issues will be selected? Whv?: It was 
agreed that this criterion was one worth keeping. There was agreement that the 
cornmittee's term wodd not , at this point, extend beyond the cumnt tenns of teference. 
There was a question as to how the agency would deal with this in the future. A permanent 
cornmittee made up of representatives fmm various groups? The Executive Director? 
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Agreed that this must be dealt with but at a late~point 

p) What does beine "seiected" median?: It was agreed that this criterion was one 
worth keeping. It was felt by the cornmittee that this was an important issue not only 
intemdiy but also for outside organizations. There was consensus that acceptance àid not 
nezessady median action but rnight median a cornmitment to develop a strategic plan. In 
addition, cornmittee members felt that there was a need to create some fonn of feedback 
Ioop so that the agency was held accountab1e for its sekction process. 

1. Carop to contact Laurie Beechaii regardhg committce involvement. 

2. Camlyn to decide whether or not DaaeiI to sign agency research waiver. 

3. Cornmittee members to consider definition of and attriiutes of the term 
"seventy of tlarm". 

4. Damu to provide the foiiowing dennitions for the foliowing terms: winnability, 
expertise and power. 

5. Darreli to develop preambIe for the section that defines 'Systems". 



Appendix M2 

Analysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

March 8, 1995 



Points related to Fehmy 16. 1995 meeting: 

1. At the 1st meeting on of the conmittee members mntioned (jokingiy?) the fact that the 
student was tahg notes. Concemed that his might be uuising cornmittee members some 
aaxietyl the student optai to discuss the issue as a matter of housecleankg before starhg 
discussion on the ~ w o d c .  The studtat thaaired the committee member for mentioning 
the point aad then explauid his rationale for note-taking. cornmittee members wae aiso 
pmvided with an example (malhmetoning mi- recorder) h m  the hst meeting as 
to why the studcnt nedexi to tPla notes. The cornmittee member secmed pltesed that the 
point had been mntioned and ahwvise it did not appear to be a point of con^ 

2 Co-ttee members were aslted to sign a le@ waivtr, which was reviewed by both the 
practicum advisor and the agency's k c u t i v e  Director plior to king @en to cornmittee 
members. D h g  the p.iod that the document was being nad by the comrnittee members 
the Executive Director joked that she should malrt me sign something, apparently forgetthg 
that the agency does in fact have a policy for individuais dohg research at the agency. The 
student remindeci the Executive Direztor of ihis fact as it was fek by the student that such a 
move would be responsible and also provide a setting that was fair to everyone i.e. 
cornmittee members might feel more comfortab1e signing if they knew that the sshient was 
ako sigoiog a simiiar document. There were no apparent problems as ai i  the members 
signed. 

3. During the anaiysis h m  the previous meeting the student mentioned the impact that the 
presence of food appeared to have at the meeting. To m e r  test this hypothesis, the 
shident brought some nuit to the meeting which he passeci around during the meeting. It 
seemed that the presence of food, when offered in such a manner ie. personal property 
shared with others, provided a far more informai and coiiaborative atmosphere. To thh 
end, the student intends to continue to bring such foodstuffs to committee meetings in 
hopes that the gesture of wiii continue to have the said effect 

Reviewina the Framework: 

1. During the discussion on T h e  gravity of h m " ,  the issue of defining severity of harm 
arose. As the issue was discussed a comment was made as to "where would one find that 
kind of iaformation" in regard to statistics showing numbers affectad and to what d e m .  
The student used this oppaunity to reintmduce to the committee the value of developing 
their own information system and more specifïcaiiy, to the benefits of those f o m  of 
information g a t h e ~ g  which the agency feit were of secondary importance ie. rates-under 
approaçh and field sweys. Not wishing to digress, the student suggested that this might 
be examined more closely during the stage of organhtional change. 

The discussion on this topic also became quite confused during the cornmittee's discussion 
on "degrees of severity" and "numbers of people affected". Members were unclear as to 
how this should be assessed and what the benefits of a scale might be. At this point it 
appeared to the student that m e a s  needed to try some kind of more concrete test to 
determine whether or not a sale was the appropriate mute to go. The student then had 
committee membas use the waU board and undertake a rating of thx seléct issues to 
determine whether or not the scale system had merit The student selected three issues 
which he knew were relevant to the orgaaization and then had committee members rate the 



issues. This exercise was quite satisfactory in determinuig diat the scale approach was 
indeed useful in resolving tbis pmblem. 

2. During the examination of point "O" (Who decides [and doesn't decide] how issues will 
be seIected? M y ? )  One committee member stated that she felt this was a piuticulariy 
relevant because it ensured that the agency pEiilosophy (direct mention was made of 
cornumer involvement and empowement) was consistent with the advocacy efforts. 
Considering the student's earlier expeaences with the Execative Ditor over the "radical" 
nature of aspects of the ~ w o d r ,  he was interestcd in bearing the reaction of the 
Co- to this statement. In fact, none spok in mppoxt or against the statement 
PemapS this was the worst case sccnario. As it was unlikeiy thPt anyone wodd take public 
issue with this point, one might have expectcù some words of support ifthme was 
agreement, 

3. The above situation pmMded a unique conaist to the commentary that occuned during 
discussion on point 'p" (What does M g  seIectad meâian?). While covering aspects of 
timing that were re1ated to coordïnating with outside agencies, the Executive Director cited 
an example of how the o r g ~ o n ' s  national office had undertaken a major campaign 
against manic-depression without ber awanness. She implied that some type of 
coUaboration would be useM when considering the campaign's king undertaken. She 
then went on to state that this campaign was king funded by some of the major 
pharmaceutical companies in North Amerîca 1t seemed c1ear that this collaboration did not 
p h e  her. These two previous points seemed to most cleady illustrate the position of the 
agency; that there is a high degree of professionai "purity" when the agency is involved on 
behalfof consumers versus other orgaaizatiotls and social institutions. However, like 
many in power, seem uncomfoaabIe working ''with" or 'Yoi' (in a servant sense) 
consumers agaiast the same institutions. 

a) The third meeting of the committee marked another change in group dynamics (see 
diagram). W e  the flow of discussion between p u p  members was relatively equitable 
there appeared to be some power imbalance within the group. The Executive Director and 
the Advocacy Program Manager, as a resdt of their personaiities and positions in the 
organization. enjoy considerable power. Thc community representative enjoys the status of 
being the sole consumer. The student, ss the author of the Framework and the only 
"working" member of the committee, appears to have atabiished ceRain status within the 
group. The Employment Manager on the other han& while involved in the conversation 
and a member of the management team, does no< appear to enjoy a special d e  with regard 
to the advocacy process and as such, docs not appear to carry as much power with her 
comments. As weîl, whiie pater efforts were made in the last meeting by the Executive 
Director to be inclusive (inviting others to add their input during the meeting), there remain 
examples of the Executive Dktor's  pmmiaence. For example, her invitations for opinion 
seemdto occur ody when she had trouble making a decision. 



Employment 
Manager 

As was earlier stated, the participation between members was good. Both the Advocacy 
Program Manager and the Executive Director were actively involved. with the Advocacy 
Program Manager seeming particuiady interested. The Community member was not as 
v d y  involved as in the previous meeting but was stül involved, if not always verbally. 
Overall, the mood of the group was casual and intensted. Feedback sheets were positive 
with specid mention Ming made by members of feeling included. 

1. In reviewing the tapes the student felt that this meeting demonstrated an advancement of 
certain skills. The student appears to have improved communication by paraphraskg, 
restating concepts and reviewing discussion, a i l  of which were noted by cornmittee 
members on theK feedback sheets. As well, the inclusiveness felt by group members may 
be attribut& in part to the student's attempts to obtain approval from a i i  cornmittee 
members before proceeding to the next point. When closure was k i n g  made, the student 
wouid look to the Cornmunity member and the Employment Manager for some sign of 
approval (often a simple nod) before proceediog. There was a concern however. that the 
student could have achieved the said Sect without becomiag so dominant Two meetings 
ago the student exprcssed concern about needing to take a "back seat" so as to let other 
me- corne to the fore. Whüe improvements were made in the last meeting, the student 
felt that perbaps he was once agah needing to take a step back. Speciai attention wiU be 
paid to this point next meeting. 

1. The Employment Manager mentioned she had done reading but was not provided with 
support by student 

2. Mentioned comrnunity member's name when talkiag about note-taking. May have 
made' him uncornfortable. 

3. Want to have members elaborate on points but unsure about doing so when the point is 
one opposai to the Executive Director. 



4. Nad for the Cornmittee to s u v t  taking responsibiiity for tasks. Need to start masidering 
transition but complicated by the Executive Director's desire to have the process nin by the 
Consultant, 

5. Having trouble concentrathg on role sometimes as a result of king a 
~onsuitant/committee member. 



Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

March 20, 1995 



Agenda-March 20.1995 

1. Review of past meeting minutes. 

2. Review of pmmb1e for definition of 'csy~tems*' advocacy. 

3. Review of definitions of "wiM&ility", "expertise" and "power". 

4. Committee review: amibutes of "severity of hanII". 

5. Continuation of Issue selection 

2 Svstem advocacy: FreambIe 

Mental Health este= "Those laws, policies, institutions, persomeI. seNices and 
products whose primary purpose is to meet the needs of mental health 
consumers~survivors. 

That positive change c a .  be created through successful action against the mental 
health system, its sub-components and allied systems and their subcomponents. 

3. a) Winnabiliîy: 'The dative chance ofaüainîng the identif~ed goal."a 

b) Expertise: 'The brnowledge and sk ik  rquired to successfidly undertake an identified 
issue." 

C) Power: "The degree of control and autonomy which consumers/s~von exercise 
over their own hves v is -a4  the mental health system andlor its allied systems." 

4. Severity of H m :  Definition: ''The degree to which a particu1a.r problem adversely 
affects consumers/survivors." 

Severitv of H m :  Attributes: Physicai, sexuai, emotional. financial 

The agency fecognizes the intrinsic value of every human person, and believes that 
people who are affecteci by mental health problem have the s a w  nghts to choices and 
access to services as aIi other pefsons and in accordance with these beliefs, the objectives 
of the Association s h d  k 

a) To advocate the interests of individuais with mental h d t h  probIems. 

b) To eliminate societal conditions adversely affecting people with mental heaith 
problem. 

C) To manage the Association in such a way as to promote fiscal responsibility 

48 Baseâ on the assumption that the organization determins what course of action is needed to 
eliminatefmollify the identified problem. 



The mission of the Canadian Mental Heaith Association is the promotion of the 
mental health of al l  people. In pursuit of th* mission, CMHA WLaOipeg Region 
endeavours to eliminate societal conditions adversely affécting people with mental bealth 
problems. There are thne distinct contriiutions of CMHA, Wdpeg Region: 

a) Defending the rights and advocating the interests of individuais with mental 
hedth pmblems. 

b) Ensurhg successfirl commiuiity participation and integratiotl of people 6 t h  
mental health pmblems. 

C) ~ns&g public understanding of mental heaith issues. 
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Meeting Minutes-March 20.1995 

In attendance: CaroIyn Strutt, Eilen Kruger, Darreii Cole, Anita Rempel, Louise Maurakis. 

1. Review of p s t  meeting minutes. 

2. Review of definition of "mental health system" 

3. Review of preamble for section on definition of "system". 

4. Review of definitions for the terms "winnabfity", ''experti&* and "powef'. 

5. CoIllIIÙttee review: definition and attnautes of "severity of harm". 

6. Continuing of analysis of "Issue Selection". 

1. Jteview of ~ a s t  meeting minutes. 

The meeting minutes of March 8, 1995 were accepted as presented. 

2. Review of definition of "mental health mstem" 

The proposed definition of "mental health system" was accepted with clarification 
of the terni bcproducts49 The definition reads "those laws, policies, institutions. personnel. 
services and products whose primary purpose is to serve the needs of mental health 
consumers/survivors. 

3. Review of premable for section on definition of "svstem" 

The preamble was accepted as presented with the exception of one wording change. 
The revised definition now reads 'That positive change cm be created through successful 
action eg&m+involving the mental heaith system, its sub-components and allied sysrems 
(Social Assis tance, Legai system, etc.) and their sub-components." 

4. Review of definitions for the terms "winnabilitv". 'cexpertise" and "~ower" 

a) Wimability: 'The relative chance of aaaining the identified goal."50 

b) Expertise: This definition was acceptai but with an addition. The 
accepted definition now reads 'The knowledge, skilis and attitudes required to successfuliy 
undertake an identitied issue." 

C) Power: This dennition was accepted as presented. The definition reads 
''The degree of coatrol and autonomy which consumers/sLUVivors exercise over their own 

49 Pmdud refers to those items which have been manufactured or created and whose primaryurpose is to 
meet the needs of mental health consumedsu~*vors e.g. medication, machines, etc. 
50 This definition is based on the decision that the organization determines what course of action is needed 
to elirninate/mollify the identified problem. 



lives vis-a4 the mental hedth system andlor its allied systerns. 

5. w t t e e  rew * - 'ew: Debtlon and m'butes of seven 66 'tv of hami". 

a) Definition: The definition was acapied as presented. The definition 
reads "The degree to which a particdar prob1em adversely affects consumerslsurvivors. It 
was aiso felt that a dennition should also be pmvided for "breadth of harm". 

b) Attniutes: A b  som discussion it was a p e d  that the amibutes of 
harm couid be identifiai in tbrc+ arcas. those king, PHYSICAL,, EMOTIONAU 
PSYCHOLOGIICAL and EWANCML. It was Pgrred that the proposed category of sexuai 
hann couid be adquatcfy addnsscd through the "Physical" and %motionaVPsychologicai" 
categories. 1t was furiher agneed that these three athn'butes should be equaiiy weighted - ' ' when considering this criterion. 

6. Continuiiip of anaivsis of 'Issue Selectton . - C - #? 

9 .  n cntena be we ': After considerable 
discussion on how issues wodd be weighted, agreement was reacheà on two basic points. 
With regard to the assessment of the Issue Selaction criteria, it was agreed that the most 
efficient and objective method for assessrnent was to develop a standardized scaie for rating 
each of the individuai criterion. To this end, it was m e r  agned that the cornmittee wodd 
attach a basic scaie of 1-5 (1-low, 5-high)S1 . AU issues king wnsidered would be given 
a numerid weighting ninning anywhere h m  10 b 50 points (number of cnteria with a 
weight of 1-5 each). 

wth regard to the criteria themselves. it was felt that some criterion were of greater 
significance to the orgaaization than others. It was suggested and agreed upon that a 
multiplier would be applied to the cnteria that was appropriate to their individual 
importance. The multiplier would be based on a High-medium-low priority rating with 
"'High" having a multiplier of 3. "medium" having a multiplier of 2 aad "low" having a 
multiplier of 1. After agreeing on this format the comrnittee went through an exercise 
designed to assess the degree to which the individual committee members agreed upon 
wbich cntena shouid be a high priority, medium priority and low priority. The meeting 
ended with the committee beginning to evaiuate the resdts of the test 

51 The single exception is for Point A 'The grwyl of the hami". As it had eailier been agreed that 
this critenon would be divided into two parts, %everity of hamn and 'Number of people affectedu. 
As it was further agreed that these two parts should be equafly regarded the rating scale for each 
component will be (52.5) thereby achieving an overall critenon score of 1-5. 
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Camrover f t o ~ r e v i o u s  me*. In the previous analysis concem was noted 
about the apparent deaease in ïnvolvemcnt by the committct's lone community member. 
Unfortwi;itely, pians to actively increase the memba's imrolvemnt were stalied when the 
member was d 1 e  to attend. 

Another point of cowrm is related to the practicum intervention contract, It was 
origuially a m  that the student would attempt to involve hixnseifwith as many of the 
cornmittee's 'Temns of Reference" as possii1e. with the understanding that this wouid be 
the-Iirnited to the end of May.1995. At this timt, the commitcee wiU be bard-prrssed to 
complete the first of its five nspoasiibdities (Review and modification of the systems 
advocacy fnumwoik)). When this was bmught to the attention of the Executive Dîtor ,  
she did not see any timetable probIems. She felt that the cammittet was "rnoving right 
along" and on schedule. This situacion is a disconarting one. The Executive Director's 
position suggests that she either can not see that the tirnelines she bas established are 
unnalistic, or she has some m o n  for denying that the need to examine the need for a 
transition phase is a useful one. Whiie the shdent has been unable to detennine which is 
the primary fitctor, the student's observations lave him to believe in the latter. The 
Executive Dinxtor has aüuded to the student "staying on untü June". This position may be 
a result of caseload at the agency. To biis point in t h ,  ai l  cornmittee work completed has 
been done by the student. There may be a concem on the part of the Executive Director 
about asking her over-budeneci staff to handle additional wodr if the shdent is available to 
do so. The agency has been able to advance its systems advocacy efforts simply by 
attending meetings. As long as the practicum continues, the agency can continue to 
advance in this area without any signifiaint increase in its woddoad. While the student has 
made clear his intent and desice to =main wodring with the cornmittee as an equal member 
after the practicum is completed, the Executive Director may feel that this is a tenuous and 
less beneficiai arrangement for the agency. This viewpoint is understandable. Given the 
student's delays in starting the practicum the agency may also feel they have a right to 
impose extensions on the student in terms of time cornmitment. 

While this situation is somewhat understandable when viewed in the light of the 
agency's workload, it does raise concem a concem. If the agency plam on doing systems 
advocacy work, as the staff have been directed to do by their Board of Directors, it seems 
clear that they must start to get directly involveci in the process. Such involvement will help 
to develop experience with systems advocacy and the f'hmework itseif. As weii. it shouid 
promote a greater conmittee identity with the task at hand as members becorne more 
directly involved. 

Ultimately, the agency must decide whether or not it will continue the process in a 
meaningful way. If it is not, then continuhg involvement by the student wouid be fniitless 
and suggest that he should terminate his involvement at the agreed upon tirne without 
concem for transition. If the agency wishes to continue theV work, then the student must 
assist them in making this transition. To do so, it appears that the student must take steps 
to deviate concem about additionai workload. 

Any decisioos with regard to a transition plan wiü uitirnately r a t  with the Executive 
Director and the Mental Health Advocacy Program Manager. As has bccn previously 
demonstrated. the Executive Director will ultimately make any final desisions The 
Advocacy Program Manager is not only responsible for this area of the agency's work, she 



also seem to be a naturai choice given that the agency bas a h d y  designated that 25% of 
her t h e  should be spent on systems advocacy. 

The primary conceni in approaching thls topic is how to do so without causing a 
defensïve ceaction. On the Advocacy Program Manager's part, there may be a reluctance if 
this work appeam to be on top of ha alnady signincant workioad. The= is also the 
possiiiIity, as WU be expaaded on later, thai tbm is som rieLuctance c d  by concern 
over the validity of a fomialited systems advocacy process. The student considered 
consuiting with the Advocacy Program Manager f h t  so tbat she had an opportunity to 
discuss this topic psior to having it addnssed with the Executive Dindor. In this way it 
was hopi that an am~gtment couid bc made that satisfied hcr thereby giviog the sadcnt 
extra support when tallong to the Executive Diredor. T b  stustndent believes that it simply 
may be best to islL to whichtw of the two he can talk to fîrst and try and arrange a meeting 
with both of the above @es. In doing so, the student pl- on using a coilaborative 
(mutual probiem solving) approach to duce the potential for defensiveness. 

m w o r k  Review: The fkamewodr revïew was divided into four components, 
with the f b t  three king development of definitions requested by the cornmittee. Review 
of the cietinitions went quickiy, with oniy minor wording changes beiag made to two of the 
dennitions (see "Meeti~g minutesMarch 20.1995). However. the discussion on 
"Aaributes of harm" Ied h o  a pmIonged and intricate discussion on how such attributes 
should weighted. After some time it was agreed that the propos& amibutes (physical, 
!emotionaI, semai and financial) shouid be ranked e q d y ,  aithough emotionai was 
expanded to inciu& psychologid h a m ~  As well, the atbnbute "semal" was deleted as it 
was felt that this could be adequately integrateù into the other attributes. Discussion then 
turneci to how the attributes shouid be weighted, if at ail. At fin& members felt that each 
amibute shouid be rankad individuaiiy. As weli, it was agreed that a sliding scale (1-5) 
shouid be used in rankuig the attri'butes. The committee then started a prolonged 
examination of what the points of the scale should be. This examination took a 
considerable period of time as committee memben struggled to develop benchmarks for the 
scale. With the use of examples, the committee was eventually able to corne up with a scale 
of progressive terms (discomf~rt-hamiful-traumatic-dangemw-life~threatening), although 
no defiaitions of these terms were developed. This prolongeci process gave rise to three 
points by the committee. Fit, that it wouid be more expedient to rank the attributes of the 
scale as one annbute @hysicalemotionaVpsychological-hancial). Second, that the use of 
scales on only some of the criterion would make the issue seiection pmcess difficult. As 
such, it was felt that standardized d e s  should be adopted for a i i  ten of the approved 
cnterion. It was a felt that thk would nesult in a simple numerical value for each issue 
being considenxi and thus make selection much simpler (ch- issues with highest point 
value). Fiaally, it was agned that the use of such scaies would be subjective unless 
defmitions were adopted for the different scale points eg. what is "discomfort". what is 
"hamfbl", etc. 

Attu hawig m h e d  agreement on these points. the committee then tunied its 
attention to the next step in dealing with issue selection, that of issue weighting. It was 
quickly determineci that cornmittee members were in agreement that some critenon were 
indeed more important than others in determinhg which issues shouid be selected for 
action. What was not so clear was which individual criterion wem seen as most important 
by individual committee memkrs, how this fact wodd be âetennined and how the 
priorities would be identifieci. IQ discussing the latter. committee members felt that a 
simple but clear breakdown of the critenoa was most desirable and agreed that a high- 



medium-low priority wodd be used. It was al& quickiy decideci chat a numerical 
multiplier would be applied to each criterion to give the identifiai criterion a modified 
numerical value. It was a g x d  that a multiplier of thne would be used for high priority 
criterion, a muitipliet of two for medium aiterion and a multiplier of one for low priority 
aiterion. 

Having completed the pnority breakdown, conmittee rnembers then twk part in an 
exercise to d e t e d e  which criterion that felt to be of higb/tnedium/low raaking. 
Committee mrnbers were givea a list of the criteria and asked to privately ranL the 
individuai aiterion on a hi&-mcûium-Iow pridty basis. The d t s  of the ranlaag 
showed wi& variation of score on oniy one attribut6 (The efficacy and enforceabiüty of 
the issue"), taal agreement on two of the issues Cmvi i ty  of hami" and 'Divisiveness of 
issue among pmtected groups and fespondents"). . other tanlangs showed oniy 
modemte disagnxment (?@$-medium or d m - l o w ) .  

Whüe the cornmittee was able to finish its ranking, no mention had been made as to 
what criknahnethod the cornmittee wiU use in fesolving differences of opinion in criterion 
ranking. This question WU be posed to cornmittee rnembers prior to this task 

gr ou^ dniamicci: In general the group dynamics of the meeting were good, 
aithough the community member's absence may have resuited in a fake sense of 
accomplishment While the Executive Director continued to exercise considerable power in 
the group. there appeared to be an open exchange within the group. 

Manager 

For example, this originally occumd during a discussion on the defition of 
'Tower" when the Advocacy Program Manager raised some question about the definition. 
The Executive Director supporteci the student 's proposed definition. FoUowing this, 
during the discussion on the "attributes of hann", when the student asked the committee if 
it might make more seme to rank all atûi'butes equaily, the Executive Director spoke in 
favour of this notion when the Advocacy Program Manager initidy expressed some 



concem. Finaliy, when btration appeand to k setting in during the difficult and slow 
discussions on ranking mibutes and criterion ('This is a numbers game. Go with your 
gut anyway".), the Advocacy Program Manager expressed som concem about trying to 
f o m a k  too much. When the student encouraged cornmittee members not to get 
discourageci (cut corners) the Executive Dinxtor again spoke in support of the -dent As 
is often the case in such situations, the benefits in the short-tenn can be stmng when the 
person in question is king supportive. 

As was just mention& the committee meeting of Match 2ûth was a dïfïïcuit one. 
Discussion was the m a t  intense of any of the cornmittee's meetings. The apparent slow 
progrcss appepnd discouraging to cornmittee memks,  aIthough som membus sameü 
more discouraged thau others. This discouragemat sccmed to mani f i  itseifprimarily 
through what c m  be ideniined as a typicai riesponse by workers whose wodr is primerily 
crisis in nature. When the Framework review became tedious, comments and non-verbal 
communication seemed to indicate that wnimittee mmkis wae wondering ifthis was not 
an exercise in theoreticai fiitility and that the traditional i n f o d  system might be better- 
This situation wiii iikely k one that rears its head on more than one occasio~ Fortunatdy. 
the cornmittee was able to take a step back, acknowledge its exhaustion, and identify that 
suffering was occUmng now so that the process codd move easier and more effectively in 
the f'uture. On tbis occasion this appeared to be mffïcient, especiaiIy with the Executive 
Director' s suppoa 

Seif-Analvsis: As was the case for other cornmittee members, the March 20 meeting 
also pmved to be the most chalienging for the student Once the discussion on definitions 
and r e g s  sîarted in earnest it quickly a p p d  to the s e n t  that the work would be 
slow, tedious and present ample opportunity for discouragement. As a resuit. the student 
made a number of early decisions regatding his d e .  F i  the student's traditional 
W c u l t y  in being a committee membedfacilitatodstudent were put aside as ai l  energy was 
needed to operate successhliy in the faciütator role. As weii, the student was aware that he 
would have to engage committee members in ways which would intemipt the tedium and 
allow members to stay focused when deaikg with points of subtie ciifference e-g. is 
"harmfiil" worse or better than discornfort". Additionaüy the tiring work of developing 
dennitions and scaies presented a speciai challenge for committee rnembers used to 
working in a more informal marner. Fmally, the student was aware of the need to have the 
cornmittee becorne les  reiïant in him and stiat to dcvelop opportunities for the committee to 
assume some independence/responsibiIity for cornmittee work. 

With regard to the latter concem. the student on more than one occasion resisted the 
temptation to directly solve issue relateci problems- This was done in two ways. F i t ,  the 
student concenüated on asking the committee members thought-provoking questions which 
were designed to break the cornmittee's often reliance on the stuclent for answers. For 
example, when members were stuck on developing benchmarks for a sale. the student 
asked "Are there any examples we can think of that might help us differentiate between 
these points"? This led to the production of examp1es by the committee whicb ailowed 
them to proceed Second, the student would simply give the appearance of king at a loss 
for answer so that cornmittee members were forced to deal with the issue themselves. 
Imnicaliy, it appean that this tactic led to a slight de!cmse in the students 'loiowledge" 
rating on the performance feedback sheets because he appeared l e s  laiowledgeable about 
the subject matter than in previous meetings. It did however, appear to have the desired 
effect on the cornmittee. 



With regard to vgety as a method of kmbating tedium, the saidwt was able to 
employ a number of mahods of making issues easier for memben to deal with. For 
example, the student used visuai aids on more than one occasion to assist rnembers in 
seeing the pmblem. As weU, examples were coasrendy used to malce issues more 
concrete. This often included mini "dry-runs" of individuai criterion with 3 4  issues as a 
method of assessing individuai points. F d y ,  when prioszing the individual criterion 
within '%sue Selection" members were given a worksheet @reviousIy developed in 
anticipation of the event) that allowed members to make an easier assessrnent These aIï 
appcand to k Juccessful în moving the cornmittee dong. 

The student's previdy identified wacan about c o d t t e e  mmbezs becoming 
discourageci did in fact manifest itselfbut fOmmarey, mt to tbe de- that the student had 
anticipated. When tbe situation did sppearto be süugglïng somewbat, the student stopped 
the pmoadings to comment on the n d  for perseverance. M a  specificaiIy, if members 
gave up and did not develop Cntuia that t d y  reffected their conœrns and views then the 
mode1 wouid quickiy fall out of favour. This point was supporteci by the Executive 
Director. Follow-ups with members immediately fo110wing the meeting suggested that the 
level of discouragement could be attnïuted to exhaitction and that members supported the 
formal process. Unfortunafely, the Advocacy Program Manager appeared more skepticai 
stathg that she was "williog to ay" before passing judgment. As the process continues, 
the student wili endeavour to seize moments that may help the member get more "on 
board". 

F i d y ,  signifiant efforts were made to validate and encourage commentary by a i i  
committee members and this appeared to contnaute to the atmosphere of open discussion. 

One potentiai concem noted by the student was the committee's snap decision to 
attach a 3-2-1 multiplier to the hi&-medium-low scaie which was developed to pnorize the 
Issue Selection criteria This concesn became heightened when the committee agreed that 
die "Divisiveness" critenon was a Yow" priority. The author's own experience with the 
agency suggested that in fact the agency was quite sensitive/concemed to any agency which 
might place the agency in one particular consumer camp. h an attempt to have memben 
take a second look at both the criterion rating and the numerical aîtachment to the multiplier, 
the student asked the committee to to take a second look at an example issue, in this case, 
the agency's involvement with a safe house project (potentialiy very divisive). The 
committee did not change its rating of the criterion and did wt seem to clearly undentand 
the student's coacern that the 3-2-1 multiplier may be too big. This cwld likely be 
attxiiuted to timing (end of the meeting) and will be reintroduced at the beginning of the 
next meeting. 
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Issue selection derion-revised 

1. The gravity of the h m :  a) Severity of the harm 
b) Number of people affecteci. 

2. The benefits (short and long-term) from modifying the system. 

3. The efficacy and enforceability of a remdy. 

4. The usefulness of the issueip~;ocess as a mode1 for M e r  action. 

5. The dative chance for success. 

6. The cost (direct and indirect) of the issue, 

7. The expertise and resources of the agency. 

8. Faimess to protected p u p s  and respondents 

9. Divisiveness of issue among protected gmups and fespondents. 

10. To what extent does the issue have the potential to aiîer the relations of power. 

For consideratioq 

How will issues be weiehted? 

a) Does an issue have to meet aii of the above to be selected or only some? 

b) the criteria be weighted equdy or wiii numerical weights be added to 
reflect prirnary critena? 
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HIGH MEDLUM LOW 

GRAVlTY OF HARM: a) Severity of h m  
b) Number of ptopIe afkctcd 

BENEFïïS FROM MODIFYING THE SYSTEM 
EFFICACV AND ENFORCEABIL.ïïY OF A REMEOY 
USEFüLNESS OF THE ISSUE/PROCESS AS A MODEL 

FOR FUR" A m O N  

'ME RELATïVE CHANCE FOR SUCCESS 
THE COST (DIRECI' AND INDIRECT) OF THE ISSUE 
THE EXPERTISE AND RESOURCES OF THE AGENCY 
FAIRNESS TO PROTECTED GROUPS AND RE5PONDENTS 
DMSNENESS OF ISSUE AMONG PROTECIP) GROUPS 

AND RE%pC)NDENTS 

DEGREE OF POTENTLAL FOR ALTERIPIG THE RELATIONS 
OF POWER 



Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

April 10, 1995 



1. Review of meeting minutes. 

2. Dennition of "Number of people affected". 

3. Completion of Issue Weighting. 

4. Completion of Issue SeIection. 

2. 'Tht gravity of the hmn: a) Severity of the haun 
b) N&r of people &ected 

Definition of "Number of people a€fécted"= Refers to the number of 
consumer/surYivors adversely afEécted by a particuiar issue. 

3. Issue Weiehting 

Part A: Completion of pnorization of issue Selection criteria. 

Considerations: a) What mechanism wiU be used to determine how 
varied opinions on ratings can be agreed upon e.g. refend to agency mission 
statement, etc. 

b) Does the numerical vaiue attached to the multiplier 
(hi& priority x3, medium prionty xZ, low pnority xl) accurately reflect the 
cornmittee's wishes. 

Part B: Development of scales and definitions for Issue Selection cnteria. 

Consideration: a) Should the scales attached to 'mie grâvity of 
harm" be of hdf value (low .5 - high 2.5) in order to produce an overail vaiue 
consistent with the other criteria(10w 1 - high S)? 
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In attendance: CaroIyn Strutt, Louise M d .  Jim Fisher. Anita RempeL Eilen 
m e r  and Darreii CoIe 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

3. Completion of Issue Weighbng: 

a) Completion of priorization of Issue SeIection Criteria 

b) Development of scaies and definitions for Issue Selection 
criîeria 

1. Review of meetin? minutes from March 20. 1995: Because the student's 
recorder had missed a portion of the discussion ficm the March 20.1995 meeting, 
the student asked cornmittee members to take a moment and review the meeting 
minutes to ensure that no information was missiog. CIarification was requested by 
the commirtee members as to the meaning of a haif-value (5-25) scaie for the 
criterion "Gravity of harm". It was explaineci that this criterion was the ody  one 
which had two wmponents and by providing each component with a haif vaiue, 
this would provide an overall vaiue (1-5) qua1 to the other criterion. Understood 
by commïttee members and agreed that this was an appropriate modification. 

2. Definition of 'Wumber of peode affected": Definition acccpted with slight 
modification "The number of consumer(s)Isuntivors adversely affected b y a 
particular issue-" 

3. Issue Weiphtine: Completion of ~rïorization of Issue Selection criteria 

Afier discussion on and clarification of the revised (included community member's 
rathgs) pnorization of the Issue Selection criteria (hi&-medium-low) it was 
decided that the criteria wouid be priorized on the bas& of where the most votes feu. 
For example, The cost of the issue" received two "hi@" ratings and three 
"medium" ratings. This meant that "medium" received the most votes and the 
criterion would therefore be ranked as of "medium" importance. 

With regard to the value of the muitipiier, the commitîee examined the 
possibiiity of using a different system (highd, medium-x3, low-xl) but f o ~ d  
this to be of negligible ciiffierence and chose the original multiplier. 

4. Develo~ment of scdes and definitions for Issue selection criteria 

Review of the individuai aiterion led to four changes to the tities of the individual 
criterion; 

a) The benetits (short and lone terml h m  modieine the Mental Health system: 



The committee agreed thaî the ranking of a particular issue could change 
substantiaily depending on tbe specific system that was king targeted. For 
example, welfare fiindiag of tiierapy would score dinereatlyif the system chosen 
was the welfare systun instead of the mental healtb system. It was agreed that the 
agency would use the mental bealth system as a standard but would endeavour to 
select the most appropriate system when scoring an issue- 

discussion it was felt that 
shouid €p eliminated in this 

critelion. 

d) pivisiveness of the issue ~ m t e c t e d  mups and respondents: Cornmittee 
members felt that C'divisiveness" was a negative term and also somewhat confusing. 
lt was agreed that c'divisiveness~' wouid be rrplaced by 441evel of agreement". 
There was also some concem about the appropriateness of c'prokc&d" and this was 
changed to 'targeted". Fhaiiy, the term respondents was considered inappropriate 
as weii as redundant. Signincant others were to be included within the definition of 
targeted groups. 

With regard to the development of d e s ,  the cornmittee felt that standardized 
b e n c m k s  (e.g. l=very low. 2rlow. î=moderate, 4=high. S=very high) would 
make the process easier to understand and d u c e  time spent on debate. It was 
a@ however. that this would only be effiective when coupleci with clear 
definitions of what constituted c'low", "high", etc. 

Another issue raised was whether or not a criterion may be missing. More 
specificaily, does the agency give consideration to formai requests for action. In 
discussing this item, it was felt by committee members that it wouid be best to 
consider this point and carry it over to the next meeting. The Consultant 
volunteemi to identify a number of points that people may want to think about 
when considering the issue. 

The final point raised at the meeting related to scoring and final issue selection. 
m e  agreeing that the highest scores indicated those issues that wouid be selected, 
two quaiifïers were identined Fit, that some kind of minimum score be 
established before an issue be undertaken (score to be decided). Second, when 
facing two or more issues with similar scores (Usimilai' yet to be defïned), spccial 
mention wouid be paid to how the issue(s) scored in the priority criteria. 



Anaiysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

April 10, 1995 



Cmvover h m  ~revious meetin= In the saadmt's anaiysis h m  the March 20,1995 
meehg, two issues were identifîed as needing the shdent's possible attention at the April 
10,1995 meeting. The first of these two issues was in regard to the Advocacy Program 
Manager's apparent miuced d e  in the group and her apparent reticence about an advocacy 
model. As such, the student hoped to provide the manager with both support and examples 
that wouid assist her in geaing "on board" with the projectc 

hiring the course of the meeting examp1es of the Advocacy Program Manager3 
reticence continued to appear. For example, during the extrcist to score two issues under 
Issue Selection, the two issues had a very close score (575 to 58). When a committee 
mmber asked in a somewhat exasperated fahion 'Wow what do we do?'. the Advocacy 
Program Manager stated 'YOU just pick the one you want? (in apparent referenœ to the 
agency's curent proccss). In an effort to address these comments, the student commentai 
that these were but two issues and that such a diiemma was less îikely when assessing 
multiple issues and choosing more than one issue for action. As well, it was pointeci out 
that the scores wiU be as accurate as the cornmittee's views and decisions and if there is 
rductance to accept the vaiidity of the scores. it might be attriiuted to a Iack of faith in the 
cornmittee's weighthg system, etc. The student stated that thû in and of itself wasn't bad, 
but suggested that the individuals, now and in the hture, must be candid with their 
concems or the mode1 wiIi not be used Fominate1y, this view was reiterated by one of the 
other Program Managers. Ih addition, one of the other Program Managers todc the next 
step by suggesting a mechanism for deaiing with such situations by priorizing that issue 
which raaked highest amoag the pnorized critenon m e n  this was attempted with the two 
example issues, one of the two issues then scoreci signincantly higher). Shortly after 
concluding this part of the cornmittee's work, the student asked the committee how they 
were feeling and if everyone had a ciear understanding of what had ben discussed AU 
committee mernbers stated that they felt good about what was happening except the 
Advocacy Program Manager. She admitted to king  "retkent" about the process and said 
that she felt it was "a lot of work just to pick issues". At this point, both the Housing 
Program Manager and the Exewtive Director interjected to agree but &O to point out the 
benefits of taking the time to do work now. The Advocacy Program Manager then went on 
to state ihat she was most concemed about deaiing with aspects of undertaking a campaign. 
The student then discussed the stage of Issue Action, its attributes, and discussed the 
sequence for reviewing the model. 

With regard to king supportive, the student did attempt to back up the Advocacy 
Program Manager's views, especidy when she introduced the notion of adding another 
criterion to the stage of Issue SeIection. In general however, the student appeared to miss 
opportunities to be more supportive. During the aforementioned discussion on the stage of 
Issue Selection being "a lot of worfr", the student should have supportcd the Advocacy 
program Manager's comments by saying something to the &kct that the process was 
indeed a lot of w o k  

The second issue of concem going into the meeting was about the value of the 
multipiier chosen by the cornmittee to pnorize certain issue selection criteria. This issue 
was addressed twice in the meethg (see "Framework review"). Despite some discussion 
on the topic and extensive use of examples, there stiU appeared to be some 
misunderstanding of the student's concem. Some mernbers still seem to think the 
numerical value of the multiplier is irreievant. Despite demonstrating how different values 



can produœ dinemt resuits. some people we& stiU unable (unwiUing?) to grasp this 
concept Whiie this may yet become more apparent over t h ,  it is e q d y  Iikely to skew 
the issue seleaion process to the de- that individuais may lose faith in its effectiveness. 
The student wiU try to demonstrate this fact once again, peaiapB when the organuation 
undeaakes a dry-run of the entire process. 

: The student had originaiiy intendeci ta review the meeting minutes 
with the commiüee given the absence of the community representative at the lest meeting. 
Foriunately. the stuàent was able to met with the cornmittee member privately before the 
cornmittee meeting. During this tirne the siudent urpleiiied the m m  signifiant points of 
the l a s  d g  to the manber. as well as getting him to add his input to the priorization of 
the issue scIection &te& It was at tbis time that the student found out that the member 
had ody  just nceived the meeting minutes ftom the previous meeting. 

Feeling that the important points had ken covered, the student 0riginai.I~ decided to 
forego the time-consuming pmcess of reviewing the minutes in detail. However. when it 
ôecame c k  that aii committee members had teceived their minutes that &y. ami when a 
point was r a i d  that none of the mmbers seemed to understand, a decision was made to 
give time to ail members to pense the minutes. The raised issue was then satisfactody 
dealt with and there were no fiuther issues raised. 

After concluding the review of the previous m e t h g  minutes. the student started 
into the workiag part of the agenda. A spontaneous dacision was made by the student to 
start with the second point related to the first section of the agenda. This was a mistake. 
Thinking that this would be a simple and qui& task, the student felt that successfiilly 
deaihg with the issue (value of the multiplier) wouîd provide confidence and momentum to 
the committee. Uaforhmately, both the absent cornmittee member, as weli as other 
members who had been in attendance, were very confused about the topic and it became 
clear that the decision to start "out of sequence'? was very much the wrong one. After 
wasting vitai time trying to explain the issue to members through presentation and 
examples, the student suggested that the issue be dealt with later at a more appropriate 
point. Agned to by committee members. 

Attention was then tumed to discussing the priorization of Issue Selection criteria 
Again, this was a mistake. Because the student chose to dealt with this topic instead of the 
preceding stage on sales, members continued to remain coafiised. While this section was 
completed eventually, it was done at considerale cost to time and energy. 

While quickly agreeing that some objective mechanism or criteria was needed to 
sort out the varied rankings of how Issue Selection criterion should be priorized, it was not 
immediateiy clear how this would be done. The Executive D k t o r  suggested looking at 
the issues one.by one and seeing if M e r  discussion alone may help settle the issue. 
Sensing that some of the ciifferences might be attributable to varied defnitions or 
interpretatiom of the various criterion, the student suggested that he bnefly explain the 

. defiaition for each critenon king discussed This suggestion was rejected by some 
cornmittee rnembers (Executive Dhctor, Advocacy Program Mitnager) who felt that ail  
understwd the definitions. Unfortunately, discussion in the committee quickly revealed 
the opposite. Discussion on the fmt topic between the community member, the Executive 
Director and the Advocacy Program Manager revealed each had a different interpretation of 
the criterion. Further, it soon became apparent that the communïty cornmittee member had 
misunderstood many of the defintions, as weil as how to priorize the critena This 



situation soon kgan to exasperate people. The Advocacy Program Manager, in seeking a 
compromise, suggested giviog ail cntenon a "medium" ranking. It was then pointed out to 
her that such a suggestion wodd effective1y defeat the entire purpose of the identifyhg 
some criterion as king  more important than others. The Exentive Dinaor then suggested 
that the issue be reso1ved by pnorizing the criteria on the b i s  of which section (high- 
medium-low) had received the most votes. Membem seemed sati&ed with this method 
for resolving the issue Advocacy Progrann manager commnted that it wouid %ove 
us dong"). It shouid be noted that when discussion o c c d  on people's positions. almost 
evexyone had forgotten how they had votai on particuiar cri te rio^ This may indicate that 
the gap between ctiteriotl is not signifiant, or it may indicetc that cornmittee members lost 
their tcue fœiings w k n  the issue was stPaed and then not finished cwil a k r  three weeb 
had passed. If the lstta is me. it muid lead to a set of pridties which do not tmly reflect 
the teal feelings of the agency. This. c d d  undennine the effediveness of the model. 

Having completed this section, the cornmittee then rnoved on to the task of 
developing a system for aîtachiog numerical weights to individuaï criterion. It was decided 
that the easiest and most effective method would be through the use of a Liechert sale that 
would be s t a n m  to fit ail the csïteria (very low, low, moderate, high. very high). It 
was M e r  agreed that each point wodd need to be individuabxi and dehed  so as to 
provide some kiad of objective measure. At this point however, the community committee 
member indicated that he was unable to appreciate why there was a need to score issues 
twice (issue ranlcing and criterion pnorization]. It was agreed that definitions wouid be 
deait with later but for now the best thing to do wouid be to take an issue and waik through 
the issue seledion process (This had been suggested by the student minutes earlier but had 
been ~ejected by the Executive Direftor as unnecessary). At the tequest of a committee 
member it was decided that it would be most effective to score two issues against each 
other. 

The process of scorhg issues pat ly  assisted members in understanding the 
process. It ais0 assisted in refining criterion definitions and scales (see "Meeting minutes- 
April10.1995). The process was quite time-consumming however, given the Iack of 
dennitions for scales and the desire on the part of some committee members to focus more 
on assessing the issues than the model. While trying to acknowiedge the importance of the 
issues. the student ûied to remind commitiee members that the real goal was primariiy to 
demonstrate how the process moved. It must be noted that many of the critenon definitions 
may not be able to be assessed by the organization because it lacks necessary information 
e.g. when considering "nwnbers adversely affited", the agency wiii stiii need some kind 
of informaton collection to determine numbers. If this is not apparent yet or does not 
become apparent ducing the discussion on ''Organi7rrtional Change*', it should certainly 
become clearer when the agency attempts to use the model. 

After scoring the issues there was some exasperation as to how close the scores 
were. There was some concun initiaiiy as to whether or not the model was effective, 
although this view passed most members quickiy. The scores did lead to nnewed 
discussion about the value of the multiplier however, although after examining the scores 
after the use of diffmnt values the committee decided to stay with the status quo. 

The discussion on the scoring system did lead did other important observations 
however. It was agreed that there was a need to determine some kind of minimum score 
before an issue would be selected As weU. it was suggested that one way of 
differentiating between closely scored issues (closely scored yet to be defmed) was to 



accept the issue which scored highest in the crikrion ranked as king the most important, 
This was agreed to by the cornmittee. 

The final point raised (Advocacy Program Manager) was as to whether or not the 
number of requests for action should be an hue Selection criterioa. While many members 
expfessed some concem over this as a criterion, it did warrant consideration. 1t was agreed 
that members would contemplate this issue for discussion at the next meeting, with the 
student providing a list of possible 66pms" and 6Ccons". 

w Manager 

With regard to group dynamics, the meeting was important for a number of 
reasons. Fit, it was the first meeting where aU cornmittee members were present. 
although the correspondhg dynamic appeared unchanged h m  previous meetings. 
Second, an individual other than the student (the Executive Director) acted as the group 
leader for the fmt time (suggested she lead the scoring of the f h t  issue). Unfomnately. 
the committee member's motivation for doing so was unclear. Whüe the student generally 
views this as positive, this move is not as significant if done simply to reiieve boredom. It 
would be mote disconceaiug if it occuczed because there were concems about the 
performance of the student. FmaI1y9 the last two meetings were particuiacly exhausting 
and riifficult and the committee appeareâ to have made it through the process relatively 
intact. Having said this however, the student's goal of including the two disenftanchised 
members did not appear to be overly successful. The Advocacy Program Manager 
continues to openly exhibit conctrns about the entire process although on a positive note, 
the Executive Director anà other Program Managers have becorne increasingly supportive. 
This appears to have created a bit of an ideological rift within the group however. The 
cornmunity member stiU appears s~aewhat isolated. This situation was heightened by his 
being unable to e n d  the March 20,1995 meeting. While attempts were d e  to solicit 
input and support commentary (conferns over lack of definitions for scales) the real issue 
appeared to be a lack of understanding about the material being discussed 



Although the Manager of the Housuig Program struggied with regard to recall, she 
demonstrated herseIf to be very supportive of the proces, defending it on more &an one 
occasion. In fact, when the Executive Director stated "if we use the model". she correcteci 
the Executive Director and said %!zen we use the modei". 

The Manager of the EmpIoyment Dimensions Program continues to play an 
increasingiy important role, primarily because of her contributions to the group. In this 
meeting she was fesponsible for the concepts of a minimum score for issue selection, using 
priority criteria as a method for brraking ties between equalIy ranked issues and othus. 
She appears to be a fimn beiiever in the pmcess. 



Self-Anaivsis: In generai, the meeting k k e d  the poorest performance of the 
student since the fint meeting. This was reflected in the feedback sheets in the area of 
"orgatÛzatîon'', aithough overall scores were not significantly Iower. 

In assessing the student's perfocmatl=, viauaiiy ai l  problems can k traced to the 
poor Iayout of the agenda. The vast majonty of the conhision was cawd by the student's 
fdure to continue the cornmittee's wodr in its naturai sequence. More specincaUyt had the 
cornpotlent of criteria d e  development ken undertaken before the component on aiteria 
priorization. 

Then appead to be 00nsiderabIe variation between cornmittee mmbas on 
definitions of individuai criterioa This was disconcerting considering the cornmittee had 
alnady approved &finitions. What is most likeIy is that the comp1exit.y ofrecent 
discussions Bas lefi members confused and without a ready reference. Zn order to combat 
thist the student wül develop a list of defînitions developed by the comrnittee to act as that 
reference. 

The student was unable was d i e  to attain his goal of involving the community 
member in a more maniagful way. Despite attempts to solicit feedback and support 
commentary, the mi problem was the member king absent at the Iast meeting. Given the 
member's status in the cornmittee and absence from the Iast meeting the student shouid 
have met with the cornmittee member prior to the meeting to provide a more intensive 
explmation of proceedings fiom the previous meeting. The was discussed with the 
member in question and it was a@ that such a process wouid be useful in the future, not 
or@ for himseifbut for ail committee memkrs. 

Attempts at supporting the Advocacy Program Manager have been constant 
although the student has noted rnissed opportunities. On examination however, the 
member's continueci apparent misgivhgs with the procas led the student to believe that 
only the actual successful application of the model wiil have the desired effect. Every 
attempt will be made however, to support the individual in question. 

Aside nom the student's organizational gaffe, other aspects of the student's 
performance appear to be progressing. The stucient's ability to analyze and paraphrase 
have been noted by committee members. The student identifies the need to be supportive 
of individuals who are in disagreement with the process as an area for improvement and 
wiU continue to monitor this. 



Issue Selection: ScaIes and Defdtion Worksheet 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

April 10, 1995 



Issue selection criteria-Scales .and definitions 

1. The mvity of the hamg 

a) Seventy of the hann 

I 1 - -1 1- -1 

b) Number of people affectedo 

1 1 1 1 1 

O O 2. The benefits (short and IOOP-terni) h m  modi@m~ the svstem: 

3. -me efficacy and enforceabüitv of a remedv: 

1 -1 I 1 -1 

4. The usehilness of the issue/process as a mode1 for M e r  action: 

5. The relative chance for success: 

1 1 1 - 1  1 

6. The cost (direct and indirect) of the issue: 

1 --1 1 1- 1 

7. The emertise and resources of the aeency: 



8. Fairness to orotected erouos and re-ndents: 

9. pivisiveness of issue amo~rotected and respondents: 

1 1- 1 1 1 

10. To what extent does the issue have w t i a l  to alter the relations of aower. 



Issue Selection: Criterion Priorization 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

April 10, 1995 
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Issue Selection: Cnteria Pnorization 

GRAVrrV OF M M :  a) Severity of ham 
b) Number of people affected 

BENEMS FROM MODIFYiNG THE SYSTEM 
EFFICACY AND ENFORCEABlLilY OF A REMEDY 
USEFULNESS OF THE ISSUUPROCESS AS A MODEL 

FOR FURTHER ACTiON 
THE RELATlVE CHANCE FOR SUCCESS 
THE COST (DIRECT AND INDIRECT) OFTHE ISSUE 
mE EXPERTISE AND RESOURCES OFTHE AGENCY 
FAlRNESS TO PROTECTED GROUPS AND 

RESPONDENTS 
DIVISIVENESS OF ISSUE AMONG PROTECED GROUPS 

AND RESPONDENTS 
DEGREE OF POTENTIAL FOR ALTERING THE RELATIONS 

OF POWER 
REQUESTS FOR ACTION 
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Agenda-Amil 24. 1995 

1. Review of meeting minutedprocess. 

2. Glossary of debitions (see attached). 

3. Future meetings. 

4. 'The number of nquests for action on a particular issue": An Issue Selection 
Criterion? 

5. Scoring issues- what is the minimnm score. 
- At what point is the tie-breaking mechanism d 

5. Definitions of scales (see attached). 

6. Issue Selection. 

7. Issue Priorization (if tirne allows)_ 

8. Feedback forms- 
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Meeting Minutes 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

Aprii 24, 1995 



- 4.1995 

attendance: Louise Maurakis, Eiien Kruger, Darreii Cole and Anita Rempel 

4iWlsh 

1. Review of meeting miautes/pcocess. 

3. Future meetings. 

4. The number of "requests for @ons': An Issue Selection criterion? 

5. Scoring issues: a) What is the minimum score. 
b) At what point is the tie-breaking mechankm used. 

7. Completion of the Issue Selection stage. 

1. Review of meeting minuted~rocesg 

Meeting minutes wen appmved as written. 

The Glossary of Definitions was reviewed. 1t was agreed that members were 
having trouble on occasion remembering previously agreed to definitions of key 
terminology and that such a glossary wouid be useful. 

3. Future meetiws 

In order to avoid future coafIicts around scheduling it was agRed that the committee 
would book the next four meeting times. These are ... 

a) Monday, May 8, 1995 at 12: 15 pm-2pm 

b) Monday, May 15, 1995 at 12:15 pm-2pm 

c) Monday? May 29, 1995 at lpm-4:30pm 

d) Monday, June 5, 1995 at 12: 15pm-2pm 

Considerable discussion occumd as to whether or not thÛ topic wouid quaüfy as 
an additional criterion. In the end it was decided that the number of nquests for action 



would indeed form a new Issue Selection critenon.52 

It was agreed that the knn "requcst" had yet to be defïned and thai this should be 
done during the meting that detennined how the agency wouid acfudy gather issues. & 
we& the cornmittee identifieci a probable need for a pmass which facilitated requests both 
internaliy and externally. It was agntd that staff education would need to occur about the 
pnicess and that this would be discussed at the meeting on how the agaicy wouid 
undertake such a process. Furthet, that past initiatives in the orgaaizatoa had suffered 

a iack of feedback and ongoing ducation and thaî this must be ongohg. 

Concem were elso noad regarding this tapic. h t  example, it was important that 
such a process be weii advertised so that it was inclusive and not domïnated by spccific . 
gmups andlor agencies ie. the squealry whcel gcts the gmse.'' 

5. Scorina issue 

a) What is the minimum score? 

At the previous committee meeting it had k e n  suggested that when tallying up 
scores for issues that no issue be considered for action unless it reached a minimum 
cumulative score. After some debate a suggestion was put forward that the arnount of 
66% of the maximum cumulative scon be used (app. 70 out of 105). This is the figure 
cumntly used by the Housing pmgram in undertaking environmental compatiiility 
assessments. While this number was originaUy supported, it was noted that the application 
of this percentage on last meeting's example issues (weKare fiuidiBg of therapy and long 
waits in emergency wards) wouid both have faiied. This led to commentary about possible 
flaws in the mode1 and the value of the multiplier used. In the end it was agreed that the 
cornmittee's expectations about how cenain issues might score may be enoneous and that 
the best thing to do was take a benchmark (66%?) and test it and then make any needed 
changed. . . 

b) At what point is the tie-breaking rnechanism used? 

It was &O mentioned at the previous cornmittee meeting that an acceptable method 
of choosing between issues whose scores were closely matched was to select the issue 
which rated highest on the p r i o d  criteriâ However, it was not clear at what point 
(score) this would be used. It was decided that such a rnechanism would be used when 
issues were within five points of each other. 

6. Definitions of scales 

It was agreed at the last committee meeting that there was a need to develop a 
standardized sale  for scoring issues k i n g  considend for action. Furthet' that such a scale 
needed to have spacinc dennitions as to give the scales comrnon meaning. In reviewing the 
scales prepared by the student, the cornmittee expresseci a number of comments and 
concems, 

a) While standadhd, the explanations of the scaies were not meaainghil. More 
52 Following this discussion. the student noted that the committee had forgotten to determine 
what priority (high, medium, low) it would attach to the criterion. 



specifically, that the terminology was relevant &ly when viewed within the context of the 
issue at hand eg. 'Yaimess to targeted groups" couid be scored only if ai i  groups were 
known. WAS AGREED THAT THE EACH ISSUE MUST BE LOOKED AT 
INDIVLDUALLY, ï ï S  BEST AND WORST CASE SCENAMOS IDE-. AND 
THEN SCORED RELATIVE TO TNESE BENCHMARKS 

b) Definitions can be used (see points #l and #6) whcn points of the d e  can be 
quantifid Ako, that catain scaies that an not currentiy quantifiable can becorne so after 
sufflcient i n f o d o n  has k e n  gaîhercd cg. "Fairaess to targeted gmups" can be assessed 
after a dcmographic sbdy is done and ali groups are identifid 

C) It was agrœd tbat thtn was a need to involve consumers in the systems 
advocacy pnxrss in a meanin@ way and that tbis issue shouid be deait wïth when the 
wmmittee was discussing who wouid be involveci in the pnwxss. 

d) It was pointeci out that the student had failed to update the title of one of the 
critenon on the ''Definition of scales". 'Fainiess to protected groups and respondents" 
shouid have read "Faimess to targeted gmups!' 

7. Issue Selection 

a) point k It was a@ that this wouid be dixusseci at the decision-making 
meeting on May 29.1995. 

b) point S: A h r  some discussion it was felt that this point was deait with 
satisfactody given the criteria developed in the fïrst two stages. 

C)  Point T: It was agreed that this would be discussed at the decisionmaking 
meeting on May 29, 19 195. 



Analysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

April 24, 1995 



DuSng the analysis of the Aprii 10,1995 cornmittee rnwting a number of concems 
were identifiecl, The e t  concem related to the wmmittee mmbezs apparent confiision 
over definitions that had ken establishtd by the committee. Mon specificalIy, that the= 
stiii seemed to be differcnces of opinion over definitions where consensus had eariier been 
(appuently) reached. Whik not discounthg the po~si'bility that individu& had oniy 
supe~cially agned to definitionS. the stuâent summized that a more lilrely rcason for this 
confhion was the prolongcd tims frsmes bctwccn moctillgs and the sbea namba of 
definitions In an effort to combat this confiision the shident compüed a "Glossary of 
dennitions" that mntaincd ell the definitions that had been deueloped by the cornmittee. 
The document will be monitod for e ~ t i v e n t s s .  M o d  reaction of the cornmittee was 
that the glossary was much nccded and appreciated. 

In pxevious meetings liale tune has been spent at the beginning of cornmittee 
meetings refreshhg cornmittee members on the process. As the process has gone on 
however, such a n a d  has become more apparent. The April10.1995 meeting was 
adversely affectai when members had considerable trouble recallu>g past events. In an 
effort to address this concem. the student spent more time covering past cvents. This 
appeared to assist members in operating more effixtively at the meeting, aithough such a 
process, when combinai with a review of meeting minutes, consumes valuable commit~e 
tirne. 

As was just mentioned, time is ais0 king spent on review of meeting minutes. 
This is being done as it has becorne apparent that members are not reading the minutes until 
the meeting, with the exception of the community member- While this situation appears 
unavoidable, it does mean that the possibility of mistalces in the minutes increases as 
members now review them in a cursory manner. 

Another concern noted was the Executive Director's need to focus more on process 
and "heafingt* other members of the cornmittee. This was especially true with regard to the 
Advocacy Program Manager. However, efforts to address this issue were curtailed by the 
Executive Direaor's absence h m  the meeting. although her decision to aüow the meeting 
without her was a stroag vote of confidence and trust for ail the members. Concems have 
also been noted amund the Executive Director perhaps mhhg  the process. The student 
feds tbat a major contributor may be the members knowledge üiat the saident is pressing 
for completion and she is hoping to cover as much ground as possible before the student 
Ieaves. 

The primary concem noted during the previous analysis were the des  of the 
commucUty member and the Advocacy Program Manager. As the sole consumer 
representative, the individual briags a vital perspective to the process. To this point in time 
this individuais contribution has been xnixed. Unable to attend two meetings, includùig the 
Aprii 24.1995 meeting, this individual has. in the student's opinion. struggfed to 
contribute as a result of unfamüarity with the material. This has been compounded by the 
student's oniy somewhat successfirl efforts at getting this individual more involved. 

In reviewing his absence at the March 28,1995 commiüee meeting, the student and 
the consumer representative agreed that should he miss any of the following meetings, the 



student would contact him to " b ~ g  him up to sped'' before the nent meeting. This was 
done on May 1,1995 as a result of the consumers absence at the Apd 24, 1995 meeting. 
During this phone conve15ation. agreement was reached on a numbcr of points that the 
studeat and the committee member felt the cornmittee member might cousider pnor to th 
next meeting. However, the conversation was more imporiant for aüowing the committee 
representative and the student their 6rst opportunity to t a k  huing the couse of the 
conversation the cornmittee member citeci some of his concems with the process. The 
student aüempted to vaiidate the mcmbds fielings and discusJed with the mmber the 
need to make the ammittee aware of his feelings and the impsct that the process was 
having. It was notexi by the student that the &y 29,1995 meeting was dedi& to 
deciding, among 0th- things, what d e  wnsurners might play in the plocess and that this 
might be an excellent place to address this issue. It was agreed that the student wouid meet 
with the member to discuss how they might introduce the topic in a way that might be head 
by other committe!e membexs. It seemed by the end of the conversation that th: rnember felt 
much more comfortabIe with the student, both ideologically and personaiiy. It is the 
student's position that the member will contniite more significantiy in the fiiture. 

The other area of concem was that of the Advocacy Program Manager. This 
concern was twofold. First, the commentaq of the member, whiie active, did not appear 
to be N l y  supporteci by ai l  other members, in particular the Executive Director. This 
chaiienged the student to find methods of supporthg the Advocacy Program Manager. 
UnfoxtunateIy, th situation was compwaded by the f a  that the member was oftea behg 
marginaüzed as a result of what appeand to be her somewhat ambivalent attitude towards 
the formai systems advocacy pnxxss. Again, this meeting saw a continuation of the 
Advocacy Program Manager's position. For example, duriag the discussion on scoring 
issues, the member mentioned "knowing" what issue shouid be done. As weU, during the 
discussion on "definition of scales" the member joked about the scores of the issues king 
the same ie. "what is the point of having a proass if they ai l  score the same". Fmaily, 
during the discussion on "definition of scales" the member asked if we (the committee) 
couid include a criterion on "how we feei". Another moment of note occurred when the 
rnember was speakùig of the systems advocacy p-s as a possessive and was politely 
reminded by another member that the model involved 1 the agencies programs. 

The contribution by the Advocacy Program Manager also had many positive 
elements. On occasion the mernber spoke forceMy about cumnt shortcomings in the 
programlagency that had the potential to undermine the systems advocacy process. She 
mentioned the need for educatiog ali  agency staff about the systems advocacy process on an 
on-going bais53 . She also spoke to the agencies cumnt failing in providing staff with 
feedback on a varïety of efforts, including ber current systems work 

During the discussion on the =ring of issues another member felt that the model 
might be fatally flawed because it might not distinguish important issues from unimportant 
issue properly. The Advocacy Program Manager defended the process saying that it may 
ody be in need of "fine-tuning." As weil, she actively commended other members when 
they ma& points andlor observations. 

53 This was seen as positive by the student considering the rnernber was not sure of the value of 
staff education during the inte~ention negotiation. 





the scores wide open". UnfortunateLy. incrieasing the scores does not change the relative 
level of the minimum score. As weli, "spreading the scores out" by skewing the value of 
the multiplier is no accomplisbment, 

It was suggested by one member that the criteria be ranked from one to ten but this 
suggestion seemeà to have fden on deafears. The thought ofrrscaluig the criteria 
appeareâ to be an unpleasant thought for the other cornmittee members at tbis stage and it 
fell by the wayside without much wxnment In the end the cornmittee decideci that the 
debate over a cutoff point was pointkss and could not reaiiy be âetermined until a large- 
scale dry-nui was attempted The 66% was adopteci as a temporary knchmadc 

Foilowiog dimission of the d e s ,  attention was fmused on the issue of 
developing a mechaniSm for resolving selection between closely scored issues. At the 
AprillO, 1995 committee methg it was decided that ties would be broken by selecting 
those issues which scoreü highest among those criterion assessed by the committee as 
king of the highest priority. What had yet to be detefmined was what constitutes a tie. 
After a brief discussion agreement was reached that the mechanism would be used when 
issues were within five points of each other and wheze thre was a need to dinerentiate 
between issues. There also was an understanding that the figure could be aitered if during 
the dry - rn  the figure (5 points) proved inappropriate. 

During the afo~ementioned and foliowing diseussion the= seemed to be a certain 
opennw about the process. More specifîcally. that there was a recognition that this process 
was not the final step and was but a theoreticai review and that other types of mriews 
would be done. As a result, decisions king made now were still open for change. This 
appeared to lend itself to a more relaxed atmosphere about the process. 

Perhaps the most interesthg development that occuned at this stage was aa aside 
made by a member who caught herseIf making a comment that she considered unfair to 
consumers/sUVivors. This led to her comment, and agreement by other committee 
members, that there was a need for consumers to be hvolved in the procas. Faiiure to do 
so meant the possibility that the proces wouid be flawad and unable to serve the needs of 
those people it was designeci to help. This presented an excellent oppominity to assess the 
feelings of the cornmittee as to their opinion on the degree to which coasumers should be 
iovolved in the pnxess. There was agreement with the comments made by one member 
that consumers must be involved in selecting and prionziag issues. The student remhded 
the memberr that the process, when completed, would Ieave maay ihings latgely 
predetefmined and wouid not necessarily deal with potentid problems in the mode1 itseIf. 
This statement challenged members to respond to the concept of actuaüy involving 
consumers io the construction of the rnodel. This caused visible discornfort in the 
members. One member finaiiy spoke to concem that consumers may not be sensitive to 
certain agency tleeds. This statement was followed by a visible look to feliow agency 
members for support, which was soon foithcoming. Despite comments of support to each 
other on this position, there was ceaaialy look of uneasiness and perhaps shame. The 
student can oniy specuiate as to how this might have Wlf01ded had the commwzity member 
been present. Sensing their uneasines and having detennined th& position, the sadent 
attempted to assuage the members feelings by stating that the agency wouid select that 
position which best npresented its interests, and then mentioued that one of tise 
cornmittee's temis of refe~nce was to undertake a community consultation (ofan 
undetermineci type). The siudent then moved quickly to the next issue, mvch to the 
apparent reiief of the committee members. As per bis agreement with the member, this 



topic will be addressed at the May 29,1995 meeting. A strategy will be developed &ter 
consultation with the commtmity mmber. 

The committee then nirned iîs attention to the h a 1  (sizable) piece of housekeeping, 
that of standardipng and d e M g  the d e s  developed for selecting issues. It must be 
noted that during the pqamtion ofstandardized d e s  and d e  definitions (see attached) 
the saident came to rcalize that one apparent problem was that, in order to be relevant, 
&finitions to be tied to the issue at hand, somthing that was wt possible with 
standardizod definitions However. the pmpose of the d e s  was to act as a starting point 
for the cornmittee so the saident decided to intduce  the d e s  and aifow the cornmittee to 
review them. 1t was hoped that the cornmittee would identiry the tlaw and corn up with a 
solution on its own. h this way the student hoped to provide the cornmittee with an 
opprtunity to demonstrate some expertise and mdependence. 

The analysis of the scales started by looking at the terms the student had developed 
for a staudardized sale (Very low, modest, som, signifiant and enormous). While there 
was some question about the terminology selacteci, there was agreement that this was a 
relatively minor issue of semantics. Attention quickiy turned to the definitions of the scales 
the student pmvided. The cornmittee agned to examine the definitions on a point-by-point 
basis. By the t h e  the cornmittee had reached the third criterion the% were already 
comments that the d e s  did M e ,  if anythuig, to help make the decision-making process 
more logid. At this point cornmittee memkrs were asked to strate* about possible 
solutions to this situation. The easuing discussion came to agreement around the notion 
that, in order to be valid. scales ratings had to be relative to a specïfic issue eg. when 
scoriog an issue as to its "himess to targeted groups", one must know what aU the targeted 
groups are. Once the high and low benchmadcr of a scale have been creatd, then issues 
c m  be scored with relative confidence. The "dennition of scales" then, while given to the 
committee while knowingly flawed, serveci its purpose of acting as a cataiyst for the 
committee to take responsibility for creating the framework 

In assesshg the validity of the student's submission, the cornmittee identifieci that 
those d e s  which could be quantifl.ed eg. "nwben of people affected" and "cost of 
undertaking the issue" were valid in thek current f o m  However, the committee had 
feservations that some of the criterion, such as Yairness to targeted groups", could be 
quantifid The student posed the question that if the agency had demographic data and 
could identify the various groups ihen could they not make a proper assessment. This 
brought concession of agreement h m  the conunittee but they felt that no one had this type 
of icûomxition. The shldeut useü this as an opportunity to again ask members to reflect on 
the value of developing an information system so that i n f o d o n  that migbt not be 
quantifiable now might be in the future. Again this brought no& of agreement, but it also 
brought disparaging remaks about the agency's past efforts to coliect and disseminate data 
of any worth. There seemed to almost be a se- of apathy andfor fbtility on this topic. 
The student closed with a rernark about viewing this proass as a starting point for a new 
system that could be made to work 

Point R: Who decides (and doesn't decide) how the &teria will be weighted? It 
was agreed that this topic would be carried over to the meeting where nnal decisions WU be 
made on , among other things, who WU be nsponsible for select@ issues 

Point S: What kinds of issues will (or wiii not) be accepted for selection? This 
topic enjoyed some lively although not particularly productive topic. In the end this point 



was seen as redundant given the ear1ier discussion on Issue Gatheriag and Fitering. 
However, the student, upon xeflection, notices that cenain issues, not currentiy included in 
the initial stage, were not r a i d  e.g. Wouid the agency mdertake a highly rated issue if it 
would jeopadk the agency's fûnding? This might Iead to the establishment of guidelines 
which would state under what conditions such an issue might be undertaken. The student 
wiil reintroduce this topic for nexaminatioa at the next meeting. 

Point T: How many issues wïil be accepteci? Who decides (and doesn't decide) 
how the criteria will be weighted? 1t was agreeâ that this topic would be carried over to the 
meeting where mai decisions wiil be made on, acwng 0th- things, who wiiî be 
responsible for selecting issues 

Housing 

Advocacy Manager 

The dynamics of the meeting were unique as a resuit of the absence of the Executive 
Director and the community representative. In general, the tone of the meeting could be 
considered active and the structure equal. AU memben were active in the participation. 
Contriiution was lively and idi members played unique ro1e-s. The Employment Program 
Manager has played an increasing vital role as the process has evolved and this meeting 
npresented her largest role yet. She was the tirst member to cleady identifjf the need for 
on-going feedback for staff arwnd systems advocacy work When the committee was 
discussing whether or not to ailow externai groups to submit 'iequests" for action, one 
coIflTnittee member initiaiiy spoke against it, it was the EmpIoyment Manager who pointed 
out the benefits of allowing other groups to demonstrate their cornmitment to certain issues. 
She was also the person who mentioned infonnally about being "overwhelmed by the 
pape? when given the "Glossary of &finitions". Whik she was one of the individuals 
who wondered about the validity of the model if issues couidn't score at least 66%. she did 
so in a way that spoke for a need to review and revise. She ako assistai in summarizing 
and paraphrasing points when other members struggled with concepts. The Supportive 
Housing Program Manager ais0 played an active d e ,  although she scemed to often 
vacillate between positions. For example, she spoke to the need for consumer involvement 
yet seemed defernive when the issue of extensive community involvement was discussed. 
She spoke often of the n a d  to have a formai process in place but was quick to wonder 
about the validity of the model if it scored issues close together. When the committee was 
discussing the how to resolve issues that were bunched together she stated that "you make 
something fit if you want to do it". She has appeared siightly overwhelmed by the process 



at times and this may effcd her views h m  a point of consistency. This speaks for the 
need to the student to continue to check, paraphrase and summarize events. On a clearer 
note, she did speak to the the n a d  to make d e s  issue specik and the need for an 
effective agency education program and idormafion system. 

The student attempted to focus mre on "asking" instead of ' ~ U i a g "  in this 
meetiog. morts were made to become Iess involved and act in a more facilitathe mode. 
An example of this was the use of the "&finition of scaies" document and aIlowing the 
cornmittee to deveIop its own solution. One of the diniculties facing die studcnt is that a 
more facilitative appzoach appears to result in Iess favourable ratine in the area of 
"demonstrateci howledge" on the participant fccdback SIieets. While the students attempts 
to have the committee take more nsponsi'bfity for its wodc it seems that some on the 
committee continue to view the studetlt as an "expert" and are disappointecl if he does mt 
always provide the answers. It is unclear whether or not this is due to a misunderstanding 
over the student's a d o r  committee members' foles- 

Greater effort was put into the processing by the student in this meeting. Minutes 
were reviewed aad last meetings events were recapped Attempts were made to not move 
on uniess unanimous consent had been given to the student. The student attempted to make 
constant use of summary statements and paraphrasing. 

Though efforts were made to keep the group focused and on track, the student 
could have done a better job keepiag the group on task. especidy at the beginning of the 
meeting where the committee engaged in meaningIess dialogue to the point that the meeting 
was twenty minutes late starting. Efforts wili be made to be much h e r  in the next 
meeting with such occurrences. 

Whiie the student did attempt to provide positive feedback to the Advocacy Program 
Manager and reframe d o m  times in a more positive light, there appeared to be, upon 
refiection, some misseci oppominities to be more supportive. This continues to be an area 
of difficulty with the student, who appears to struggie with the Advocacy Manager's 
questions. However, the decision to meet following the meeting appeared useful. As well, 
the student intends to meet privately with the Program Manager to discuss her concems in 
order to ensure that they rue addresseci at the cornmittee Ievel. 



Glossary of Denaiaons 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

April 24, 1995 



Ivstem9': Legislative. poiicy, s e ~ c e  and otber stsems leveis relating to legal 
rights and therapeutic and social entitlements of psychiatrie consumers/survivors. 

4Tma~fivP9: Identifying and confronthg an issue which has yet to becorne a 
problem for comumerslsUNivors of mentai health sevices (e.g. impending legislation, 
proposed institutional poiicies, etc.) or has not yet rnaxmnd * .  its negative effits on 
consumerslsUNivors of mental halth seNices (e.g. a aw negativc practiœ is adopteci in 
cesponse to an individual case but is not yet wide psp- or has Strious effects on 
c o ~ r s / s U 1 M v o r ~  but has not yet becorne a public issue @mad and care homm. 

6'Reacüve": Where advocacy effom nspond to an identined pmblem which has 
beconie enûenched, acceptai as general policy or practice, or has achieved negative impact. 

T h e  Gravitp of Hamn: The ciepth and breadth of hann that an issue pnsents. 

a) cSeverity of harm? The degree to which an issue adversely affects 
mentai heaith consumers/survivors. 

b) <Theadth of harm": The number of consuxiers/survivors adversely 
afk ted  by a particular issue. 

T h e  be~efits from modifvine the mental health svstemy9: Potentiai short 
and long term benefits of the issue. 

a) 'Mental health system9': Those Laws, policies, institutions, 
persomel. semices and products whose prirnaty purpose is to serve the needs of mentai 
hedth consumers/suvivors. 

T h e  efficacv and enforceabilitv of a remedv": The viability of ensuring 
that a solution c m  be put into eff' 

"The usefulness of the issue/r>rocess as a mode1 for further actionyy: 
Does the issue share common factors with other issues. 

'&The relative chance for success": How "winnable" the issue is- 

a) 'LWiabiüty»: The relative chance of aaainiag the idenmexi goal. 

<The: How mthech wiU it cost 
(direct and indirect) to undeaake the issue. 

T h e  exDerfise of the apencv9': Does the agency possess the necessary 
expertise to undertake the issue. 

b) 4'Expertise't: The knowledge, skills and attitudes rquired to 
successfully undertake an identifleci issue. 

Vairness to ~rotected erouDs and res~ondents": Will selection of a 
particular isolate sub-groups with the consumerlsurvivor comrnunity. 



"Level of aereement on issue among tarnetted erou~s": To what degree 
- - - 

do consumerdsurviv~ agree that this is issue h a p6bIemZc 06. 

6bTo what extent does the issue have the ootential to alter the relations 
of vower9': 

a) 6Tower>9: The degree of coatrd and autonomy which 
consumerslsurvivors exercise over their own lives vis-a-vis the mental health system a d o r  
its allied systems. 



Issue Selection Scales 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

April 24, 1995 



JSSUE SELECTION CRITERIA SCALES 

1. The eravitv of harm: 

a) Severitv of harm: 

low: Issue @otentialIy) is harmful enough to consumerS/s~~~ivors to cause 
injury.56 

moderate: Lssue (potentially) causes signincant trauma in 
~~n~~mers/sUTViv~rs. 

high: Issue Qmtentially) causes severe trauma to consumers/survivon. 

very high: &sue mtentiaüy) is life-thnaterhg to consumers/sUNivors. 

1 - 1 1 1 -1 
very low (1) Iow (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: 600 or Iess (1%) 

IOW: 601 - 6000 (10%) 

moderate: 6.00 1 - 24,000 (40%) 

high: 21,001 - 48,000 (80%) 

very high: 48,001 + (100%) 

56 uinjuv considers physical, Anancial and emotinai/psychologicaI injury equally. 
57 Numbers based on the understanding that 1 in 10 people within the agency's mandated 
population basee of 600,000 people are mental health consurners/survivors, 



2. The benefits from modifyin~ the mental health -stem: 

1 1 L 1 - 1 
vexy low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very Iow: The issue provides littie or no benefits for modifLing the mental 
health system. 

IOK The issue p m v i b  modest potentid for modifying the mental halth 
system. 

moderate: The issue provides some potential for modifying the mental health 
system. 

high: The h u e  provides significant ptential for modifying îhe mental health 
system. 

very high: The issue provides enormous potential for modifying the mental 
heaith system. 

3. The enicacv and enforceabilitv of a remedv: 

1 1 1 1 -1 
very low (1) Iow (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very Ion: Little or no chance that the solution can be implemented and/or 
maintained 

low: Modest chance that the solution can be implemented andfor maintained. 

moderate: Some chance that the solution can be implemented and/or 
mauitained. 

high: Significant chance that the solution can be implemented ancilor 
maiDtained. 

very high: Enormous chance that the solution can be implemented andlor 
maintain& 



4. The usefulness of the issue/orocw as a model for further action: 

1 1 I- 1 1 
very low (1) iow (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: Issuelprocess pzesents linle or no potential as a model for m e r  
action. 

Iow: lssudprocess presents modest potential as a model for M e r  action. 

moderate: Issudprocess presents somc potential as a model for fiurtier action. 

bigb: Issudprocess presents significant potentiai as a model for M e r  action. 

very high: Issudprocess presents enormous potentiai as a mode1 for m e r  
action. 

5. The relative chance for success: 

i 1 1- 1 1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: There is little or no chance of attaining the identifieci solution. 

low: There is a modest chance of attaining the identified solution. 

modetate: There is some chance of attaining the identified solution. 

high: There is a significant chance of attaining the identifxed solution. 

very high: There is an enormous chance of attaining the identified solution. 

6. The cost to the aeencv of undertakinn the issue: 

1- 1- 1- -1----------- 1 
very high (1) hi@ (2) moderate (3) low (4) very low (5) 

very high: $25,000+ andlot very high non-monetary cost. 

high: $20,000+~and/or higb non-monetary costs. 

moderate: $15,000+ andlor moderate non-monetary costs. 

low: $10,000I and/or low non-monetary costs. 

very low: $5,000+ andlor very low non-monetary costs. 



7. The exnertise of the agencK 

1 i 1- 1 1 
very low (1) Iow (2) moderate (3) (4) v e ~  high (5) 

very Iow: The agency possesses little or none of the expertise required to 
successfully undertake the issue. 

low: The agency possesses a modest amount of the expertise reqwred to 
successfbily undemike the issue. 

moderate: The agency possesses some of the expertise taqwrrd to su-y 
undertake the issue. 

high: The agency possesses a much of the expertise nquired to successfiilly 
undertake the issue. 

very high: The agency possesses almost Wall of the expertise nquired to 
undertake the issue. 

8. Fairness to ~rotected prouDs and respndents: 

1 - -  1 1 i C 1 
very Iow (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: The issue is one pertinent to a very smaii segment (1% or les) of the 
consumer/survivor cornmunity. 

low: The issue is one pertinent to only a modest segment (2% - 10%) of the 
consumer/survivor community. 

moderate: The issue is one pertinent to some (1 1% - 40%) of the 
consumer/su~vor communitytY 

high: The issue is one pertinent to a signiucant segment (41% - 80%) of the 
coasumetlsurvivor community. 

very high: The issue is one pertinent to an enormous segment (81% or more) 
of the consumer/survivor community. 



9. Level of agreement on issue amon6tareeted erouw: 

1- 1 1 1- -1 
very low (1) Iow (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: Little or no agreement among consumerslsurvivors that the issue is a 
pmb1ematîc one. 

low: Modest agreement among comumers/surYivors that the issue is a 
problemaüc one. 

mderak Some level of agreement among coLISUrners/suNivors that the issue is 
a pmblematic one. 

- - 
high: Si-cant agreement among consumedsurvivors that the issue is 

probledc. 

very bigb: Unanimous/near unanimous agreement ammg consumersfsurvivors 
that the issue is problematic. 

10. To what extent does the issue have the ~otential to alter the relations 
of aower: 

1 1 1- 1 I 
very low (1) iow (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: Tht issue has Little or no potential to alter the relations of power. 

low: The issue has modest potential for altering the relations of power. 

moderate: The issue has some potentiai for aitering the relations of power. 

high: The issue has signifcant potentiai for altering the relations of power. 

very high: The issue has enormous potentid for altering the relations of power. 



Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

May 8, 1995 



&enda* 8.1995 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

2. "Requesa for action": High, medium or low priority. 

3. Issue priorization. 



Meeting Minutes 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

May 8, 1995 



In attendance: Carolyn Stmtt, EUen Kniger. Jim Fisher. Anita Rempel. Louise Maurakis. 
DaneIl Cole 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

2. 'Ttequests for action": High, medium or low priority. 

Review of minutes h m  the April24,1995 meeting nvealed. upon reflection, 
concem regarding the eatlier decision on how to prooeed with the "definition of scaiesTT. At 
the previous meeting it had been decided that 

While standardized, the explanations of the s d e s  were not 
memhgfiL More spacifically. that the terminology was 
ielevaat only when viewed within the context of the issue at 
hand, eg. ' T ' e s s  to targeted gmups" could be w r e d  only 
if ail pups were known. IT WAS AGREED THAT THE 
EACH ISSUE MUST BE LOOKED AT INDIVIDUALLY, 
rrS BEST AND WORST CASE SCENARIOS 
IDENTlFIED, AND THEN SCORED RELATIVE TO 
THESE BENCHMARKS. 

After some discussion as to this decision the cornmittee decided that the scales did 
in fact provide some mesure of objectivity and guidance to scoring issues. It was aped 
that when scorin~ issues. the relevant individuals will corne to a consensus score after 
gr ou^ identification of the benchmarks fh i~h  and low ends of the scalel- As weU, it was 
noted that there was some coafusion as to some of the scde terminology used e.g. very 
Iow, moàest, some. high, enormous. Some committee members felt that "modest" 
indicated a similar or larger amount than b'some". It was decided that the sale terminolgy 
would be revised to read very low. somewhat, moderate. high and enormous. 

It was also noted that the consensus Procas, in king consistent with the model, 
should be based wherever possible on data and hard facts. Whiie ihis may not always be 
available on di issues at al1 times. that the collection of relevant data was necessary to 
making the consensus process work&le and objective. 

2. "R-: Hi& medium or low priority. 

During the cornmittee m e h g  of April24.1995 the cornmittee decided that 
"requests for action'' should be added as an additional criterion when selecting issues. 
However, the cornmittee negleaed to determine what priority (high. medium or low) this 
critenon should be given when considering the scoring of issues. After a brief discussion. 
there was agreement that such requests. whether internai or extemai. expiicit or implicit, 
should be strongly considcd As a result the comrnittee agreed to rate this criterion as 



"higigh". It was also agreed that a minimum score shouid be established before the criterion 
aiiows an issue to "score points". Agreement was reached on twenty requests as a 
minimum, with the understanding that this number was arbitrary and couid easily be 
changeci. 

Very low somewhat moderate high enormous 
1 -1 1 -1 1 

a) How - be . 1t was agmd that formai Cetek s W d  
be established for the @o-g of issufs=was fMher agnrmcnt that these clitcria 
should stmctund in a mamer coasistent with that uscd in the Issue SeIcction stage (five- 
point scales) in order to fxilitaîe ease of use. 

b) Criteria Selectiw. What should be priorized? In discussing the criteria it was 
felt by the cornmittee that a cotnmitrnent should be made to those aïteria that refl ect the 
values and philosophy of the agency- To this end the comtnittee agrced that one scde 
should be developed that represents those criterion in the Issue selection stage which the 
committee identified as king of a "high" pnonty ie."&ravity of harm", "the relative chance 
for success", "the expertise and resoufces of the agency", "degree of potential for altering 
the relations of power" and "requests for action". Each of these aiterion wodd be scored 
from 1 to 5 and the total score would then be divided by 6 (the number of criteria) in order 
to give a single score. -1t was aiso agreed that the issue(@ in question should be rated 
according to how weiI the issue "fits" with the agency ciesigoated advocacy "ends". 

In the ensuing discussion about other relevant criterion it was suggested that the 
committee give consideration to the prioritizing factors cunentiy used in the Supportive 
Hoüsing program (see attached). The criteria include "urgency", "motivation", "ease of 
achievement" and "level of encouragementlsupport". These cnteria were considerd 
appropriate by the cornmittee, although thece was some question as to redundancy and 
definition. Upon review it was feIt that "ease of achievement? related strongly with 
"winnability" and as such, was removed for redundancy. While adopted in principle, there 
was an identif~ed need to modify the definitions of the remaining three critena so that they 
fit more specifically with the systems advocacy process. It was a@ that DamU would 
develop ciraft definitons for the cnteria and present thcm to the committee at the May 15, 
1995 meeting. 

c) Who eets to develop (and doesn't get to devdopl the oriorization orocess? It 
was agreed that ihû question would be dealt with at the May 29 1995 meethg. However, 
discussion indicated that many of the cornmittee members felt that there was a need for 
some khd of body, such as the curnnt cornmittee, to handle such decisions. 

.. . when a cnsis issue develops? In discussing this issue the 
committee felt that there were two ways issues became pnorized, through the issue 
priorization process and when an is 'sue unexpectedly eses outside of the process. It - 

was felt that in such a "crisis" situation the same criteria wodd be used in considering 
whether or not an issue might be selected for action. In addition to the previously identifed 
cntena it was felt that notice must be made, both in the short-term and the long-term. of the 
impact that selecting the issue might have on the existing issues. 



1. D m i i  to develop defhition of "urgency" for issue pnorization criteria. 

2. Anita and Louise to complete " P e ~ o ~ c e  feedbaci? sheets h m  May 8,1995 
c 0 d E t e e  meeting. 

3. Dam11 to c o k t  signed practicum waiver foans. 

4. Caralyn to provide Darreii with copy of agency "ends" with regard to syst feus 
advocacy. 



Analysls 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

May 8, 1995 



Camyover Despite attempts to meet prior to the May 15,1995 meeting the student 
was unable to taik to the Advocacy Pro&ram Manager untii after the meeting. At th 
meeting the student mlated <O the Rogram Manager his past o b s e ~ c e s  and discussions 
with the Program Maaager anwmd hu wncenis xcgarcüng systems advocacy and the 
framewotk e.g. t h e  demands, the usefulness of formal modek As weil, he advised her 
that he was aware of the -nt organizatioaal &anges that resuited in the managtr's role 
king largeiy devotcd to systcms advocacy. Given the afoctmentioned points and the nict 
that the next cornmittee mœthgs waild bc focusing on actuai decisofmakhg around how 
t h e a ~ n c y w i l l i m p l e m c a t t b e ~ t h t s t u d t n t a r h e d i f ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ) w x r n s  that 
the Manager wishsd to have addresscd withiri the h e g .  This was daat in a way that 
validated the M h u g e f s  concems. neiafaced the vital rolt she hadboth within the 
cornmittee and with regard to the systcms advocacy wodc that the agcncy wodd be 
undertaking. The saident cleariy identifid his wish to support the manager and address 
her concerns. Failure to do so wouid uithately compmmise the effectneness of the 
process and the agency's efforts in the area of systems advocacy. 

The Manager stated that she felt that her concexns were unreiated to the systems 
advocacy process but wodd relate any conoans that she felt were relevant to the studen 
dt This position seems somewhat odd given that some of the issues appear to relate 
direcrly to the process. However, her position may suggest that her concerns are private 
(between her and her supervisor) or tbat she doesn't feel entirely comfortabie expmssing 
them within the committee pzocess. In any event, efforts were made to address the issue 
prior to the meeting and the resuits of the student's efforts wïii noted at the May 29, 1995 
meeting. 

Frarnework review: Prior to the meeting the student approached the Executive 
Director as to any concems or questions she might have regarding the minutes h m  the 
A p d  24. 1995 meeting (she had been unable to attend the meeting). At this the the 
Executive Director replieci that she had skimmed the minutes and didn't feel that there was 
any need to talk However. once the review of the meeting minutes started, the Executive 
Director stated that she "didn't understand" the section on "defiaitim of scaies." This led 
to a reopening of the topic for discussion. a discussion that lasted aixnost an hour. The 
Executive Director felt strongly that some standard defnition should be dcveloped for the 
scales. When it was pointeci out th* committee members would probably have no problem 
informally aoring on a scale without de£iaitiom, the Executive Director nsponded that 
"we (the cornmittee) might understand but others (future participants andlor committee 
members) may not" Whiie the= was agreement on the value of having meaningfbl 
standardized def~tions, there was considerable question as to what value of standardized 
definitions would be without viewing them in the context of the issue. The comniittee 
agreed that this couid be achieved by h a . g  the committee discuss the issue and then 
developing a consensus score on a standardized scale. This arrangement led the student to 
have concems that the consensus decision wouid be made on the basis of a "collective gut 
feeling" and not on hard data This point was taised by the student who received a 
deafening silence in response. The concept of develophg a meaningful information systern 
has been raised withb the committee before with mixeci resuits. While achowledging the 
need for such a system, then appean to be pessimism and skepticism abat the agency's 
ability to develop such a mechanism. This compcment of the pmess wiii~rernain a 
challenge to the agency. To this end, the student will examine possible idormation system 
pmtotypes that might be developed andlor implemented by the agency. 



Two other interestiag points emerged during the discussion on the section regarding 
"definition of d e s " .  When discussion focused on the example of board and care homes, 
the Options in Support and Housing Manager stated that she was secretly hoping that this 
would be althe issue chosen for systems advocacy- This imrnediateiy led to commentary 
by the Employment Dimensions Menager as to what her choice wodd be. At this point the 
Executive Director made it clear that the puipose of the fmmewodc, among others. was to 
move away h m  individual choices and towards the seleetion of the issue@) that were most 
meatUlLlgfbi overaii. This bmght an embaaassed d o n  from the EmpIoyment 
Dimensions Maaager, as weii as a somewhat dejccted comnzent h m  the Options in 
Support and Houshg Manager who ststed tint tbe pmas  was vcry niir and objective- 
This aspect of the meeting was h p h n t  to the siident because it appterrsd to be the first 
tangi'bIe examp1e of the agency p k h g  the systcm above individual program politics It is 
the student's bclief that shouid this situation be maintakd, it bodes weU not ody for the 
systems advocacy ploass but a h  has the potcntial to act as a prrcedeat for establishing 
other systems within the organization. This sceaario &O pmvided the student with more 
insight into how important this process has becoxne to pmple in the agency, in particdar 
the Housing and Employ-ment Pmgrams whose wodc has an individuai focus to it This 
mechanism has the potential to take on criticai issues impacthg on thek program fkom the 
larger environment which they otherwise couid not deal with. 

n Executive Director 

Advocacy 
Manager 

Em ployment 
Manager 

Community 
member 

With tbe aitendance of dl the cornmittee members, the cornmittee reverted to its 
more traditionai dynamics. The Executive Dinctor concinueci to play a prominent role in 
cornmittee proceedings. With regard to the disaission on "definitions of scaiev', she was 
cleariy able to force the discussion much longer than any other cornmittee member wouid 
have. 

The Employment Manager continueci to play a strong role. For exampIe, when it 



appeared that closure had o c c d  amund the 'cdefhitions of scale". she chaiienged the 
group to deal with the need to pay greater attention to the context in which issues were 
scored 

The Advocacy Program Manager continued to speak stmngiy in the p n w s .  
aithough not dways consistently. S b  originaiiy took issue with the position of the 
Exeçutive Director during the discpssion on "definition of scaies". However, Iater in the 
discussion she was defending the d e ' s  inclusion. 

During the discussion on whcn the Issue priorization pmcess shouïd be uscd to 
assess unexpectcü crisis hum, the Advocacy Program Maaager stated that she felt this 
wouid occur quite ofken. This position was iarge1y disrmsped - * by the O-. Ia f a  the 
student is of the opinion th- Mvocacy Pragram Manager was correct in ha 
projections. This may uitimately I d  to a tightening of the agned u p n  definition to ensure 
that the responsibIe body is now perpetuaüy assessing crisis issues. 

Of greatest concem was the Community member's d e .  During the first half of the 
meeting he offered but one comment He played a more vocal d e  later in the meeting but 
provided commentary only when prompteci by the student or other committee members. 
Foiiowing the meeting the student met with the Executive Director to express his concerns. 
This was done for a number of zeasons. Fht, it was hoped that by raising the issue the 
student rnight make the Community membefs dimùiished role more apparent to the 
Ekecutive Director. Second, it was hopai that by going to the hecutive Director for help 
that this act might help estabiish an enhand seme of trust between the Consultant and 
Executive Director. She was of the opinion that the Community member's performance 
could be attributed to other factors. She felt that the Consultant had done everything 
reasonable to involve the member. Whiie agreeing with the Executive Director, the 
Consultant is ais0 aware of the feehgs of the member with regard to tokenism. A s  agreed 
with the Comrnunity member earlier, the Consultant wiU attempt to meet with him @or to 
the May 29. 1995 meeting to discuss and strategize around his concens. 

In summary, the gmup demonstrated increased autonomy and dedt weU with 
cornplex and fnistrating issues. 

SeIf-analvsis: As was M y  stated, the student &as expressed concern over the 
limited role played by the consumer cornmittee member. Initiai efforts to focus on 
involving the member to a greater degree were sidetracked by the unexpected and intense 
discussion around the "definition of des". Efforts were made in the latter haif of the 
meeting to get the opinions of the rnember dthough increasùrgly it appears that the best 
solution to the situation wouid be the addition of a second commuaity rnember. This issue 
wïU be raised by the student d d g  the May 29.1995 meeting. 

As was aiiuded to in the anaiysis of ihe April24 meeting, there appears to be a need 
to focus on refreshing committee members as to what is king worked on at the beginning 
of each meeting. This issue. was brought into the open when the Housing Program 
Manager said she seems to forget the cornmittee's past work, o h  even after reviewing the 
minutes. This suggests the need for not oniy more emphasis on procws but perhaps upon 
reflection, the need for the student to play a more directive role at the beginning of the 
meeting and then generally baclong off as the group becornes more comfortab1e. 

In general the student tried to make a greater attempt at being more supportive of the 



Advocacy Program Manager. When she correctiy identified the diIernma of how much 
andysis should be done on a particdar issue at a paiticular tirne (chicken and egg) the 
student atttmpted to validate her comments. However, upn reviewing the tapes the 
student noted a point when the indi.duaI raised the point of who defines the issue and the 
need for consumer input This raiscd little supprtive reaction fiam the cornmittee and 
should have been supported by the Consultant but was not. 

It was ais0 noted by the author that he often interpreted a prominent role by 
cornmittee mmbers ocha than the Executive Director as positive but almost always 
interpreted her prominence as negative. This This some reflection as to whcther or not 
he was king even-handed in his assasmentS. 



Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

May 15, 1995 



1. Review of meeting minutes. 

2. Review of definitions a) 'ûrgency" 

b) "motivation" 

3. When shouid issues be pnorized?: More specifidy, what constitutes a 
"ciisis". 

4. Issue Action. 

5. Organiirntional Change. 

6. Performance feedback. 

1. Review of de finition^. 

"U&g&: Need for action is immediate. The issue presenting is extreme, either 
through its the tirne limitations andlor the potentiaï damagdgood that muid be generated by 
not actinglacting on the issue. 

'~otivatiaf': The de- of cornmitment that the agency is willing to demonstrate 
towards the successful achievement of the identifleci goal. 

'Zevel of encourae!ernent/su~~~rt*': The amount of tangible support that can be - - - 
amassed to support the achievement of the identifiai goal. 



Appendix RI 

Meeting Minutes 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

May 15, 1995 



m t i n o  Minutes-Mav 15.1995 

Xn attendance: Louise Maurakis. Hien Kruger, Anita Rempel, Carolyn Stmtt, Darreii Cole 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

b) "motivation" 

3. When should issues be pnorized?: More specifIdy, what constitutes a 
"CrÎSiS". 

4. Issue Action. 

5. Organizational Change. 

6. Performance feedback 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

a) In reviewing the numbers attached to the Tequest for action" scale it was felt 
that the range of for nurnber of requests was hadequate and should be increased to 7%. 
The new scaie should read ... 

Verylow sornewhat moderate high enormous 
1 1 1 - 1 1 
20-30 3 1-45 46-60 6 1-75 76 and up 

b) In reviewing the work on Issue priorïzation cnteria it was noted that "Urgency" 
and ''Impact on current issues" should have been identifiai as primary determinants among 
the priorization criteria When discussïng how this primacy might be demonstrateci it was 
decided that no scales would be used in this section. dthough individuals responsible for 
assessing the issue could refer back to scores under Issue Selection. It was decided that a 
more effective method wodd be to develop a k t  of guiding questions that would assist 
individuais in analyziog the issue. The cornmittee requested that D d  provide such a list 
for the next meeting. 

2. Review of de finition^. 

a) 'Urgency": deflaition accepted as proposed. 

b) "Motivation": amended to now read 'The degree of hterest mrd cornmitment 
that the aguicy is willing to dernonstrate towads the successful achievement of the 
identined goai." 

c) 'Zevel of encouragement/suppoa": amended to now read "the amount of 



taagifile support that can be amassed to d a c h i e v e  the identified 
goal. 

3. When s h o w  be D ~ O  
to point lb. d i d o n  ocained as to when one might use the aforementioned process. It 
was decided that each program wouid be given a copy of the Issue priorization criteria. If 
the program pemnnel N t  that an issue developed that met this ctiteria then they couid 
submit a outline to the resp0mi.e body for consideration. 

4. bsue A-. 

a) Sections "B", "C' and r>" should pl& together in one section entitled 
"Problem Analysis" with these sections as sub-heanings. As weU it shouid be noteü mat 
investigation of these ab-sections shouid oaw simuItaneous1y and not in a linear faÇhion 
as appears to be suggested in the abndged version of the hue Action stage. 

b) In the section on goals the order of the goals should be reversed so that the 
outcome goais precede the process goals. 

c) Materiai should be added which gives greater information as to under what 
circumstances certain strategies might be selected 

d) The section onL6gui&Iines for oonfiroutation" shouid be denoted as the example 
that it is. Additional examples for 0 t h  sections should be identified. 

e) The section on 'Wsing the media" should be identified as such. 

f )  Under "action evaluation" it shouid be made clear that point #5 'Design and 
execute an evaluation plan" relates to both process and outcome evaluation. 

1. Carolyn to provide D a d l  with agency "end" statements relating to systems 
advocacy . 

2. Louise to sign practicum waiver fom. 

3. Louise and Anita to complete performance feedback forms h m  past meetings. 

4. Darrell to provide puidhg questions for Issue Priorization aaalysis. 



Appendix R 2  

Analysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

May 15, 1995 



Cimyove~: Going into the meeting tbe primary concern of the Consultant was the 
involvement of the Advocacy Program Manager and tbc community representatïve on the 
committee- With the cofl~umer ~presentative unable to attend, attention was focuseci on 
the Advocacy Program Uanager. 

In xeviewing the tapes of tbe meeting the Consuitant was able to identify two points 
where he supportai the individual, The fkst timc oc~uaed whca she qoLe of the need to 
r e ~ ~ d u r e  the cornpanent on ''pmb1em anaiysisn within the lPsut Action stage. The 
second t h e  o c c d  whcn the manager WPS inv01ved in a diffbnct of opinion with the 
Executive Disector ovcr pnwrss evaiuation witbia the lPsPe action c~mponent. The student 
ensiired that the Manager's ptlspeaive was beard and mppoacd ber position by pointing 
out to the committre (and the Manager) that the Fnimwodr alrrady inwrporated process 
evaluation. However, when discussing the Manager's observation about a paentiai bias in 
the definition of "urgency" she was chaIlenged by other committee memkrs. At this point 
she stated that she "didn't care one way or the othei' and retma&d While the committee 
was techaically correct in regard to the Manager's obsemation, the Consultant shodd have 
supportai the comment andlor aiiowed the discussion to occur in a marner more 
appreciative of her insight. 

Framework desim: With regard to the &y's events, three moments stood o u t  The 
first occuond when the Advocacy Pn,gram Manager made the surprishg obsavation that 
she did not think that the selection of a crisis issue couid nullify the wodc on an on-going 
issue. This position was surprising given that the Advocacy pmgradagency is currently 
involveci in taking on five systems issues. none of which bas resuited in substantial 
progress to this point in tirne. The Consultant wodd have expected a wnirary position 
from the Manager given this and her level of professional experience. Whiie this notion 
was dispeiied by other committee members. it may be that it will take an achial crisis before 
dus is truiy accepted 

The second issue is one of concern on the part of the Consultant. When discussing 
the "0rganizationa.i self-anaiysis" section of the Issue Action stage the Consultant was Ieft 
with the impression that this section might be one that wodd be overlooked over t h e .  
despite a fakly lengthy explanation as to its importance. The concem relates to the fact that 
this component cm seme not only as a measure of an organization's accountabiiity to its 
mission statement (maybe that is why it is avoided). but &O because it can reved weak 
spots in the organizationd "defense" in the event of carrying out campaigns. 

The final concem noted was with regard to the visual presentation of the abridged 
version of the fiamework It was correctIy noted by cornmittee members that while sub- 
sections of a section may be undertaken simultaneousIy, the visual presentation leaves the 
impression that they are to be completcd in a linear order. Some fonn of notation wïii have 
to be made in order to rectifL chis. 



n ~ x e c u t i v e  Director 

Housing Manager 

Advocacy 
Manager 

The Executive Director once again played a ieading role in group discussion. Her 
actions seemed to determine how long and what position the committee took on positions. 

The Advocacy Prr,gmm Manager contïnued to play an active and vocal roIe but 
unlike past meetings, her commentary was more supportive of the pmccss and more 
accurate. It is dear however that she continues to appear somewhat marginalized in the 
process and hopefully wili voice her concerns at the next meeting when appmpnate. 

The Employment Manager played a much more reduced role in this meeting. This 
was in large part due to the fact that she as ody able to attend the first haIf of the meeting, 
but was not especidy active during the initial part. The student does not view this with 
any concem however given that if takes most members awhile to refresh themselves with 
the process and become reinvolved. 

Self-Anaivsi~: In reviewing the tapes two points were identifiai by the Consultant 
above and beyond ttmse identified as on-going conoems. The fïrst point related to the 
student's lack of knowledge about aspects of the Issue Action stage. This sloppiness can 
be attn'buted to the lack of tirne spent by the student in preparing for the meeting. This lack 
of preparation can be aûniuted to the nduced t h e  between meetings and a deaease in the 
amount of avaüabk time the student had as a result of empfoyment commitments. This 
situation, had it o c c d  at a more critical junction in the review process. could have been 
extremely problematic. The Consultant wiU delegatc moxe time to preparing for the next 
meeting. 

The second point ~1ated to the Consuibot o h  agreeing overtiy with committee 
members during discussions when he either is not clear on their point or does not agree 
with the point. This seems to be. upon refiection. what can only be described as a knee- 
jerk response to beiig seen as supportive. The Consultant wiii endeavour to address this 
trend by either stating he does not understaad or in the case of disagreement, presenthg 
alternative views. 



Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Workiag Cornmittee 

June 5, 1995 



Agenda-lune 5. 1995 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

2. Review of guiding questions for priorWtion analysis. 

3. Shouid "urgency" be an Issue Selection criterion+ 

4. Decision-making. 

5, Transition. 

a) Whaî is so important about the presenting issue thaï the agency wodd consider 
curtailing, postponing or eIiminacing a current issue? 

b) If this issue is selected for action. what wiii the cost (direct and indirect) be to 
current or fbture issues? 

c) What wiil the cost (direct and indirect) be of not acting on this issue? 

3. Should 'Ur~encv" - - be an issue Selection cnteria? 

in reviewing the cornmittee's decision to adopt 'iugency" as a cnterion for 
priorizing issues. It appears that tbis factor may be one of importance in determining 
whether or not the agency WU consider an issue for selection. The adoption of this 
criterion would not necessarily effect the importance that the cornmittee has attached to it as 
an Issue Priorization criterion. 

a) Systemic advocacy: An introduction. 

b) The current state of a f f a  ia systems advocacy: A C.M.H.A. update 

c) Primary questions: i) What bodyhodies wiii be responsible for tasks reiated 
to the pmcess? 

U) How wiii information andor issues be gathered and 
processed? 

iii) What changes wiii need to be made within the 
organization if systems advocacy is to be 

- successfbiiy undertaken? eg. job mies, educaton. 
administration, etc. 

d) Decision-making: Issue g a t h e ~ g  and Filtuing 

i) W h o  wïil process issues and idormation? 



ii) 
iii) 

iv) 

HOW will the pfocessing be done (see attached)? 
When wiU the processing be done? 

What happens to gathered issues? 

e) Decision-making: Issue Selection. 

i) Who will process the eligiile issues? 

Ü) How wili it be donc? 

iü) When wül it be done (Board's annuai pian, environmentai fxtors 
[socio-political], agencyBs nscal year, govenunent fiscai year, 
scheduies of key orgiinizations. provincial and national offices of 
C.M.H.A.)? 

iv) How many issues WU be selected? 

v) What bappens to selected issues? 

f )  Decision-making: Issue Priorization. 

i) Who WU pnorize the issues? 

ii) When wiii issues be priorized (~guiar process and crisis)? 

iiï) What happens to priorized issues? 

iv) What happens to issues which become "unpriorized"? 

g) Decison-making: Issue Action. 

i) Who wïU develop the action plan? 

ii) Who decides whether or ot to implement the action plan? 

iii) Who WU implement and evaluate the action plan? 

h) Decision-making: Organizational Change. 

i) Who establishes the change goals? 

ii) Who wiii implement and evaluate the change goals? 
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Meeting ~ inute& June 5.1995 

b attendance: Louise Maurakis. CaroIyn Strutt, Eiien Kruger, iim Fisher, Anita Rempl 
and Darreii Cole. 

1. Review of meeting minutes. 

2. Review of guiding questions for priorimion analysis. 

3. Should 'Wrgency" be an Issue SeIextion criterion? 

a) An introduction to systemic advocacy. 

b) Update on the CMHA advocacy pmgrarn 

c) primary questions to answer: 

i) What body/bodies wiil be responsible for the tasb related to the 
process? 

ii) How wiü the information andlor issues be gathered and 
processeci? 

5) What changes wili need to be made within the organization if 
systerns advocacy is to be successfdiy undertaken? eg. job roles, 
education, administration, etc. 

1. Review of ~ a s t  meeting minutes. 

The minutes from the May L5, 1995 meeting were approved as presented. It is 
notexi that the values attached to the "Number of requests for action" sade are arbitrary and 
represent oniy an a g d  upon starting point which the agency can aiter as necessary. 

2. Review of midine auestions for priorization anahsis. 

The questions were accepteci by the cornmittee but with the request that question 
'23" be divided into two separate questions. Mme specifÏcaIiy, that one question reflect the 
concems about immediate cost and the other to question the long-term impact of the issue's 
selection. 

i) If this issue is selected for action, what WU the cost be (direct and indirect) to 
current issues? 

ü) If ihis issue is selected for action. what wïU the cost be (direct and indirect) to 
future uadertakings? eg. loss of coaütions. Iack of consistency. etc. 



3. Should "ureency" be an issue selection cntsno~ . .  
? 

After some discussion it was decideci by the cornmine+ that urgency should not be a 
consideration in selecting issues. The two primary f8ctors in reaching this decision were 
that the fiamework process was to eliminate reactive seIections thmugh long-ami planning 
and to adOp urgency as a criterion wouid the purpose of having the fiamework. 
Secondly, it was felt that wnsiderab:on was alicady accorded to this topic through the 
criterion on "Winnahiüty". 

i) -c advocacy 4aiagoauctio& D a d i  Cole providcd an overview of the 
commiüee's wodt to this point in tim and expIaincd the tasks that wert to be undertaken in 
theremgtuae. 

5) Yjxïate on the CMHA advocacy Caro&n Stnio addmsed the changes 
that had recenly ooaurred in the Advocacy Pte= ït was noteâ that the program's 
manager (Ekn Ikuger) wouid spend fm Iess thne on individuai advocacy (no more than 
five active cases at any one time and oaly cases of a unique andlor diff?cuit nature). 
Instead, time on systems advocacy wodd inciease h m  25% to 40-4596. The other 
member of the program team who had traditionally provided m u r c e  refexai and phone 
counseIling through the pmgam's phone semce, woiild now greatly duce  ber the on 
this task by reducing time spent per cal1 and thtough the agency reducing their promotion of 
this seNice. Her ziesponsibiiities wodd now be primariIy individuai advocacy. It was felt 
that this organizatonal change was requind in order to successfiiiiy undertake systems 
advocacy . 

iü) Prim- auestions. Afier reviewing the primary questions it was agreed that 
these would best be answend by going through the mode1 stage by stage and responding to 
previously unanswered questions in each section (see Agenda-June 5, 1995). 

What bodyhodies wiii be responsible for the tasks related to the process? It was 
qukkly agreed that a permanent systems advocacy cornmittee would be stnick by the 
agency. After some discussion it was agreed that the cornmittee wouid be compriseci of a 
maximum of nine members. These nine members were broken down in the foiIowing 
mannec 

a) Executive Director-CM.fi,A-WlllDipeg 
b) Advocacy program manager-CCbLHA-W.ipeg 
c) One Consumer participant h m  each of the agency's three pgmarY 

programs. 'ï'hese individu& should have an intetest in systems advocacy. 
d) One-two consumr Ieaders/activists h m  the general consumer community. 

These individuais should have some interest in systems advocacy. 
e) One-two professional advocates. These individuais should have some 

lmowledge of mental heaith issues and àernoastrated expertjse in the field of 
advocacy. 

As welI, ali  members must have a value base consistent with that of the 
organization. 



Ln addition to determinhg the composition of the committee, the foUowhg terms of 
reference were developed: 

a) That the committee is a program advisoxy cornmittee. As such, its purpose is to 
assist the appropriate agency stanby advising thcm throughout the advocacy planning 
pmess. Final decisions rest with the agency. 

b) The cornmittee will meet on a regulaf bas& (to be determinecl) and when the 
need atises. 

c) F i  iillthority with regard to decisions rrsts with the agency's Executive 
D i i r .  

Xt had originally been thoug&t that questions specific to each stage codd be 
answered within the re&g cornmittee tim. However, it became clear that this would 
not be possible due to the complexity of the remaining questions and the limiteci time 
availabk. Instead, agreement was reached on a generai process with regard to the 
relationship of the systems advocacy cornmittee and the agency staf'f. It was agreed that the 
cornmittee would assist in the wiiection, scoring, prioruing and action of issues. Work 
wouid be done by the Advocacy Program Manager and brought to the commitîee for their 
advice. 

It was ais0 agreeci to that the start of the systems advocacy process wodd be 
somewhat unique as work wouid have to be done before the establishment of the 
committee. As such, it was agreed that decûions would be made with regard to the 
development of an interim process. A number of tasks were identified that would need to 

. be comp1eted by the Advocacy Program Manager. These tasks were; 

a) Selection, recruitment and orientation f committee members. 
b) Development and Ilnplementation of key infornant survey (staff, agency 

participants, board memben) with regard to cokction of issues. 
C) Development of a permanent internai coordinathg mechanism that would 

ailow for the flow of information between programs. This would address such 
issues as: 

i) brief, easy to use 
ii) problem definition 
iii) # ofrequests 
iv) action taken 

d) Collection of potentid systems advocacy issues. 

e) Development of an agency systems advocacy manual. 

f) Orientation of staff to systéms advocacy. 

What changes WU need to be made withia the organization if systems advocacy is 
to be successhilly undertaken? eg. job d e s ,  &cation, administration. etc. 
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See aforementioned section on 'Vpdate on the CMHA advocacy program". 



Analysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

June 5, 1995 



bnalvsis: June 5. 1995 

Canyover. Two issues of concem were identifieci during the previous meeting with 
regard to the Consultant's pedormance- The first and most serious of the concems nlated 
to the poor preparation by the Consultant. While much of dus situation could be attriiuted 
to the shortened preparation time (one week instead of two), atiempts were made by the 
sfuàent to becorne genedy more psepared. Reparation inchdexi spending more the 
going over relevant materiai in a detailed manner and development of aids that wouid assist 
the cornmittee members in uncbakhg MU task (see revisod "definiti011~". abridged 
version of the hue Action stage and development of a wodcshect for pmcessiag issues). 

The second issue nlated to the studafs a p v  habit of often agreeing with 
cornmittee comments by staîhg "okay" or "ges' even when unclcar or not in agreement 
with the comment This appears to be an ovecmction to the student's desire to be viewed 
as supportive within the process. Tite student made atiempts to be conscions of this during 
the process by asking rnembers to explain comments when they were not understood or 
eise raise ooncerns to the committee in a non-keatening manner when in disagreement 
with a view, 

Framework desien: With regard to the fnunework design, two issues arose of 
particular note. The first point reiateci to the objectives of the committee meeting. The 
original intent was to answer those questions which had previously been referred back untii 
the entire framewodc was reviewed. These questions were compileci and sorted accordhg 
to the appropriate stage of the model by the Consultant, However, once the cornmittee 
started entering into the work of aaswering the questions, it became clcar that there was a 
need for additional tirne and research to aiiswer many of the outstanding questions. As a 
result, a new objective was developed. In addition to the original meeting objective of 
deteminhg who woutd be involveci in systems advocacy efforts and in what way, efTorts 
focused on determinhg what jobs needed to be completed for a projected September start 
time. The changes went smoothly and did themeIves not result in problems or 
compromises. AU meeting objectives were met (see "Meeting minu tedune 5, 199 5). 

The second point was a discussion related to the fmt meeting objective. There was 
within the committee some discussion on the role of the new Systerns Advocacy Advisory 
cornmittee with regard to their status within the systerns advocacy process. More 
specifically, as a program advisory cornmittee within the Carver model of board 
govemance, the cornmittee had advisory status only. Some committee members questioned 
the use of such a committee if it was oniy of advisory statu. Others wondered if the 
cornmittee was not a working one, what benefit it might be to those staff charged with 
doing the work within the agency. The discussion proved a healthy one and assistai 
committee members in gaining a clearer understanding of how the committee would work 
vis-a-vis agency staff. 



n Executive Director 

Housing 
Manager 

Consultant Community 

In general the meeting started in a very upbeat mood, b i t  behind schedule. Some 
cornmittee members had mistaken the thne and as a tesuit the meeting start time was 
delayd As weii. one of the committee members came in approximately haIf an hour later 
than the revis& tirne. The tenor of the meeting changed however as the air system in the 
smd boardroom malfunctioned. This resulted in the air in the room becoming hot and 
stale. Many members of the cornmittee started to fall asleep. 

The oniy contentious point was the previously mentioned discussion over the role 
and powers of the new systems advocacy program advisory cornmittee that was created. 
The Executive Director, in her attempts to underiine the advisory status of the committee, 
raised wncems among other mernbers about the validity and credibility of the new 
committee, especially in regard to the consumer community (tokenism). This led to a 
prolonged discussion among group members which served to outline the role and powers 
of the committee. For example, in keeping with the spirit of the fmework, the agency 
would only go against the wishes of the conmittee where sound, documented rationaie 
could be provided to the committee members. In the end. it was the backing and 
clarification of the Executive Director's position by the community ~presentative that 
closed the discussion. Cornmentary by a l l  members was quite equal and active. 

Self-Anal~sis: In reviewing the tapes, the student identifid a number of positive 
aspects to bis performance. When the committee was invoIved in a discussion about the 
rde of extemai "experts" on the new committee, the Consultant helped break the deadock 
by asking the committee to d c d a t e  what it was that they wanted these individuals to bring 
to the group. As weU, the Consultant actively solicited and facilitated the involvement of 
ali members of the cornmittee. For example. when the cornmittee was actively discussing 
the advisory status of the committee and the implication of the role on community relations, 
the Consultant simply asked the Community member for his opinion as a way of resolving 



the dispute. 

One cornmittee member. noting the lack of energy in the latter sfages of the meeting, 
remarkeA on the feedback fonn that that Consuitant might have dont more to stimulate the 
energy of the cornmittee. It should k notcd that in addition to talchg an extra water break, 
the Consuitant actually fanned the m m  by rapidiy opening and closing the door to the 
Boardroom while kilitating! \NIiiIe perhaps additionai sieps rnight have been taken, it is 
the Consultant's opinion that little couid be rtalisticaliy done to help people. short of 
personaiiy repairing the cooling sys<tm. 



Information Gathering 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

June 5, 1995 



Bev infotmantss: Securing information h m  know1edgeabie indinduals ie. 
mental health wodm, leader in the consumer commiinity, govemment officiai, psychiatrist, 
agency personnel, ptofessors. etc. Mormatioa can be both f o d  and infornial 

advanta- simpIe, easy to access, inexpensive, can help build individual alliances, 
can obtain broad range of views. 

sadvantapes- opinions are subjective, views may be inaccurate. 

munitv Forum Acccssing information b m  general population or sub- 
groups. 

advantanes- datively inexpensive, not tm dif5cuit to organize, caa pmvide 
increased pronle for agency, m y  increase Ievels of consumer pazticipation. 

disadvantagw may heighten enpectations. information not nccessarily accurate, 
information wiU Ekely be "reactive". meetings may not tum out the way they were 
intendeci (gripe session). 

Rates-under-treatment: F o r d  examination of data related to field. 

advantaees- relatively inexpensive, can produce data which can be used by agency 
and others, eady evaîuated 

disadvantaees- data may not reveal all issues. 

Stock data: a) formal cornplaints recordeci rhrough mental heaith advocacy 
program- 

b) similar information from internai (other pmgrams) and externa1 
(human nghts commission. other advocacy offices, legal aid, 
hospitals, etc.) sources. 

Fiow data: a) design of information system which tracks consumers in 
various systems in order to track movement (or lack thereof) in 
systems. 

Audits: a) information collection system for monitoring certain systems 
(hospitals, social assistance, etc.) on an on-going bais. 

Social indicators: inferences drawn from descriptive statistics found in public 
records or reports ie. unemployment levels, poverty leveis. etc. 

advanta-- large pool of information to draw h m ,  relatively cheap, easily 
compared to other data. 

58 from Warheit, Bell 8 Schwab %eIecting the needs assessrnent approach". 



disadvantages: statistics may be biased andlor not available, largeiy theory bas&, 
information may be too general. 

Field Suwev: combination of open-ended interviews and observation efforts. 

advanta= thomugh, can Mp buiid  anc ces, can be relatively inexpensive, cari 
provide fîrsthand lmowledge of issues 

disadvanm. Iabour intensive, can solicit teactive aoswes, 



Agenda 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

June 12, 1995 



&enda-Jt.më-12. 1995 

1. Introduction of ai&- 

2. Process review. 

3. Transition. 



Meeting Minutes 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

June 12, 1995 
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Meeting Minutes: . June 1 2.1995 

ln attendance: Dam11 Cole. Carolyn Stniit. EUen m e r ,  Louise Maurakis, Jim Fisher, 
Anita Rempel. 

1. Introduction of ai& 

3. Transition. 

The Consultant introduced the wodisheet package and the abridged version of the 
Issue Action stage. The packages were appmved by the cornmittee after limited use during 
the meeting. It was noted that ôoth couid be revised at any later date as the agency saw fit. 

During the course of pmcessing the example issues, the need was recognized for 
further mnning andlor clarifying a number of points related to the Issue Gathering and 
Fitering and h e  Selecrion criteria. 

a) During the mock process of Issue Gathering it became ckar that considerable 
attention must be paid to how probIems are defined and that the appropriate issue is 
identified. Failure to do so could lead to action faiIure. 

b) The issue was raised as to how issues are scored by the group. That is to Say, 
should committee members do their scoring of issues collectively or individuaiiy. It was 
decided by the cornmittee that where hard data was not available for scoring issues that the 
scoring of an issue would be done by the committee coliectively. 

c) With regard to the cntenon "Number of people affecte&'. the question was 
asked if the number should be viewed in the context of a specific aspect of the consumer 
community or the entire consumer comrnunity. For example. in considering the number of 
peopIe/coasumers living in substandard congregate housing, should the number of people 
affected be expresseà as a percentage of those in congregate housing or as a percentage of 
ail consumers? It was agreed that it should be relative to only those affecte& those in 
congregate living. 

d) The point was made during a discussion of 4Wi~ability"-of the need to 
document advocacy efforîs not just for immediate use by the agency but also for other 
organizaiions in the present and friture who may undertake such efforts. 

e) With regard to "Cost of undertaking the Issue". four points were ideneifid as 
king relevant; 

i) When calculating the monetary cost of undertaking an issue, items such 
as saiary which are included in the agency's core budget should not be considered a cost in 



undertaking an issue. However, The ~dvocatë's tirne spent on the issue should be noted. 
fi) The amounts attachecl to the aiterion d e  are not accurate and wiU be 

- revised by the agency. 

üi) When considering cos& both direct (monew) and indirect (non- 
monetary) CO& shodd be owsidered. 

iv) The cornmittee éecided that the benefits of undertakuig an issue shouid 
be consiciered whcn detcnnining whcthcr or not an issue will be scIcdtd for action. 
Accordiagly, the titIe of the criterion wül now read "Cost/Bcncfsqs) of undertaking the 
issue", 

Because of time nstrictions. the cornmittee was unahIe to dry-run the h u e  Action 
phase of the framework. It was a m  that, time aUoWiag, the Consultant would meet 
with the Executive Director and the Advocacy Program Manager to work through this 
piece. 



Analysis 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

June 12, 1995 



Canyover: One area that became an issue upon nflection was the sethg of 
unrealistic meeting objectives. In this meeting, Iike the otha most pmvious meetings, the 
student agrted to agendas that he was aware wuid not be compIeted. This was done 
because previous atternpts to point out wirealistic agendas had fden on deaf ears, primarily 
due to the Executive Director's zed to have as much wodccompleted within the aiioted time 
as possible. htead of risking chagreement, the stuâent siniply dowed the cornmittee4 
Executivt D i o r  to proceed at theu own speed and d o w  thcm to corne to their own 
conclusions about theu cieadkes. Such was the case in the final d g .  Giwa the 
doteci thne it sameci clear that thae was no way that the ammittee wouM get to dry-rm 
the h u e  Action phase of the fhmework. Howtvtt, by atlowing the commiüœ to corne to 
that coirIusion, the cornmittee developed a greater sense of how intensive and- long it wiU 
actuaily take to work through the ~KICCSS- - 

design: ConsiderabIe time was spent by the cornmittee discussing 
c'problems''. in examinhg the pmb1ems submitted by committee meden.  it became clear 
that many of the submissions were iIi-defined and/or ofkn fiamecl as needs. This 
recognition f i r d  the committee to take a stroag look at how important wording is and 
pushed them to discuss and debate the mie cause(s) of the pmbIems. 

The scoring pmcess also forced to engage in aoalysis. This not only helped them 
focus on their wodc but was by their own admission exciting and invigorating. The 
cornmittee members stated i n f o d y  that doing the work made them feel knowIedgeable, 
confident and eager to undertake a reai issue. 

The scoring process ako cesuiteci in additional fine-tuning to a number of the 
cntenon (see meeting minutes). m e r  enhancing the effectiveness of the hamework. 

- - 
The only disturbing note in the commiitee's work occurred during the discussion on 

how the issue çcoring would be done. The committee agreed that a "consentual" approach 
would be best There stili has not ken, in the student's mind, a clear understanding or 
recognition among the committee at Large that as rnuch as possible decisions shouid be 
based on data and that where data is unavailable, every attempt should be made to garner it, 
both in the shoa-term and the long-term. The goal then, is to use informal information as 
little as possible and use hard data, heace the icrm "knowledge-guide&'. 



Executive Director 

n 
Housing 
Manager 

Employment 
Manager 

Consultant 

This meeting was. in the student's opinion, the most egaiitarian of aU those 
meetings where the Exeative Director was present. This can be attributed at least in part to 
the fact that the c'negotiati~ns" on how the mode1 wodd be constructeci were over. The 
dry-run was vïewed as a more coiiegial exercise and as a resuit, therie appeared to be a 
smwthing effet amng committee rnembers. AU membcrs of the group were actively 
involved, although the more outgoing members continued to take up a majority of the 
discussion. The only real moment of authoxity occured when the Executive Director 
informed a surprised committedagency member that potential loss of fiinding would be a 
very important consideration when deciding on issues. She was immediately challenged by 
the co~~ll~lunity representative who pointed out to di rnembers that huiders are conservative 
institutions which reward the status quo and that some issues will never be dealt with if the 
agency is unprepared to challenge funders. This was acknowledged by the Executive 
Direc tor. 

In the Framework design analysis the student mentioned the cornmittee's focus on 
consentuai scoring. When the two example issues were f~shed and had comparable 
scores there was some disappointment on the piut of committee members. The Executive 
Director made the mistake of ciying to day people's concens by stating that ''tbis was o d y  
a guideiine". This unfortunate comment immediately provoked an equaiiy unfortunate but 
appropriate response of "what's the point" from the Advocacy Program Manager. Given 
the positive tone of the meeting, the Consultant was disappointeci to hear such a comment 
fiom the advocate again. However, given the comments made by the Executive Director. 
such a response was not surprising. 

It was also interesthg to see how some cornmittee memkrs had trouble focusing 
on the process and became more involved with the issue at haad It appean that emotional 
investment in issues wuid have a d e  in issue selection, especiaiiy if consentuai choices 
becorne the n o m  This speaks to the need for the agency to be vigilant in order to guard 
against nepotism. The dacision to not involve Program Managers in the new systems 
advocacy advisory committee appears to be a prudent one. 



self-Analysis: The natwe of the mating made facilitation easier for the student 
Development in such skiU areas as focushg the group. summarizing and clarification of 
ideas ais0 made the day easier. 

The ody note of conceni was the Consultant's confusion over the scoring system 
for the "cost of undeRaking the issue" criterion, aithough this can be attributed to a 
temporacy mental lapse. 



Appendix T3 

Worksheet 
Systems Advocacy Working Committee 

June 12, 1995 



The pmblem is 

The Issue is 

Does the issue f d  withul the organization's end statements: y- Q 

Does the issue f d  within the organization's mandated anx v na_ 

The pmenting pmbIem was identifieci by (specify if internai program, 
consumers. external agency, etc.) 

b) Issue Selection 

The severity of harm (-5) 
Number of people affectai (5) 
Benefits from modifying the... 
Efficacy and enforceability 
Usefulness as a mode1 for 
Chance for success 
Cost of undertaking the issue 
Expertise of the agency 
Fahess to groups 
Level of agreement 
Potential to alter power relations 
Requests for action 

Raw score Madified score 



c) Issue Pnorization 

Urgency : 

Motivation: 

Encouragement/support= 

Cumuiative Critexia Score: /%l Ove& ranking 

d) b u e  Action 

Problem Andysis: 

a) Nature: 

b) Location: 

c) Scope: 

d) Degree: - 

Past change efforts: 

Perce~tions of the problem bv simiificant others: 
Simificant other Position 



Orinins of the ~roblem: 

N of the nroblem: 

Structural-fûnctionai anaivsis of the problem: 

The ~ e o ~ l e  we are trving to heb: 

a) Phvsical location: 

b) Social characteris tics: 

c) Economic characteris tics: 

d) Phvsical c haracteristics: 

e) Dernom-: 

f) F o d  oreanizations: 



g) pivisions and cleavaes 

h) Sianificant relations: 

i) mficant ch- 

Process goals: 

Strate- 

1. S trategy selected: 

Rationale for choice: 

2. S trategy selected: 

Rationale for choice: 



Rationale for choice: 

Action systcgg; 

Practitioner evaluation: 

Tactics: 

Tactic c hosen: 

Rationale: 

Tactic chosen: 

Rationale: 

Tactic chosen: 

Rationale: 

Tactic chosen: 

Rationale: 



Action evaluation: 

a) Key decisions: 



Issue Selectîon ScaIes (revised) 
Systems Advocacy Working Cornmittee 

June 12, 1995 



SUE SELECMON CRITERIA SCALES 

1. The ~ravitv of harm: 

a) Severity of ham: 

very low: h u e  (potentially) causes discornfort and inconvenience to 

. - -  conSumers/sUNivors. 
- -- 

low: Issue (potentiaiiy) is harmful enough to consumers/survivors to cause 
injurys9 . 

moderate: Issue @otentiaUy) causes signincant trauma in 
consumedsUtVivors. 

high: Issue (potentiaiiy) causes severe trauma to consumers/su~vors. 

very high: Issue (potentially) is We-threatening to consumerslsurvivors. 

b) Breadth of HarmW 

1- 1 -1----- >---- 1 --------- 1 - 

verylow x(1) Iow (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very Iow: 6 0  or less (1%) 

IOW: 601 - 6000 (10%) 

moderate: 6,OO 1 - 24,000 (40%) 

high: 2 1 ,O0 1 - 48,000 (80%) 

very high: 48,001 + (100%) 

59 =injury@ considers physicai, financial and emotionaVpsychological injuiy equally 
60 Numbers based on the understanding that 1 in 10 people within the agency's mandated 
population base of 600,000 people are mental health consumers/survivors 



2. The benefits (short and Ione terml ffom modifvine the mental health 
s~stem: 

I 1 - 1 1 1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) VerY (5) 

very low: The issue provides Little or no bene& for modifying the mentai 
health system. 

low: The issue provides modcst potential for modifyiag the mental heakh 
systtm. 

moderate: The issue provides som potentid for modifying the mental health 
s ystem. 

high: The issue provides signifiant potentid for modifying the mental heaith 
sys tem. 

very high: The issue provides enormous potential for m o i n g  the mental 
fiealth system. 

3. The efficacv and enforceabilitv of a remedv: 

1 1 1 - -1 1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) sieh (4) very high (5) 

very low: Little or no chance that the solution can be impiemented andlor 
maintaine& 

low: Modest chance that the solution can be implemented and,or maintained. 

moderate: Some chance that the solution can be ùnplemented andior 
mauitained. 

high: Significant chance that the solution can be implemented andor 
maintained 

very high: Enormws chance that the solution c m  be implemented a d o r  
maintainecl. 



4. The usefulness of the issaehrocess a mdel  for further action: 

very low: Issue/piocess preseats little or no potentiai as a modei for m e r  
action. 

Iow: Issue/proçess prescrits modest potentiai as a modei for fiirtiitr action. 

modemk r s s u e / p ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~  prcstnts som potential as a mode1 for M e r  action. 

high: ksue/process pnseats signEcant potentiai as a model for m e r  action. 

very high: Issue/process pnsents enormous potentiai as a model for fixther 
action. 

5. The relative chance for success: 

very low: There is iittle or no chance of aaainiog the identified solution. 

low: There is a modest chance of anaining the identifîed solution. 

moderate: There is some chance of attaining the identifie âd solution. 

high: There is a sigoificant chance of attaining the identified solution. 

very high: There is an enormous chance of attaining the identified solution. 

6.  The cost (direct and indirect) to the apencv of undertakine the issue to 
the agence: 

1 -1 1 1- --- 1 
very high (1) hi& (2) moderate (3) low (4) very low (5) 

very high: $25,000t andfor very high non-monetary cost. 

high: $20,000c andlor high non-monetary costs. 

moderate: $15,ûûû+ andor moderate non-monetary costs. 

low: $10,000+ andor low non-monetaxy costs. 

very low: $S,ûûû+ andlor very low non-monetary costs. 
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7. The expertise of the agencp: 

1- 1 1 -1 1 
very low (1) iow (2) moderate (3) hikh (4) very high (5) 

very low: The agency possesses Iittie or none of the expertise quired to 
successfbiiy u n d m  the hue.  

low: The agency possesses a modest amount of the expertise q u i r d  to 
succcssfbiiy mdertake the issue. 

moderate= The agcncy possesses some of tbe expertise required to 
successfdy un&Rake the issue. 

high: The agency passesses a much of the expertise required to successfuiiy 
undertake the issue, 

very high: The agency possesses ahost aWaii of the expertise required to 
undertake the issue, 

8. Fairness to protected m o u ~ s  and res~ondents: 

L 1 1 1 1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very IOW: The issue is one pertinent to a very smaU segment (1% or less) of the 
consumer/su~vor community. 

low: The issue is one pertinent to ody a modest segment (2% - 10%) of the 
cons~rner~s~~ivor community. 

moderate: The issue is one pertinent to some (1 1% - 40%) of the 
consumerlsurvivor comm~nity~ 

high: The issue is one pertinent to a significant segment (41% - 80%) of the 
consumerlsurvivor community. 

very high: The issue is one pertinent to an enormous segment (8 1% or more) 
of the consumerfsurvivor community. 



9. Level of aereement on issue amonn tarneted erou~s: 

very low: Little or no agreement among consumedsurvivors that the issue is a 
pr0bIemat.c one. 

bm Modest agreement among consuxners/survivors that the issue is a 
pmblematc one. 

moderate-. Some levd of agreement among consumers/sPZViVo~~ that the issue is 
a pmb1ematic one. 

bigh: Sigaiscaot agreement among coasumers/SULVivors that the issue is 
pmbIematic. 

very high: Unanimouslnear unanimous agreement amongconsumerslsuwivors 
that the issue is problematic. 

10, To what extent does the issue have the ~otentiaI to alter the relations of 
power: 

very low: The issue has little or no potential to alter the relations of power. 

low: The issue has modest potential for aitering the relations of power. 

moderate: The issue has some potential for aitering the relations of power. 

high: The issue has signifïcant potential for altering the relations of power. 

very high: The issue has enormous potential for altering the relations of power. 

1 1. Reauests for action: 

Very low somewhat moderate high enormous 
1- 1 1- -1 -1 
20-30 31-45 . 46-60 6 1-75 76 and up 



Issue Action (Abddged version) 
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Issue Action 

1) ''The primary signifïcance of undertaking such an analysis is in the 
possibilities it opens and the constraints it places on practice." 

a) &thoc& Stmcture of the organization (couegiai, hierarchical, etc). 

b) A--llSUrnelS 
.. 

: TO what de- does those the organization 
semes have input and conml over the &y-to-day operations of the 

organization. 

C) JZuies: Are organizaiioaal des  pm-determineci '&d imposeci on staff or are 
the staff part of the de-forming pmcess? 

d) P e c i s i o n - r n  Dec'iion-making pmess is formal, ad hoc. or both. 

e) Personnel (Paid and voluntaryl: Who are the staff? What trends can be 
noted when considering such factors as age, gender, ethno-culturai background, 
education, consumers, etc. 

f )  Division of Labour: Work responsibilities are expert/speciaiist or generaiist in 
nature. 

g) Interpesonal Relations: Relations between staff andlor between staff and 
consumers are formai and impersonal or informai. 

h) Job duties: &e ta& assignecil individuais hired on the basis of merit or on 
some other criteria. 

i) Constitution and Goal Orientation: Are philosophies, mandates. values, goals 
and objectives f o d y  aaicuiated and adhered to. 

j) Nature of services: Are the current services offered change oriented? 

k) Denth and breadth of mandate: 1s the organization's mandate narrow and 
specific or broad and general? 

External Factors 

a) Providers of fiscal resources: W h o  fmances the organization. 

b) P P :  Who sanctions the organization and 
its actions. 

c) provides of clients: Who are the organization andior individuals responsible for 
providing the organization with consumers of services. 

d) Perceotion: What reputation does the organization have in what circles. 



e) mviders of cornplemenmy servi& Who are the organi7ati0~ndividual~ 
who provide simiiar andlor mutuaiiy beneficid services. 

f )  Çampetin~ oqanizations: Who are the organizations which compete for 
hnaxîces, cIients, etc. 

of the o n d z a w  An anaiysis of an organhtionss cvolution can 
s e  Mght  into p s t  su- and and masons for boa  

e   tac titi on et What are the personal motivations and capacities of the 
practitioner(s. As weU, what organizationai eIements (wopk ovedoad, role 
ambiguity, etc.) might effect personal motivations and capacity. 

2) The Problem: The comsponding sections. when undertaken together, provide a 
detailed understanding of the problem. 

a) Problem anaivsis: What is the problem and its causes. 

b) Past change efforts: What w o 4  if any, has been undertaken in the past to 
address this problem. 

tions of the orrranization bv simificant others: Who sees the problem a s  
different, non-existent or insignificant 

Social context of the ~robIem 

a) Orieins o f  the problern: How did the problem become a problern. 

b) Theory of the moblem: What is the emperical and ideological justification for 
the problem. 

c) Structurai-bnctiona1 analvsis of the problem: What are the social structures that 
maintain, increase or reduce the problem. 

The -0e001e beine senmi 

a) phvsicai location: Where are they located. 

b) Social characteristics: Culture, religion, gender. 

c) Economic charactenstics: Economic class, 



d) politicai characteristics: Degree of hwer and autonomy, etc. 

e) Dcmoeraahic charactenstia: Number of people. 

0 Fr>rmalorwnizatiorl: Nature and degree of orgauhation. 

3) Goals Thosc statements which specifp the desirad outcomc(s) with regard to the issue. 

a) Outa>me gpals: See "Goais" statement 

b) nopeâS goais: How the outcorne goais wiii be acbieved. 

4) Strateeies: The types of actions that wiii be taken to in order to achieve the stated goals. 

.Definition: 'The adversary rolc is used in situations in which the nsolution of ciifferences is 
attempted through efforts directed to foster the interests of one party over another." 
(Poskanzer, p. 1) 

Indications for use: "There is a cod'hct or contest over issues, resources and/or power 
which does not lend itself to solution through CO-operative activity ." (Poskanzer, p. 1) 

CONCILIATORY 

Definition: "The conciliatory role is used in situations in which resolution of ciifference is 
attempted through efforts directed at f o s t e ~ g  cooperation and commonality of purpose 
berneen competing interestç." (Poskanzer, p.2) 

Indications for use: "Situations where the= is a commonality of intuest within ciifferences, 
and resolution has been thwarted by faulty communication, aodlor understanding." 
(Poskanzer, p.2) 

Definition: 'The developmental d e  is used in attempts to maximize social functioning - 

through development of capacities, andor capacities andlor resources. andlor ibrough 
prevention of conditions that are h 1 y  to impair those capacities and resources." 
(Poskanzer. p.3) 

Indications for use: "a) A system indicâtes a desire to ameliorate its own functioniag and/or 
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prevent possible social breakdown. 

b) ProfesSional knowledge shows that living situations can be 
improved or social impairment lesseneci tbrough the deveIopment of appropriate 
resouroes." (Poskanzer. p.3) 

Pe- ymt faciiitatve-instructional mie is used whexe thcre is the giving of new 
laiowImige wïth sofncieat clabontion of undedying piemises and gcncraï appiicab'ity so 
that thip h t c k û d  k n o w 1 ~  and emotionai unAr-rictandiag can be used in a d e t y  of 
situations.".(Poskanzer, p.4) 

for W. "a) Then is a ne& for lmowledge in order to pafonn a particUlm task, 
or fiinction which is cuz~etltly inipaired due to iack of understanding or cxperience. 

b)There is a need to enhance coiiaboration by transmission of 
knowledge." (Poskanzer. p.4) 

mOWLEJ3GE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 

Definition: "Knowledge development and testhg is used with the same aims of developing 
an understanding of social wodc practice, and social service systems by expanding the 
elereents contaiaed in actuai pfactice, making thcm explicit, and by subjecting them to 
verifkation?' (Poskanztr, p.6) 

Indications for use: a) More knowidge is n d e d  in order to lead more appropriate action. 

b) -Action is king taken. but its basis has not been made explicit, 
and consequentiy it cannot be transmitted to other practitioners. 

c) Action has been taken but has not been evaluated." (Poskanzer, 
P-6) 

The Action Svstem: An inventory of those groups and resources which are seen as 
being allied 

Jtesistance (opocsition) and interference (inertia. distraction1 Forces: As above, but 
an inventory of those resources and sküls which can be brought to bear against the 
organization with regard to the issue. 

Evaluation of aractitioner's a b w  to utilize the stratem: Does the 
organization/coalition-have the ab'ity to successNly implement the appropriate stratepies. 

5) Tactics: The specific initiatives that the organizatïon'wiIl undertake in order to 
implement the general strategy(ies). 

a) &marial: civil disobedience. strikes, threats. demo&tcations, 
picketing, lobbying, etc. 
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b) Conciliatory: mediation. pro$sion of idonnation, empathy, etc. 

C) J3eveloomental: conciliation, bargaining, task forces, etc. 

d) F F  - dionak lectures, rolc playing, d e  modeiiiag, 
logid discussion. etc. 

e) mwledge DeveIopnt and Tes*. nse~rçh 

b) PeveIo~ a media list 

c) Think ~ictures: 

d) Mail mess News) releases: 

e) J?ollow uq press re1eases with calls: 

f) Rem mize who controls the media: 

7) Action evaluation: A social process of making judgements about the ment, worth or 
value of a change. 

Evaluation tv~e 
1. Effort 

2. Outcome 

Focus of evaluation 
Examines quantity of activity 

Examines results of services as they affected 
clients. 

3. Adequacy of Performance Examines extent to which the program has 
met community need. 

4. Cost-Effectiveness Examines ratio of resources to outcorne. 

5. Cost-Efficiency Examines ratio of resources to services 
provided. 

a) Identie k e ~  decisions: e.g. goals, selection of personnel. strategis and tactics. 
tirnefiames, etc. 

b) Identi-1 the dkision makers: Who is responsible for what decisions. 

c) Identie the time frame: Have deadünes been properly set dreached, 

d) IdentiQ the Ends and amounts of information needed: What information is 



needed to for this action, 

e) Comxnunicate the infoimation: 

1) "Recognize the limits of the evaluation process." 

2) "Specify the purpose and objectives of the evaluation process." 

3) "SpeQfy who will use the the evaiuation findiogs, for which decision, at which 
tirne.* 

5) "Stress positive as weU as negative resuits." 

6) "Ensue e f fdve  communication to decision makers," 

7) 'Tic the evaluation process to ongoing organizational or community 
structures and processes." (p. 282). 
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Since its inception, The Canadian Mental Health Association - W i p e g  Region 
has necognized the value of Systems Advocacy to the agency and the people it 
m. This recognition was formaihi in the agency's 19&4 Goa& md PMrities 
statement where "it was clear that it ( W E A - W p g .  Region) was intended to 
advocatc for individuais as weii as for systernic change."'61 This intent was further 
enshnned in the goak of the Mental W t h  Advocacy Program (see Mkntai Health 
Advocacy Program Goais). It is also arpIicit in the Agency's mission statement - 
PeopIt with mentai hcalth problems Iivt ps à t k  within a ~icsponsive Society. 

S i  its inœption in 1988, nit Mental Hdth Advocacy Program has pmvided itr 
d c e s  to- thousands o f m n s ~ S U N i v ~ ~ .  Thcse seNices have kgely bëcn of- 
an iudividudized nature. This was in mnse to the cnnhing d c m d  for such 
semices h r n  consumers/~UlYivors. Some system advocacy work was undertaken 
by the Mentai HeaIth Advocsey bgram in such areas as mning issues. This work 
however, was done on a IargeLy short-term and spozadic basis. 

During 1990 discussions behKeen the Board of Ditors  and agency personnel 
reaffinned the organizarion's cornmitment to undertake systems advocacy, but in a 
more planneci and consistent mamer. This pnicess culminated with the completion 
of a systemïc advocacy ovemiew paper by the Program inanager. As weli. During 
the year of 1992, a pnlirninary agreement was also reached between the Program 
and a graduate student in the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba. 
who was conducting research in the area of Systems Advocacy, to develop a formai 
h e w o r k  for undertaking Systems advocacy. Work on this practicum was 
delayed until the auhimn of 1994. 

During the year of 1993. efforts were made to initiate work on Systems Advocacy 
issues on an interirn basis, until the completion of the Systems Advocacy 
Framework Thû work was undertaken by the Program manager. h 1994. a 
Systems Advocacy Working Cormnittee was stnick. This cornmittee, made up of 
the agency's Executive Director, Program Managers. a consumer representative and 
the aforementioned graduate student developed the agency's Systems Advocacy 
Framework. 

61 Newman, Paul. (1990). w o n  Report of The Mental He-dvwte Proaram. CMHA- 
W D ~ .  pp. 10-11. 



Section 1. 

Most advocacy services provideci to consumrs corne in the fom of individual 
advocacy. This means that s e ~ c e s  ded specifidy with the camplainWc0ncem 
of specfic individuals. Such advocacy is undertaken when an individual feeis rhat 
they have encountaed some type of bauicr analm dwmmmtx . . -  

-on that will q u i r e  
the efforts of someone otha than thcmseives to nctify. The piupose of the 
advocacy efforts is to se& a solution to that m c  person's probIem, not to deal 
with coIIective issues. - 

Sysimis advocacy is ualikt individual advocacy in two ways. Fit, it focuses ia 
efforts on group concem. SecOndly, instead ofdeaüng with symptomatic 
concems, systems advocacy attempts to deaï with the cause of the prob1em. For 
example, let us say that the advocate encounters five individuals who have 
conœrns about king treatcd unprofessioaaIIy by thtir psychiaûist in individual 
advocacy, each case would be dealt wiîh individually, with the goal of having the 
psychiatrist chmghg hismer professional appmach with regard to the cornplainam 
1s successfully resolved, this does not necessady aiter how the psychiatrist de& 
with other patients or how other psychiatrists deal with their patients. In systems 
advocacy. attempts wouid instead be made to ded with the collective issue by 
perhaps pzessuring the Medical Association to enact changes that wouïü curtail such 
inappropriate behaviour. In essence, eliminating the probIem. 

WHAT 1s SYSTEMIC ADVOCACY? 

The t e m  'Systems Advocacy" and "Systemic Advocacy" are ofien used 
interchangeaMy. This is unfortunate. W e  the wording itself rnay seem 
conhising; the meaning of the terms are quite distinct. "Systemic advocacy" refen 
to the process of moving from a series of individuai cornplaints to developing and 
implementing a plan of action that wïIi result in positive causal change (means). 
"Systems advocacy" on the other hand. refers to the focus of the advocacy efforts 
i.e "systems" (ends). In the aforementioned example, efforts wouid focus on the 
medical system. as  opposed to individuals within the system. 

WHAT 1s THE SYSTEMTC ADVOCACY FIWMEWORK? 

The process outlined on the foliowing pages represents the agency's efforts to 
undertake systems advocacy in a planned and Logical m e r .  The pupose of 
having a formal framework is foudold Firstiy, and most importsilltiy, a formal 
framework ailows the agency to move h m  a situation when it is facing iitefly 
dozens of important md problematic issues to a point where it can narrow down the 
number of issues and seek to undertake positive resolution of a select few. This is 
done through the establishment of a formal idonnation g a t h e ~ g  process. 
estabiishrnent of clear criteria and unifjhg the resourrcs of the agency and the 
commuaity. Secondly, the existence of such a formai Eramework aiiows the agency 
to more easily train agency persome1. consumedsurvivors, etc. in a l l  aspects of 
systems advocacy. Thirdly, the use of a formai system greatly enhances the 
agency's ability to evaluate its efforts. This ensures greater success in advocacy 
endeavours and better use of exïsting resources. Finally, the use of such a formai 



system ensures the delivery of a d v e  suvices occur in a consistent mamer, 
especially during rimes of pesome1 chge. 

ADVOCACY EFFORTS? 

An exambation of the agcacy's advocacy wodr to this point in tirne has reveaied 
thnt primary rrasons for dertaking systems advocacy whüe continuhg to 
undertakt individiial advocacy. Whik the advocacy seNices provided by the 
agency have hdped hmdds ofiridivirliists in resoIving their individuaï issues, 
mort needs to be &ne to stem tbt tide of rcctmhg problem. It is hopcd t'bat by 

- foCpsiDg somc of our&orts on ~ystesis ~VOC&CY.  the genezafors of these 
pmbIems can be ehhaîcd, thus pduchg more fiindamental and w i d e s p d  
change for the benefit of the consumer/~vor communify. 

Another wncern with iies with advocacy efforts that nly exclusively on consumer 
cornplaints as a meam of service provision. Because the vast majority of such 
compIaints are in &on to an exkting pmblem, advocacy efforts become quite 
'kactive" in nature.62 Whüe Sy~tems Advocacy efforts can ais0 become reactive if 
not monitored, it does provide for a proactive component if pmperly undertaken.63 
This helps ensure that potential problems never become actuai problems. 

A review of existing fiteniaire has also shown that workers. when faced with sets of 
recurring problems, tend to becorne ovemhelmed by a sense of fatalism about their 
work because they start to wonder if rral change is possible. Systems advocacy, 
when successfdly undertaken, provides a means for maintainhg a stable morde 
base among workers. This allows them to better meet the needs of the people they 
serve- 

WHAT TS THE SYSTEMS ADVOCACY MAMLlAL AND HOW DOES ïï 
W O X ?  

The Systems Advocacy manuai represents a "how to" guide with regard to the 
agency's systemic advocacy process. It is designed to provide those individuals 
who will be involved in the agencyvs systems advocacy efforts with an informative 
and educational guide for processing issues from the initial coiiection of data to the 
successful resolution of advocacy actions. 

The manual has been divided into four sections (excluding the ''htroâuction" and 
'Section 1"). Each of these sections deals with a specifïc aspect of the framework- 
ISSUE FILTERING & GATHERING refers to how issues wiil be coiiected and 

62 LRea~tive advocac)r is defined as Where advocacy efforts respond to an identified problern 
which has becorne entrenched, accepted as general policy or practice, or has achieved maximum 
negative impact.' 
63 "Proactive advocacyl is defined as *Identifying and confronting an issue which has yet to 
becorne a problern for consumers of mental heakh services (eg. irnpending legislation. proposed 
institutional policies. etc.), or has not yet maximired its negative effects on consumers of mental 
health services (e.g. a new negative pcadice is adopted in respnse to an indihdual case but is 
not yet widespread, or has senous effects on consumers but has not yet become a public issue 
(e-g- board and care homes). 



whether or not they meet the agenq's basic requirernents for M e r  consideration. 
ISSUE SELECTION refers to the procèss of rathg the various issues and 
determining which ones wiii be tentatively selected for action. ISSUE 
PRIORIZATION =fers to the pmcess for determiniLlg both the priority of the 
selected issues, and how the agency will deai with unenpected situations. Finalfy, 
ISSUE ACTION refers to how an "ad03 plan" is deveIoped for each specifïc issue 
behg undertaken. Each section contains. wbae appmpriatt, dennitions of key 
amUnology. Aiso, appendices arc attachcd to cach section which matain the 
relevant worksheets for for compltting tarlcr relatod to the specific section of the 
fimewotkt 



section 2. ISSUE GATHERING AND 
FILTERING 
*DEFINITION: The pn>cess of cornpihg 'ceiigible" systems advocacy issues. 

Jntroducüol: One of the most daunting tasks facing the organization is 
dttenaining how issues should be compifed and whiéh ofth& issues shouid be 
considered for action. How issues are gathered may have a significant impact on 
both the tppes of issues couecfed and the iiahtre ofrclationships with other aspeas 
of the commitnity. As wwdl. wbile many issues appar devant mUor importaat, 
not ali of thcse issues can be dertaken by our orgaaization. Some issues may fall 
outside of tht agency's manda@ Otbers may not qiiaüfy as king of a "systcmsW " 
nature. This stage in the fiarnewodr wili fÏiter out such iaeligible issues. 

ISSUE GATHERING= In determiniag how issues are to be gathered a number 
of factors have been idenaed by the organi7ation as beiig important 
considerations, 

a) How issues shouid be gathered. The agency has identified five basic 
forms for coliecting issu@ (and idonnation related to undeaaking the issues). 
Ali of these formats have ment in the eyes of the agency although certain formats 
may prove more usefiil than others. 

i) Kev Infornant d g  information from knowledgeable individuals (mental 
M t h  workers, consumers, govemment officials, psychiatrists, agency personnel, 
etc.) Information can be obtained both formally and infomaliy. 

- Advantages: simple, easy to obfain, inexpensive (usiialiy), can help build 
individu al alliances, can obtain a broad range of views. 

- Disadvantages: opinions can be subjective. views may be inaccurate. 

ü) Comrnunity Forum: Accwing information fiom the general population or sub- 
groups- 

- Advantages: relatively inexpensive, not too difncult to o r g e ,  cm provide 
increased profde for the agency, may increase levels o f  consumer participation. 

- Disadvantages: rnay heighten expactations, information not necessarily accurate, 
information wili likely be reactive, if not propcrly run, forums can nim into a public 
relations fiasco. 

iii) Data Analvsis: F o d  examination of data related to field 

Stock data: Formai cornplaints ncorded through Mental Health Advocacy 
program. Similar information h m  intemal (other programs) and 

64 A 5ystemw is defined as +egisIative. policy, secvice and other systems levels relating to legal 
rights and therapeutic and social entitlements of psychiatrie consume~sunm/ors.w 
65 From Warheit. Bel and Schwab mSelecting the Needs Assessrnent Approach.' 



extemai (Human R i g h ~  Commiscion, Lepl A i4  Advacacy 
offices, etc.) sources. - 

- Flow data: Design of information system which üacks consumers in 
various systems in order to track movement (or lack thereof). 

- Audits: M o d o n  co~ection system for monitoring certain sysiems 
(hospitals, social assistana, etc.) on an on-going basis. 

- Advantages: Rtlativdy Ïmxpsivt, CM produce data whieh can be uscd by 
agency and others, easily evaltmted. - Disadvantages: data may not~icveal alI issues. 

iv) Social hdicators: Iiifknmiccs 6am h m  descriptive statistics found in public 
records or reports (imemploynaent leveis. poverty levels, . . etc.). 

- Advantages: Large pool of information to draw hm,  re1atively cheap. eady 
compareci to other data. 

- Disadvantages: Statistics may be biased or aot available. Largely theory base& 
information may be too generaL 

V) Field Survev Combination of openendeci interviews and observation efforts. 

- Advantages: Thomugh.can help build alliances, c a ~  be relatively inexpensive, c m  
provide firsthand knowledge of issues. 

- Disadvantages: Labour intensive, cm solicit reactive answers. 

b) When should issues be gathered. Another important consideration in 
determining how issues will be gathered wiii be timing. Factors such as the Board 
of Diredors annual plan, environmentai factors (sociopoiiticai climate), the agency 's 
fiscal year, the provincial govemments' fical year, schedules of other key 
organizations, and the schedules of CMHA's national and Provincial offices will a i i  
have a bearing on how and when issues are gathered. 

c) What happens to gathered issues. Another important consideration is 
feedback; both interndy and extemaiiy. For example, if issues have been soiicited 
at a cornmunity forum, efforts should be made to provide participants with some 
feedback on the agency's decûions and its rationale for these decisions. Failure to 
do so can lead to a lack of faith in the process. 

SUE FILTERING Having collecteci a p l  of issues, attention must be paid 
to eliminating those issues that, whiie p e h p s  important, do not meet the agency's 
most basic minimum requirements for consideration. 

Jmtructions: Each individual issue gathered should respond psitively to the 
foiiowing three questions in order to be considered for Issue Selection 
a) Does the issue meet the agencyys defdtion of a ccsystemsy~ issue? 
As previously mentioned, the agency has defined "systems" as "legislative, poiicy. 
service, and other systems leveh relating to legal rights and thermutic and social 



entitlements of psycbiatric consumer/s~vors." Oniy issues which can be 
identifieci as faliing within this deet ion can be accepted for fiirther consideration. 

b) Does the issue f a  with the agency's Mandate, Mission, and Ends 
statements? 

i) Man- Is this an issue that is containeci within the agency's 
geograpbicaily mandatcd ena of the City of Wepeg? 

- "Defendhg the rights and advocating the iaterests ofiadMduaïs with 
mental heaith pmblems." 

- "Ensuring ~11ccessfi.d wmrnunity participation and inkgration of people 
with mental health problems." 

- "Ensuring public understandhg of mentai heaith issues." 

5) )3nds Statements: "the agency recognizes the intriasic value of every 
human person, and believes thaî people who are affecteci by mental health problems 
have the same rights to choies and access to services as aü other persons and in 
accordance with these befiefs. the objectives of the Association shaii be:." 

- To advocate the intensts of individuals with mental hedth problems. 

- To eliminate socieial conditions adversely affiecting people with mental 
hdth  problems. 

- To manage the Association in such a way as to promote fiscal 
responsibili ty. 

c) 1s the issue being presented the real issue? Issues gathered by the 
agency, no matter what process is used to gather them, may not necessady be 
received in a fom that reveals the true issue. For example. a cornplaint about the 
high cost of medication may identify a problem but not the issue. The issue may in 
fact be genemus patent protection laws to phatmaceutical companies. In short, we 
seek clarity arouad the problem & its causes. Failure to identify the tnie issue can 
resuit in the omission of important issues and the acceptance of flawed ones, as weii 
as leading to misguided choioes for types of actions and the focus of those actions. 



Section 3. ISSUE SELECTION 
*DEFINITION: 'The process of deterrnining wbich issue(s) h m  among the many 
eligible issues will be sclected at a given point in time for action," 

Inboductfon: While the stage of hue Fdte~g  wiu in reducing the 
number of issues for consideration, it is clear bat the organization wiU face the 
prospect of only king able to act on a small percentage of the total numkr of 
quaüfying issues. To this end, a set of criteria has becn developed to assist in 
detambhg wbich isSpe(s) would be best suited for fiuther consicieration. 

$nstn~ctio= Each issue that has made it through the hltering stage& rated using 
the foiiowiag critena (sec 'lssat Selection Worirshcct'") - 

- 
0 e Selechon Criteria meegitionsl 

a) me w i t y  of h a  nie breadth and depth of the harm inc& by 
coasumers/sUnnvors. 

i] The severitv of hanii: 'The degree to which a particular issue adversely 
affects consumers/sunrivors." 

ii] Wumber of people affecteci: The number of coasumers/s~~vivors 
adversely afkctsd by a paaicular issue." 

b) The benefits (short and Ion I r n W  - 
The potential short and long-terni benefits to the mental heaIth system if the issue is 
successfuiiy undertaken. 

C) The efficacv and enforceabiiiv of a remed.: The viability of ensuring that a 
solution can be put into effect 

d) The usefulness of the issue/process as a mode1 for future action: Does the 
knowledge and experiences gained h m  undertaking the issue give direction for 
h u r e  issues. 

e) The relative chance for succesg HOW winnable67 the issue is, 

f) The costmenefits (direct and indirect68) of the issue to the aeency: Each issue 
wili bring with it its own unique set of costs and benefits to the agency. 

i] The cost of the issue to the agency 

66 aMental Health system' is defined as 7hose laws. policies. institutions. personnel. services. 
and pmducts whose prirnary purpose is to serve the needs of mental health 
consumers/suwivors." 
67 Wnnablew is defined as The relativo chance of attaining the identified goal(s). 
68 'Direct costsm refers to resounes that would need to be spent on the issue to undertake it 'In 
direct costs" refers to costs that the agency rnay occur as a result of undertaking a particular issue, 
such as political fallout, loss of future funding, etc. 
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ii] The benefits of undeataking the issui to the agency. 

g) The expertise of the arency: Does the agency pwess the necessary expertise69 
to undertake the issue. 

h) Fairness to protec d madents :  Wi selection of a particdar 
issue dircrimioatr anU=needS of partiCukir sub-gmuPs within the 
coasumer/survivor comrnunity. 

j) To what exte@ d-e have -tential to alter the relatio(is of 

k) Requests for action: The numba ofrequests. formai and iofofmal, direct and 
indirect, for action h m  internai and extemai sources on a p d d a r  issue. 

a) How manv issues d l 1  be selected for action? There is not set number 
of issues to be ch oser^ An assessrnent must be done on the avaüable and projected 
agency resounxs and tbis shouid be weighed against the resources needed to 
undertake the issue. In generai, it is safe practice to not stretch the resources of the 
agency to the Mt as unexpected needs wiil arise and not a l l  aspects of the 
assessrnent may be totally accUrate. 

69 'E,ertisem is defined as The knowledge. Sk'lls and attitudes required to successfully 
undertake an identified issue. 
70 YPowef iç defiried as The degree of mntrol and autonomy which consumers/sunrivors 
exercise over their own lives vis-a-vis the mental health system andior its allied systems." 



Section 2 

Appendix 



very low: Iuue (peatirlly) causes discomfon ?ad inconvcnicact to 
consumett/survivors. 

high: Issue Qmtentiaiiy) causes severt trauma Co consurncn/survivon. 

* very hi*: Issue ijtentially) is life-thrcatening to consumen/survivors. 

very low: 600 or less (1%) 

high: 21,001 - 48.000 (80%) 

very high: 48,001 + (100%) 

* * 
2. The b e n e f i j i a n S b e f r o m  the m e m l  h d t h  svstern.: 

1 I I -1 I 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) hi@ (4) very high (5) 

very tow: The issue provides Iittlt or no bencfits for modifying the mentai htaIth systtm- 

low: The issuc provides modest potcntid for modifying the mental health system. 

moderate: The issue provides some potencial for modifying the matai health system. 

bigb: The issue provides significant potential for mdifying the mental health system 

very high: Thc issuc provides enormous potcntial for rnodifying the mental hcalth system. 

71 7njuv considers phpical, financial and emotionaVpsychoIogical injury equally. 
72 Numbers based on the understanding mat 1 in 10 people within the agency's mandated population base 
of 600,000 people are mental health corisumers/sunfivors. 



tow: Modest chance that the solution am bc irnplemcnLed &or maiucaimd 

4. me us-s of w i w  for 

very low: Issudproccss prcsents Little or no potentiai as a model for fiirtbtr actioa 

low: Issudpmcess pnscnts modcst potential as a model for further actioa 

modemtc: Issudprocess ptc~ents some potentiaI as a mode1 for fiirtber adion 

high: ~ p r o c e s s  prcsents signifiant potential as a mode1 for further action, 

very high: Issudprocess prtsents enormous potential as a mode1 for further action. 

S. The relative chance for success: 

1 1 1 -I 1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: There is IittIe or no chance of attaining the identifid solution, 

low: There is a modest chance of attaining the identifieci solution, 

moderate: Tùert is some chance of attaining the idcntified solution 

high: Therc is a significant chance of attaining the identified soiution, 

very higb: Thert is an enormous chance of attaining the idcntificd solution, 



v e q  Mgh: ~ 0 0 +  audlor very bigh non-monctary cost 

low: $10.000+ d o t  low non-monquy C0st.s. .- 
very I O ~ :  $5,000+ d o t  v e y  low aoa-monetary COS~~, 

very high: enormous benefit 

high: significant bcncfit 

moderate: somc benefit 

IOW: rnodest benefit 

very low: üttlc ben& 

7. The ex~ert i se  of the aeencv: 

1 1 1 1 
very Io w (1) Iow (2) modcratc (3) high (4) very high (5) 

very low: The agency possoscs IittIe or none of the expertise required to successfuily undcrtake the 
issue. 

Iow: Thc agcncy possesses a modest amount of the expertise required to successfuliy undertakt the 
issue, 

moderate: The agcncy posstsses some of the expertise requircd to successfufly undmaice the issue- 

high: The agency possesses a much of the cxptrtise nquired to successfitlly undcriake the issue, 

very high: nie agency passesses almost alVal1 of the expertise rtquircd to undcnairt the issue- 



very low: Tbe Essue is one pertinent to a v u y  smaU segment (1% or les) of rhc consumet/stuvïvor 
community. 

low: The issue is one pertinent to ody a mo&t segment (2% - 10%) of î k  coMIIILCr/~vor 
commaoity, 

vcty high: The issue b one to an enormaus regment (81% or mort) of the 
co11~~rner/SUNivor comxnunity, 

very low: Little or no agreement amoag consumerisurvivors thaf the issue is a problematïc one. 

Ion: Modtst agreement among consumers/survivon that the issue is a pmbIematic one. 

moderate: Some Ievel of agreement among consumerslsurvivors that the issue is a problematic one. 

higb: S igni ficant agreement arnong consumtrs/survivon Chat the issue is probIematic. 

very high: Unanimous/ncar unanimous agreement among consumedsunrivors that the issue is 
problcmatic, 

10. To what e m t  does the ons of 
power: 

1 1 1 t 1 
very low (1 Iow (2) modcratt (3) Wh (4) vcry high (5) 

very Iow: The issue has Little or no patentid to alter the relations of pwer. 

low: The issue has modcst p o W  for altering the rtlations of powcr- 

moderate: The issue has some potcntial for altering the rtfations of power- 

high: The issue has significant potcntial for altering the relatioas of powu. 

very Mgh: The issue has enormous potcntial for altering the relations of power- 



I l .  mîs for oc- 

Very iow somwhat moderate hish enormous 
1 1 1 1 - 1 
20-30 3 14s 46-60 6 1-75 76 aod UP 

Worksheet Instructions 

On the foilowing pages you will fmd two worirsheets which together will aiîow you 
to pn>oeas issues relatPA to b u t  S ~ ~ C C ~ ~ O X L  The first sheet to be used is the '%sue 
Selection Critenon S d e s  (sa shed shett)." On tbis sheet are are eleven - - 
different criterion for detennining which hues the agetlcy may select f& action73 
Each individuai criterion contains a scale and definitions for cach point on the s c d e  
Each individaal issue is scored on the scales collectively by the - - 

appropriate agency personnel, wiving a value k m  one to five.74 

Ex. Let us Say that the agency was s c o ~ g  the foliowing issw, "That the 
orgafulzational structure of hospitals do not meet the needs of mental heaIth 
consumers/survivors." Using the attached SC& and their defkitions, the issue 
might be scoreci ike this; 

1. The m v  .of haan,. 

- -  1 - -  1 1 1 1 
very Iow (5) Iow (1) moderate (1-5) high (2) very high (2.5) 

L 1 t 1- 1 
very Iow (5) b w  (1) moderate (1 5) high (2) very high (2.5) 

2. The b e n e f i t s o r t  and loup terml from modifvinP the mental heplth SY-: 
. * 

1 1 1 t 1 
very low (1) iow (2) moderate (3) figh (4) very high (5) 

73Critenon *aa and T are both subdivided for a total of thirteen individual sales- This subdivision 
occured because the organization felt that the criterian was compriseci of two vital elements. 
However, these subdiied scales are half the numerical value of the other scales (.5 to 2.5). 
When added together they combine to make a value (1 -5) equal to the other scales. 
74 It should be noted mat only wme of the sales use hard data at the time bis rnanual was 
produced. Concensus will be needed to achieve a rating for some criterion until enough data has 
been compiled to replace this process- 
75 Numbers based on the understanding that 1 in 10 people within the agency's rnandated 
population base of 600,000 people are mental health consumers/survivors. 



4. me as- of the 

1 1 1 1 1 
very high (.5) high (1) moderate (1 5) low (2) vcry Iow (2.3 

7. The 

1 1 1 -  - 1 -1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) vcry high (5) 

8. Fairness ta orotected Prouos and r e ~ o o n d e n ~  

1 1 I 1 1 
very low (1) low (2) moderate (3) high (4) very high (5) 

9, k v e l  of -nt on issue a m ~ ~ i n r g i e t e d  pro- 

- -  - - -. - -- 

vcty low (1 low (2) moderate (3) Egh  (4) vcry high (5) 

1 t I 1 1 
v q  low (1 low (2) modcqte (3) high (4) very high (5) 

76 "Requests for actionw is always considered but an issue will score zero unless at least there 
have been twenty 'requests for action" (as defined by the agency). 



Once the group has rated the issue on &h of the individual scales the scores are 
transfemd to the Issue Selection Worksheet (see attached). The individual scores 
arc then placed beside the appropriate criterion unda the heading "Raw Score". 

4Xmia 
The severity of hann (5) 
Number of people affecttd (5) 
Benefits h m  mxwjhg the... 
EfFic8cy a n d u l f " l i t y  
Uscfihcsuamoddfor 
c b a n c c f ~ t ~ ~  
Cost of tmdmakhg the issue (3) 
Bericfics of andutrh'ng the issPe (3 
Expettise of the rgency 
Fairness ta groups 
k v e l  of agreement 
Potcntid to alter power relations 
Rcquests for actionn 

Total 

Once the raw scores have been poste& they are then appiied against the number 
directly to their right, the 'Cmuitipliers". The G'muitipiiers" are numbers of 1.2 or 3 
which the agency uses to demonstrate varying levek of importance between the 
criteria, with three denoting the most important criteria and a multiplier of 1 
denoting the least important. This means that two criterion with the same raw score 
(2) would score differentiy if they have different multipliers (2xlS2x2,2x3). After 
the raw scores have been applied against the multiplier. a new modified score is 
obtained (sec far right hand column). These numbers, when totaîied, provide a 
given issues total score. This process occurs for each individual issue until alI have 
been scored. The top scoring issues are then considered for action78 

77 In this example. a '1' was assessed because there had been 20-30 requests for action on this 
issue. 
78 Three points should be noted with regard to issue scoring. Fïrst, dl issues. no matter what their 
relative ranking, must achieve a minimum score in order to be considered worthy of further 
consideration, This score must be at Ieast 66% of the possible total. With the current 
total being at 120, an issue must then score at least a 79." The second point of note is that there 
may be a nurnber of hues which score relatiueiy close together (5 points). ln the event that this 
should happen and the number of issues exceeds the number of issues that cm be acted on, 
then the issues should be rescared using only those criterion that have a multiplier of three. 
Finally, the selection of issues at this stage does not automatically mean they will be undertaken. 
what it does mean is that these issues will be assessed further to determine the validity for action. 



The problem is 

The Issue is 

Does the issue f d  withui the oIganizaton's end statements: y- n- 

Does the issue fa within the o ~ o n B s  mandated arcs' y n- 

The presenting pmblem was identifiai by (specifu if interna1 program, 
consumerS. extemal agency, etc.) 

Criteria paw score 
The severiîy of hann (5) 
Number of people affected (5) 
Benefits h m  modifying the... 
Efficacy and enforceability 

Jsefdness as a mode1 for --- 
Chance for success 
Cost of undeaaking the issue (-5) 
Beneuts of undertaking the issue (-5) 
Expertise of the agency 
Faimess to groups 
Level of agreement 
Potential to aiter power relations 
Requests for action 

Modifieci score 

Overaii Ranking: 



Section 3. Issue Priorization 
WEFiNITION: 'The ranking of issues on the basis of perceived importance." 

#ntmduction: After the selection of issues is complete, another issue must be 
considered by the agency before proceeding with actual action. This consideration 
relates to the priorization of issues. operates in an ever changing 
environment, As such, then is aiways the possi'biiity that chmghg circumstances 
wiil cause the organbtion to nview any ougoing d o n s  to aet if it is prudent to 
continue km, d e  back operatons or Paaaps. sdually incnase the agency's 
commitment to a paiticuIar action. To undertakc such a change in the tiict of 
adversity can be dangemus howevu. Dec'iSions made rire not as k l y  to be 
objective andlor well thought out The establishment of criteria for prioiiljng 
alrraay selected issues then aiiows the agency to make quick and logid changes in 
a shifting world 

The orgaaization has adopted a nurnber of criterion that are to be used in priorizing 
issues if more than one has been selected for action. In the event that a review is 
cded for the agency WU alrrady have a clear idea of how it should respond It 
should be noted that the criteria are not scored but simply act as guidelines for 
carrying out a pnorization process. aithough the fht five WU have numerical values 
attached to them h m  the Issue Selection process. 

Issue Priorization Cntena 

a) Graviîy of Harm. 

b) The relative chance for success- 

C )  The expertise of the agency. 

d) The degree of potential for altering the relations of power. 

e) Request for action. 

f) Urgency.79 

g) Motivation.80 

h) Level of encouragement/support.s I 

79 Urgency is defined as Need for action is immediate. The issue presenting is extreme. either 
through its time limitations andior the potential damage/good that could be generated by not 
actinglacting on the issue." 
80 Motivation is defined as The  degree of interest and mmitment that the agency is willing to 
demonstrate towards the successful achievement of the identified goal." 
81 Level of encouragementlsupport is defined as The amount of tangible support that can be 
amassed to achieve the identified goal." 



a) When should issues be ~ r i o m ?  Assuming that more than one issue 
has been selected for action, these issues should be priocized irnmediateLy. 
Otherwise, this pnxxss should be utiüzcd whenever a crisis develops. 

b) What constitutes a cri&? Whiie a crisis pet se has yet to be defined. it 
has been decided that each program wil i  be issued a copy of the Issue Prioridon 
criteria. Program persorne1 (imdividuaiiy or cdlectively) can them submit a written 
outhe to the riesponsii1e body for consideration. Should such an assessrnent then 
be warrante& the new Sue would then be rated and ratcd against the ongoing 
issues. A decision would then be made as to whethcr or not the new issue would 
be undertaken and at what cxpense.82 

82 In making this consideration however, members of the relevant body should consider the 
following questions; 

a) Why is the presenting issue so important that the agency would consider curtailing, 
postponing or eliminating a cunent issue? 

b) If the presenting issue is selected for action, what will the cost (direct and indirect) be to 
current issues? 

c) If the presenting issue is sefected for action, what will the cost (direct and indirect) be to 
future issues? 

d) What will the cost be (direct and indirect) of not acting on the presenting issue? 



Section 4. ISSUE ACTION 
*DEFiNITION: "The process of developing and implementing a plan for the 
successful undeaakùig of previously selected and priorized issues." 

If issues an to be successfully undertaken actions m u t  be weU 
thought out and dacumented This daes not mean that a solution to a pmblem need 
be compIex. It simply meas that the oâds of being successful in an undertaking 
improve when an inteuigent plan îs devkd, a rationaie fa action is provideci and as 
much as possible. the use of objcctiw dasa is employed. In &ose cases which are 
unsu- the existence of such a plan maires fa case of refitction and 
evaluation and helps to eostnc that mistaka made are not npeated. 

Every issue that is king coasidered for action (ie. poabue Priorization) should 
be assessed tbtough the noal stage of the h w o & .  This is done for two reasons. 
Fit, a detailed anslysis of an issue may show that an issue that lwked appeaüng 
initiidiy may not be so attractive a h r  more intense scmtiny. This wiU help avoid 
taking on actions which might not be wimable, or at too great a cost The f ia i ,  
and most obvious reason, is that this stage represents the agency's strategic 
document with regard to how the action wiil be developed, hplemented and 
evaluated. 

The hnal section is divided into three major components; "Self-Analysid', "Problem 
Anaiysis", and 'Wsing-t Media." A worksheet for completing the action 
assessrnent can be found in the USection 4 Appeaàix." 

1) The A~ency: 'The prirnary signiscance of undeaakiog such an anaiysis is in the 
possibilities it opens and the constraints it places on practicel' One mistake that is 
ofien made by orgaaization's is their exclusive focus outside the organization. 
KnowIedge of the agency's unique makeup, its strengths and weaknesses and irs 
values and functions, will greatly assist in chooshg strategies, estabiishing alliances 
and dtimately, success M y  resolving problems. 

a) Authority Structure of the organization (coiiegial, hierazchid, etc). 

b) muntability to consumers: To what degree does those the organization 
serves have input and controi over the day-to-day operations of the 
oiganization. 

c) Ruies: Are organizationai niles predeterrnined and impsed on staff or are 
the staff part of the rule-forming process? 

d) P e c i s i o n - e  Decision-making process is focmai, ad hoc. or both. 

e) Personnel (Paid and voluntary): Who are the staff? What trends can be 
noted when conside~g such factors as age, gender, ethocultural 
background, education, consumers, etc. 



Division of Labour: WO& reSpOnsib.ilities are expert/speciakt or generalist in 
n a m .  
ù i b  Relations behveen staffaod/or between staff and 
consumers are f o d  and impersonal or infonnal_ 

Job due@: &e tasks assigneci/ individuais hind on the basis of mrit or on 
some other criteria. 

il Çonstituhon and =encation 
9 .  : Are philosophies, mandates. vaiues, 

goals and objectives f o d y  articdated a d  adhcréd to. 

j) Naturc of services Arc the current services offered change orientai? 

k) Jkpth and bteadth of -date: Is the organization's mandate narrow and 
specific or broad and geoed? 

a) Providers of fiscai resources: W h o  finances the organization. 

b) Jbviders of legitimation and authonty: Who sanctions the organization and 
its actions. 

C) J b v i d e r ~  of clients: Who are the organizaton andtor individuais responsïble for 
providing the organization with consumers of services. 

d) Perce~tion: What reptation does the organization have in what circles. 

e) Providers of complementary services: Who are the organhtion/îimdividuals 
who provide sirnilar anaor mutuaiiy beneficiai services. 

f) Competing oreanizations: Who are the organizations which compete for 
finances, clients, etc. 

g) Consumers and ncipients of organization's oroducts: Who benefits fiom the 
organi7rrtion' s services (direc tly and directly). - 

Additional factors 

a) Esto- of the orgmization: An analysis of an organization's evolution can 
provide insight into part success and f ~ u r e s  and reasons for boh. 

b) The psactitionec What are the personai motivations and capacities of the 
practitioner(s). As weii. what organizationai elements (work overload, role 

ambiguity, etc.) might efféct personal motivations and capacity. 



A) The Problem: The cozresponding sections. when undertaken together, 
provide a detailed understanding of the pmblem. 

a) Jkblern analvsig What is the problem and i& causes. 

b) past chqge efforts: What wodc. if any, has k e n  undertaken in the past to 
addnss this pmblem. 

c) P- of&bv- 
. . : Who sees the problem as dinerient, 

Social context of the nrobïem 

a) Ori~ns of the How did the pmblem becorne a prob1em 

b) Theory of the arobIem: What is the empiricai and ideological justification for the 
problem- 

c) Structural-functiond anaivsis of mroblenl: What are the social structures 
that maintain, increase or d u c e  the problem. 

The oeo~le  beine sewed 

a) Phpical location: Where are they Iocated. 

b) Social characteristics: culture, religion, gender. 
. - 

c) Economic characteristics: Economic class. 

d) Political characteristics: Degree of power and autonomy, etc. 

e) Derno~raohic charactens tics: Number of people. 

f )  Focmal oreanization: nature and degree of organization. 

g) Divisions and cieavanw sub-communities within the client group. 

h) Simificant relations With other parts of the social structure. 

i) Sinnificant chan= changes in the above over tirne. 

83 It should be noted that each section shodd not necessarily occur in a linear fashion, but can be 
researched concurrently. 
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B) Goals: Those staternents which spi@ the desired outcome(s) with regard to 
the issue. 

a) Outcorne Set ''Goals" statement. 

b) Pmcess poals: How the outcorne goais wili be achieved. 

C) Strategies: The types of generai actioIIS/approaches that wîli be taken to in 
order to achieve the sEated goals 

AmmSAKw 
Dtfiniti09; "The advcisary role is usai in situations in which the resolutian of 
dinerences is attcmpted thtough efforts directed to foster the interests of one party 
over another." (Poskanzer, p.1) . * 

- .  

Jndications for use: "There is a conflict or contest over issues, resoufces ancilor 
power which does not Iend iîseIf to solution through co-operative activity." 
(Posksnzer, p. 1) 

CONULIATORY 

Definition: "The conciliatory role is used in situations in which resolution of 
Merence is attempted thmugh efforts directed at fostering cooperation and 
commonality of purpose between competing interests." (Poskanzer, p.2) 
bdications for use; "Situations where thm is a comrnonaüty of internt within 
ciifferences, and resolution has b e n  thwarted by faulty communication, andor 
understanding." (Poskanzer, p.2) 

Definition: "The developmental role is used in attempts to maximize social 
hinc tioning through development of capacities, andlor capacities andlor resources, 
andlor through prevention of conditions that are like1y to impair those capacities and 
resources." (Poskaozer, p.3) 

hdications for use: a) A system indicates a desire to ameliorate its own 
functioning andlor prevent possible social breakdom. 

b) Professionai knowtedge shows that living situations can 
be hproved or social impairment lesseneci through the development of appropriate 
resources." (Poskanzer, p.3) 

Defurition: 'The faciütative-instructional d e  is used where there is the giving of 
new knowledge with sufncient elaboration of mderIying premises and general 
applicabiity so that this inteilectual howiedge and emotional understanding can be 
used in a variety of situations." (Poskanzer, p.4) 

Jdications for use: "a) There is a need for knowledge in order to perfom a 
particuiar task, or function which is cumntly impaüed due to lack of understanding 
or experience. 



~fmition;owIedge dcvelopment and testing is used with the same aims of 
developing an understanding of social work practice, and socid s e ~ c e  systems by 
expancihg the eIements contained ki acaial practice, making them expficit, and by 
subjecting them to vcrification? (PosLanw, p.6) 

for use; a) More lmowledge is aeeded in orda to lead mon appropriate 
action. 

b) M o n  is being taken, but its basis has not ban made explicit, and 
consequently it cannot be transmim to other practitioners. 

c) Action bas been taken but has not been e v a l u ~  (Poshnzer, p.6) 

The Action Svstmi: An inventory of those groups and resources which are seen as 
being allied. 

Resistance (oowsitionl and interference îinertia distraction) Forces: As above, but 
an inventory of those resource~ and skiIis which can be brought to bear against the 
organization with regard to the issue. 

pvaluation of oractitioner's ability to utilim the strate= Does the 
organization/coaiition have the ability to s~ccessfully ïmplement the appmpriate 
sîrategies. 

D) Tactics84 : The specifïc initiatives that the organization wiii undertake in 
order to implement the general strategy(ies). 

a) Adversarial: civil disobedience, s trikes, threats, demons trations, 
picketing, lobbying, etc. 

b) Conciliatory mediation. provision of information, empathy. etc. 

c) Develoomentai: conciliation, bargaùiing, task forces, etc. 

d) Facilitative-Instructional: lectures. role playing, role rnodeiiing, 
logical discussion, etc. 

e) Knowledee Deveio~ment and test in^: research 

84 For example, lf a coalition decided that opposition to govemment policy changes was best 
undertaken by educating the general public through a series of press conferences and a regular 
bulletin, then the strategy chosen is an education one. The press conferences and bulletin are 
the tactics chosen to implement the strategy. 
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Using -the Media 

Using the media: No matter what strategies are undertaken the media wiü WreIy 
play a signifiant role in action campaigns. Issues for considemîion are: 

a) Jkvelop ~ h t i o n s h i ~ ~ :  1t is important to develop reIationships with those media 
personalities wnsidered vital to the agency and its work. This codd iaclude social 
&airs reporters, cditor-in-chiefs, Ilocal commU13ity reporters etc. 

b) RveI mdia liSt: Contact wüh tbe media ofken happem on rclative1y short 
notice andw media's c d  baving an up to dete k t  of a l l  media outlets and 
relevant contact peopIe heIps easm f a  and accurate respomes. 

c) Think pictures: The tena "A picture is woah a thousand words" was not coined 
for nothing. Modia exposure is often very limited and what people see can be more 
important than what they hem. 

d) Mail press mewss) nleases: Prepated news releases ensure fast and accurate 
means of gctting out a message. 

e) FoIiow up oress releases with calls: As with everything in Me. a persona1 
conversation greatly increases the Wrelüiood of getting what one wants. 

f) Reco-enize who controls the media: While the media has its more progressive 
elements, the peopIe who coatrol the media are often those who stand to gain the 
most h m  the status quo. 

g) Be prepared: Always be clear one who wiii converse with the media and what 
that person WU Say. ïlI-advised co~ments can nxin an entire campaign! 



Section 4 

Appendix 



Issue Action 

Problem Analvsi~: 

a) Nature: 

b) Location: 

c) scope: 

d) Degree: 

of the pmblem b~ sipificant others: - 
Position 

Onnins of the ~robiem: 



Opppe we are 

a) phusid l d o n :  

b) Social characteriscicg 

c) Eco~chanicaristics: 

d) PhvsicaI characteristiag 

e) Demomap hic charac teris tics: 

f) Forma1 or~anizationg 

g) Divisions and cleav'a~es: 

h) Sinnificant relations: 

i) Sig;nificant - changes: 

Goals - 
Outcome goals: 1) 

Process goals: 1) 

2) 



- 
1. Strategy selected: 

Rationaie for choice: 

2. Strategy selezted: 

Rationale for choice: 

3. S trategy selected: 

Rationaie for choie: 

The Action svstem: Resis tance forces 

Practitioner evaluation: 



Tactics: 

1. Tactic chosen: 
. - - - - - - - 

Rationale: 

2. Tactic chosen: 

Rationale: 

3. Tactic chosen: 

Rationale: 
- - 

4. Tactic chosen: 

Rationaie: 



Appendix V 

Interview Questions 



htewiiw Ouestions 

la) To what extent were the objectives of the cornmittee met? 

b) Wouid you Say thet the originally estabiished objectives were an accurate 
portrayai of the cornmittee's work? If no, how wouid you modify the objectives to 
be representative of the wodc done? 

2a) During the cornmittee's woh; the student provideci a number of aids to assist 
the committee in understanding the pprocess of undertaking systems advocacy. How 
usefiil wae  the foiïowing to you: 

i) The prslcticum npoh 
ii) The practicum repos: an abridged version. 
iii) '%uide for considering changes" 

b) How. if at al.& mi@ you have modifieci them to make them more effective? 

3 3  Considering your personai level of knowledge about systems advocacy ptior to 
your involvement with the committee, how much would you Say your level of 
understanding has increased to this point in tirne? 

b) What aspects of the process did you find particuiarly enüghtening? 

C)  What steps, if any, could have been taken to increase your learning even 
m e r ?  

4a) Did you feel as if you were a valued member of the group? 

b) Does anything in particular stand out that made you feel the way that you do? 

Sa) With regard to the student's overd performance. what comments would you 
have on the foliowing points: 

i) Knowledge of material. 
ii) Presentation style. 
iii) Level of organization. 



Appendix W 

Performance Feedback Graphs 



Performance Féedback Ratiw 

Meetings 

1 Question 3b 1 

Meetings 



Performance Feedback Ratings 

Meetings 

1 Question 3d 1 



Performance Feodback Ratings 

Meetings 

1 Question 4 1 

Meetings 



( Question 5 1 

Meetings 

1 Overall Meeting Rating 1 

Meetings 



Performance Feedback Ratings 

Performance questions 



Appendix X 

Median Scores 
Performance Feedback 



Median 1 Scores 

.Meeting 1 
Meeting 2 
Meeting 3 
Meeting 4 
Meeting 5 
Meeting 6 
Meeting 7 
Meeting 8 

Qu. 3a !QU. 3b / QU. 3c 
1-51 1-51 1 

t 1 1 1 1 

1 i 1 1 1 
- 1 j 1 1 1 

2; if 1.5 
1! 1.51 1 

1-51 1 i 1 
2i  1 1 2 

Qu. 3d !Qu. 3% 0verall per j Overall perf 
1 f 2 1 1 1 1 
t !  1-51 1 1 1 
1 1-37! 11 1 

- 1: 1-37! - t !  1 
2: 1.Si 1! 1.5 
1 : 1 i -.. . -. 1 f 

1 i 11 
1.5; 1 f 1 

i 

1.51 2 j 2! 2- 
Meeting 9 1 * !  I !  1 

i i 1 Meeting 10 1 1 L...-. 

1 f 2; 1 .si 1 

1 i 
Totals 1 1.3i 1.l j  1.151 1.2: 1,4741 1-1 5r 



Spurmin's Rank Cornlrtion Matrix 
Question #5 






